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PREFACE E

Thee research project which led to this dissertation was inspired by the role trade unions
andd working people may in the global political economy. Based on the assumption that all
aspectss of social reality have become increasingly "globalised", my choice was to study
thee effects of global integration processes on political participation and representation in
developingg countries. In the Brazilian case - representative of many other developing
countriess - increasing global integration coincided with a process of political transition fromm dictatorship to democracy - and a transformation of the dominant development
strategyy - from state-led industrialization to economic liberalisation and structural
economicc reforms. The nature and outcome of these processes demonstrate that the
domesticc and global political economy have become inextricably linked.
Inn order to avoid writing a general account of globalisation's "potential" effects, I
chosee to look at the responses of an actor that had been particularly important in the
shapingg of the Brazilian political system and development policies throughout the
twentiethh century, the labour movement. It is often assumed that labour represents an
"old"" political force, which is no longer able to counter globally mobile capital. This
dissertationn tells the story of the way in which Brazilian trade unions found space for
increasedd political participation during the democratic transition of the 1970s and 1980s,
whilee also developing innovative strategies to deal with concrete labour conflicts. For this
reason,, the purpose of this study is to do justice to the significant role the Brazilian labour
movementt has played during the past decades. The Brazilian case also tells a crucial story
aboutt the limits of democracy in developing countries. The need for immediate and longtermm economic reforms in the aftermath of financial crisis usually signifies the end of a
periodd of democratic expansion, particularly when governments view opposition as
potentiallyy undermining the success of long-term economic reforms.
Thee dissertation presented here is the result of four years of study and research, a
journeyy of discovery and learning. Over the years, my supervisors supported me in many
cruciall ways. Dr. Alex Fernandez Jilberto greatly contributed to my intellectual
developmentt and encouraged me to do research on labour relations in Chile as a Master's
student,, a research project which would eventually evolve into the topic of this
dissertation.. In addition, his knowledge of Latin American political economy, as well as
off the Ph.D. process itself, deepened my own understanding to a great extent. Prof. Dr
Gerdd Junne provided considerable inspiration from the early stages of my research
project.. With his provocative questions and comments, he always reinforced my own
criticall views. I greatly appreciate Dr. Marianne Marchand's ability to put my work in a
broaderr perspective, while she also stimulated me to present my work at conferences.
Thee research project was made possible financially by a full doctoral scholarship
providedd during the first years by the Research Centre for International Political Economy
att the University of Amsterdam, and after April 2000 by the Amsterdam School for
SocialSocial Science Research, University of Amsterdam. Furthermore, I received generous
fundingg for research trips and conference visits from the Faculty of Social and
Behaviourall Sciences, the Amsterdam School for Social Science Research, and the
Netherlandss Foundation for the Advancement of Tropical Research. The publication of
thiss dissertation benefited from financial support from the Jurriaanse Stichting and the
Amsterdamm School for Social Science Research.
Thee opportunity to interview Brazilian trade unionists, to attend union meetings
andd to interview members of organisations related to the labour movement was one of the
mostt interesting and rewarding aspects of the research project. I would particularly like to
mentionn Clara Ant (Instituto de Cidadania and Partido dos Trabalhadores), Valmir
Barbosaa (Sindicato dos Trabalhadores do Metro, Sao Paulo), the executive board of the
Centrall Unica dos Trabalhadores of the Federal District (Brasilia), Maria Silvia Portella
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dee Castro (adviser of the CUT and the Confederacao Nacional dos Metalürgicos),
Marceloo Sereno (executive board member of the CUT, 1995-1999, and director for union
affairss of the Partido dos Trabalhadores, from 1999), Delubio Soares (director for union
affairs,, Partido dos Trabalhadores, until 1999), Mönica Valente (executive board member
off the CUT), Julio Turra and Kjeld Jakobsen (Department of International Relations,
CUT),, Francisco Alexandre, (Confederacao Nacional dos Bancarios), Cesario da Silva
(publicationn department of the CUT), Fernando Lopes (Confederacao Nacional dos
Metalürgicos),, Tarcisio Secoli (Sindicato dos Metalürgicos do ABC), Argemiro Pertence
Netoo (Associacao de Engenheiros da Petrobras), Luiz Vieira and Celso Vianna de
Fonsecaa (SINDIMINA - Sindicato dos Trabalhadores nas Indüstrias de Prospecao,
Pesquisaa e Extracao de Minérios no Estado de Rio de Janeiro), Mozart Schmitt Queiroz
(SIND1PETRO-RJJ - Sindicato dos Trabalhadores na Indüstria Petróleo no Estado de Rio
dee Janeiro), Baltazar en Wilson Almeida (Sinergia Sao Paulo), Uriel Villas Boas
(Sindicatoo dos Siderürgicos e Metalürgicos da Baixada Santista).
Becausee a significant part of the project consisted of a survey of existing
(publishedd and unpublished) trade union material, I would also like to thank the following
researchh institutions and documentation centres. The Centro de Pesquisa Vergueiro in Sao
Pauloo is an indispensable source for union publications and newspaper clippings,
althoughh its activities have suffered from financial restrictions in recent years. Other
importantt sources for union material were the Centro de Documentacao e Memoria
Sindical,, the Departamento de Estudos Socio-Econömicos e Politicos (DESEP) and the
publicationn department, all part of the Central Unica dos Trabalhadores (Sao Paulo), the
Centroo de Documentacao of the Sindicato dos Bancarios in Sao Paulo, the Arquivo
Edgardd Leuenroth (Universidade Estadual de Campinas), and the Fundacao Perseu
Abramoo (affiliated to the Partido dos Trabalhadores). The Sindicato dos Metalürgicos do
ABCC (Sao Bernardo do Campo) and its research department, and the Federacao Nacional
doss Urbanitarios in Rio de Janeiro provided me with ample access to their documentation.
II would particularly like to thank the Interunion Department for Statistics and
Socio-Economicc Research (DIEESE, Sao Paulo) for its invaluable assistance with the
statisticall survey and the analysis of union documents, particularly Ana Yara Paulino,
Antonioo Prado and Ilmar Ferreira Silva. Luiz Gonzaga and José Eduardo de Campos
Siqueira,, respectively president and secretary of international relations of the Federacao
Nacionall dos Urbanitarios invited me to the federation of electricity workers, the Latin
Americann regional conference of the International Federation of the Chemical, Energy,
Minee and General Workers' Unions (ICEM), as well as organising several interviews.
Throughh Carlos G.J. Pradez and Jan Tilma, of the Companhia Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD),
II received a significant amount of information on the CVRD, while José Roberto
Fagundess of the Human Resources Department of the CVRD organised interviews with
thee trade union and the investors' association. Furthermore, Kjeld Jakobsen and Odilon
Faccioo of the Observatório Social in Florianópolis invited me to an extremely interesting
seminarr for academics and unionists on labour standards in multinational corporations.
Thee generosity and hospitality of many Brazilians, academics and trade unionists
andd others, certainly turned my research trips into an excellent experience. Iram
Rodriguess (Faculty of Economics, Universidade de Sao Paulo), Glauco Arbix
(Departmentt of Sociology, Universidade de Sao Paulo) and Armando Boito Jr.
(Departmentt of Political Science, Universidade Estadual de Campinas) all took
considerablee time to discuss my research project and results at several stages over the past
years.. In addition, I would like to thank the Department of Sociology at the University of
Saoo Pauio for providing me with a position as 'visiting researcher' during my first stay in
Brazil.. In addition, I have greatly benefited from conversations with the following people:
Giovannii Alves, Nadya Araüjo Guimaraes, Edilson José Graciolli, Roberto Bernardes,
Franciscoo Galrao Carneiro, Lücio Kowarick, Paulo Martins, Antonio Carvalho Neto,
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Salvadorr Sandoval, Sedi Hirano, Adalberto Moreira Cardoso, José Ricardo Ramalho,
Marcoo Aurelio Santana and Tullo Vigevani. I would also like to thank Celso Peel, labour
judgee in Cubatao and professor of labour law, for introducing me to specific labour
dimensionss of privatisation in a town economically dominated by a now privatised
industriall sector. A special mention goes to Susana Camargo Vieira, who introduced me
too many people who proved to be very important for my research project. In addition, she
providedd me with several opportunities to present my work and discuss my conclusions
withh experts. I would also like to thank Marcos Castelli Florino, Odair and Flavia Calia
Florinoo for their hospitality in Sao Paulo; Dexter Boniface, Michaela Rozenholz, Frank
Edwinn Duurvoort, Monica Paranhos, Patricia Vieira Trópia, Maria Ester Camino, Zé de
Abreuu and Bob van der Linden.
II spent the last stages of my doctoral research as a visiting doctoral student at the
Centree for Brazilian Studies, St. Antony's College, University of Oxford. I am
particularlyy grateful to Alan Angell (Latin American Centre, University of Oxford),
Lesliee Bethell, Margaret Hancox, Mahrukh Doctor, Fiona Macaulay, Carlos Pereira and
thee staff of the Centre for Brazilian Studies to discuss my work, for offering me a
workspacee at the Centre and for their excellent academic programme.
II would like to thank the following people for their friendship and support
throughoutt the years: Abdullah Mohamoud, Alejandra Blanco, Alessandra and Erica de
Almeidaa Camargos, Ans Kolk, Antonio Carmona Baez, Barbara Stafford, Barbara
Hogenboom,, Chris Jacobs, Claudia Sanchez Bajo, Courtney Lake, Christa Licher,
Damiann Raess, Daniel Gomez, Denis Keegan, Grainne McMahon, Inês Trigo de Sousa,
Iinaa Hellsten, Jessica van der Wusten, Kees Biekart, Kerri Philpott, Kim Mathiesen,
Lassee Peltonen, Laura van Rossem, Marina de Regt, Mehdi Amineh, Marianne Franklin,
Mariaa Pia di Matteo, Marcel Maussen, Mary Bourke, Mireille Codfried, Nancy de
Randamie,, Nick Owen, Paul Blokker, Raymond Feddema, René Wiering, Sandra
Aranjuiz,, Sean Chabot, Shanta Singh and Xiaoke Zhang. Furthermore, I would like to
thankk the members of the Department of Political Science, the participants of OLA - the
Latinn American Ph.D. group at the Centre for Latin American Studies, University of
Amsterdamm - and participants of the International Political Economy Ph.D. club (in
variouss forms) of the Amsterdam School for Social Science Research for their comments
onn my work.
II am very grateful to my family, Rolf, Renée and Hester, for their support and
generosity.. I would like to dedicate this dissertation to my grandparents - Willy ZanoniBrouwer,, Henk Zanoni, Jopie Riethof-Ligteringe and Jan-Dirk Riethof - to thank them
forr making me aware of politics and justice. Finally, my partner, Tadgh O'Sullivan, lived
throughh the highs and lows of the research and writing process, across borders and
sometimess even across continents. My experiences and the end result of the project would
notnot have been the same without his love and support.
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INTRODUCTION N

Duringg a period when most analysts can only be pessimistic about the role of organised
labourr in politics and in the workplace, the emergence of the Brazilian labour movement
offerss an alternative narrative. Brazilian trade unions have not only achieved the reintroductionn of direct bargaining with employers and the strengthening of representation
inn the workplace, they have also had a crucial influence on that country's democratisation
process.. In addition, the establishment of the Workers' Party (Partido dos Trabalhadores,
PT)) in 1979, has signalled the potential for an innovative left-wing politics in new
circumstances. .
Thee Brazilian democratic transition and the re-emergence of opposition forces,
beginningg in the early 1970s, provided the context for a significant wave of strikes at the
endd of the decade. This militancy resulted in the emergence of a more autonomous trade
unionn sector, unions whose shop floor action worked towards a transformation of the
labourr relations system, which in turn was also translated into political opposition to the
militaryy regime. The transition process not only demonstrates the institutionalisation and
thee political development of the labour movement, but also the internal conflicts and
dilemmass that the labour movement faced in its later activities. These dilemmas become
especiallyy clear after 1990, as President Fernando Collor de Melo introduced an economic
reformm programme, a shift in policy-making which underlined the collapse of importsubstitutionn industrialisation and the developmental state as pillars of a specifically
Braziliann development strategy.
Inn this context, this study argues that the combination of democratisation with
economicc reforms has produced a situation in which organised labour has attempted to
reassertt its role as the legitimate representative vehicle of workers' interests in both
politicss and in the workplace, while the labour movement has simultaneously been unable
too define an effective alternative lo economic reforms. The central question of this
dissertationn is how and why the responses of organised labour to economic and political
transformationss have changed during the 1990s. Indeed, these recent responses by the
labourr movement to economic and political reform are defined here as ideas, demands,
andd strategies, which trade unions use to change the political and economic situation. A
studyy with focuses on these issues most call into question the changing relationship
betweenn the state and both the economy and civil society in developing countries. In
orderr to examine the effects of democratisation and economic reforms on the Brazilian
labourr movement, the Chapters will be shaped by the following three arguments.
Firstly,, as organised labour as a social and political actor re-emerged towards the
endd of the military regime (1964-1985), the Brazilian labour movement was largely

strengthenedd during the dictatorship's final years. Despite repression of trade unionists
andd the left, the authoritarian regime allowed the continued existence of trade unions,
althoughh their activities were highly restricted. In addition, the rapid industrialisation
processs from the mid-twentieth century onwards, which was in turn heavily promoted by
thee Brazilian military, resulted in the emergence of renewed union activity. The
industrialisationn process in turn led to an increase of the number of urban industrial
workerss who were able to recognise the possibilities that trade union action opened, a
developmentt which further stimulated the rise of a new labour movement.
Thee trade unions that emerged from the opposition to the military regime
emphasisedd their autonomy from the state and traditional political parties, representing a
significantt rejection of both corporatism and populism, both dominant features of the pre19644 political system. In addition, the unions attempted to establish workers' shopfloor
representationn and direct bargaining relations with employers, something which was
madee impossible by the military regime's restrictions on trade union activities.
Furthermore,, the unions' mass mobilisations from the late 1970s onwards re-established
thee labour movement as a legitimate political actor, a process which also included the
large-scalee involvement of civil-society organisations in the return to democracy, a
revisedd labour movement more widely known as 'new unionism'. The novel aspects of
neww unionism are the following: (1) a focus on internal democracy and democratic
workplacee relations; (2) strong relationships with social movements and a new type of
left-wingg party, such as the PT; (3) autonomy from the state (a rejection of corporatist
unionism);; and finally (4), a broad vision of the meaning of workers' representation. This
conceptionn involved an attempt to include workers from outside the formal sector into the
labourr movement and represented a wider political programme focused on social
development.. This type of unionism has often been viewed as an answer to the problems
thatt unions face in the era of globalisation, avoiding as it does the pitfalls of'traditional'
tradee unions, which, through their focus on a traditional union constituency, increasingly
losee membership and representative capacity.
Secondly,, despite the political momentum that the democratic transition provided
duringg the 1980s, the political space for the Brazilian labour movement became more
restrictedd in the 1990s, with the devastating effects of hyperinflation and the financial
crisess increasing the threat of unemployment. Although economic problems have also
provokedd large-scale national strikes, they also undermined many unions' capacity for
effectivee collective bargaining at company level. In turn, the later success of the Piano
Reall stabilisation plan (1994) in bringing down inflation led to a decrease in the number
off strikes and general mobilisations. The government's success in reducing inflation
underminedd much of the justification for union opposition, as hyperinflation particularly
affectss the poorest groups in society. In this context, it has been more difficult for trade
unionss to find a more effective way to influence political and economic decision-making
thann during the 1980s. Because the labour movement failed to present a viable,
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alternative,, political project, and given the few institutionalised channels for political
participation,, unions and the left in general were strategically outmanoeuvred, often
findingg themselves in the position of defending the "old" system of state economic
intervention. .
Thirdly,, the union movement is also significantly innovatory, yet also internally
riven,, one example of which are the divisions evident on the question of labour reform, an
issuee on which the labour movement has never achieved a satisfactory consensus. As will
bee examined throughout this thesis, the Brazilian labour movement has been unable to
establishh a consensus on the extent to which the corporatist labour relations system has to
bee reformed. In addition, strategic dilemmas related to the Brazilian economic reform
programmee have also resulted in internal conflicts.
Thiss study develops two specific case-studies to examine the changing politicoeconomicc context of trade union and worker activity. The first case-study reconstructs
changess in ideas, strategies and demands of the labour movement during the 1990s, and
thesee changes are then compared with the main elements of the new economic model in
Brazil.. In order to fully understand the context of these changes, the dissertation argues
forr the importance of an analysis of power relations within the labour movement itself,
alongg with examining its decision-making processes and external relations. It can also be
arguedd that strategic changes have taken place, primarily as a shift from strategies based
onn mobilisation to strategies that emphasise negotiations with employers and the
government. .
Secondly,, privatisation is one of the central pillars of Brazilian development
strategy,, and its implementation has been largely successful when compared to other
reformm measures. By focusing on privatisation this thesis draws attention to the essential
elementss of the complex transformation process taking place in Latin America. With
respectt to the labour movement, it can be argued that trade unions have not only been
incapablee of influencing the privatisation process, but that the practical implications of
privatisationn have contributed to strategic differences between the central union
leadershipp and individual unions. In addition, in the absence of a successful antiprivatisationn strategy, trade unions have tended to prefer the maintenance of the system of
state-ownedd enterprises.
Organisedd labour and left-wing opposition in Brazil have found it hard to
formulatee an effective and coherent strategy to influence the economic reform
programme,, while one of the major divisions that have emerged is between strategies of
mobilisationn and negotiation. Mobilisation was very effective during the 1980s, while
directt bargaining between unions and their employers in sectors where unions are strong
(such(such as the industrial and metallurgy industries) also provide an effective strategy. The
rangee of possible strategies available is highly contested within the labour movement, and
thiss policy struggle provides us with some significant insight into the difficulties and
possibilitiess of labour opposition.
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Thee analysis of trade union responses to reforms measures also deals with the
post-19944 period, a time characterised by the introduction of a stabilisation plan and an
extensionn of structural reforms, such as privatisation, and also by a significant shift in
unionn strategies. The focus of the empirical study is on urban industrial workers and their
tradee unions, within the framework of changing labour market structures, such as the
emergencee of different categories of workers and the informal sector, and the changing
contextt of work.' This focus has been chosen partly for practical reasons, as research on
informall sector workers requires an alternative research design. Although urban organised
workerss are a numerical minority in a country such as Brazil, they have a far more
significantt influence on the political process. The limits of a focus on formal-sector trade
unionss can be solved by examining changing labour market structures, the balance
betweenn different categories of workers within the labour movement, and the way in
whichh organised labour deals with "other" types of workers (cf. Harrod 1987).
Thee study of labour issues in the social sciences highlights many forces which are
fundamentall for any understanding of the transformation processes at the end of the last
century.. Labour movements should be an important aspect of these studies, as 'the
developmentt of the modern entrepreneurial and labour classes of Latin America ... is
indistinguishablee from state-led industrialization' (Cardenas, Ocampo and Thorp 2000:
19).. The scope and impact of changes since 1985 has been shaped to a large extent by
socio-economic,, institutional and political continuities with the past. For this reason, the
analysiss has to consider the complex relationships between the following developments:
thee emergence and evolution of the labour movement; the development of the Brazilian
state;; and the formation of a dominant development strategy. In addition, as Candland and
Sill argue, research should move beyond the 'strong tendency to view economic
adjustmentt as a process which governments effect upon societies, not vice versa, and to
treatt policy choices as matters of strategy, relatively unencumbered by the independent
interests,, expectations, or political pressure from social groups' (Candland and Sil 2001:
6).. In this way, an approach focused on political conflicts surrounding the decision to
implementt economic reforms avoids an exclusive focus on a reform process implemented
fromm 'above', while paying attention to the responses of those who are affected by
economicc change.
OUTLINE E

Thee first Chapter discusses the central concepts of the dissertation, including the issue of
labour,, particularly by focusing on debates relating to the transformation of work and on
thee expected effects of globalisation on employment patterns and trade unions. Firstly,
althoughh labour refers to the activity of work, it also refers to particular categories of
workerss (e.g. 'the working classes') and often to organised labour. While the focus of the
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See Appendix for a more detailed discussion of methodology and statistics.
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dissertationn is on organised labour, organised labour should be analysed within the
contextt of labour market characteristics and the transformation of the nature of work. A
conceptuall framework for Chapters IV and VI's discussion of strategies and power
relationss within labour movements is also outlined in Chapter I.
Secondly,, a discussion of the concept of the state in developing countries provides
ann opportunity to analyse the processes of change during the 1980s and 1990s: the
Braziliann state is an example of the so-called developmental state, a state is characterised
byy high levels of intervention in order to promote industrialisation, while specific
developmentt policies can vary. This form of state is also connected to various forms of
corporatistt labour relations and labour control, protectionism, and the important role of
multinationall corporations in technological development and industrialisation, a type of
statee which has gradually declined during the 1980s and 1990s.
Thirdly,, the concept of'development strategies' refers to largely coherent systems
off economic policy-making that promote economic development (development goals and
policiess being variable). Distinctions are usually made between inward- and outwardorientedd development and degrees of state intervention, while these strategies are not
mutuallyy exclusive. The Chapter argues that the definition of the concept of 'development
strategies'' should contain a strong political dimension, as they deal with the allocation of
resourcess in a society, and, crucially for developing countries, with the balance between
domesticc and foreign economic actors. By pointing to the political dimensions of
economicc development, my argument stresses the role of political struggle, disputing the
notionn that economic reforms are merely a technical issue.
Thee importance of the economic and political reforms introduced in Brazil cannot
bee understood without reference to twentieth century developments in state structure and
itss relations to society. The purpose of Chapter II is to offer an historicised and
contextualisedd conceptual discussion of Chapter I, while Chapter II also argues that post19300 relations between state and society were conditioned by the existence of an
interventionistt state, import-substitution policies, and a coalition of the urban working
andd middle classes, and industrialists. Significantly for trade unions during the 1990s, the
incorporationn of the emerging working classes in the political system from the early
twentiethh century onwards, was crucial for the development of labour legislation.
Economicc problems during the 1950s and 1960s were strongly related to governmental
difficultiess in finding a balance between development goals and popular demands, which
contributedd to a military coup in 1964. The military government broke the political aspect
off the 'developmental alliance', but industrialisation policies based on an increasing
emphasiss on foreign investment were extended after this time.
Chapterr III is divided into two main thematic sections. Firstly, on the basis of an
overvieww of changes in the Brazilian political system it is argued that, although
democracyy was expected to solve 'non-democratic' politics, many limits to democratic
politicss remain. To name some examples, clientelism and corruption, which are still
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commonn in Brazil, along with the weak party system, reduces the role of the Brazilian
Congresss as an effective democratic control mechanism.
Thee second section of Chapter III discusses the content of the reform programme
andd its development during the 1990s. The Chapter argues that the decision to introduce
reformss is rooted in a series of economic problems, from the devastating effects of the
debtt crisis (1982-3) to the failure of a range of financial stabilisation plans. From 1990
onwards,, the following elements of the Brazilian developmental strategy have changed.
Firstly,, in 1990 president Fernando Collor de Melo introduced a reform programme,
consistingg of economic and trade liberalisation, privatisation of state-owned enterprises
andd a redirection of the role of the state in the economy. Secondly, when a successful
financialfinancial stabilisation plan was introduced in 1994, reforms were extended to include the
reformm of the social security system; financial and fiscal liberalisation; and outsourcing of
statee tasks to the private sector. Thirdly, although the corporatist labour laws are still
largelyy in place, reforms have included the flexibilisation of the labour market and a
reinforcementt of direct bargaining between employers and workers. It is argued that these
economicc and political reforms do not simply represent a 'neo-liberal model', as the
implementationn of reforms has been subject to various exceptions (particularly of a
protectionistt nature). Furthermore, the reforms have propagated a redirection of the role
off the state, rather than an overall minimisation of the role of the state.
Thee second half of this dissertation (Chapters IV-VI) is devoted to a case-study of
thee Brazilian labour movement during the 1990s. Chapter IV addresses the rise and
successs of new unionism by analysing the role of the labour movement in the Brazilian
transitionn and also explains how trade unions have played such a crucial role in the
openingg of political space for a civil-society based opposition. New labour strategies and
thee "new unionist" attention to community development, social movements, and
democracyy are features of a unique and dynamic Brazilian labour movement.
Nevertheless,, as the Chapter argues, the seeds for internal divisions and strategic
problemss were also sown in this period. To cite one example, the Brazilian labour
movementt has been unable to form a consensus on the reform of the corporatist labour
relationss system, a central demand of new unionism. This inability to formulate a
consensuss on the issue has resulted in splits within the labour movement and the
formationn of seven different central union organisations during the 1980s and 1990s. In
addition,, direct union action, such as strikes and mass demonstrates, has not always been
co-ordinatedd among the various central organisations. This type of competition and lack
off co-ordination within the labour movement, has obviously weakened trade unions, as it
iss easier for employers and the government to negotiate with one individual group and not
thee other, as the labour movement has largely failed to coalese into a united opposition.
Chapterss V and VI address the responses of the CUT (Central Unica dos
Trabalhadores)) to the economic reforms taking place. Chapter V discusses the trade
unions'' "political programme" which was developed in order to analyse shifts in
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strategiess and demands. Because of the complicated nature of the Brazilian labour market,
anyy analysis of union strategies has to include an overview of internal power relations
withinn the labour movement itself, and particularly within the CUT. This overview
demonstratess that locations of decision-making can be found in several individual unions,
ass well as in the CUT itself, and the Chapter then goes on to argue that the meaning of the
conceptt of the 'working class' has changed within the Brazilian left. This change
demonstratess that the labour movement has been able to include social groups that might
notnot be included in traditional definitions of the working class (e.g. small entrepreneurs,
informall sector workers, and white-collar workers).
Thee second half of the Chapter addresses the CUT's analysis of central issues in
thee reform process, including the 1994 Real Plan and its effects, public sector reform,
employment,, and labour flexibility. On the basis of this analysis, it can be argued that the
labourr movement has not developed a well-defined alternative project. Indeed, it also
appearss the CUT would prefer a return to a strongly interventionist, but democratic, state.
Onn the basis of the CUT's diagnosis of the reform process, the Chapter goes on to
comparee a variety of trade union strategies, including the tensions between negotiation
andd mobilisation. The economic conjuncture of the 1990s has reduced the effectiveness
andd viability of the type of mass mobilisation that had broadened the democratic agenda
duringg the 1980s, while the threat of unemployment has also resulted in specific
negotiationss on the issue of labour flexibility conducted by unions in multinational
industries. .
Thee final section, (Chapter VI) is devoted to the privatisation of state-owned
enterprisess in Brazil. Economic and political transformation in Latin America have
alteredd the way in which the state manages and intervenes in both the economy and
society,, and the changing role of the state has resulted in a shift in the priorities of public
policy,, including new priorities such as the creation of conditions for the attraction of
directt foreign investment and reform of the state apparatus, privatisation, and the overhaul
off labour and social legislation.
Privatisationn is a controversial topic, and it is impossible to assess its effects on
employmentt and social development without reference to political debates and the
economicc restructuring process in general. Furthermore, the issue of privatisation is an
excellentt case for an analysis of the labour movement's view on the state's role in the
economyy and on the content and impact of economic reforms. For this reason, the Chapter
providess an overview of Brazilian debates on privatisation. To briefly summarise,
opponentss of privatisation argue that despite the nature of Brazilian economic reforms
andd efforts to streamline bureaucracy, the state has to remain responsible for economic
development.. Therefore, the sale of state-owned enterprises, which have played an
importantt role in economic and social development, will not contribute to economic
developmentt in a country such as Brazil. For proponents, privatisation is part of a reform
programmee aimed at increasing the efficiency and competitiveness of the Brazilian
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economy,, while increased efficiency

is expected to contribute to reducing the

government'ss budget deficit as well as reinforcing macro-economic stability. In addition,
increasedd economic efficiency is also expected to lead to the employment creation.
Thee Chapter also focuses on the expected effects of privatisation on labour, an
issuee which has greatly conditioned the responses of the left and the labour movement to
privatisation.. By examining the strategies of the CUT dealing with privatisation, the
Chapterr reconstructs the resulting internal strategic and ideological problems (within the
labourr movement and left-wing opposition). Strategies of opposition to privatisation have
includedd strikes, demonstrations, legal action and (sometimes violent) occupations of
governmentt and company properties. The CUT has also formulated an alternative for the
statee productive sector, which proposes a 'democratisation' of the public sector. In reality,
thee labour movement could not halt privatisation and individual unions often opted for
participationn in the process through employee shares.
Inn summary, the limits on union action posed by the military dictatorship and the
transitionn to democracy have shaped a new type of union movement, which has played an
importantt political role during the 1980s. Meanwhile the origins of the strategic shift
withinn the labour movement itself can be found in the combination of economic reforms
andd democratisation, particularly as the economic problems of the 1980s as well as the
Braziliann government's commitment to a reform programme, have combined to limit the
effectivenesss of union opposition. In this context, the labour movement has gradually
discoveredd new avenues for union action, in addition to the maintaining the original
strengthss of new unionism.
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CHAPTERR I

LABOUR MOVEMENTS, THE STATE
ANDD SOCIETY IN TIMES OF GLOBAL
TRANSFORMATION N

INTRODUCTION N

Developingg countries have experienced a double transition at the end of the twentieth
century,, a fundamental shift which has involved both a political transition from military
dictatorshipp to democracy, and also an economic shift in development strategy, aimed at
transformingg the role of the state in the economy and a transformation of development
strategy.. This process of transformation also implies a new form of integration in the
globall economy and a revised interpretation of the role of economic and social policies in
promotingg development. In order to examine the way trade unions have responded to
thesee processes in Brazil, the purpose of this chapter is to conceptualise and discuss the
transformationn of the developmental state, along with the position of trade unions in the
aftermathh of democratic transitions.
Thee economic and political changes that developing countries have undergone,
havee fundamentally affected social-scientific approaches to the study of the state
(discussedd in section 1.1 and 1.2). Section 1.1 of this chapter presents a framework for the
understandingg of developing countries during periods of globalisation. Within a global
analysis,, it is necessary to pay specific attention to the position of developing countries,
givenn the tendency for most globalisation theories to focus on the developed world. On
thee basis of the 'double transformation process', section 1.2 suggests that the concept of
developmentt strategies provides an analytical framework for the understanding of the
connectionn between trade unions, economic and political structural transformations, and
changess in economic policies. Section 1.2.2 also explores the theoretical implications of
thee concept for the analysis of Latin American politics before economic reforms were
introducedd during the 1990s. Section 1.2.3 compares the situation before the 1980s with
thee effects of economic and political reforms, both on development strategies and on
democracy.. In relation to democracy, section 1.2.4 argues that when economic reforms
havee coincided with democratisation, this often poses limits for political participation.
Thee last section (1.3) of this chapter argues that the 'double transformation process' also
hass fundamental consequences for the analysis of the position of trade unions. In order to
pursuee this argument throughout the following chapters, this section presents a framework
forr the analysis of labour responses to economic reform. It argues that an analysis of trade
unionn activity in developing countries has to move beyond traditional notions of the
workingg class and also traditional descriptions of trade union action.

1.11

GLOBALISATION AND THE STATE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Anthonyy Giddens defines globalisation as 'the intensification of world-wide social
relationss which link distant localities in such a way that local happenings are shaped by
eventss occurring miles away and vice versa' (Giddens 1990: 64). This definition indicates
thatt although cross-border activities have always existed, there is a fundamental change
andd acceleration of the process, while the definition also points to a growing global
interdependencee of economic, social and political activities.2 Developing countries, for
example,, have a long history of global integration through colonial trade relations and
exportss of agricultural products and natural resources. In countries such as Brazil, which
movedd from being an exporter of primary goods to undergoing industrialisation
throughoutt the twentieth century, the history of global integration is also reflected in the
importancee of multinational

corporations and foreign

investment for

industrial

development. .
Givenn the developing world's involved relationship with the global economy, a
significantt problem with most globalisation theories is that developed countries are the
geographicall and conceptual focus and starting point. In the light of this chapter, it is
importantt to differentiate between the effects of globalisation on socio-economic change
inn developing countries and the combined effects of democratisation and the introduction
off economic reform programmes. Furthermore, there is a 'lack of any serious treatment of
neo-liberall discourses of development as they are deployed in peripheral societies' (Slater
1996:: 274), which leads to an over-simplification of the political and economic changes
takingg place in developing countries. It will be argued in this section that although
economicc reform programmes in developing countries display remarkable similarities
whichh are often promoted by international financial institutions, the particular nature and
consequencess of the introduction of economic reforms can only be understood with
referencee to its local context.
Thee question whether globalisation leads to a 'convergence', or a differentiation,
off economic structures and political institutions is quite controversial, with many
globalisationn theories being based on the assumption that the influence of global market
forcess will reinforce similarity among countries and economies. Competitive pressure,
mimicking,, and the spread of values and norms on an international scale are believed to
contributee to the convergence process.3 It is assumed that developing countries progress

"" Generally speaking, it is also useful to treat the concept of globalisation as both a descriptive term for
thee developments of the last decades and as political or ideological, as the concept of globalisation
presentedd in academic literature is predominantly descriptive. Some globalisation theories have a
strongg political or ideological component, stressing the benefits of the free market and the imperative
behindd the spread of the market economy for global well being. Other perspectives on globalisation
emphasisee the possibilities for renewed consciousness and resistance.
Edwardss (1995: 48-58) refers to the following international factors which influenced the introduction
off economic reforms in Latin America: the lessons from the East-Asian countries; the early neo-liberal
reformm efforts in Chile as a role model; and the influence which international financial institutions exert
throughthrough lending and structural adjustment programmes.
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byy adopting an appropriate institutional framework, while arguments similar to
modernisationn theory assume that globalisation and the introduction of economic reforms
willl produce an ideal set of institutions ('democracy', 'economic rules', 'norms and
values'),, which will promote economic development. The demise of authoritarian regimes
duringg the 1980s (the third wave of democratisation), the abolition of the interventionist
state,, and the widespread introduction of structural adjustment programmes are seen as
evidencee of this convergence process (Boyer 1996: 31-32, 47-51). Although economic
andd institutional reforms may produce temporary social and economic distortions,
reformss are expected to contribute to social and economic development in the long run.
Forr example, a report of the World Bank on the labour dimensions of economic reforms
statess that '[ajlthough the reform process itself may sometimes produce transitory
dislocations,, deeper engagement with the world economy is the best assurance of rising
livingg standards and reduced inequality for all' (World Bank 1995: v).
AA somewhat more pessimistic variation on this theme are neo-classical and neoliberall perspectives which assume that a country's production and trade must be based on
itss comparative advantage within the world economy. As industrial production is not
sufficientlyy developed to form a basis for economic development, the emphasis of
economicc policy-making should principally focus on exports of natural resources. A
successfull strategy leading to increasing exports and trade is in turn promoted by
economicc policies focused on integration into the world market, such as trade
liberalisationn and economic deregulation.
Despitee similarities in economic reform programmes and democratisation
processes,, and international pressures to implement these reforms, the variety of
developingg country responses is heavily stressed, as is the importance of domestic
institutionss in mediating the international pressure for reform. An example of this
complexx causality is that the wave of democratisation seen in Latin America during the
1980ss and 1990s cannot simply be considered as a logical evolutionary outcome of
economicc development and modernisation. In Latin America, authoritarian regimes
followedd upon democratic forms of government in relatively highly developed countries
andd authoritarian regimes managed to sustain high levels of economic growth. This
developmentt undermines the argument that there is a causal relationship between levels
off economic growth or development and the likelihood of a democratic system (Oxhorn
andd Ducatenzeiler 1999). More complex factors play a role in the explanation of the rise
andd fall of authoritarianism in developing countries and at the same time, most countries
havee sustained high levels of socio-economic inequality in periods of democracy.4
44

It is important to make a distinction between procedural definitions of democracy and definitions that
includee references to the content of democratic political outcomes. Some approaches assume that
socio-economicc inequalities tend to limit full citizenship and therefore limit the quality of democracy
(Vilass 1997: 7-8; Starr and Oxhorn 1999). In 'procedural' definitions the existence of basic democratic
institutionss (particularly free electoral participation) is the principal condition for the existence of
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Itt is also important to acknowledge the diversity of political and economic forms
inn developing countries. The core-periphery distinction, according to Gereffi, has become
increasinglyy outdated, as regions such as south-east Asia and Latin America have
experiencedd significant industrialisation processes (Gereffi 1995: 105-106). However,
significantt discrepancies in development levels exist among developing countries;
althoughh some developing countries have industrialised, many countries have been unable
too match this process (Dicken 1998: 29).
Anotherr approach to the links between development trajectories and globalisation
iss to distinguish between different types of capitalism, as progress in economic
developmentt can arise from a variety of institutional settings (Boyer 1996: 33). It would
bee wrong to assume that the 'international pressures for reform' and the 'global market
mechanism'' are homogeneous forces, contributing to economic and political convergence
(Boyerr 1996; Hirst and Thompson 1996) Similarly, instead of supporting the assumption
thatt global economic integration will also lead to a convergence of labour relations
systems,, authors such as Frenkel and Harrod (1995), and Candland and Sil (2001) argue
forr a path dependency perspective. This perspective involves a reappraisal of existing
sociall and institutional arrangements and a rejection of the argument that societies and
economiess will eventually converge, emphasising the importance of existing social
structuress and institutions in mediating the transformation processes. In turn, this
assumptionn means that systems of labour relations should be analysed within their own
'veryy specific economic, social and political setting, and ... particular international
context'' (Ruigrok and Van Tulder 1995: 40; cf. Boyer 1996: 54-57; Weiss 1998: 188212). .
Thee transfer of sovereignty to regional or international institutions, another form
off global integration, usually involves political decisions, as in the case of the EU and
Mexico'ss membership of NAFTA. The same is true for the active decision of many
governmentss to make global integration of the national economy an economic policy
goal.. During processes of global integration, 'policy makers are obliged to negotiate the
integrationn of their countries with other economies and to take measures to stabilize,
open,, deregulate, privatize, and streamline the social role of the state in order to free up
markets'' (Diaz 1997: 38). Integration strategies can therefore serve as a conscious
instrumentt of domestic economic restructuring (Palan and Abbot 1996: 74-75).5 In
relationn to issues of governance, strategies of regional and global integration are often

democracy,, without considering the "quality" and effects of democratic decisions. The limitations and
possibilitiess of Brazilian democracy are further discussed in Chapter III.
'' A Latin American policy response promoting regional integration and integration in the world
economyy in terms of policy reforms elaborated by the Economic Commission for Latin America and
thee Caribbean (ECLAC), see ECLAC (1994, 1995).
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instrumentss with which to confront

the global political economy or become

complementaryy strategies of national economic development.6
1.22

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES: B E T W E E N STRUCTURE AND AGENCY

Takingg into account the diversity of policy responses to global integration in developing
countries,, the purpose of this section is to outline the concept of development strategies,
inn order to analyse the introduction of economic reforms in developing countries.
Developmentt strategies are usually equated with particular economic policies. In Stephan
Haggard'ss definition, '[development strategies are packages of policies aimed at steering
thee economic activity into a particular mixture of ownership and sectors' (Haggard 1990:
23).. For example, in Brazil the 'mixture of ownership' and economic sectors has been
translatedd into public investment in infrastructure, the establishment of state-owned
enterprises,, and, in the case of Brazil, into policies to attract foreign direct investment in
orderr to promote industrial development. A more comprehensive way to analyse sets of
developmentt strategies in their socio-economic and historical context is the concept of
'developmentt regime'. A development regime 'involves a sustained fusion among the
institutionss of the state, particular segments of the socioeconomic order, and a particular
biass in public policy orientation' (Pempel 1999: 157).
Garyy Gereffi points to the distributive consequences of development strategies,
whichh potentially lead to political conflicts: development strategies 'can be defined as sets
off government policies that shape a country's relationship to the global economy and that
affectt the domestic allocation of resources among industries and major social groups'
(Gereffii 1990a: 23). Furthermore, the arguments used in development policies are not
onlyy "academic", but also consist of a discourse which is subject to political and social
dispute.. On the one hand, as will be discussed in the remaining chapters, one of the most
commonn ways for governments to regard labour and organised workers' issues is to treat
themm as a potential problem for social order, economic growth and political stability (e.g.
thee way wage demands affect prices and inflation). The development of labour-based
politicall parties and the emergence of populism in Latin America also demonstrates that
workerss are a focus of mobilisation, as well as the principal constituency for the
organisationn of political parties and their strategies.
Becausee sets of economic policies affect the political participation of civil society
organisations,, the concept of development strategy also refer to the political dimension of
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An important example of the integration of the automobile industry in the Southern Cone is the joint
venturee Autolatina, between Ford and Volkswagen, with production facilities in Argentina and Brazil.
Thiss development demonstrates that easy access to neighbouring countries becomes an important
considerationn in foreign direct investment decisions. The regional integration of energy production and
transmissionn is also an important force in regional integration. Examples are the bi-national
hydroelectricc dam of Itaipü, on the border of Brazil and Paraguay, and attempts to integrate electricity
andd gas networks between Brazil and Bolivia. Both initiatives are a response to problems with
electricityy production and distribution in Brazil, and solutions are now found in cross-border contacts.
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state-society-economyy

relations.

The

effects

of

socio-economic

structures

and

organisationn on the outcomes of policy-making should also be considered. According to
Starrr and Oxhorn, it is important to consider state-society-economy relations, as 'the
specificc nature of the relations between the state and different actors within society is
centrall to the relative success of any economic strategy' (Starr and Oxhorn 1999: 4). As
governmentss tend to depend on domestic power constellations and are affected by the
opposition'ss political pressure, they have attempted to build coalitions and organisational
structuress (e.g. corporatism) in order to sustain societal support for alterations in policymaking,, while policy changes which affect particular groups can undermine such
coalitions.. In a Latin American context, one clear example of how of policy changes
affectt economic and social groups are the effects of economic liberalisation, state reform
andd privatisation. These economic reforms have reduced the importance of groups such as
public-sectorr workers, state sector managers, but also domestic industry and enterprises
thatt depend on trade protection and subsidised supplies from state-owned enterprises.
Institutionall arrangements are the result of a long historical process; although
institutionss change, past patterns often leave an extended long legacy. Examples of this
legacyy in Brazil are the corporatist system based on the interventionist state, and the
politicall party system.7 To name a few examples characteristic of the Brazilian case, the
militaryy government still built upon the foundations of import-substitution policies
introducedd pre-1964, while it also used the labour-relations system to repress trade unions
(seee Chapters II and IV). Although the post-1985 democratic governments have attempted
too change some institutional features, these legacies are difficult to eradicate and the
reformm process has proved to be extremely slow. The inclusion of institutional legacies
andd past policy-making in the analysis of development strategies has important
consequencess for the relationship between collective action and the political system, an
observationn leading to the expansion of the definition of development strategies to include
suchh collective action. Manuel Garretón explains the link between development strategies
andd collective action as follows, arguing that for most of the twentieth century, the stateledd industrialisation development strategy in Latin America was combined with the ideal
off social (corporatist) and national integration:
[t]hee state represented unity and therefore played a central role both in
assigningg resources through redistributive social policies and in articulating
sociall demands. This situation had two consequences. On the one hand, social
concernss (including economics) were subordinated to politics, as was
expressedd through a strengthening of the mobilizational dimension of political
actorss at the expense of their representative dimension. On the other hand,
collectivee action was important for processing social demands as long as it had
ann organizational basis and was politically oriented (Garretón 1999: 66).

'' The effects of the Labour Code and the Brazilian party system are further discussed in Chapters II and
III. .
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Thiss quotation demonstrates the impact of development strategy on collective
action,, specifically referring to state corporatism in Latin America, a system in which
representativee organisations had a special role in channelling social demands. As is
furtherr discussed in Chapter II and III, although the corporatist system provided formal
opportunitiess for political participation, the role of societal organisations was also limited
byy the state.x The relationship between state-led industrialisation and corporatism implies
thatt development strategies are also important for characterising forms of relationships
betweenn the state, organised labour and employers. As will be argued in 2.2.3, the
corporatistt labour relations system has fundamentally shaped the nature of union
organisationn and collective bargaining. In addition, the importance of the urban industrial
workingg class for state-led industrialisation led to a system of relative privileges for these
groupss of workers (particularly in the areas of union organisation and social security)
comparedd to rural and informal-sector workers. The distributive effects of policy changes
alsoo point to the indirect impact of development strategies on trade unions and workers.
Forr example, when economic reforms such as trade liberalisation and the increasing
emphasiss on exports affect domestic industry, employment in these sectors is often
reduced,, weakening the bargaining position of remaining workers. Furthermore, changes
inn the structure of the economy, or the balance between economic sectors, affect sectoral
employmentt levels and through this, sectoral union membership levels (Murillo 2001: 4;
Harrodd 1994: 3; Ruigrok and Van Tulder 1995: 122).9
Thee organisation of labour relations and work is an essential aspect of any
developmentt process, even though it is not always explicitly mentioned as such. The
significancee of labour refers to the relative importance of direct and indirect labour costs,
labourr productivity and labour militancy in investment decisions. The relationship
betweenn labour costs, labour productivity and profits, and the relationship between social
welfare,, unemployment and economic growth play an important role in economic policymakingg at a national and international organisational level, as restrictive labour legislation
andd restricted labour rights can used to attract foreign investment. The role of unions in
collectivee bargaining is considered to be a major factor in the determination of labour
costs,, hence the importance of the role of trade unions and the institutional framework of
labourr relations. As Amadeo and Horton argue, '[t]he history of the labour movement, the
structuree of unions and the relation between unions, members and employers, the
characteristicss of the bargaining process between unions and employers and labour
legislation,, and the operation of labour market policies such as training institutions are
xx
A discussion of the historical development of corporatism in Brazil is provided in Chapter II and the
consequencess of democratisation for corporatism are analysed in Chapter IV.
Thee following aspects relevant to the position of workers are usually affected by economic and social
policies:: (1) the supply (influenced by demographic and conjunctural factors) and quality of the labour
forcee (education, training and working conditions); (2) the rate of employment and the stability or
mobilityy of labour; (3) the organisation of labour relations and of representative organisations of
workers;; and (4) social policies, such as unemployment benefits, health insurance (Simai 1995: 13,
notee 3).
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paramountt to an understanding of determinants of wages, employment and labour
productivity'' (Amadeo and Horton 1997a: 4; cf. Candland and Sil 2001: 7).
Thee concept of development strategies defined as economic policy-making within
aa historically evolved institutional, economic and political framework avoids the
allegationn that political and economic reform are merely a matter of technical and
administrativee change, and demonstrates how reforms are linked to basic questions of the
distributionn of economic gains and the role of the state in solving social and economic
inequalitiess (cf. Leftwich 2000: 105-126). In addition, the purpose of deploying the
conceptt of development strategies is to combine institutional approaches with the analysis
off structural changes in the economy to examine shifts in the content and consequences of
economicc development strategies. Relations between the state, capital and labour are part
off the institutional structure of a country, while particular institutional arrangements can
hamperr or facilitate economic and social development, as institutionalist approaches to
developmentt studies emphasise.
1.2.11.2.1

Latin A merican Development Strategies

Thee principal categories for development strategies are based on the arguments relating to
internationall trade. Outlined below is a standard interpretation of the two principal
'conflicting'' models: import substitution industrialisation (ISI) and export-oriented
developmentt (EOI). Developmentalism in Latin America was targeted at the substitution
off imports, such as consumer goods, natural resources, energy and capital goods, the goal
off import substitution being to promote domestic industrialisation. In theory, the national
economyy would be able to cater for all domestic needs, and an important feature of this
developmentt strategy is the protection of the domestic economy, through import tariffs,
exchangee rate controls and government subsidies.
Eastt Asian countries soon moved from export of primary resources to a
combinationn of export promotion and industrialisation, while during the 1960s and 1970s,
thee Brazilian development strategy also shifted from ISI to a combination of import
substitutionn and export promotion. The principal purpose of export-oriented development
wass to foster a domestic production structure geared towards exports, which meant that
externall demand dynamics became a crucial factor in the economic decision-making
process.. The state still played a crucial role in signalling developments in external
demand,, adapting the national economy to global economic structures, and promoting
investmentss and technological development. Furthermore, developmental states that
implementt export-oriented strategies sometimes have strong relations with domestic
businesss and the financial community.10

100
Comparisons of several aspects of Latin American and Asian development models and strategies can
bee found in Edwards (1995: Ch. 3), Evans (1995) and Sndharan (1996) on specific economic sectors,
inn GeretTi and Wyman (1990), Gereffi (1995) and Koonings (1994: 19-39). Stallings and Streeck
(1995)) discuss the relationship between development models and regional hegemonic powers (US,
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Althoughh differences between ISI and EOI are often presented as a dichotomy,
theree is no strict dividing line between ISI and EOI. Latin American countries moved
fromm promoting exports of primary products and natural resources to ISI during the early
twentiethh century, however this never excluded export promotion and trade. One can
speakk of the existence of a mixed model, or state-led industrialisation with a varying
emphasiss on protectionism or export promotion (Cardenas, Ocampo and Thorp 2000: 24).. Import substitution also did not exclude imports, as imports of intermediate and
capitall goods were necessary for further technological development (Bradford 1990: 3334). .
Institutionall developments and the transformation of the role of the state in Latin
Americaa were closely linked to the direction of economic development. The policies used
too deal with economic problems after the Great Depression contributed to the
developmentt of an interventionist state together with institutions that facilitated the
promotionn of industrial development, with capital accumulation limited, due to a weak
domesticc technical and financial basis (Draibe 1985: 13). Consequently, a successful
industrialisationn strategy called for further development of economic planning and the
extensionn of industrialisation. Two cycles of institutional and economic state
developmentt characterise Brazil up to 1990. The first cycle occurred during the 1920s and
1930s,, and was a reflection both of changes in the world economy, and of the
transformationn in domestic social and economic structures. It included the growing
sophisticationn of the state apparatus, the extension of tax and customs collecting agencies,
andd the institutional and political incorporation of the working classes. Foreign
investmentt and financing already played an important role in this period, although it was
notnot as dominant as it would be later. Furthermore, macro-economic control mechanisms,
suchh as exchange rate controls, were introduced. As a result of increasing state
intervention,, manufacturing activity (particularly consumer goods: textiles, clothing,
footwear,, food processing) increased on the basis of earlier economic development in that
directionn (Cardenas, Ocampo and Thorp 2000: 9-10).
Duringg the second cycle, from the 1940s until the 1960s, much emphasis was
placedd on economic planning by the state. Important public enterprises were established,
particularlyy in the areas of infrastructure, energy and basic industries, while specialist
developmentt planning and financing agencies were also established (Draibe 1985: 13, 1920).. This period is also characterised by an uneasy relationship between governments and
organisedd labour. On the one hand, the new working classes (principally urban industrial
workers)) were an important source of political support and mobilisation, however,
concedingg to workers' demands could also jeopardise economic policies or alienate
segmentss of the various alliances that supported the government, as will be argued in
Chapterr II. On the other hand, the availability of skilled workers, labour quiescence and a
certainn willingness to concede were also necessary for the success of import substitution.
Europee and Japan) and their peripheries.
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Duringg the second cycle (secondary ISI), the industrialisation process was
extendedd to new sectors (automobiles, electrical and non-electrical machinery,
pharmaceuticals),, including the production of intermediate goods (petrochemicals and
steel)) and capital goods (heavy machinery). State-owned enterprises began to play an
increasinglyy important role in the economy, as partners in the so-called Triad, in which
theree is a partnership between domestic, state and foreign capital (Evans 1979). With
somee exceptions in later years, state-owned enterprises were concentrated in natural
resources,, and for multinational corporations it was attractive to establish Brazilian
branches,, particularly as this provided access to large protected markets (Gereffi 1990b:
99).. Attracting FDI was an important stimulus for the advancement of domestic
manufacturingg industries from the mid-1950s onwards and MNCs gained an important
presencee in industrial sectors. Furthermore, in order to finance the state productive sector
andd large-scale public investment projects, external borrowing was an important financial
instrument. .
Inn the Brazilian case, the period from 1964 up to 1990 was characterised by
diversifiedd export promotion and continued secondary ISI. This process entailed a
continuedd

extension

of industrialisation

(transport equipment, plastic materials,

informationn technology), including a focus on capital goods and increases in
manufacturingg exports, promoted by new export subsidies (Gereffi 1990a: 17-19; Gereffi
1990b;; Haggard 1990: 25; cf. Thorp 1998: 4, 6, 133-134).
1.2.21.2.2

'Desenvolvimentismo '" in Brazil

Fromm an Asian studies perspective, the Latin American import-substitution strategy is
oftenn presented as less-than-ideal, with many studies focusing on the way Latin American
statess deviate from an ideal-type. When one treats the "Asian model" as merely one of the
modelss available to developing countries, it is also possible to deploy the concept in a
Latinn American context. It is also necessary not to exaggerate the homogeneity and the
successs of the Asian miracle countries: to cite one example, it is simply not the case that
allall East-Asian countries adopted the same institutional forms or societal relationships.
Additionally,, the Asian crisis has called into question not only the viability of the
developmentall state as both a model and as an economic policy, but it has also
emphasisedd the importance of changes in the conjuncture of the world economy. Latin
Americann countries have now abandoned several features of the previous development
strategy,, such as the interventionist state, strong industrial policy and import substitution.
Sincee the 1980s, the concept of the 'developmental state' has been a dominant
analyticall tool for the analysis of the state in developing countries, while the concept has
alsoo functioned as a political and economic model for developing countries, based on the
examplee of Asian economic success (at least until the late 1990s) (Johnson 1999: 33;
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Evanss 1995: 47-60). The concept was originally intended to describe features of the
Japanesee political economy.12 Derived from the Japanese case, the ideal-typical
developmentall state is a provider of capital and a promoter of new investment decisions.
Furthermore,, this system is characterised by a Weberian-type bureaucracy {elite-based
andd meritocratic), and a political system that does not obstruct the bureaucracy's
functioning.. An institution whose purpose is to promote industrialisation plays an
importantt role in promoting and directing economic development, the Japanese Ministry
forr Industry and Trade (MITI) being the perfect example, with most developing countries
establishingg similar institutions. Another assumption of the 'developmental state' concept
iss that the state is able to perfect methods of state intervention in the economy within a
markett framework (Johnson 1999: 38-39; Evans 1995: 48-49).
Thee concept of the developmental state also refers to the context in which
economicc policy-making takes place. Therefore, a second dimension of the concept of the
developmentall state is the nature of relations between the state, economy and society, as
thee balance between these spheres is an important determinant of future economic
success.. This ensures strong relationships between state institutions and economic actors,
whilee Peter Evans has introduced the term 'embedded autonomy' for this type of statesocietyy relations (Evans 1995):
Corporatee coherence gives these [state] apparatuses a certain kind of
"autonomy".. They are not, however, insulated from society ... To the
contrary,, they are embedded in a concrete set of social ties that binds the
statee to society and provides institutionalized channels for the continual
negotiationn and renegotiation of goals and policies (Evans 1995: 12).
Thee 'embedded autonomy' approach argues that the state is capable of directing the
industrialisationn process, as long as the state is sufficiently autonomous, has a strong and
effectivee bureaucracy, and strong connections with the private sector in order to signal
demandss for state intervention (see also Leftwich 2000: 160-167).
Developmentalismm as a concept is also used as a description of the development
regimee that characterised many Latin America countries until the early 1980s. Peter
Evans,, for example, characterised Brazil as an intermediate case between Asian
developmentalismm and states with weak (and often 'predatory') relationships with society,
particularlyy as the Brazilian bureaucracy is not organised on a clientelist, as opposed to
meritocraticc principles. In addition, the strong position of the traditional land-owning
oligarchyy and multinational industrial capital in Brazil, weakened ties between the state
apparatuss and industrial elites, thus undermining the potential developmental role of the
"" Developmentalism can be translated as desarrollismo in Spanish and desenxolvimentismo in
Portuguese. .
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Braziliann state.13 Despite Brazil being an 'intermediate' case, as Evans argues, the state
hass still been able to launch substantial industrial and infrastructural projects (Evans
1995:: 45-47, 60-66). Ben Ross Schneider characterises the Latin American desarrollista
statee (based on the Mexican and Brazilian cases) as follows (Schneider 1999: 278-282):
Extensive state intervention14: profits and decisions on investments depend on
decisionss made by the state. This entails that the state plays a direct role in the
allocationn of resources, as well as in investments in infrastructure and state-owned
enterprises.. Indirectly, the state influences the economy through tariff and nontarifff barriers (protectionism), subsidies, exchange rate and interest rate controls,
restrictionss on foreign investment, wage and price controls.
The 'discourse' of developmentalism was based on the ideal of national economic
developmentt through industrialisation until 1964. Social development was a
subordinatee issue and was expected to follow from economic development. After
1964,, the national security doctrine of the military regime connected national
economicc development through industrialisation with internal and external
security. .
'Exclusionary polities': although some popular groups, such as urban industrial
workers,, were included in politics through the populist-corporatist system, many
groups,, such as rural workers and informal-sector workers, were excluded from
thiss form of representation. At the same time, old power structures based on the
powerr position of the landed oligarchy continued to play an important role in
structuringg political coalitions.
'A fluid and weakly institutionalized bureaucracy in which appointments
structuredd power and representation' (Schneider 1999: 278): appointment within
thee bureaucracy was and remains an important form of patronage and clientelism.
Inn addition, Brazilian economic policy-making was influenced by populist
tendencies,, as heterogeneous domestic elite interests had to be brought together,
andd non-elite groups called for redistribution and democratisation (Draibe 1985:
23).. As a result, the state apparatus in Brazil can be characterised as large, but
fragmentedd and ineffective, a feature which the democratisation process has not
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The concept of the developmental state originates in Chalmer Johnson's seminal work (1982) MITI
andand the Japanese Miracle: The Growth of Industrial Policy, 1925-1975, Stanford: Stanford University
Press.. See also Woo-Cumings (1999), Gereffi and Wyman (1990), Haggard (1990), Wade (1992),
Leftwichh (2000), Deyo (1987), Evans (1979 and 1995).
133
See also Chapters II and III.
144
Schneider refers to this characteristic as 'political capitalism', thereby implying that economic
policy-makingg is based on 'political' (i.e. based on distributional and electoral considerations) rather
thann administrative and 'economic' reasoning. Nevertheless, as argued in this dissertation, not only is it
difficultt to speak of a set of economic policies that lead to economic development under all
circumstances,, but it is also impossible to separate 'politics' from 'economics', as all markets are
subjectt to various forms of regulation.
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changedd substantially (Evans 1995: 60-66).15 The corporatist structure of interest
mediationn - the social counterpart of the interventionist state (Cardoso 1999a: 28)
-- can also be cited as an obstacle to the proper representation of business interests
(Weylandd 1996: 53-54; Doctor 2001; Power and Doctor 2002).
1.2.31.2.3

Perspectives on the Role of the State during the 1990s and Beyond

Thee economic reforms introduced in Latin America during the 1980s and 1990s were
initiallyy based on the 'Washington Consensus'16 and were usually divided into two phases
off reform ('sequencing of reforms'). The first phase of reforms includes liberalisation of
thee economy (financial and trade liberalisation, privatisation, the abolishment of state
subsidies).. The second phase of reforms consists of institutional reforms (tax reform,
administrativee reform, banking and labour market reform) that sustain the first phase
reforms.. The rationale of economic liberalisation is that domestic companies are exposed
too competition, while economic openness is expected to contribute to an increase of
exports,, particularly exports of labour-intensive products (in which developing countries
aree assumed to have a comparative advantage). Increasing labour-intensive production is
alsoo presumed to contribute to employment creation and a reduction of poverty levels.
Althoughh labour reforms, as part of the second phase of reforms, were initially aimed at
thee democratisation of labour relations, in the aftermath of democratic transition, the
pressuress of economic reform have resulted in measures focused on the flexibilisation of
thee labour market, with less attention being devoted to the extension of workers' rights. In
thee words of Maria Lorena Cook:
Duringg democratic transitions, governments were under pressure to
restoree civil and political rights and to consolidate democracy. Where
regimess transitioned from antilabor dictatorships, labor reforms often
involvedd the extension of labor rights denied under the previous regime.
Whenn subsequent democratic governments turned to consolidating market
economicc reforms, they often tried to implement another round of labor
reformm that promoted greater flexibility and frequently undercut trade
unionn power (Cook 2002: 2).
AA further objective of neo-liberal reforms is to remove obstacles to the efficient
workingg of the market mechanism. This includes a reduction of the size of the state, a reorientationn of its tasks, with a focus on essential state roles (health, security and
155
An efficient, relatively autonomous and meritocratic bureaucracy is considered to be an asset in
developingg countries. This does not imply that bureaucrats are neutral, as a development discourse
consistss of a set of normative judgements. According to Pempel, 'developmental state theorists too
oftenn treat the national bureaucracy as totally depoliticized, socially disembodied, and in rational
pursuitt of self-evident national interest' (Pempel 1999: 143). The use of the descriptive term 'political
capitalism"" in the case of Mexico and Brazil suggests that capitalism can be a-political, a notion that is
similarlyy problematic.
166
See for example, Williamson (1990), Bresser Pereira (1996: 26), Bulmer-Thomas (1994: Ch. 11),
Edwardss (1995).
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education)) along with efficiently implemented social policies targeted towards those who
needd them (Stallings and Peres 2000: 39-43; Zapata 2001; Edwards 1995: 41 ).17 In a neoliberall analysis, the role of the state should be subsidiary, while privatisation is expected
too effectively increase micro-economic efficiency and productivity. Additionally, neoliberall restructuring is generally aimed at the depoliticisation of policy-making and
implementation.. Deregulation is used as an instrument in the strengthening of the market
mechanismm in resource allocation, price and wage formation. The extreme form of neoliberalisationn practised in Chile under General Pinochet demonstrates that the ideological
doctrinee of neo-liberalism also includes an approach to political action based on rational,
self-servingg individuals rather than collective action or representative politics (cf. Chang
1999:: 183; Roberts 1998:54).
Currentt analyses of economic and political reforms in developing countries are
oftenn unclear about the meaning of 'neo-liberalism' and the criteria used in characterising
reformss as neo-liberal. The concept of neo-liberalism is usually not clearly defined:
firstly,, no coherent theory of neo-liberalism exists. Secondly, policies and ideas which are
associatedd with neo-liberalism have altered over time. Thirdly, some ideas and policies
thatt are associated with neo-liberalism also exist in other theories of politics and
economicc development. According to Sonia Draibe, this last point explains the popularity
off neo-liberalism, as elements of it appeal to politicians belonging to different political
groupss (Draibe 1994: 181). Neo-liberalism is usually presented as the only possibility, as
otherr ideologies are seen as invalid. This view is exemplified by ideas on "the end of
history",, in which this period signifies a final triumph of economic liberalism and liberal
democracyy (cf. Fukuyama 1992).
Thee following factors have contributed to a rethinking of neo-liberal reforms and
theirr social effects: the Asian crisis; the effects of this crisis on other regions of the world;
andd the apparent inability of neo-liberal reforms to solve poverty and problems associated
withh economic instability. On the side of the international financial institutions, this has
ledd to a reappraisal of the role of institutions in development (see World Bank 1999,
2002),, a focus on poverty alleviation and building a network of opportunities for the poor
(seee World Bank 2001; Edwards 1995: 59). This demonstrates that it has been widely
acceptedd that the workings of the market mechanism are not sufficient to solve many of
thee problems that developing countries face.
Thee Brazilian case illustrates the difficulties of going beyond successful
stabilisationn policies, or more precisely, of introducing institutional reforms, as discussed
177

Although these points imply that neo-liberal reforms do not necessarily exclude social policy, the
reformss proposed in the Washington Consensus entail a different perspective on the scope and
purposess of social policy. For example, social policy is no longer necessarily universal, but should
facilitatee full economic participation of all citizens. In this perspective, health and education are
consideredd to be basic social policy tasks of the state. An additional objective of these social policies is
too solve poverty through programmes targeted at specific groups, instead of providing general social
securityy provision. Emergency social or employment programmes are good examples of this form of
sociall policy (cf. Garretón 1999: 64-65).
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inn Chapter III. Furthermore, the question is often raised in Brazil whether competitiveness
andd higher export levels of labour-intensive products will be achieved automatically via
thee reform process. This refers to the debate on the possibilities of industrial policy,
whetherr the process of economic specialisation can be effectively channelled and to what
extentt it is still justified to protect certain crucial economic sectors in order for them to be
globallyy competitive in the future. As discussed in Chapter V, privatisation, as one of the
centrall and most successful elements of the Brazilian reform package, provides an insight
intoo the ambiguities of active economic policies in large industrialised developing
countries.. State-owned and privatised enterprises are among the largest of Latin American
companiess and they have often become successful exporters in a post-privatisation
context,, partly due to industrial policy and other forms of economic promotion while they
weree still state-owned (cf. Sklair and Robbins 2002).
1.2.41.2.4

Economic Reforms in New Democracies

Thee combination of economic liberalisation and democratisation, as seen in many Latin
Americann countries, has called into question the limits and possibilities of democracy in
developingg countries. Generally speaking, this combination refers to the tensions between
thee need to introduce economic reforms, in order to achieve a more equitable income
redistributionn and thereby extend political participation. As discussed in the previous
sections,, the distributive consequences of economic reforms and changes in economic
policiess suggest that coalitions supporting particular development strategies may change
too the disadvantage of groups that are negatively affected by economic liberalisation,
privatisationn and deregulation. The importance of corporatism in the state-led
developmentt model can lead one to conclude that a transformation of development
strategiess also changes the parameters of collective action and the relationship between
statee and society. More particularly, the democratisation process contained the promise of
politicall participation and the elimination of the limits of corporatism to collective action.
Inn the Brazilian context, the combination has contributed to a more complicated
relationshipp between reforms and democracy than expected during the initial years of the
democraticc transition. After the initial stages of the transition period, 'the maneuvering
spacee of political actors is typically narrowed, the risks of a political backlash are
accentuated,, political outcomes become far less autonomous of the underlying balance of
classs and economic power as they begin to impinge on substantive outcomes rather than
procedurall arrangements' (Roberts 1998: 6). In this context, the following factors, which
aree analysed in greater detail in Chapter III, have demonstrated that there is no easy
solutionn to economic and social development issues in new democracies: the failure to
pursuee social improvement and democratic limitations in countries such as Brazil (see
sectionn 3.1 for a further analysis); the negative socio-economic effects of financial crises
duringg the 1980s and 1990s (see section 3.2); and governments' difficulties in
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implementingg effective stabilisation programmes, have also exacerbated attempts to find
adequatee solutions for socio-economic inequalities and poverty (see sections 3.3 to 3.5).
Inn the recent literature, it is now accepted that the link between economic and
politicall reforms has problematic consequences for the quality of democracy. As Starr
andd Oxhorn put it, '[b]y raising the political costs to governments of adhering to
democraticc practices, economic reform hinders both the consolidation of democracy
wheree it already exists and the extension of democracy in countries where it is limited or
doess not exist at all. Equally, democracy is seen to undermine economic reform because
off the constraints elections impose on government's ability to implement reforms that
couldd be electorally costly' (Starr and Oxhorn 1999: 2).
Thee quotation demonstrates that the connection between economic and political
reformss can be viewed in two ways. On the one hand, social inequalities are generally
consideredd as undermining democratic consolidation or social development, as social
inequalitiess imply that while full citizenship rights might exist in theory, they are not
translatedd in economic rights or into full-scale political participation. High levels of
socio-economicc inequality often lead to the suggestion that developing countries actually
havee "democracies without citizenship" (Vilas 1997: 25). On the other hand, full political
participationn can undermine the decision-making process and the implementation of
reformm policies, as governments will necessarily have to make concessions to the
electorate,, coalition partners or the opposition. In the eyes of proponents of reform, when
specificc measures are seen as absolutely necessary, participation can become an obstacle
preventingg the country from taking the necessary first step in stabilising a country,
placingg it in the right direction for economic development.1**
Followingg upon this point, Kenneth Roberts argues that not only the
reinforcementt of the market mechanism can contribute to societal fragmentation, but that
democracyy is also not automatically conducive to collective action. Roberts is quite
pessimisticc about the possibilities for alternative political action at a national level in a
situationn that he terms 'segmented collectivism1: 'The structural level is associated with
thee social fragmentation and political constraints of an era of economic crisis and neoliberall reform. The institutional level poses problems of democratic accountability and
institutionall access. Finally, the level of political agency poses the challenge of
integratingg fragmented social constituencies within a common political project' (Roberts
1998:: 54).
Althoughh economic reforms have shaped the prospects for democratic change,
mostt new democracies also suffer from past political and institutional limitations. The
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Starr and Oxhorn argue that these two points imply that economic and political reforms are subject to
twoo different logics: 'The dynamics of contestation and participation in a particular national context
influencee the logics of economic and political liberalization so as to make them mutually reinforcing,
contradictory,, and sometimes largely independent of one another' (1999: 4). According to Waisman,
whilee democracy facilitates mobilisation and participation, economic liberalisation tends to lead to
economicc and social fragmentation (Waisman 1999: 54).
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Braziliann political system is characterised by political limits to participation which have
emergedd during the expansion of the state and are heavily influenced by clientelism,
patronagee and corruption. For this reason, political participation and accountability is
limitedd by the fear of disrupting reforms, 'while the accessibility of decision makers
improvedd and mass participation in politics expanded with the return of democracy, the
fragmentationn of the state and the "capture" of many agencies by outside forces helped to
keepp citizens' opportunities for effectively advancing their interests low' (Weyland 2000:
56,, italics in original). Furthermore, when the limits of the democratic transition process
becamee clear during the late 1980s, trade unions also discovered the limits of reform of
thee corporatist system of interest representation and the corporatist organisation of the
labour-relationss system. The labour movement became confronted with the legacy of
corporatismm and its restrictions on collective action, restrictions which were not easily
erasedd by the introduction of democratic rules: 'Populism, corporatism, and clientelism
havee effectively limited the ability of different groups and social classes to constitute
themselvess into collective actors capable of defining and defending their collective
interestss in relations with other actors' (Oxhorn and Ducatenzeiler 1999: 37).|l)
1.33

LABOUR IN A GLOBAL POLITICAL ECONOMY PERSPECTIVE

Afterr analysing the relationship between globalisation, economic reforms, and
democratisationn in the previous pages, the following sections turn to the analytical
frameworkk for the study of changing trade union strategies in Brazil, beginning with an
overvieww of arguments about the potential effects of globalisation on workers, in the light
off these arguments, the concept of class is very briefly discussed, while the last section
discussess consequences for the study of trade unions in developing countries. Despite the
difficultiess in generalising about the 'impact' of globalisation on workers, arguments on
thee anticipated effects can be divided into the following two categories. Firstly, many
argumentss assume negative consequences such as increased global integration of
workers'' position, while arguments in the second category propose that, although
globalisationn may have negative consequences, it also forces firms and governments to
introducee more effective management, which in turn can have a positive effect on the
performancee of the economy as a whole.
199
Despite existing limitations to the widening and deepening of democracy in developing countries, it
iss important to stress that these limitations do not exclude the support for reforms. Firstly, support can
bee the result of the immediate positive effects of reforms, as in the case of reduction of hyperinflation,
orr the expectation that market reforms can lead to positive results in the future and that continuity of
reformss is best guaranteed by political continuity. Secondly, in some countries, the threat of a return to
authoritarianismm can also give new democratic governments more leeway for reforms, as in the case of
Chile.. Victoria Murillo (2001) and Susan Stokes (2001) argue for a more complex analysis of support
forr and opposition to market reforms in new democracies, in order to explain the electorate's and
labour'ss support for reforms which might have short-term negative effects. Susan Stokes argues that
electorall support for a government is not necessarily based on solid past economic performance, but
oftenn on expectations of future improvements and stability. Murillo also problematises the economic
performancee factor by explaining trade union support market reforms.
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Thee first perspective on the impact of globalisation on workers maintains that
globalisationn of production means that workers have to compete internationally on the
basiss of low wages and worsening labour conditions, particularly as it is not uncommon
thatt labour conflicts are seen as having a negative impact on productivity and exports
(Beann 1994: 220). Promotion of global competitiveness and reforms such as privatisation
oftenn lead to a reduction of the workforce, usually in companies where trade unions are
traditionallyy strong (Murillo 2001: 4). Improvement of the international competitive
positionn of companies and states is one of the most important motives for both economic
restructuringg and the introduction of enterprise restructuring programmes. The
restructuringg process often entails a freezing or a decline of wages, as well as restrictions
onn labour rights and participation of workers. The type of economic reforms introduced in
developingg countries usually involve a restriction of wage demands, which has tended to
reducee the bargaining power of unions. Economic reforms and reforms of the public
sectorr often reduce both direct and indirect public subsidies to the industrial sector and
state-ownedd companies, which also affects the position of employees in the public sector
itself. .
Withinn the first category of arguments, economic restructuring as a result of
globall competitiveness can reinforce a segmentation of the work force and therefore
diminishh the space for concerted action and collective bargaining. In this perspective,
restructuringg not only affects workers and their organisations at an economic level, but
alsoo at a political level, demobilising trade unions as they lose their political power and
theirr representational function. As groups of workers with differing legal status
(particularlyy in terms of work contracts), income levels and with conflicting interests
workk together in one company, it is harder to formulate shared perspectives and common
strategies.. The drive to achieve international competitiveness and the search for lower
factorr costs lead to precarious work situations where workers are not represented by trade
unionss or inadequately protected by labour legislation. Another process that affects the
possibilitiess for effectively representing workers' interests are shifts in economic
activitiess from sectors in which trade unions were traditionally strong, to sectors with
manyy part-time and seasonal workers who experience precarious work conditions. In the
casee of Chile, for example, effective collective bargaining and unionisation are often
impossiblee for 'flexible' workers.20
AA second category of arguments assume that the effects of globalisation processes
andd economic reforms are not necessarily negative for workers. From this perspective,
reformss contribute to the increasingly efficient management of the economy and
resourcess previously used for subsidising national industry can now be used for training,
education,, health and other essential social policies. It is also expected that economic

ForFor the effects of models of labour and production on types of trade unions, see Valenzuela (1992).
Forr the effect of the position of a company in a sectoral division of labour on worker organisation, see
Ruigrokk and Van Tulder (1995: 84-88).
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growthh based on exports, especially in labour-intensive industries, will contribute to
employmentt creation (Peres and Stallings 2000: 39). The removal of institutional, legal
andd other rigidities in the labour market, such as lack of labour mobility and high costs of
dismissal,, can reduce the gap between more privileged workers and those who aspire to
enterr the formal labour market. As workers increasingly compete on the basis of their
knowledgee and skills, the government's and company focus on human capital,
improvementt of education and training, can further enhance the position of "knowledge
workers".. New

forms

of production

organisation21

(often

termed

'productive

modernisation'' in Brazil) emphasise the responsibility of workers and the importance of
'mutuall commitment between management and workers, involving a quid pro quo
betweenn effort, on the one hand, and identification with the firm's performance, on the
other'' (Sengenberger 1993: 4). Through an emphasis on harmonious instead of conftictive
relationshipss between employers and employees, new forms of production organisation
cann also lead to individual — rather than collective — relations between employees and
employers.. For trade unions, the decline of collective labour relations can be negative,
whilee it can also lead to unions ('enterprise unions') which collaborate with the
managementt to achieve more efficient production.22
Thee two perspectives discussed above illustrate the difficulties in providing a
conclusivee commentary on the possible effects of increasing global integration. To cite
onee example, economic liberalisation is intended to lead to increased competitiveness and
efficiency,, and although this may increase economic growth, it remains unproven whether
orr not economic liberalisation leads to job creation, as increased efficiency often implies a
numberr of dismissals and a focus on higher-skilled workers.23
Theree are a number of additional factors which make an analysis of the effects of
globall integration on developing countries more complicated. Firstly, most developing
countriess have a large informal sector, which often functions as a buffer zone during
periodss of economic crises, as most developing countries are more vulnerable to
economicc and financial crises than developed countries. Secondly, less developed systems
off social security also mean that workers cannot afford to be unemployed and often move
betweenn the formal and the informal sector, or work in both sectors simultaneously
211

The most important forms of new production organisation relevant for the 1990s are usually labelled
'Toyotism'' (Japanese innovations in production management and relations with suppliers) or PostFordismm (similar innovations, which also affect the general framework of national economic
management).. Innovations in production management are 'simultaneous engineering' (the integration
off design and production); 'kanban' and 'just-in-time' (perfect symmetry between supply and demand);
'totall quality control' - TQC (responsibility of employees for product quality); team work and 'selfmanagedd work groups' (Sengenberger 1993: 3).
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According to Robert Cox, enterprise unions are characteristic of the 'enterprise corporatist' form of
labourr relations. Enterprise unions are based on the idea of 'social integration of the corporation as a
productivee community' (Cox 1987: 70). Worker participation and collective bargaining are also based
onn the principle of the enterprise as a community. In return, employees usually have a high level of
employmentt stability.
233
See Peres and Stallings (2001), ILO (1999) and World Bank (1995) for further perspectives on the
positivee and negative effects of reforms and global integration.
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(Amadeoo and Horton 1997a: 25-26). This in turn means that traditional trade union
membershipp in developing countries is also threatened, as "atypical" work is more
commonn than typically stable employment in the formal sector (Abramo et al. 1997: 359).
Throughh the 'casualisation of work', the more generalised phenomenon of labour
markett segmentation acquires new global dimensions. Hyman detects an expansion of
groupss at the two extremes of globalised labour markets: 'those with professional or
technicall skills who may feel confident of their individual capacity to survive in the
labourr market; and those with no such resources but whose very vulnerability makes
effectivee collective organization and action difficult to achieve or perhaps even to
contemplate'' (Hyman 1999: 3). Thirdly, there is often a trade-off between arranging the
institutionall and economic fundamentals in developing countries and social development
(Cookk 2002). This trade-off may also limit possibilities for effective opposition or
politicall participation in the reform process, as economic restructuring takes place in the
contextt of weak democratic institutions and weakened collective actors (Abramo et al.
1997:: 349; section 1.2.4).
1.3.11.3.1 Analysing Responses of Labour Movements to Reforms: New Contexts of
CollectiveCollective Action
Nott only the differentiation of the workforce in developing countries, but also the
emergencee of new trade union practices in developing countries calls for a rethinking of
thee notion of class, or the 'working class'.24 The notion of class is also important in
relationn to debates on the impact of social inequalities on democracy and political
participationn in developing countries. What do economic reforms imply for collective
actionn and the quality of democracy? What does the concept of class tell us about social
inequalities?? To what extent are trade unions outdated during a time when their traditional
membershipp is increasingly undermined?
Quitee often, there is a notion that one can speak of an ideal historical phase when
thee real working class existed. This is usually linked to the hope or expectation that the
workingg class as a collective actor will incite a (revolutionary) change in society. A
comparisonn with the glorious past often remains implicit in analyses of the position of
labourr movements, trade unions and workers. In Western Europe, trade unions were
foundingg members of labour and social-democratic parties and they played a vital role in
tripartitee forms of decision-making at a national level. This occurred during a period
whenn the ideal of full employment was seen as a distinct possibility, given the reality of
ann expansionist welfare state. A similarly positive view of the past in Latin America
wouldd state that trade unions were able to put pressure on governments through mass
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The purpose of this analysis is not to provide a strict definition of the working class in developing
countries,, but to illustrate how the traditional notion of working class does not fit with the reality of
Braziliann society. Chapter V provides an analysis of how the CUT itself views the concept of class and
howw the notion is changing throughout the 1980s and 1990s within the Brazilian labour movement.
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mobilisationn and that labour's role in the political incorporation of popular sectors should
nott be underestimated. In addition, during the era of democratic transitions, trade unions
widenedd the democratisation agenda for social and popular demands, and their role in the
oppositionn to military regimes resulted in a democratic transition which was not solely an
elite-dominatedd process. The analysis of the historical development of state-labour
relationss in Brazil in Chapter II and the rise of new unionism in Chapter IV demonstrate
thatt this narrative is a simplification of what actually transpired.
Forr Kenneth Roberts, the absence of a traditional working class in Latin America
leadss to 'a society with an informalized, deproletarianized workforce, [where] the
centralityy of the capital-labor cleavage invariably diminishes, and [class] no longer serves
ass the axis of popular mobilization' (1998: 66). Although Roberts does not deny the
importancee of organised labour, his argument is that '[t]he new social structure in Latin
Americaa transforms organized labor into yet another special interest group, one that is
lookingg out for the particular interests of a narrow constituency' (Ibid.: 67). For example,
organisedd labour often defends the interests of small groups of the population, like public
sectorr workers, or the labour movement, and promotes political positions which might not
bee in the interest of all working people. Newly democratic governments often accuse the
opposition255 of destabilising the fragile democratic regime and undermining the set of
economicc policies that underpin macro-economic stabilisation.26 The extent to which the
activitiess of the opposition undermine new democracies depends on the extent to which
politicall systems are capable of dealing with opposition, and whether they provide
institutionall channels in which the opposition can voice different opinions and thereby
negotiatee with policy-makers and politicians. The dilemmas associated with this
phenomenonn are a major focus of this study.
Followingg Marcel van der Linden (2001), the assumption of this study is that the
conceptt of the 'working class' as it is usuallyy defined is a concept that has been developed
inn a specific geographic and historical context. The debates on the boundaries of the
conceptt (e.g. do white-collar workers belong to the working class?) already pointed to a
rethinkingg of its use in the social sciences. The concept of working class often implicitly
referss to urban maie industrial workers (in developed countries). As this argument is
partlyy based on analyses of workers in developing countries, it is recognised that large
sectionss of the population do not work within the context of the traditional working class.
Forr example, 'the dividing line between wage labor and small entrepreneurship is much
255

Trade unions and the labour movement are not always necessarily members of the opposition. All
Latinn American countries had some degree of labour incorporation, which had to secure popular
supportt for the regime and the government (see Collier and Collier 1991), although labour movements
usuallyy played a subordinate role. See also Murillo (2001)
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moree obscure than was originally thought' and the same is true for the difference between
wagee workers and (urban and rural) marginals (Linden 2001: 3).
AA classic debate in this respect is whether belonging to a shared social
backgroundd and performing the same manner of work ensures that people objectively and
subjectivelyy belong to the same class. E.P. Thompson (1970) argued that working class
formationn is an 'active' process, in which subjective notions are crucial. Class formation
ass an active process points to the argument that factors other than work specialisation can
shapee social groups and collective action: one example is the argument that the concept of
classs is increasingly superseded by the economic and political behaviour of rational
individuals,, or by new incentives for collective action, such as identity, race, gender and
environmentall problems.27 Another argument for a new conception of class refers to
worldwidee changes in the labour market, particularly labour flexibility and the changing
naturee of work in different sectors of the economy as a result of the restructuring process.
Too summarise, the assumption of this study is that class characteristics intersect with
identityy and broader political issues, without one of these items being reducible to the
other.. In Brazil, the connection between different types of social structures is a conscious
strategyy of large sections of the labour movement. This is usually seen as one of the
innovativee aspects of new unionism.
1.3.21.3.2

New Contexts for Trade Union Strategies

Twoo perspectives on the future of progressive movements can be distinguished. The first
vieww maintains that the left as it used to be is simply outdated, as social and economic
developmentss that have traditionally been associated with the left, such as the welfare
statee and Keynesian macro-economic policies, have to be rethought in the context of
globall economic integration. In the light of pessimism about the transformative role of the
leftt and trade unions, labour relations and the study of unionism is often not a research
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For a further discussion of this issue in the case of social security, health and tax reform, see
Weylandd (1996). Trade unions tended to defend the status quo in order to avoid a feared neoliberalisationn of these policy areas, under pressure from powerful tendencies within the labour
movementt (see Chapter VI for a further discussion of this point). A general discussion on the
relationshipp between new democratic governments and opposition can be found in Vilas (1997); on the
contributionn of the Brazilian Workers' Party to democratic consolidation, Nylen (2000).
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Critics of neo-liberal reforms in new democracies argue that the total of individualised action in a
sociallysocially fragmented society tends to contribute to a dispersion of the targets of collective action (Vilas
1997:: 6-7), to segmented collectivism (Roberts 1998), a lack of universalist political goals and
exclusionaryy organisational patterns (Weyland 1996: 43-44) and to fragmentation within social
categoriess (Garretón 1999: 74). These developments are not exclusive to the 'neo-liberal' era, but often
representt continuities with past patterns in a new context. These developments do not only undermine
'traditional'' social organisations, but also hamper the emergence of large-scale encompassing social
action. .
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priority.288 It is often assumed that trade unions are conservative organisations without the
capacityy to adapt to new circumstances, with unions only representative of a small sector
off the working population, particularly in developing countries (Hyman 1999). According
too Manuel Castells (1997: 360), trade unions are no longer able to keep up with the
mobilityy of capital and the need for a dynamic economy:
Thee labor movement does not seem fit to generate by itself and from itself
aa project identity able to reconstruct social control and to rebuild social
institutionss in the Information Age. Labor militants will undoubtedly be a
partt of new, transformative social dynamics. I am less sure that labor
unionss will (Castells 1997: 360).
Inn addition, trade unions are often interpreted as forces of the old; of being state-centred;
andd based on a limited socio-economic constituency (the urban formal working class).
Thiss point also implies that left-wing organisations can no longer claim a universal
solutionn to social and economic development or appeal to social class, as trade unions in
developingg countries do not represent a majority of the economically active population. In
thiss respect, trade union demands for the benefit of one group of workers (e.g. in the
formall sector) can often hurt the interests of other groups of workers (e.g. workers who
aree not in a formal employment relationship).
Fromm a somewhat different perspective, Arturo Escobar and Sonia Alvarez
characterisee the changing role of trade unions in terms of differences in collective action
andd the relationship between the state and civil society:
Thee "old" is characterized by analysis couched in terms of modernization
andd dependency; by definitions of politics anchored in traditional actors
whoo struggled for the control of the state, particularly the working class
andd revolutionary vanguards; and by a view of society as an entity
composedd of more or less immutable structures and class relations that
onlyy great changes (large-scale development schemes or revolutionary
upheavals)) could significantly alter. In contrast, the new theories see
contemporaryy social movements as bringing about a fundamental
transformationn in the nature of political practice and theorizing itself.
Accordingg to these theorists, an era that was characterized by the division
off the political space into two clearly demarcated camps (the bourgeoisie
andd the proletariat) is being left behind. In the new situation, a multiplicity
off social actors establish their presence and spheres of autonomy in a
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Recent exceptions that pay attention to developing countries are Candland and Sil (2001), Harrod
(1997),, Frenkel and Harrod (1995), Harrod and O'Brien (forthcoming), Munck and Waterman (1999),
Josee (2000), Drake (1996), Hoeven and Sziraczki (1997b), Tardanico (1997), Amadeo and Horton
(1997b),, Murillo (2001), Simai (1995), Thomas (1995), O'Brien (2000), Hyman (1999). A new area of
studiess is represented by the growing body of literature on labour activities at the international level,
especiallyy in international organisations and multilateral negotiations. Some titles in the growing
literaturee on this topic are O'Brien (2000), Haworth et al. (2001), Van Roozendaal (2001), O'Brien et
al.. (2000). The largest body of literature on labour and trade unions in Brazil can, of course, be found
inn the Portuguese language. The references do not give a complete overview of all literature available
andd the most important references are discussed throughout the following chapters.
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fragmentedfragmented social and political space. Society itself is largely shaped by
thee plurality of these struggles and the vision of those involved in the new
sociall movements (Escobar and Alvares 1992: 3)
Inn some cases, trade unions have recognised the contradictions between old union
strategiess and new realities of working people. This has resulted, for example, in the
replacementt of 'the project of representing a broad social class in a long, historical, and
potentiallyy revolutionary process ... with concerns for workers' well-being and unions'
rolee in a rapidly changing economy' (Chalmers, Martin and Piester 1997: 568).
Notwithstandingg the fact that the transformation processes at the close of the
twentiethh century have undermined old forms of mobilisation, many unions and their
membershipp are aware of this and have attempted to formulate new strategies, ideas and
idealss dealing with this new context. The second perspective pays attention to new
activitiess of the left, examples drawn from the labour movement being the emergence of
neww unionism, attention to new groups in society, provision of services and 'global'
strategiess that acknowledge new dimensions of social action. One could describe these
neww forms of activities and strategies as follows: 'the embrace of proactive styles; the
erosionn of hierarchical organizational forms like vanguardism and democratic centralism;
movess away from instrumental party attitudes toward popular organization ... the
valorizationn of formal democratic institutions' (Chalmers, Martin and Piester 1997: 568).
Thiss also includes the idea that unions support a democratisation process that moves
beyondd the establishment of formal democratic procedures, a process also involving
experimentss with direct democracy, the expansion of representation, and the extension of
democraticc principles to union organisations and the workplace. Based on trade unions'
increasingg use of 'network strategies', Chalmers et al. have introduced the term
'associativee network': an associative network is a 'non-hierarchical structure formed
throughh decisions by multiple actors who come together to shape public policy'
(Chalmers,, Martin and Piester 1997: 567).
Althoughh multinational corporations and other non-governmental entities assume
aa more prominent position in academic analyses, it is essential to acknowledge that trade
unionss continue to be significant representative organisations which can push for
democratisationn of the workplace and a more equitable distribution of economic gains at
company,, national and occasionally international level. For instance, Candland and Sil
arguee that 'workers and their formal and informal organizations represent an important
collectionn of actors who are simultaneously political actors, seeking to advance policies
thatt will protect their jobs, wages, and rights in the course of macroeconomic change, and
sociall actors, whose expectations, norms, and social relations are shaped by wider social
structuress that extend far beyond their unions, firms, and work' (Candland and Sil 2001:
7-8). .
Inn addition, based on the observation of a resurgence of trade union action in
severall developing countries (particularly South Korea, South Africa and Brazil), Locke,
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Pioree and Kochan also state that a good explanation is still needed when spontaneous
workerr mobilisation occurs (Locke, Piore and Kochan 1995: xiii-xiv). Other critics argue
thatt through the unions' experience in organisation, mobilisation and collective
bargaining,, they can also play a role in preventing social exclusion (Jose 2000: 1-2, 7;
Hymann 1999: 8). Another type of argument emphasises new international labour
solidarityy as the future for the labour movement in a globalised world, while contacts
betweenn unions and social movements can also change the perspectives for union action.
Tradee unions in developing countries have developed broader political agendas, including
democratisation,, citizenship and community demands (Seidman 1994; Zapata 2001: 12;
Adlerr 1996). Given these developments, some analysts argue that it is more appropriate to
speakk of a crisis of traditional unionism, which is based on the narrow interests of
nationallyy oriented male manufacturing workers, rather than a crisis of unionism in
generall (Munck 1999: 7, 12-13; 2000).
CONCLUSION N

Thiss chapter has argued that the 'double transformation' - a democratic transition and a
shiftt in the dominant development strategy - which developing countries have undergone
att the end of the twentieth century, has important consequences for studies of trade union
strategiess and the relationship between the state and civil society. For this reason, section
1.22

introduced the concept of 'development

strategy'. Without assuming that

globalisationn has fully undermined the role of the state, or that the state can autonomously
implementt any economic policy, the limits and possibilities of government policies are
emphasisedd in the process of double transformation. In addition, these sections argue that
institutionall legacies must be included in analyses of the state in developing countries.
Furthermore,, in order to understand the position of trade unions in the aftermath of
democraticc transitions, an analysis based on development strategies provides an insight
intoo the political dimensions of changes in economic strategy.29
AA significant point which emerges from section 1.2.4 concerns the effects of
economicc reforms on political participation in new democracies. It is argued that
governmentss in developing countries tend to perceive opposition to economic reform as a
threatt to the continuity of their policies, e.g. on the basis of the belief that economic
reformss are the only solution for economic development problems. Significantly for the
followingg chapters, this may imply that political participation becomes limited, despite a
widespreadd commitment to democratisation.
Thee last section of the chapter argued for a rethinking of the position of trade
unionss in the fight of the 'double transformation process'. Firstly, it is impossible to cite
conclusivee evidence for the effects of globalisation processes on workers and trade
unions.. Although the intensification of world-wide social relations can have both positive
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andd negative effects for workers, developing countries have to cope with additional
difficulties,, such as the existence of a large informal sector and the increase in the number
off workers in 'a-typical' work situations, factors which contribute to a higher degree of
labourr market segmentation.
Secondly,, the argument that analyses of trade unions have to move beyond
traditionall notions of the 'working class', also has repercussions for the way trade union
strategiess are analysed. This chapter argues for a research focus that pays attention not
onlyy to traditional trade union activities (such as collective bargaining and strikes), but
alsoo to new dimensions of union action (such as co-operation with social movements,
reinforcementt of internal democracy, and involvement in social development). This focus
becomess particularly significant in the context of Brazil, where union action, through the
influencee of the new unionism movement, has become more varied compared to many
developedd countries.
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While these points are further specified and placed in an historical context in Chapter II, Chapter III
providess an analysis of these shifts during the 1990s.
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CHAPTERR II ORGANISED LABOUR AND THE
TRANSFORMATIONN OF THE
BRAZILIANN STATE
INTRODUCTION N

Thee early decades of the twentieth century produced an enormous watershed in three
inter-relatedd spheres: the role of the state in Latin American countries, the relationship
betweenn the state and society, and the direction of economic development. This Chapter
discussess the relationship between the emergence of state-led industrialisation as a
developmentt strategy, and the political incorporation of organised labour in Brazil. The
centrall issue is why import substitution as a development strategy, together with
extensivee state intervention emerged during the twentieth century. Furthermore, in line
withh the topic of this dissertation, the Chapter also addresses the way in which the labour
movementt affected the emergence of state-led industrialisation, and how this process
shapedd the labour movement itself.
Thiss long historical perspective allows us to trace relationships between the
Braziliann state and the labour movement, in addition to the emergence of a dominant
developmentt strategies and its consequences for workers and their organisations. Collier
andd Collier, in their significant study of the formation of political regimes in Latin
America,, argue that these years constitute a critical juncture in history, 'a period of
significantt change, which typically occurs in distinct ways in different countries' (1991:
29).. More particularly, a transformation of the relationship between Latin American states
andd labour movements occurred. Increasing militancy of working-class movements led
politicall and economic elites to incorporate labour in the political system in different
ways,, usually in order to control or to mobilise these new social forces. To understand the
positionn of the labour movement during the last two decades of the twentieth century, it is
nott enough to point to the effects of military rule and democratisation as an explanation
off the present position of trade unions, as the legacy of the historical relationship between
labourr and the state, particularly in the form of corporatism, continues to exist. An
historicall explanation is necessary and gives insight in the past forms of organisation,
ideass and experiences that would lead the labour movement after democratisation. At the
samee time, the significance of the changes in the Brazilian development strategy during
thee 1990s can only be understood with reference to the previous role of the state in
economicc development.
Thee Chapter consists of two parts. The first part of the Chapter discusses the
periodd between 1930 and 1964 and contains three sections. The second part deals with the
militaryy regime (1964-1985) and its outline will be discussed later. Starting with an
analysiss of the effects of the Great Depression and the Second World War on the
transformationn of economic policies and the role of the state in the section 2.1, changes

inn power relations between social groups and the emergence of an urban working class in
Brazill are sketched in the section 2.2. Section 2.3 provides an overview of the extension
off import substitution as a development strategy. This analysis is combined with actual
politicall and economic developments under presidents Juscelino Kubitschek (1956-61)
andd Joao Goulart (1961-4), and an analysis of the sources of destabilisation in the sections
2.44 to 2.6. Part one of this Chapter concludes with a specific discussion of the position of
tradee unions and the attitude of the Brazilian state to workers and labour in section 2.7.
PARTT I
STRUCTURAL CHANGE AND ECONOMIC SHOCKS: THE EFFECTS OF
T W OO WORLD CRISES

Thee early twentieth century saw the emergence of new forms of relations between state,
labourr and capital. The 1920s and 1930s in particular saw important developments in the
politicall system of Brazil; although the traditional land-owning classes remained a
powerfull political force, other economic groups and political parties gained importance.
Thee Estado Novo (1937-1945) of Getulio Vargas and his previous government (19301937)) formed the basis of a political compromise between traditional conservative forces
andd reformists, and between the military and civilians. The Estado Novo was also
fundamentall for later political and economic developments as it changed the nature of the
politicall system, provided a basis for later economic policies, and extended state
intervention.. As will be discussed later on in this Chapter, the corporatist labour laws and
policies,, introduced during Vargas' regime, regulated the position of the urban working
classes.. In addition, this period laid the basis for state-led industrialisation, a process
whichh would decisively change economic and social structures in Latin America.
Thee Wall Street Crash and the collapse of the Gold Standard in 1929 led to a
generall fall in world prices and a return to protectionism as the dominant order of the
worldd economy. In Latin America, this manifested itself in a shift in ideas towards
nationalism,, particularly as the international economy had proven to be an unpredictable
sourcee of growth. The initial success of import-substitution strategies (called the 'easy
phase'' of ISI until the 1950s) turned ISI into a viable and acceptable economic
developmentt model, while it was implemented in different ways under different
circumstancess (Sikkink 1991: 246).
Brazil'ss economy was dependent on one particular export product, coffee, which
constitutedd 73 per cent of Brazil's exports between 1924 and 1929.30 Coffee prices
droppedd to a third of pre-crisis levels, and this resulted in a decline in the volume of
coffeee exports to the order of 48 percent (Evans 1979: 66-67). Another important effect
off the Great Depression was a shift in trade partners and foreign investors. After the
'' Abreu, Bevitacqua and Pinho (2000: 154) argue that the coffee export economy was an engine of
growthh before and during the introduction of import-substitution policies. Nevertheless, the share of
coffeee exports in total exports declined from 62.9 per cent in 1930 to 56.1 per cent in 1950 and 12.3 per
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declinee of Britain in the international trading system, the United States increasingly
dominatedd (Evans 1979: 68-69; Thorp 1998: 99-101), and besides problems of the export
sector,, the Great Depression also brought the inflow of foreign capital to a halt.
Thee Great Depression did not lead immediately to a change in the economic
developmentt model from export-oriented development (EOD) to import-substitution
industrialisationn (ISI). Monetary intervention during periods of economic and financial
crisiss was first intended to be a short-term solution for internal and external imbalances.
Thesee policies and ad hoc measures eventually led to structural transformation of the
developmentt model. The solution to the crisis, a shift from self-regulating market
mechanismss and laissez-faire economic policy to conscious economic regulation and state
interventionn became the central pillar of the ISI model.
Thee ad hoc measures introduced to deal with the effects of the economic crisis led
too a boost to industrial production, as rising prices of imported manufactured goods
openedd new opportunities for domestic producers. One example of an ad hoc policy and
itss effect on local demand is the 'Coffee Support Programme. When the international
coffeee market collapsed, the Brazilian government decided to buy all coffee supplies and
too destroy portions of it. This led to higher prices on the world market, as Brazilian
exportss dominated the world coffee market. Functioning as a form of Keynesianism
avant-la-lettre,, this policy resulted in the maintenance of domestic income levels and
nationall demand. It also formed a counterbalance to decline in investments, because of
growingg public investment and the emergence of more profitable possibilities for
investorss in the domestic industrial sector.
Becausee short-term exchange rate controls were insufficient in themselves to
producee recovery as well as further development, active state intervention, economic
planningg and monetary policy were used as a solution (Bulmer-Thomas 1994: 209 and
228).. A multiple exchange rate control system was introduced, as well as high tariffs and
importt quota. Other important measures were the establishment of state agencies that had
too stimulate national economic development," particularly industrial development, and
thee regulation of imports (Baer 1995: 36-37; Bulmer-Thomas 1994: 221; Skidmore 1967:
43). .
Thee effect of another world crisis, World War II, accelerated the process of
changee in a similar way, although with a different political situation and setting, namely
thee end of Vargas's Estado Novo.32 A world-wide decline in the volume of imports
stimulatedd domestic manufacturing production and an intensification of trade relations

centt in 1980. The share of manufactured products increased from 13.5 per cent in 1940 to 44.8 per cent
inn 1980 (idem: 169).
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Several councils dealing with economic planning and policy in Brazil were introduced under
Vargas'ss rule and among others, there were the National Council of Industrial and Commercial Policy,
Federall Council of Foreign Trade, the Central Price Commission and the National Economic Planning
Commissionn and several organisations that controlled the production of commodities such as coffee,
alcoholl and sugar, and wood (Schmitter, 1971: 125-126).
"" For an account of the end of Vargas's dictatorship, see Skidmore (1967: Ch. 2).
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withh other Latin American countries. The decline in import levels stimulated the
identificationn of key or strategic sectors of the domestic economy that could provide
goodss or primary resources (Cardenas, Ocampo and Thorp 2000: 9-10). An example of
thiss is the establishment of state-owned enterpirses in the steel and mining sector in
Brazil.. The growing manufacturing and public sector denoted an increased demand for
intermediatee and capital goods and this further altered the economic structure. A fall in
importss also led to declining customs duties and an increasing fiscal deficit, which in turn
ledd to the restructuring of the tax system, further increasing the role of the state, as it
broadenedd its tax base and powers of control.33 Among negative effects of the Second
Worldd War were a lower level of imports, which could slow down industrial
development,, as imports of intermediate and capital goods remained necessary for
emergingg industries. Furthermore, after the end of the war, most US capital was mainly
directedd at Europe, which led to a decline of exports to the US (Bulmer-Thomas 1994:
239-247,, 252-253, 258).
2.11

TRANSFORMATION O F SOCIAL STRUCTURES

Thee shock effects of the Great Depression were combined with structural changes in the
Braziliann economy. The transformation from a colonial economy to a national economy
basedd on primary exports during the nineteenth century reinforced the development of a
domesticc market in Brazil and the monetarisation of the economy (Bresser Pereira 1984:
9;; Draibe 1985: 15). The long-term structural effect of coffee production in Brazil was the
acceleratedd improvement of infrastructure (railroads and ports), which facilitated the
formationn of a domestic market and a transport system throughout the late nineteenth and
earlyy twentieth century. The increasingly complex organisation of production and
activitiess which supported the production system also stimulated imports of consumer
goodss and mining and other supplies (Baer 1995: 14-15, 29; Bresser Pereira 1984: 14-15;
Bergquistt 1986; 33). The purpose of the following sections is to sketch patterns of
economicc and social change on Brazilian politics and society.
2.1.12.1.1

Brazilian Working Classes in Context

Earlyy examples of industrialisation in Latin American countries (e.g. food and textiles in
Brazil)) show the conditions for the extension of industrialisation and for the emergence of
thee working classes (Bergquist 1986: 33; Evans 1979: 71). Firstly, industrialisation was
relatedd to infrastructural necessities and the capacity to provide basic products for
workerss recently included in a monetary economy. Infrastructure also helped integrate the
domesticc market. These developments created new political and economic interests
amongg elites in export, industry and commerce (Abreu, Bevilacqua and Pinho 2000: 154Anotherr way to increase state revenue was the so-called "multiple exchange rate wedge": 'by buying
foreignn exchange from exporters at the lowest (official) rate and selling to importers at the highest
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155).. Secondly, a long process of incorporation of people from rural areas into wage
labourr and the monetarisation of society led to the development of a domestic market, on
thee one hand, and a potential proletariat, or the growth of the number of industrial
workers,, on the other. Urbanisation combined with migration from Europe, migrants who
alsoo brought their experiences and political ideas with them, which contributed to the
growthh of a left wing movement (see also Castaneda 1993: 24-25). In Brazil, due to high
rural-urbann migration, a labour surplus existed, one explanation for the later weaknesses
off the labour movement (Bergquist 1986; Collier and Collier 1991: 63-65, 68-69, 72-73).
Capitalistt development transformed class structures and the relative power
relationss between classes, and also stimulated the emergence of civil society
organisations,, while economic, social and demographic transformations caused the birth
off labour movements and worker mobilisation in Latin America. In this context,
processess of industrialisation and urbanisation were especially important, although the
Braziliann economy continued to have a dual (urban/industrial/commercial

and

agricultural/rural)) structure, as industrialisation, the inflow of foreign capital and the
introductionn of new technology depended on the export of agricultural products
(Schmitterr 1971:370, 372).
Johnn French, writing on Sao Paulo, interprets the rise of worker militancy to a
shiftt from artisanal, skilled workers often closely connected to employers, to semi-skilled
industriall workers. In the beginning of the twentieth century, artisanal workers, angered
byy increased repression (and particularly the anarcho-syndicalists among them) played a
formativee role in the labour movement. Their strong position was undermined by the
emergencee of large-scale factory production and work organisation, which facilitated the
risee of modern trade unions. Through immigration from Europe to Latin America,
socialism,, communism and anarcho-syndicalism became widely known, which inspired
thee emergence of more politically engaged trade unionism and the rise of major left-wing
parties.. Later on, the initiative moved to industrial sectors, including an increasingly
significantt role of the Brazilian Communist Party (Partido Comunista Brasileiro - PCB).
Ass the Communist Party gained influence during the 1920s, this resulted in a split within
thee labour movement between anarchist and communist sections (French 1992: 20-38,
252-3).. During this period, the number of strikes increased, the First World War and the
economicc problems it brought forward having a strong effect on labour unrest and even
rebellion.. The government used a dual strategy to deal with the emerging labour
movement.. On the one hand, it reacted to unrest with repressive measures. On the other
hand,, the government attempted to regulate trade unions by controlling membership (e.g.
byy excluding foreigners from union membership) (Collier and Collier 1991: 70-71;
Schmitterr 1971: 140-141).
Thee working classes and their organisations in Brazil are usually characterised as
weak,, but this image is generally seen as especially applicable to the period after 1930.
(free)) rate, governments could turn a tidy profit' (Bulmer-Thomas 1994: 253).
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Thee structural weaknesses of Brazilian trade unions and urban industrial workers has to
doo with the rural character of Brazil. Throughout the twentieth century, rural-urban
migrationn would have an important impact on the labour movement: 'the more or less
intactt persistence of traditional modes of production and authority in rural areas provides
aa steady outflow of migrants, an inexhaustible labor pool for the relatively few jobs
createdd by industrialization. This of course tends to lessen the bargaining power of labor
...'' (Schmitter 1971: 372). Collier and Collier argue that the relative size of the urban
populationn and the number of industrial workers in the first decades of the twentieth
centuryy were low compared to other Latin American countries. Nevertheless, the
anarchistt labour movement, concentrated in Sao Paulo and later in Rio de Janeiro, was
strong,, also due to the influence of European migrants, who already had a long history of
labourr militancy.
Inn response to arguments relating to the weakness of Brazilian unions, John
Frenchh argues that although the labour movement seemed to be weak because of the
corporatistt labour laws and government-controlled trade unionism, there were a large
numberr of strikes and demonstrations, especially after 1945. In his view, trade unions
weree not just the passive victims of government control, as some unions had radical
leaderss who took a more political position than expected. Unionists also recognised the
potentiallyy positive aspects of government control, as regulation of the labour movement
impliedd that unions could have a legal position in society (French 1992; Barros 1999).
Accordingg to Renato Colistete, for example, economic development in general and the
risee of manufacturing activity in particular, led to an increase of trade union attempts to
assertt workers' demands, while factory commissions, involved in wage bargaining,
existedd in many companies in the state of Sao Paulo from the 1950s onwards (Colistete
1999).34 4
Inn addition to the rise of organised labour, the early twentieth century also saw the
establishmentt of new types of political parties. The rise of organised labour increased
sociall pressure for the opening in the political arena for popular participation, with some
politicall figures discovering that workers could be used as a constituency for political
mobilisation.. Firstly, political parties contributed to the 'institutionalisation

of

contestation',, through the widening of political participation to emerging socio-economic
groups,, often by way of alliances. Secondly, left-wing and populist parties were able to
mobilisee and channel popular pressure for inclusion in the political system, through
parliamentaryy representation rather than revolution. Thirdly, by channelling political
pressure,, political parties played a crucial role in the mediation of the perceptions of the
elitess of the threat of the working class. Because the working class was not automatically
treatedd as a danger for economic and political stability, a process of gradual political

Thee state of Sao Paulo concentrated the majority of industrial workers in Brazil: the percentage of
industriall workers in Sao Paulo compared to the whole of Brazil increased from 38.0 per cent in 1939,
too 41.0 per cent in 1949 and 46.6 per cent in 1959 (Colistete 1999:4).
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incorporationn of the emerging socio-economic groups could begin (Rueschemeyer,
Rueschemeyerr and Stephens 1992: 156). Thesee political and economic developments did
notnot lead to a complete rupture with traditional power structures, the topic to which the
nextt section turns.
2.1.22.1.2

Effects on Traditional Power Relations

Thee Brazilian oligarchy was strongly linked to agriculture and the exploitation of natural
resources.. Important products before the twentieth century were gold, sugar and coffee,
eachh with its own cycle of rise and decline. During the twentieth century, the oligarchical
elitess were mostly linked to coffee production (Draibe 1985: 29). The power of the
oligarchyy was based on social control of the countryside, exports and a strong presence in
thee political system (Collier and Collier 1991: 108). The role of the land-owning elites
remainss a crucial factor for the understanding of Brazilian politics until the present day.
Fritschh characterises the "Oligarchic Pact" as the hegemonic leadership of the
oligarchicc groups of the large states (Sao Paulo and Minas Gerais), based on economic
powerr through coffee production and trade. The federal government, dominated by the
largee states, depended on the balance of power between regional elites, and supported the
oligarchyy in minor states to facilitate the consolidation and stability of local power and to
maintainn a majority in Congress (Fritsch 1990: 36). The Great Depression signalled an
endd of political power based on the Sao Paulo and Minas Gerais elites and inaugurated a
crisiss of their dominant ideology, liberalism. It also meant that the way Brazil was
connectedd to the world economy, as a primary exporter, changed (Ibid.: 31). The
followingg quotation points to the later importance of the oligarchy in Brazilian politics:
'[t]hee observation [that the oligarchy declined] can not, however, obscure the fact of its
permanencee ... in the control of fundamental economic functions and also in the political
gamee where it, despite everything, continues to be a decisive force. In one word, they
remain,, despite the crisis, one of the fundamental bases of the state' (Weffort 1980: 118119).. Weffort explains the inability of any of the socio-economic elites to become
dominantt by pointing to the interdependent relations between old and new powerful
groupss (including the old oligarchy) (Weffort 1980: 58). When the absence of a
hegemonicc elite is placed within the context of the increasingly interventionist state and
off the pressure of the lower classes on the political system, it is possible to understand the
shiftingg nature of power relations and the instability of the political system. Tironi defined
thesee circumstances as a system 'through which the principal classes (middle groups,
workerss sectors and entrepreneurs) would have to make their aspirations compatible
throughh institutional ways, which necessitates multiple negotiations and alliances' (Tironi
1990:: 115).
Inn the early twentieth century, a shift in power relations from oligarchic elites
basedd on agricultural exports to elites based on modern economic sectors and the middle
classess characterised all of Latin America. The nature of the relations between the old and
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neww elites, the middle classes, and the working classes contributed to the formation of a
hybridd political system in many Latin American countries, based 'on a modus vivendi
imposedd through authoritarian rule between the traditional oligarchy and the newer
reformistt middle sectors' (Collier and Collier 1991: 169). This refers to the establishment
off an agreement or compromise, albeit informal and unstable, between the traditional
elitess and the new reformist groups. This process of transfer of economic and political
powerr was also associated with institutional changes, the introduction of social legislation
andd new forms of state-labour movement relations. Further shifts in power relations
occurredd with the electoral incorporation of new social groups and the development of
politicall parties which represented them (Collier and Collier 1991; Meller 1996: 92, 164).
Althoughh a shift of political and economic power occurred, the crucial economic
positionn of the oligarchy was an issue that future governments would have to deal with.
Thee importance of coffee exports and the power position of regional elites exemplify this.
Thee term 'Estado de Compromisso' refers to this type of compromise between the old and
neww ruling elites. In Francisco Weffort's definition, 'the Estado de Compromisso between
differentt interests, sometimes contradictory, [is a system] in which none of the dominant
groupss has the capacity to propose themselves, ..., as the axis of equilibrium [of the
politicall debate].' The first fundamental feature of Brazilian society is that the old
propertyy structures and institutional arrangements are not fully superseded by the state or
thee new industrial bourgeoisie, while the role of 'the masses' is the fundamental force of
changee in the period after the oligarchical crisis (Weffort 1980: 120, italics in original; cf.
Draibee 1985: 21-22).
2.22

T H E E M E R G E N C E O F THE INTERVENTIONIST S T A T E : THE E S T A D O N O V O

Thee economic and social transformations described in the previous sections led to
politicall turmoil in 1930. After military rebels had forced President Washington Luis
Pereiraa de Sousa (1926-1930) to leave office, Gétulio Vargas became president of Brazil,
inn an episode known as the Revolution of 1930. Vargas was supported by a coalition of
thee Liberal Alliance and some young military officers (tenentes).35 The new political
configurationn did not represent a complete rupture with previous power structures, as the
alliancee that supported Vargas would still be subject to the power of the oligarchy, which
characterisedd the new system of political forces in the following way:
[T]hee project of those who came to power was one of social, political, and
administrativee reform, which would change the nature of the state and
"" In Brazil, as well as in other Latin American countries, 'young officers in the military were the other
essentiall ingredient in the new opposition coalitions. These officers opposed the corrupt, ineffective,
decentralizedd parliamentary governments dominated by the oligarchies, and their goal was to establish
aa new order that would be centralized, modernizing, and nationalistic, and in which the armed forces
wouldd have a role as agents of "regeneration"' (Collier and Collier 1991: ] 09). For an overview of the
alliancess and positions of different groups, see Collier and Collier (1991: 108-110, 175) and Skidmore
(1967:Ch.. 1).
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displacee the hegemony of the oligarchy, but would not attack the
economicc position of the oligarchy nor leave it without substantial
politicall power (Collier and Collier 1991: 171).
Afterr 1935, problems began for Vargas as unrest and armed revolt spread. While
thee dominant perception was that the Communist Party was planning to take over, Vargas
managedd to pass a 'state of emergency' in Congress and reacted to opposition with
increasingg levels of repression. Vargas and his supporters became increasingly convinced
thatt someone who could prevent both the extreme left and the extreme right from taking
overr political power would be the best solution. On November 10 1937, a coup d'état
resultedd in a dictatorship of Vargas that would last until 1945. While under the influence
off the tenentes, the belief that a liberal-democratic state could not function, nor could it
promotee economic development in this situation, became more widespread (Erickson
1977:: 17). Social and economic reforms would be pursued under a nationalist
authoritariann regime and the Estado Novo laid the basis for new institutional structures
andd new economic policies. While the labour laws of the Estado Novo established a new
formm of state-labour-capital relations, Vargas also made attempts to turn the labour
movementt into a base for political support. Vargas set the framework for left wing,
populistt parties by establishing the Partido Trabalhista Brasileiro {Brazilian Labour Party
-- PTB) and establishing the Partido Social Democratico (Social-Democratic Party - PSD),
forr which he was a presidential candidate, in 1951. It is very important for the future
developmentt of state-labour relations that during the early years of his rule, Vargas did
nott rely on popular mobilisation to support his rule, but introduced corporatist-style
incorporation,, in order to establish government control over the growing working classes.
Nevertheless,, during the 1940s Vargas would attempt to establish an official labour
movementt and political parties as a base for political support (Collier and Collier 1991:
110,, 175; Skidmore 1967: 9-12, 20-21).
Somee of the initial reforms that Vargas undertook were related to the effects of
thee Great Depression, such as the introduction of new economic policies with a greater
statee role and subsequent centralisation of political power at a federal level. Political and
institutionall reform had the following three dimensions. Firstly, the state bureaucracy
greww and became increasingly centralised. Secondly, the increased role of the state meant
thatt public investment in infrastructure and industry became a priority in economic
policy-making.. Thirdly, the introduction of an elaborate legislative framework for labour
andd trade unions was a strategy to deal with militant workers and an attempt to secure
politicall support.
2.2.12.2.1

The First Level of Reform: Expansion of the State Apparatus

Thee state and bureaucracy expanded, and the state assumed a larger role in the economy
forr two reasons. An extended bureaucracy was needed to administrate and unify a large,
developingg country. The new bureaucracy also had strong clientelist relations that formed
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aa basis for political support alliances. Tasks at the level of state government were
transferredd to the federal government and among these were educational and labour
policy,, and the responsibility for external borrowing. The federal state also expanded its
activitiess into new areas. Important new areas of state activity were state ownership in
infrastructuree and mixed private-public ownership of basic industries. Furthermore,
transferr payments and social welfare were centralised and the settlement of the minimum
wagee level became the exclusive task of the federal state (Skidmore 1967: 42). The
federall state took control of policy areas which could influence economic performance
andd industrialisation, such as taxes, control over exchange rates (the introduction of
multiplee exchange rates) and imports (the application of import quota), credit and wages.
Thiss coincided with the introduction of restrictive labour laws, a central element of these
economicc policies.
2.2.22.2.2

The Second Level of Reform: Public Investment and State Intervention

Thee second area of reform consisted of increases in public investment in infrastructure,
publicc utilities and basic industries, the basis of import substitution. As mentioned earlier,
thee 1930s and 1940s were a period with important economic and political consequences,
thee Great Depression and the Second World War. The events of the Great Depression
changedd the liberal-economic idea that Brazil's economic policies should be organised
accordingg to its 'natural' comparative advantage and position in the international division
off labour. The Second World War deepened the effects of the world economic crisis and
Vargass used this to stimulate economic nationalism and as a reason to increase state
intervention.. Although the economic development model only became consolidated
duringg the government of Juscelino Kubitschek (1956-1961), possibilities for state
interventionn in the economy and promotion of economic development were established
duringg the Estado Novo.
Thee Estado Novo period can be seen as the basis for a further consolidation and
developmentt of changes in social structure and power relations, a new role of the state
andd a new development ideology. The promotion of industrialisation by the Estado Novo
governmentt resulted in significant social changes as cities expanded and the number of
urbann (working class) voters increased as well. An important public company established
inn 1941 was the National Steel Company (Companhia Siderurgica Nacional - CSN) and
thee steel plant at Volta Redonda in 1945. According to Abreu, Bevilacqua and Pinho
(2000:: 164), the Volta Redonda steel plant was a significant moment in the shift towards
statee intervention: 'direct government involvement proved essential as foreign investors
didd not show interest, and was the first tangible demonstration that direct government
involvementt could be effective in industry'. Key groups in the military supported the
establishmentt of National Steel Company, based on the conviction that domestic
productionn of oil products, steel and infrastructure were crucial for national security
(Trebatt 1983: 42). The military's interest in state intervention has resulted in a long-term
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commitmentt to state presence in certain key sectors of the economy and to the importance
off large-scale public-investment projects. In addition, it is important to mention that US
investmentt through the Export-Import Bank was essential into these projects, investment
whichh secured Brazilian support for the Allies during the Second World War (Evans
1979:: 88-89).
2.2.32.2.3

The Third Level of Reform: The Introduction of Corporatist Labour Law

AA third structural reform introduced during the Estado Novo period was an elaborate
corporatistt labour law.36 Corporatism can be considered the societal counterpart of the
emergingg interventionist state in Brazil, as corporatism was intended to minimise
conflictsconflicts between labour and capital to promote accelerated industrialisation (Cardoso
1999a:: 28-29). This section discusses the concept of corporatism, while the next section
analysess the practical implementation and implications of corporatism in Brazil.
2.2.3.11 Corporatism as a Principle of Societal Organisation
Guillermoo O'Donnell defines corporatism in a Latin American context as 'those
structuress through which functional, nonterritorially based organizations officially
representt "private" interests before the state, formally subject for their existence and their
rightt of representation to authorization or acceptance by the state, and where such right is
reservedd to the formal leaders of those organizations, forbidding and excluding other
legitimatee channels of access to the state for the rest of its members' (O'Donnell 1977:
49).377 As he rightly emphasises, corporatism should be analysed in its particular social
andd historical context and should not be treated as a homogeneous or universal
phenomenonn with uniform effects in every country (O'Donnell 1977: 47-50).
Thee basic principle of corporatism is that the state organised and controlled
interestt groups (both workers and employers) from above, or established 'a hierarchical
andd harmonious structure of distinct social groups. The social groups are linked vertically
too the upper strata, or at least the governing authorities, who in turn have a special
asymmetricall responsibility for the well being of those below them' (Schmitter 1971: 95).
Too this end, 'symmetrical hierarchies of associations for employers and workers, assured

Thee discussion of corporatism mainly focuses on the labour aspects of Brazilian corporatism here.
Forr a classic study of other (corporatist) associations in Brazil, see Schmitter (1971). In addition see
Ericksonn (1977) and Mericle (1974, 1977). For a discussion of the long-term effects of the corporatist
systemm on collective action in general, see Garretón (1999) and Chalmers et al. (1997).
377
Philippe Schmitter has defined corporatism in general as 'a system of interest representation in which
thee constituent units are organized into a limited number of singular, compulsory, non-competitive,
hierarchicallyy ordered, and functionally differentiated categories, recognized or licensed (if not created)
byy the state and granted a deliberate representational monopoly within their respective categories in
exchangee for observing certain controls on their selection of leaders and articulation of demands and
supports'' (Schmitter 1979). He distinguishes between societal corporatism, in which organisations are
relativelyy autonomous, and state corporatism, which is a more adequate characterisation of Latin
Americann corporatism.
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institutionall contact between the two at all levels, and established the state as arbiter
betweenn them' (Erickson

1977: 2). An example of the increasingly corporatist

organisationn of Brazilian society is the fact that the Constituent Assembly in 1946 was
organisedd along functional lines. The existence of corporatist state-society relations is
basedd on the principle that government structures have to be relatively autonomous from
thee pressures of social and economic groups, or at least from the demands of the groups
thatt threaten to provoke large-scale socio-economic change (Malloy 1977: 4).
Severall types of corporatist relations between the state and "interest groups" can
bee distinguished. The state can structure the organisation of interest groups, as in the case
off registration and official recognition of trade unions. This defines the extent of
representationn and the possible action of unions. Furthermore, the state can control
financiall support and subsidies of interest groups and actively supports a particular type
off organisation of interests: the state can directly influence the demands unions formulate
andd it intervenes in internal union affairs, such as elections and budget issues (Almeida
1996:: 136-137).
2.2.3.22 Corporatist Labour Law
Gétulioo Vargas established a Labour Ministry in 1930, introduced some social welfare
provision,, and a new labour law (Consolidacao dos Leis do Trabalho - CLT) in 1931.
Importantt aspects of the CLT {Labour Code) are still in place at present. The Labour
Codee states that trade unions have to be registered and legalised by the Ministry of
Labour.. This makes substantial control of trade unions and elimination of politically
orientedd trade unions possible (Collier and Collier 1991: 172-173; Skidmore 1967: 1920). .
Bothh corporatism and the extended role of the state in the economy and society
playedd a central role in the economic policies of later governments. Furthermore,
althoughh democracy replaced the Estado Novo in 1945, the corporatist system and its
labourr laws would remain in place until at least the end of the twentieth century (Evans
1979:: 86-87; Schmitter 1971: 63). The reforms were also important for several new socioeconomicc groups, including the urban working classes, but crucially excluded rural
workers,, while the middle classes benefited from increased public employment. For the
industriall bourgeoisie, economic intervention and industrial policy proved to have
positivee effects on business development, particularly through guaranteed price levels of
goodss produced in the state sector and through the improvement of infrastructure (Bresser
Pereiraa 1984: 16).
Thee Brazilian corporatist labour law had three main pillars: the institutional
framework,, the social security system, and the system of legal mediation in labour
conflicts. .
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The first pillar of the institutional structure - the requirements of collective
organisationn - directly affected trade unions. Trade unions (sindicatos), which could
onlyy exist at the municipio38 level, represented workers of a given occupational
categoryy (defined by the state in the 1940s). A structural difference existed between
employers'' and workers' organisation, as employers' organisations could encompass
moree than one economic category and could be organised beyond the borders of
municipalities.. In addition, the government was more tolerant towards parallel
businesss organisations, often established to circumvent the limits of corporatism. For
thiss reason, an unrecognised organisation FIESP (Federacao das Industrias do Estado
dee Sao Paulo) was tolerated besides the official organisation CIESP (Confederacao)
off employers in Sao Paulo (Mericle 1974: 78). The implications of the territorial
limitss to union organisation are twofold. Firstly, it is difficult to organise a union or
bargainn collectively at plant level, as this takes place at municipal level which
includess several companies in the same economic sector. Secondly, it is also difficult
too organise different categories of workers in a region encompassed in one
organisationall context, as trade unions are limited to representing one occupation.
Inn order to depoliticise the emerging labour movement, Brazilian corporatism
limitedd the function of trade unions to the provision of social services. It was also
explicitlyy stated in the CLT that the trade unions' was to co-operate with the
government.. An additional feature of corporatist organisation of trade unions was that
membershipp was not compulsory, but strongly promoted by the welfare benefits that
thee unions could dispense to their members, and by a compulsory union tax (impösto
sindical)) for all workers in the jurisdiction (municipio) on which the unions were
based.. Their role in providing social services placed organisational and financial
limitss on the possibilities of unions in collective bargaining and direct employer
relations.. Nevertheless, unions benefited from financial support and their guaranteed
rightt of representation of a given occupational category (Barros 1999: 17-18; Collier
andd Collier 1991: 1987-188; Schmitter 1971: 115-116).
Att state and national levels, federations (consisting of five legally recognised
unions)) and confederations of trade unions (consisting of three state federations)
existed.. The existence of central union organisations at a national level was only
legalisedd in the 1988 Constitution. These organisations co-ordinated and oriented the
lower-levell organisations and could also be used as an instrument to transfer social
andd economic policy to lower levels of society. Despite restrictions on the trade
unions'' political behaviour, Mericle argues that federation and confederations tended
too become politicised, as they brought together workers with different interests and
backgroundss (Mericle 1974: 75-77; Schmitter 1971: 118).
MunicipioMunicipio refers to a municipal territorial unit. The size of a municipality can range from the city of
Saoo Paulo to small towns in the interior of Brazil. The variation in size affects the number of workers a
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The second pillar, the social security system, promoted social harmony through
distributionn of welfare payments for workers covered by the Labour Code. Vargas
extendedd social welfare provision to all organised sectors of the urban working
classes,, based on occupational categories. Social security was an important instrument
inn corporatist labour incorporation, as specific groups could be submitted to state
controll in exchange for their inclusion in social security legislation. The social
securityy system also tended to exclude those without a stable income, stable
employment,, or those in the informal sector, as the system was based on workers' and
employers'' contributions (Weyland 1996: 89). National social security legislation and
thee trade union provision of social security and services functioned as a redistributive
mechanismm in a highly unequal society {Huber 1995: 7-8).
The third pillar of the Labour Code is the system of labour courts that mediate in
disputess between workers and employers. The labour courts had a broad mandate to
intervenee in collective conflicts, which impeded the use of mobilisation strategies to
achievee goals. It was usually more attractive for employers and workers to ask a
labourr court decide on the solution of a collective conflict, than to organise a strike.
Thee right to strike was highly regulated, as strikes could only take place in the period
off annual collective bargaining (also known as the data-base).31* If it was not possible
too reach a collective agreement on wage levels and working conditions, an absolute
majorityy of a union's membership (with a quorum of two-thirds of the membership)
hadd to approve of calling a strike. The union also had to notify the company a week
beforee the strike was to be held. In case a strike was declared illegal by the labour
court,, for procedural reasons or because the strike did not take place in the framework
off collective bargaining, the state could intervene in the union, removing its
leadershipp and calling new union elections (Cardoso 1999a: 31-32).
Thee official role of the state was to mediate in collective conflict, but the labour
laww also provided for possibilities to intervene in the financial and political affairs of
unionss and to replace the leadership of trade unions (this provision was removed in
thee 1988 Constitution).40 The leadership of trade unions was also co-opted by benefits
andd jobs provided by the Labour Ministry. For example, some of the judges in the
labourr court were representatives of employers and unions, juizes classistas. A job as
locall union can organise, as, for example, a metalworkers' union in the state of Sao Paulo has a very
largee constituency compared to a much smaller city.
The decision when a particular union could bargain with the employers was political decision. By
holdingg collective negotiations in sectors with strong unions at different times of the year, it became
moree difficult for unions to co-ordinate their action (Cardoso 1999a: 31).
199
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aa 'class judge' entails few working hours and high wages and is therefore popular
amongg some union leaders (Barros 1999: 20; Collier and Collier 1991: 188; Erickson
1977:: 29-32, 35-36).41
Thee general effect of the Labour Code on the labour movement was that 'official
tradee unionism derived its strength not from its membership but from its relationship to
thee elites holding state power' (French 1992: 5). Subsequently, representatives of the
officiall trade unions thought they would benefit more from bargaining with the state
(oftenn via non-working class politicians) than from direct collective bargaining with
employers,, as access to politicians and the government became more important and
feasiblee than strikes (French 1992: 5). Furthermore, it was difficult for trade unions to
establishh horizontal interaction across sectoral and regional divides, as contacts were only
possiblee through the vertically organised unions federations and confederation. The limits
placedd on types of union activities made the creation of parallel or independent unions
veryy difficult. As for the political role of unions, the establishment of a political arena for
corporatistt union organisation in combination with the provision of labour legislation and
sociall welfare, meant that the strategies and shape of working class organisation would
change.. One can see this effect in the forced separation of economic action by trade
unionss from the political activity of the new mass parties. There was also a tendency to
focuss trade union activity on both the state and the labour courts instead of on employers
(Collierr and Collier 1991: 187; French 1992: 5, 253-254; Schmitter 1971: 122; Almeida
1996).. Corporatism also affected labour market structures and the formation and
developmentt of class relations (particularly in the case of rural and informal labour):
'Corporatistt institutions shaped a strongly segmented labor market at a relatively early
stagee of industrialization, providing overprotection to core workers in the modern sector
att the expense of the underprotection of labor in general' (Souza 1997: 68; see also
Lamounierr 1995: 144).
2.2.42.2.4

Populism

Althoughh populism is not strictly a product of the Estado Novo, it is an important concept
forr understanding twentieth-century Brazilian politics. At the end of Gétulio Vargas's
rule,, trabalhismo (labourism) combined with a system of corporatist labour laws, to form
aa paternalistic ideology that appealed to the loyalty of workers. The first part of this
'ideology'' was the establishment of the Partido Trabalhista Brasileiro (PTB) based on

Leadershipp of militant unions was controlled in several ways. The government could sanction unions,
itt could control union elections by imposing strict conditions for union election and potential union
leaders,, and it could ensure the unions' focus on non-political and non-militant activities, through
emphasisingg welfare activities and the restriction of funds for political activities. The central method to
controll unions is the registration requirement (Mericle 1974: 98, 111).
Thee system of classist judges was abolished in 1999, with a transition period of three years (Cysne
2000:: 97).
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officiall trade unions and other groups that supported Vargas. The programme of the party
consistedd of industrialisation, economic nationalism and social welfare (Collier and
Collierr 1991: 146; Skidmore 1967: 39-40). A second aspect was Vargas's emphasis on
hiss paternalistic role as benefactor of the working classes, a role based on the Labour
Codee and extended social welfare provision. The link between the Labour Code and
populismm was the argument that peace, harmony, and the national interest would replace
classs conflict. This also corresponds with the depoliticisation of trade unions by
repressivee and legal means, and their separation from radical political ideologies and
politicall parties. Trade unions were restructured so as to make them 'instruments of social
integrationn in the nation-building process' (Erickson 1977: 28). The effect was the
creationn of an official union movement, led by pelegos, union leaders co-opted by the
state.42 2
Populismm as a concept is used to refer to policies, politicians and political parties,
andd in some cases even an entire political system. An example of the latter is to refer to
thee period between 1945 and 1964 in Brazil as a 'populist democracy', mainly because
thee government was susceptible to popular demands, which often undermined economic
stability.. According to Bresser Pereira (1996: 18-19, 21), for example, the 1945-1964
periodd can be called populist, because of the broad nature of the coalition (based on state
bureaucrats,, urban industrial workers, the middle classes, and industrialists) which
supportedd developmentalism. Populism usually includes mobilisation of the masses,
charismaticc leadership, nationalism, a heterogeneous social coalition and a modernisation
discourse,, among others. Although populist politicians refer to class issues, it is not a
classs movement (Drake 1978: 2, 8-10). Kaufman and Stallings place the roots of
populismm in Latin America's highly unequal income distribution, in combination with
sociall change and broadening of the political system. In their view, the weak tax base of
Latinn American states made the establishment of a welfare state very difficult and
populismm was an attempt to solve the redistributive problems resulting from the
transformationss of the first half of the twentieth century (Kaufman and Stallings 1991:
19-21).. Although populism or populist politicians did not directly solve redistributive
problems,, their programme contained a strong commitment to redistribution. Some of the
characteristicss of "the populist politician" that Skidmore mentions in the case of Brazil
aree promises made to the urban working classes about economic improvement and
nationalistt economic policy as a solution to underdevelopment. These politicians, such as
Leonell Brizola and Adhemar de Barros, also referred to transformations of the political
andd economic power structures of Brazil (Skidmore 1967: 183-184).
422

John French argues that trade unions during this period were merely just passive and co-opted
creationss of the state. The positive aspects of the CLT - the legal recognition of trade unions and
guaranteedd finances through the union tax - attracted unions, while the control of union activity and
statee intervention were rejected. Unionists were also attracted by Vargas's mixture of populism,
propagandaa and pro-labour speeches, especially towards 1945, when Vargas organised May 1"'
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Accordingg to Collier (1979: 24), the Latin America's populist regimes are
regimess which attempted to incorporate as many socio-economic groups as possible. This
didd not mean that there was no exclusion, as rural workers were often excluded from
sociall security, labour legislation and the right to organise in trade unions (as mentioned
earlier).. The regimes are also characterised by a multi-class coalition of urban and
industriall interests (the domestically oriented industrial elites, the urban working class,
governmentt bureaucrats, and the lower-middle classes). Import substitution also created
orr strengthened groups with an interest in state-owned enterprises, public employment
andd ISI industries. At the same time, while exclusion is too strong a word, foreign
enterprises,, the oligarchy and elements of domestic industrial elites, were isolated from
thesee coalitions.
Generallyy speaking, popular demands for redistribution put pressure on
governmentss to hide the negative effects on the population of economic crises and
adjustment.. Policy-making had a nationalistic flavour and economic development policy
wass aimed at a form of industrialisation based on the expansion of consumer goods
production.. Populist economic policy was often characterised negatively as policies
whichh merely respond to the demand of the popular classes, such as wage increases, price
controls,, exchange-rate controls, with little regard for the budget deficit and the
consequencess for inflation (Kaufman and Stallings 1991: 16), while this is not to say that
alll regimes that carried out ISI policies during the 1950s and 1960s were populist
regimes.. Although some Latin American politicians used populist methods to mobilise
thee electorate, this does not mean that populism can simply be equated with Latin
Americann politics.43 It would be more adequate to speak of popular pressures that forced
governmentss to find a satisfactory balance between economic development, popular
demandss and macro-economic stability.

meetingss and established an alliance with the Communist leader Luiz Carlos Prestes (French 1992: 8991,, 137-139).
433
For a nuanced and historical view of Latin American populism, see Paul Drake (1991). Rabello de
Castroo and Ronci (1991) view populism from Vargas until the present as a set of economically
irrationall policies that have led to excessive centralisation of political power, institutional
underdevelopmentt and problems with the macro-economic balance. Rabello de Castro and Ronci view
thee emphasis of the Brazilian government on economic development through ISI policies, as negative
andd populist, compared to the more conservative, monetarist attempts at macro-economic stabilisation,
especiallyy during the military regime. The problem of this approach is that it confuses a government's
emphasiss on economic performance, which is probably important in all nation-states, with populism.
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2.33

ECONOMIC POLICY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: DEVELOPMENTALISM

Developmentalismm in Latin America (particularly in Brazil, Argentina and in Chile in the
1950ss and 1960s) is the culmination of a shift from development based on the export of
naturall resources to development based on industrialisation. While developmentalism has
beenn described more generally in Chapter I, the objective of this section is to provide a
moree detailed analysis of the practice and implications of Brazilian developmentalism.
Followingg on from this, the way in which developmentalism was institutionalised through
aa national development bank and through the establishment of a state productive sector
willl be discussed.
Thee following five ideas and policies lie behind the idea of developmentalism.
Firstly,, a consensus existed among most theorists of Latin American development that
growthh and development could no longer be based on agricultural or mineral exports.
Secondly,, there was an emphasis on the importance of vertical industrialisation as areas
forr economic growth, and 'the establishment of basic or heavy industry and the basic
infrastructuree that would facilitate the emergence of an integrated industrial structure'
(Sikkinkk 1991: 32). An important aspect of this assumption was the ideas of 'growth
bottlenecks'.. Bottlenecks referred to the basic structure of the economy, or basic
conditionss for growth. These included inadequate and outdated infrastructure, lack of
energyy self-sufficiency and dependence on foreign energy imports44, technology and
capitall inputs.45 The existence of bottlenecks in particularly infrastructure
technologicall
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bottleneckss and the existence of structural bottlenecks, which also included imbalances
betweenn economic sectors and regions. In practice, this meant that development plans
includedd the identification of problems in the economy and goals of production, as, for
example,, in the Plano de Metas (Targets Programme) of president Juscelino Kubitschek
(1956-1961). .
Thirdly,, the domestic capital market was not sufficiently developed to finance the
developmentalistt project. Therefore, foreign borrowing, both bilateral and from
internationall financial institutions, was necessary in order to sustain industrialisation.
Fourthly,, private capital was viewed as a necessary, but not a sufficient factor in the
Thee availability of oil was one of Brazil's main problems. A state-owned company, Petrobras, was
establishedd in October 1953 to exploit and develop domestic sources of oil production. It had the
monopolyy on petroleum exploration and most refining activities (Baer 1995: 249). In 1954, another
statee company dealing with energy production was established, Eletrobras (Skidmore 1967: 97, 132).
Althoughh the monopoly of the state on parts of the process of oil production has been lifted in 1995,
theree is a reluctance to privatise this company. During the military regime, the effects of the oil crisis
ledd to the introduction of the Alcohol Programme, an attempt to substitute imported fuel with a
domesticallyy produced alternative.
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industrialisationn of Latin American countries. For example, private capital was not always
willingg to invest in infrastructure, to exploit natural resources, and to develop large-scale
industriall projects. Due to a lack of a domestic bourgeoisie which was willing and able to
investt in the projects seen as fundamental for economic development, the increasingly
interventionistt role of the state was justified. Although the state could not substitute
privatee initiative, it came to play a major role in the establishment of state-owned
enterprisess and in financing public and private-sector economic initiatives.
Fifthly,, it was acceptable to protect key sectors and potentially leading sectors of
thee economy. Protection took the shape of a combination of high tariffs on the import of
finalfinal goods, exemption from tariffs for many capital and intermediate goods (these were
necessaryy for industrial production and this meant that there was always a need for
imports)) and an overvalued exchange rate (Sikkink 1991: 32-33, 37; Thorp 1998: 137).
Thee issues of external borrowing and of role of the state were the most
controversiall ones and divided opinions on the basic elements of the developmentalist
modell between those developmentalists who emphasised private initiative and the
importancee of foreign borrowing, and nationalist developmentalists, who were in favour
off an increased role of the state in social and economic issues, but who criticised external
borrowing.. Domestic economic interests also shifted as a result of foreign investment and
thee economic priorities of the government. The bourgeoisie became more fragmented,
andd new economic groups with connections to foreign capital emerged (Sikkink 1991: 39;
Thorpp 1998: 137).
2.3.12.3.1 Developmental Institutions:
DevelopmentDevelopment Bank

State-Owned

Enterprises

and the

National

AA further feature of developmentalism is the establishment of the Banco Nacional de
Desenvolvimentoo Econömico (BNDE), established in 1953.46 The task of the BNDE was
'too help plan, analyze, and finance infrastructure and a number of industrial projects'
(Baerr 1995: 61, 248) and the Bank played an important role in medium-term lending to
privatee and public businesses (Trebat 1983: 25), The BNDE played an important role in
thee process of public investment by providing capital, and, in exchange for this, the
BNDEE gained participation in many of these companies and would also become the main
shareholder.. The BNDE moved from infrastructural to other roles, particularly increasing
itss role as a financier of the private sector in the process. This often meant that the Bank

455

The emphasis of analyses of bottlenecks has shifted after the first introduction of ISI policies: the
developmentt of domestic technology and capital inputs became more important during the 1970s and
1980s,, as the military emphasised an increasing sophistication of import substitution industrialisation.
466
The establishment of the BNDE was one of the most important results of the Joint Brazil-United
Statess Economic Commission (1951). The goal of this commission was to prepare specific
developmentt projects in order to channel American investment. The emphasis was on transportation
andd electrical power. Sikkink argues that, although these plans failed to get sufficient funding, it still
providedd a framework for later planning efforts (Sikkink 1991: 64-66).
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becamee involved in the management of firms, which in effect turned these firms into
subsidiariess of the BNDE (Evans 1979: 262-264).
Inn the new development strategy, the role of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) was
too provide part of the solution for infrastructural bottlenecks, in addition to the
exploitationn of natural resources. In this way, SOEs played a major role in channelling
publicc finance to social and economic development purposes. After the establishment of
thee Companhia Siderurgica Nacional (CSN) by President Vargas in 1945 as an example
off the role the state could play in industrialisation, several other state-owned enterprises
weree created, especially, initially in public utilities and mining.47 The development of a
statee productive sector was the result of the idea that the Brazilian state should control the
rolee of foreign capital in essential sectors.4* In addition, the Great Depression led to a
sharpp reduction in British investments in infrastructures and state capital filled this gap
throughh new investments and the acquisition of several foreign infrastructural companies
{Baerr 1995: 243, 247; Abreu, Bevilacqua and Pinho 2000: 164-165).
Becausee of the inadequate development of the domestic capital markets and the
lackk of international capital, the state took on a more specifically interventionist role. For
example,, many public utility companies (energy, transportation and basic industries) were
foreign-owned,, but the government decided to nationalise these companies, due to a lack
off investment in improvement of public utilities (Trebat 1983: 42). State-owned
enterprisess existed in four areas of the economy and were aimed at stimulating
industrialisationn and performing a specific role in this process: public utilities, the mining
industry,, long-term development finance, and the production of intermediate and capital
goods.. Public investment and SOEs were meant to complement and support the activities
off private domestic and foreign capital (Baer 1995: 243). One example of the contribution
off this strategy to the development of a domestic industrial base is that '[t]he Brazilian
SOEss played a crucial role in determining the profitability of private-sector firms, both
domesticc and foreign. ... As long as SOEs adopted price and investment policies that
weree consistent with private-sector profitability, their presence was welcomed by both the
foreignn and domestic elements of the capitalist class' (Bulmer-Thomas, 1994: 356). This
entailed,, for example, that private companies had to buy electricity and other inputs from
thee state sector. As prices of many of these basic inputs were determined by the public
sector,, this could be used as an instrument for subsidising certain economic sectors.
Anotherr advantage for SOEs was that international lenders seemed to be more willing to

Inn the public utilities sector, the establishment of public companies often involved the nationalisation
off companies originally financed and owned through foreign direct investment. An example of this is
thee electricity company in Rio de Janeiro, 'Light'. In the mining sector, the foundation of the
Companhiaa Vale do Rio Doce was a landmark in national attempts to exploit natural resources.
88
The lack of faith in foreign and domestic investment for industrial projects did not mean that all
state-ownedd enterprises were entirety state-owned. One form of SOE was the empresa püblica (public
enterprise),, which was 100 per cent state-owned; another form of SOE was the empresa de economia,
whichh had some private participation, although the government retained a majority control (Trebat
1983:36). .
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givee loans to the public sector, which was a guarantee of repayment (Bulmer-Thomas
1994:: 356-358).

2.44

THE GOVERNMENT OF JUSCELINO KUBITSCHEK

Thee period from 1945 until 1964 in Brazil is characterised by substantial polarisation,
sociall conflict and a paralysis of the policy-making process. The respective governments
alsoo made a move to the left, or, as some would argue, became more populist. The
Braziliann party system was highly fractioned, both within and between parties (Collier
andd Collier 1991: 507-509, 513; Rabello de Castro and Ronci 1991: 158-161). This
sectionn discusses the development of political and social polarisation during the 1950s
andd 1960s, including the position of labour in its relation to the state. In addition, the
sectionn addresses the specific ways in which developmental policies were formulated and
implemented. .
Kathrynn Sikkink emphasises the importance of president Kubitschek (1956-1961)
ass the creator of an alliance that would eventually support developmentalism. This
alliancee provided sufficient political support for one of the most symbolic projects of
Braziliann developmentalism, the construction of a new capital in the interior, Brasilia:
Inn Brazil a tactical alliance between the cosmopolitans and the nationalists
gavee Kubitschek the support he needed to carry out his program. ... In
Brazill developmentalist ideas merged well with existing ideologies and
politicall traditions ... Kubitschek's political bargaining skills, using the
rolee of the president as arbiter as well as his receptivity to the symbolic
importancee of key issues, helped him hold together the developmentalist
coalitionn during most of his term (Sikkink 1991: 40).
Thee policy strategies of Kubitschek involved an extension of the new model of
thee state established by the Estado Novo. It included economic nationalism as a basis for
economicc policy-making and state-led industrialisation (Skidmore 1967: 88). Although
thee idea was that the economy mixed one, state-owned enterprises, as well as mixed
private-publicc enterprises, played an important role in the solution of bottlenecks and the
developmentt of an autonomous technological base. It also drew on the support from
sectionss of the military and the bourgeoisie for industrial development (Sikkink 1991:
40).. Nevertheless, due to deteriorating terms of trade and falling coffee prices during the
mid-1950s,, the political balance seemed to shift in favour of those who supported the
increasingg importance of foreign investment in the Brazilian economy (Orenstein and
Sochaczewskii 1990: 172). For example, the short government of President Café Filho
(1954-1955),, who took power after the suicide of Vargas in 1954, introduced an
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economicc measure that would attract foreign investment.49 Kubitschek would also
introducee incentives for some sectors (automobile, ship building and heavy machinery) in
orderr to make it easier to import manufacturing equipment, raw materials and parts (Baer
1995:: 62-63).
Thee Plano de Metas (Targets Programme) was Kubitschek's instrument to
implementt developmentalism (Orenstein and Sochaczewski

1990: 176-179). Two

institutionss that played an important role in the formulation of the targets were the
Developmentt Council and the BNDE.50 A significant change occurred between an earlier
versionn and the actual Targets Programme: targets related to education, improvement of
thee situation of workers and regional and urban planning had been dropped. This implied
thatt the programme paid more attention to establishing the economic fundamentals of
growthh than to social issues. The programme established thirty targets in five areas:
energy,, transport, food, basic industries and education.51 Where possible, the targets had a
quantifiablee goal. According to Sikkink, some issues had the special attention of the
presidentt and were seen as more important than others: steel, petroleum production and
refinement,, road building and paving, and automobile production (Sikkink 1991: 137).
Thee same is true of the construction of Brasilia as a new capital, the essence of the
developmentt programme and the symbol of growth.
Despitee the importance of the Kubitschek government for the extension of
industrialisationn and large-scale state intervention, seeds of destabilisation came to the
foree at the same time. The election of Kubitschek, with Goulart as his vice-president,
showedd that his presidency would not be without opposition for the following reasons.52
Somee elements of the opposition and the military claimed that Kubitschek's victory was
illegall because he did not receive the majority of votes. In addition, there were rumours
thatt the military would stage a coup in order to prevent Kubitschek from taking office.
Thee minister of war decided to stage a preventive coup. The president resigned, the
Congresss declared a state of siege, after which Kubitschek and Goulart could finally take
officee (Sikkink 1991: 132-133). Moreover, the difference between pro-Vargas and antiVargass politicians (UDN - Uniao Democratica Nacional) continued to destabilise
Braziliann politics.53 Kubitschek's choice of Joao Goulart as a vice-president was
problematicc in the eyes of the opposition, as Goulart was suspected of having communist
andd Peronist sympathies (Sikkink 1991: 211).

Thee most important aspect of this measure was that capital goods imports were treated as foreign
investmentt and could be paid for with local currency. This was principally an advantage for foreign
companiess in Brazil (Sikkink 1991: 125-126).
500
For the groups, institutions and ideas that influenced the Target Programme, see Sikkink (1991: 126132,, 135).
511
See for the specific targets, Sikkink (1991: 136-137).
522
On problems of coalition governments in this period, see Collier and Collier (1991: 384-389).
"" See, for example, Skidmore (1967: 152-154).
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2.55
INCREASING POLITICAL RADICALISATION:
GOULART T

T H E PRESIDENCY O F J O A O

Politicall tensions already evident under Kubitschek's government would eventually result
inn a military coup in 1964 against the government of president Joao Goulart (1961-1964).
Whenn Joao Goulart was elected as a president, he was a quite controversial politician. A
candidatee of the PTB and clear supporter of the pro-Vargas movement, many suspected
himm of having communist or Peronist sympathies. At the same time, he was not radical
enoughh for an increasingly militant labour movement. Influenced by the military's
suspicions,, together with most of the political centre, Goulart was not granted full
presidentiall powers by the Congress between September 1961 and January 1963
(Skidmoree 1967: 215-216). As Lamounier notes, the centralising characteristics of the
presidentiall system and the weakness of Congress during this period contributed to a
paralyiss of the decision-making process (Lamounier 1995: 134). Furthermore, the party
systemm 'became highly fractionalized and subject to increasing radicalization at the same
timee that each of the major parties was internally divided; the tide of antiparty populism
becamee truly exponential' (Lamounier 1995: 135). Several more structural problems
reachedd a climax in this period. Although social and economic development, urbanisation
andd social mobilisation had eroded traditional power relations and social control
mechanismss to a certain extent, this did not entail full access to the political system (e.g.
illiteratess were excluded from the voting process).
Thiss complex political situation, characterised by increasing political polarisation,
meantt that 'Goulart could construct a strong political base only by cultivating the center
andd at the same time maintaining the support of the left. The situation was further
complicatedd by the divergence between Goulart's populism and the new forces on the
left.. His established contacts lay with the oft-corrupt officials of labor unions and social
securityy institutes, as well as with traditional, non-ideological local politicians' (Skidmore
1967:: 215). Goulart was faced with the same dilemmas as the earlier presidents. On the
onee hand, he had to prove that he was not a communist in order to ensure the support of
bothh the US and centre-right forces, while at the same time he had to deal with a divided
leftt that he could not fully control at the same time.
Bothh sections of the right and the left proposed anti-democratic solutions to the
crisis.. On the left, some groups advocated destabilisation of the regime and attempted to
usee political crises to enhance the sense of instability. Others, like the communists, argued
thatt the country might not be ready yet for a revolution54 (Skidmore 1967: 225-226).

544
The position of the communists was typical for Latin American communism, although this changed
somewhatt after the Cuban revolution. Communist parties tended to support national economic
developmentt on the basis of the idea that Latin American countries were not ready for revolution,
unlesss they first experienced an economic development process. In this way, support for the
developmentall coalition, against the power of the oligarchy, could fit into a Communist strategy.
Sikkinkk argues that 'communist support for developmentalists was the result of their analysis of
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Withinn this context, Goulart had to continue developmentalist policies while being torn
betweenn nationalistic and more internationalist positions.55 Eventually, during 1963 and
1964,, Goulart could not continue to balance economic problems with demands of the
opposition.. He made concessions to the working classes by introducing structural reforms
inn difficult areas like land-ownership, taxes and education. He also sought support from
thee working classes for these reforms and the upcoming elections in rallies. Goulart
decidedd to make economic policy more nationalistic, under pressure from the problems
withh his 1963 stabilisation plan and nationalist opponents of foreign presence in the
Braziliann economy (Skidmore 1988: 12-15).
2.66

SOURCES O F DESTABILISATION

Twoo main contradictions were crucial for the destabilisation of the regime during the
earlyy 1960s: conflicts surrounding the government's strategies to attract foreign
investmentt (which led to increasing external indebtedness) and the continuing existence
off structural economic problems. The section discusses the position of the labour
movementt under the governments of Kubitschek and Goulart, and its role in the
destabilisationn of the democratic regime.
Thee combination of increasing availability of foreign capital for investments and
thee increasing willingness of the Brazilian government to resort to external borrowing
meantt that the state was confronted with the demands and conditions of foreign lenders.
Afterr Marshall Aid had supported European recovery on US terms, capital was available
forr other parts of the world. The World Bank and the IMF played an important role in
influencingg the specific form that economic development would take (see Sikkink 1991:
44-45,, 48; Webb 2000). When Brazil was confronted with economic problems, such as a
balance-of-paymentss deficit and inflation, debt re-negotiation and stricter macroeconomicc measures to solve economic problems became necessary.56 The stabilisation
measuress proved to be difficult to explain to both the electorate and the groups which
formedd the developmentalist coalition. Concessions to the left included compensation for
thee effects of stabilisation plans, nationalistic rhetoric and a generous wage policy,
althoughh the effects of this were often reduced by economic problems. Whenever

Braziliann society and their strategy, which deemphasized class struggle and called For a national front
off labor allied with national capital against large landowners and foreign capita!' (Sikkink 1991: 157).
555
Goulart proposed to conduct an independent foreign policy, which meant independent from the
Unitedd States. Furthermore, some measures were introduced that disadvantaged foreign capital
(Skidmoree 1967: 227-228).
566
The contradiction between internal adjustment and securing political support was an essential feature
off the political problems faced by Brazilian governments before 1964. During his second term (19511954),, this time after democratic elections, Getulio Vargas had initiated the uneasy combination of
playingg different cards in international and in domestic politics. Vargas 'tried to combine his nationalist
andd orthodox approach in a complex strategy aimed at maintaining the support of different classes or
partss of the same class in different moods. His mixed approach to economic policy-making was
political,, inspired by the need to maintain wide congressional and electoral support' (Skidmore 1967:
111). .
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financiall stabilisation plans were introduced, growth based on import substitution had a
priorityy over the reduction of inflation and the balance-of-payments deficit.
Thee Kubitschek government established a foreign investment regime that
involvedd mutual benefits for foreign investors and the Brazilian economy, while
developmentalistt plans were aimed at the attraction of foreign capital and private
investors.. On a domestic level, the government maintained liberal credit policies and
attemptedd to maintain a high level of domestic demand. For foreign investors, the
developmentalistt governments provided special incentives, and measures were taken to
givee foreign investment the same treatment as domestic investment (Skidmore 1967:
165).. The large Brazilian market, heavily protected by tariffs and other trade barriers, was
ann attractive one which led to further developments and investments in the automobile
industry.. In the view of less nationalistic developmentalists, this type of foreign
investmentt would increase the transfer of technology, would provide capital, facilitating
entryy into new phases of import substitution, and it would increase backward and forward
linkages.. The last issue was further stimulated by restrictions on imports of inputs and
partss for the automobile industry. These ideas were reflected in the need to make sure that
macro-economicc policies would attract both public (multilateral) and private foreign
investment. .
Thee structural constraints, the external and internal pressures of the ISI model,
andd the effects of this on the political situation in Brazil, led to several long-term
economicc problems. The Great Depression had caused a disequilibrium of the balance of
paymentss in combination with a foreign debt crisis and a collapse of the Brazilian export
sector.. The structure of the economy from the late nineteenth century to the start of the
twentiethh century is a major explanatory factor of this pattern of development.
Onn the one hand, although the new development model (IS!) emphasised the
substitutionn of imports and reliance on the domestic market, export earnings (necessary
forr debt repayments and imports) were still heavily dependent on coffee exports. On the
otherr hand, imports were still essential for the success of the industrialisation strategy.
Thee fall in imports of consumer durables after the Great Depression, and later as a result
off protectionism, also tended to lead to a high degree of diversification of economic
activity,, both horizontally and vertically. This stimulated the position of local suppliers,
butt could also make production less efficient and could increase costs of inputs (Thorp
1998:: 162-165). was the transfer of capital abroad, which was not balanced by increased
foreignn investment.
Anotherr major economic problem was inflation, as inflation rates averaged 22.6
perr cent between 1957 and 1961 (Orenstein and Sochaczewski 1990: 179; Skidmore
1988:: 11-13). A debate on the causes of inflation in Latin America which influenced antiinflationaryy policies was that between the structuralists and the monetarists. Monetarists
consideredd inflation as an essentially monetary problem, related to money supply, and
thereforee blame inflation on weak fiscal policies, which tend to lead to budget deficits and
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markett distortions. Structuralists saw structural imbalances and bottlenecks, in addition to
batance-of-paymentt problems as the main causes of inflation. A particularly important
bottleneckk was the inadequate tax system, which was not capable of supporting the
interventionistt role of the state without heavy reliance on external borrowing. The
structuralistt approach to inflation also introduced the concept of'inertial inflation', which
iss structural inflation caused by the formal and informal indexation of the economy.
Perspectivess on the causes of inflation influenced the types of policy measures
takenn to reduce inflation.57 From a monetarist perspective, anti-inflationary policies
shouldd focus on monetary discipline, reduction of the money supply, policies which
wouldd often come at a high socio-economic costs. From a structuralist perspective,
economicc backwardness and a lack of technological and infrastructural development were
prioritiess of economic development policies, and in the process, governments did not
alwayss prioritise macro-economic and monetary criteria (Baer 1995: 122; BuhnerThomass 1994: 286-7; Bresser Pereira 1984: 36-40; Bresser Pereira 1987). Although it
cannott strictly be called an approach to inflation, authors like Bresser Pereira (1996: 1921,, 121-122) and Rabello de Castro and Ronci (1991) distinguish economic populism
fromm monetarism and structuralism. As was discussed in section 2.2.4, the problems of
thee ISI development strategy (a disregard for budgetary limitations, external borrowing
andd balance-of-payments deficits) and the populist governments' susceptibility to popular
demandss are expected to actually contribute to inflationary pressure, as governments are
nott willing or able to implement policies that might hurt their constituencies.

2.77

T H E POSITION O F THE LABOUR M O V E M E N T

UNDER KUBITSCHEK AND

GOULART T

Althoughh there are no 'defining' moments for the relationship between state and labour
duringg this period (such as the institutional changes of the Estado Novo and the
fundamentall changes in the way labour and capital were regulated during the 1930s),
theree are three reasons why the working class, trade unions and the organisation of the
economyy have to be analysed as interconnected phenomena. First of all, economic
programmess were meant to promote economic development and to stimulate development
inn certain economic sectors. This meant that industry was promoted, while economic,
politicall and social interests around this sector were reinforced. The structural problems
off the Brazilian economy - an underdeveloped infrastructure, differences between
economicc sectors, social, economic and political inequality, inflation and balance-ofpaymentt deficits - meant that an uneasy combination of (promises of) structural reforms
andd economic stabilisation plans was maintained. Stabilisation plans often clashed with
economicc development goals and inflation led to social tensions. Secondly, different
politicall groups saw workers, their organisations and conditions (such as wages) as part of
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thee solution, or alternatively as the cause of many structural economic dilemmas. Thirdly,
becausee of the size of the urban working class and their increasing capacity to disrupt
throughh strikes and demonstrations, politicians' ability to politically appeal to workers
becamee increasingly important.
Thee attempts to incorporate workers into politics and to use them as a political
basee was continued by Vargas in 1951. Vargas loosened some of the Labour Code
requirements,, such as the ideological test of union leaders, and made union elections
possiblee again. This meant that communist union leaders increased their influence within
thee labour movement (Collier and Collier 1991: 380-381). In combination with declining
reall wages and rising inflation, this led to a renewed radicalisation and militancy among
unions.. Despite these developments, Vargas 'vacillated and was never willing to take the
riskk of really mobilizing labor support by the kinds of concessions needed to make a
realisticc appeal or to take the risk of strengthening working-class political organizations
necessaryy for building an effective support base' (Collier and Collier 1991: 382).
Thee government of Kubitschek with Goulart as vice-president was a continuation
off the old national-populist alliance, although labour still played a subordinate role.
Kubitschek'ss vice-president Goulart, 'as the leader of the PTB, was seen as a guarantee
thatt labor concerns would be represented in the government' (Sikkink 1991: 157). It also
providedd a degree of control of the labour movement through the official labour relations
structure.. On the other hand, Kubitschek alleviated the effects of stabilisation plans by
introducingg more positive wage settlements (Skidmore 1967: 169). The perception was
thatt the effects of Kubitschek's policies on the position of workers in Brazil were largely
positive:: 'urban employment opportunities expanded and experienced workers moved
intoo more skilled jobs while new workers who had recently migrated to the city received
thee minimum salary. This may have created a perception of upward mobility, which
togetherr with the atmosphere of greater tolerance of working-class organization and
protestt led to labor leaders' positive evaluation of the Kubitschek administration (Sikkink
1991:: 158).
Thee combination of changes in the social and economic structure of Brazil,
changess in political mobilisation from below, further triggered by economic problems,
ledd to a radicalisation of the labour movement under Kubitschek. Collier and Collier
mentionn two developments specific to the 1950s that reinforced this. First of all, the
government'ss reluctant reliance on working class mobilisation resulted in the
flexibilisationn of some elements of the Labour Code, especially regarding state
interventionn in unions and collective bargaining, as government control was reduced. For
example,, the existence of inter-union organisations was tolerated. Besides, more radical
andd politicised unionists replaced many official union leaders. The official control of the
Labourr Ministry now had to compete with new groups which tried to gain influence in the
labourr movement.
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Secondly,, worker protest and increasing strike activity during the mid-1950s was
particularlyy directed against inflation, the lack of wage adjustment, and the effects of
financialfinancial stabilisation on workers. Radicalisation led Kubitschek to use 'such tactics as
thee arrest of union leaders, police occupation of and intervention in unions, and the threat
off breaking strikes. Efforts were made within the government both to reinstitute the
ideologicall test for union leaders and to curtail the right to strike' towards the end of his
presidencyy (Collier and Collier 1991: 388). On the other hand, there were also some
possibilitiess for negotiation, as union representatives took up a third of the seats of the
councilss of social security agencies (Sikkink 1991: 160;Skidmore 1967: 219).
Thee emergence of militant organised labour raised the issue of how to contain and
usee these new forces at the same time. Compared to the first decades of the century,
repressionn could not solve labour unrest anymore, as organised labour had become an
importantt political force. Strikes had an increasingly political character, but even strikes
aimedd at socio-economic improvements could destabilise the regime. Demands for higher
wagess lead to a wage-price spiral and to higher inflation, according to some
commentators.. Even for those who did not support this explanation of inflation, it was
presumedd that inflation would lead to worker unrest, as real wages declined. Strikes could
alsoo lead to complaints by entrepreneurs who claimed that peace on the shop floor and
loww wages were the only way to ensure profits and the continuation of developmentalism.
Bothh Kubitschek and Goulart had an ambivalent position towards organised
labour.. On the one hand, the working-class electorate could no longer be ignored and
merelyy mobilised for the president at appropriate moments. Because of their ability to
destabilisee politics and the linked importance of wage demands for the functioning of the
economy,, passive or active support was needed for the success of developmentalism. On
thee other hand, concessions to the working class in the form of wage increases and social
policyy improvements, also aroused the suspicion of various important forces, such as the
military,, entrepreneurs and the United States, the latter being afraid that Goulart's
governmentt was too radical.
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PARTT II

THE MILITARY GOVERNMENT AND THE DEEPENING OF
INDUSTRIALISATION N

INTRODUCTION N

Accordingg to many scholars of the Latin American region, the breakdown of democratic
regimess is the result of a combination of the political effects of changing social and
economicc structures and of the limits of the import-substitution model.58 Industrialisation
andd economic development led to the emergence of a class of skilled industrial workers,
whoo also became politically important. Oligarchic interests, while gradually being
replacedd by an industrial bourgeoisie, still played an important role in the political arena.
Politicianss were faced with the contradictory effects that mobilisation of the urban masses
couldd have, and it became important to find ways to make concessions to workers while
alsoo controlling control labour unrest. At the same time, the dynamics of the global
politicall economy demonstrated that Brazil could not develop independently of the
interestss of lenders, investors and the United States. This situation did not contribute to a
stablee political system, and this instability was reinforced by a combination of problems
relatedd to the development model, international and national economic conjunctures.
Nevertheless,, it has to be stressed that the bureaucratic-authoritarian state was not an
inevitablee outcome of the development process, as many scholars argued at the time
(Lamounierr 1988).59
Thee following three sections discuss the way in which the military regime
interpretedd and shaped developmentalism. The topic of section 2.8 is the analysis of the
causess of the breakdown of the democratic regime. Section 2.9 argues that the Brazilian
developmentt strategy underwent a qualitative change after 1964, involving the extension
off developmentalism through economic policies aimed at the achievement of a new stage
off industrialisation and through the extension of state intervention in the economy.
Sectionn 2.10 discusses the position of trade unions under the military regime. The control
off labour and militant workers was again an important factor in the economic policies
whichh the military governments conducted. The military presidents used the repression of
tradee unions and the control of wage demands as a way to spur a new phase of
industrialisation,, economic growth and to avoid inflation as a result of high wage
demands. .
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See, for example, Malloy (1977: 5-7), Collier (1979), Baer (1995: 67-69).
According to Lamounier (1988), many of these scholars argued that opposition could not develop in
thiss particular context, but this conclusion was reversed after the protests in the 1970s, This view
reflectss the debates on populism and the failure to mobilise or draw on the revolutionary capacity of
workers. .
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2.88

T H E CRISIS OF POPULISM AND THE BREAKDOWN OF THE DEMOCRATIC

REGIME E

Thee Brazilian development model had several chronic problems: balance-of payments
crises,, inflationary pressures and an unequal distribution of wealth and income (this limits
thee role of the domestic market as a source of demand for domestically produced
industriall goods). Further limitations were related to the attempt to move beyond the
"easy"" phase of ISI and deepening the industrialisation process, including the lack of a
domesticc capital market and the need to import capital goods, natural resources and
technology.. Import substitution did not mean that policy makers did not see the
importancee of exports, but there was initially little diversification of exports and exports
mainlyy consisted of primary products. In fact, it is possible to speak of a gradual move
towardss a 'mixed' economic model, combining state intervention with private foreign and
domesticc initiatives. The combination of state capital (state-owned enterprises), foreign
capitall and domestic capital would play an important role in the promotion of a next
phasee of industrialisation (Evans 1979). Another feature of the mixed model is the
combinationn of protectionism in order to promote domestic industrialisation (import
substitution),, with export promotion (direct and indirect promotion of certain key sectors)
andd a continuation of primary exports (Cardenas, Ocampo and Thorp 2000: 10-11).
Thesee ideas parallel contemporary debates on whether peripheral industrialisation
wass possible and what this meant for the structure of the world economy and decisionmakingg

structures

in developing

countries. This

led some to conclude

that

authoritarianismm was conducive to economic development. In relation to labour market
developments,, industrialisation did not lead to a substantial increase of jobs in the formal
sector.. The majority of jobs were created in the services sector and many of these jobs
weree informal in nature (Bulmer-Thomas 1994: 277, 281-285, 316-317).
Guillermoo O'Donnell has characterised Brazil post-1964 as a bureaucraticauthoritariann state (B-A state).60 Whereas the national-populist regime pre-1964 included
effortss to extend political participation, the B-A state was based on exclusion of the
popularr sectors and on the existence of military and civilian technocrats within and
outsidee the state. When the military as a whole became involved in the process of
government,, the bureaucratised military began to rule as an institution, through a
hierarchicall

bureaucracy

controlled by national

security agencies and military

commanderss (Cardoso 1979: 41-43; Collier 1979: 24; Munck 1998: 26, 28).
Thee military dictatorship was based on the national security doctrine, meaning the
convictionn that the military's task was not only to protect the country from external, but
alsoo from internal threats (Skidmore 1988: 84). On the one hand, the military coup was
basedd on the military's fear that Goulart's government would have resulted in a socialist
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Guillermo O'Donnell first introduced the concept of bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes, thereby
specificallyy referring to Brazil and Argentina (1973). A critical perspective on the concept can be found
inn Collier (1979) and Schamis (1991). See also Munck (1998: Ch. 2).
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state,, which would have undermine the military as one of the basic institutions of society.
Onn the other hand, the events of the Cuban Revolution inspired the idea that the main
threatt to order and stability came from within the country (Skidmore 1988: 18).
Thee military's framework for policy-making was established in the Institutional
Actt of April 1964, in which the presidency was strengthened and got the power to
suspendd political rights and to close legislative organs at all levels (see Skidmore 1988:
20).. Although important sections of elite opinion supported the military coup, this support
wass not unconditional, as 'business elites lack an adequate mechanism for interest
representation,, [this makes] their support hinge primarily on the vagaries of economic
performance'' (Munck 1998: 42). Other political principles were the strengthening of the
executivee and a revision of the role of Congress.61 Whereas the first Institutional Act (Ato
Institucionall - AI) had strengthened the presidency, AI-2 strengthened the control of the
executivee even further, particularly as it included the indirect election of the president, the
vice-presidentt and governors, as well as the abolition of all existing political parties. A
two-partyy system was introduced, with a pro-government party, ARENA, and an
oppositionn party, MDB (Skidmore 1988: 46-48).62 The presidency used its power to close
downn Congress several times, when the members of Congress were too critical or when
thee opposition threatened to win the elections, and thereby change the electoral rules (see
Skidmoree 1988: 112-117). In December 1968, a fifth Institutional Act was issued and
includedd the extension of censorship (the Institutional Acts, government agencies and the
armedd forces could not be criticised, habeas corpus was suspended). In addition,
corporatismm became detached from populism and was interpreted as a technical
relationshipp between the state and social groups, instead of as a network of alliances. The
militaryy government maintained elements of corporatist labour law which could be used
forr repression, such as limiting strikes and political action, and allowing intervention in
thee internal affairs of trade unions. Apart from the repression of trade unions as a force of
thee opposition, repression and control were also used to restrain workers' demands (see
sectionn 2.10 for a further analysis). In order to facilitate capital accumulation, social
pressuress were controlled from above, as wage demands in particular were seen as a
cruciall factor leading to economic instability and inflationary pressures. (Cardoso 1979:
36,41-43). .
Thee military was divided on a number of issues, including the issue of allowing
thee political arena to continue functioning, the use of repression, and the assessment of
thee potential threat of the opposition.63 These debates led to a restricted political system,
inn which the military government allowed 'the functioning of Congress, the parties, and
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An example is that the state was seen as 'rising "above" its society, with technocrats and military
rulingg in the best interests of the nominally unrepresented social sectors7 (Skidmore 1988: 106).
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ARENA had many links with both the former UDN and the PSD. The MDB was a continuation of
thee PTB and sections of the PSD.
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elections.. The mission of the military rulers was conceived as a corrective intervention
thatt did not even require a full closing-down of the old system' (Munck 1998: 178). The
institutionall acts and the principles of the military regime mentioned above formed the
basiss of a new constitution in 1967 (see Skidmore 1988: 56-57).
2.99
T H E D E V E L O P M E N T STRATEGY
EXTENSIONN O F DEVELOPMENTALISM

O F THE MILITARY

REGIME

-

THE

Fernandoo Henrique Cardoso is one of the most important theorists of the new
developmentt model which emerged during the military regime. One of the innovative
aspectss of his critique is that he linked the transformation of post-1964 developmentalism
too changes in the global political economy. For example, he signalled a convergence of
interestss between foreign and domestic capitalist interests on the possibility of
industrialisationn in developing countries. In Cardoso's view, the economic development
andd industrialisation efforts in the 1950s and 1960s led to a change in the social forces
supportingg the productive system and ' [t]he result of these basic changes is that groups
expressingg the interests and modes of organization of international capitalism have gained
disproportionatee influence' (Cardoso 1973: 146).
Thee maintenance of developmental principles of economic policy-making meant
that,, on the one hand, there was a continuity in the process of economic transformation
beforee and after 1964, and on the other hand, a change occurred in the economic structure
andd organised economic interests. Another change in the developmental framework is that
onee of the pillars of the populist alliance, organised labour and their political allies,
becamee violently excluded from this system and from politics. In the new political
constellation,, the three pillars of economic growth were the state (state-owned
enterprises,, state bureaucracy, planning and investment), domestic capital and foreign
capital..

Cardoso

has

called

development',, a further -

this

form

of development

'associated-dependent

despite being qualitatively different from the past

-

intemationalisationn of the Brazilian economy. Peter Evans (1979) has explained the
emergencee of the 'dependent-development model' and the triple alliance as the result of
spilloverss of international trade, and as a strategy to prevent excessive dependence on
exportss of a single crop. Improvement of infrastructure and local entrepreneurship of raw
materiall production

aided by foreign

investment,

were the

sources of later

industrialisationn {Evans 1979: 61-63). The result was that when 'the internal structure of
thee Brazilian productive system and Brazil's relation to the international economy
changed,, local capital, the multinationals, and the state changed also' (Evans 1979: 57).
Thee combination of economic planning and the attempt to exercise complete
controll over social groups and economic sectors, led to a strengthening of the state and a
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As Chapter IV will further discuss, despite the military's divisions on the political participation and
thee role of the opposition, the military government eventually allowed for limited participation and a
graduall process of political opening.
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bureaucratisationn of the military. The analysis of Brazil's economic problems led to the
ideaa that the domestic market was not big enough to drive industrialisation and on the
otherr hand, the industrial sector still had to be protected from international competition.
Duringg the first years of the military regime, a stabilisation programme dominated
economicc policy, with negative effects on real wages and the distribution of income. It
cann be argued that the decline of real wages, in combination with repression of trade
unionss and a restrictive wage policy, was central for the economic successes during the
Braziliann miracle, as the consumer goods industries that were established could produce
forr the upper and upper middle classes, benefiting from low wages, little labour unrest
andd non-militant trade unions.64
Thee development strategy of the military regime was to promote exports. While
thee military governments stimulated the "free market" and private initiative, they also
intervenedd heavily in the economy and established many new state-owned enterprises
(Trebatt 1983: 36-37). For instance, the second National Development Plan (for the years
1974-1979)) promoted a wave of import substitution through state-owned enterprises in
thee basic sectors of the economy (steel, oil and petrochemicals) (Bresser Pereira 1996:
45).. In addition, the military government invested in infrastructural and industrial
projects.. Some examples of infrastructural investment projects were the Trans-Amazon
highway,, which was viewed as necessary for the integration of the country, and
hydroelectricc projects (e.g. the Itaipu dam in southern Brazil). Other examples of state-led
industriall projects are the foundation of a national aeronautical industry for the production
off light passenger and military aircrafts.
Somee of the other measures that taken in the years after 1964 were: control of
inflation;; elimination of price distortions; modernisation of capital markets; the
introductionn of a system of incentives to direct investment in essential areas and sectors
(e.g.. through tax incentives); attraction of foreign capital; public investment in
infrastructuree and certain state-owned heavy industries. Problems with fixed exchange
ratess and the need to devalue the cruzeiro in order to ensure that the currency did not
becomee overvalued led to the introduction of a flexible exchange rate, or the crawling
peg,, which consisted of small, frequent devaluations. Furthermore, social security and
pensionn funds based on contributions of workers (see below) were used as a source of
additionall capital (Baer 1995: 75-77; Skidmore 1988: 91).
Thee reforms contributed to the 'Brazilian miracle' between 1968 and 1973, with
averagee growth rates of 11.3 per cent (see table 2.1). The industrial sector was the leading
sectorr during this period of growth, leading to a diversification of exports. Diversification
off exports, together with an improvement of Brazil's terms of trade at the end of the
1960ss led to sustained economic growth. One of the most important sectors that pushed
economicc growth during the miracle years was the automobile sector. Tax incentives and
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easierr credit policy stimulated foreign investments in this sector. Foreign loans were
cruciall in solving balance-of-payment deficits (Baer 1995: 77-79; Skidmore 1988: 139;
Shapiroo 1994).
Tablee 2.1 Economic Indicators - 1968-1980
Year r

GDPP (billions of
currentt dollars)

GDP,, real increase

34.1 1
1968 8
1969 9
37.4 4
1970 0
42.6 6
1971 1
49.2 2
1972 2
58.8 8
1973 3
84.1 1
1974 4
110.4 4
1975 5
129.9 9
1976 6
154.0 0
1977 7
177.2 2
1978 8
201.2 2
223.5 5
1979 9
1980 0
237.8 8
Source:: Gordon (2001: 164-165).

(%) )
11.4 4
9.7 7
8.8 8
11.3 3
12.1 1
14.0 0
9.0 0
5.2 2
9.8 8
4.6 6
3.2 2
6.8 8
9.1 1

GNPP per capita
(constantt 1995
dollars) )
2,219 9
2,373 3
2,548 8
2,768 8
3,028 8
3,372 2
3,593 3
3,671 1
3,932 2
4,012 2
4,0!4 4
4,170 0
4,423 3

Annuall infla

25 5
19 9
19 9
19 9
16 6
16 6
35 5
29 9
46 6
39 9
41 1
77 7
110 0

Afterr 1973, economic growth began to decline (see table 2.1) and BulmerThomass mentions several problems that led to the economic downturn and the failure of
thee export-promotion strategy. Firstly, exports declined because of overvalued exchange
ratess (Gordon 2001: 168-169).65 Secondly, long-term economic developmentalist policies
weree sometimes undermined by the need for economic stabilisation. But as politicians
intendedd to maintain the spectacular growth ratesof the Brazilian miracle, they often gave
stabilisationn a lower priority in economic plans. Reduction of growth rates was
problematic,, as this would affect the political liberalisation that was initiated by president
Geisell (1974-1979). This also led to an increasing reliance on foreign debt (debt-led
economicc strategy) and measures that would make foreign investment in Brazil more
attractive,, stimulated by increasing availability of capital on the international market (the
Eurodollarr market).66 Another problem was that inflation started rising again after 1973
(Tablee 2.1; Baer 1995: ch. 7).
Thirdly,, as Fishlow argues, the miracle was not only the result of the success of
economicc reforms introduced by the military, but also of the increased use of excess
capacityy (Fishlow 1989: 87). Fourthly, external shocks, such as the oil shocks in the
1970s,, increased the price of imports of essential goods like oil and this led to efforts to
makee the Brazil more self-sufficient in energy supplies. This required large investments
655
Contradictions between the ISI strategy and the addition of export promotion were the overvalued
exchangee rate and high tariffs on imported goods, while these were necessary for industrial
development.. Although the crawling-peg strategy made the exchange rate less overvalued, inflationary
expectationss were also encouraged (Bulmer-Thomas 1994: 327-328).
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These measures consisted of the abolishment of a compulsory 40 per cent deposit that had to be
madee in the case of a foreign loan and the reduction of tax on remittances of interest from 25 per cent
too 5 per cent (Skidmore 1988: 180).
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andd led to the attempt to substitute imported oil with alcohol fuel and the construction of
hydroelectricc dams. Oil shortages were exacerbated as infrastructure projects tended to
focuss on road transport and the promotion of the automobile industry had stimulated the
usee of petroleum {Buhner-Thomas 1994: 332-334; Skidmore 1988: 179).
2.9.12.9.1

The Role of State-Owned Enterprises and Foreign Capital

Thee term Triple Alliance (Evans 1979) describes the relations between transnational
capital,, the state and local capital in Brazil. As the developmental state took on the role of
entrepreneurr (including the expansion of the state sector), various governments since the
mid-1950ss attempted to construct alliances with foreign capital providers, by loosening
thee conditions of entrance of foreign capital (Evans 1979: 278). The alliance was based
onn mutual interests and a division of labour between state, domestic and foreign capital.
Forr example, although local capital was weaker in terms of economies of scale and
technologyy than foreign capital, its advantage was that it was more embedded in domestic
society,, something which is difficult to replace by transnational companies. While the
foreignn capital provided technology for marketing and production of more complex
industriall products, local capital focused on traditional sectors and a trade and retail
networkk of suppliers and customers. The "role" of the state in this respect was to provide
long-termm investments in intermediary products, electricity and infrastructure (Evans
1979:: 284-285). The extensive role of the state in the promotion of economic activities
andd direct investment resulted in 'the creation of a "buffer" zone of mixed enterprises,
locatedd in areas of the economy that were of interest to the multinationals but where their
bargainingg position was weak' (Evans 1979: 210, see also 162-169).
Thee Brazilian state also moved beyond areas that were traditionally targets for
statee investment (infrastructure and energy) to the direct production of industrial goods
andd the development of technology. State-owned enterprises provided the possibility of
controllingg supply of basic inputs, as well as subsidising the prices of these inputs.
Becausee the state sector played a crucial role in the supply of basic inputs, the
governmentt could control general price levels through state-owned enterprises. For
instance,, increases in prices of basic goods delivered by the public sector (public transport
andd transport of goods, electricity) and the introduction of a new exchange rate for
importss of wheat and oil were treated as an instrument in reducing the public budget
deficitt (Skidmore 1988: 31). Price controls were also used to stimulate domestic
production,, an instrument of price policy and as an instrument of social-policy making,
byy reducing fuel and food prices, directly or indirectly.
Mostt state-owned enterprises were created during the military regime: between
19600 and 1980, 160 state-owned enterprises were established, out of a total of 251 (Trebat
1983:: 36-37). According to Evans, the expansion of state-owned enterprises was the
resultt of the nature of the military regime, as the military defined problems of welfare and
growthh in technocratic terms. '[T]he sector that benefited most from
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defining

accumulationn as a technocratic problem was the state sector. ... Most of the expansion of
statee enterprises has not only been linked to pushing the process of accumulation forward
butt also to breaking through bottlenecks that neither the multinationals nor local capital
weree able to handle' (Evans 1979: 266).
2.100

T H E POSITION O F THE LABOUR M O V E M E N T

Onn the basis of the national-security doctrine and the belief that the left had created much
off the economic turmoil during the democratic governments, the military government
repressedd workers and organised labour on several fronts. During the first years after
1964,, the government arrested communist union leaders, which was reinforced by general
repression,, arrests and torture of alleged destabilisers and opposition leaders. The military
governmentt used the potentially repressive features of the Labour Code to be able to
replacee leadership of militant unions and to ensure that unions did not engage in any
politicall or opposition activities. Restrictive strike legislation was also introduced (labour
courtss usually intervened before a strike could be called), while protest became more
dangerouss in general because of repression (Mericle 1974: 104).
Onee of the new developments in labour and social legislation was the introduction
off a new social security system in December 1966. The government centralised the social
securityy system (including retirement, public assistance benefits and health care) in the
Nationall Institute for Social Security (INPS). Coverage of social security was extended
andd became almost universal. The changes affected workers when an early form of labour
markett flexibilisation and an attempt to remove distortions on the labour market was
introduced.. Before this time, dismissed workers who had worked one to ten years for an
employerr would receive one-month salary per year worked. They would also have thirty
day'ss notice of their dismissal. If a worker was employed for more than ten years, the
casee had to be brought to the court and a proof of a serious offence was needed (stability
status).. The new social security law reduced the costs of dismissing workers and the
stabilityy status was abolished. The government established a Fund (Fundo de Garantia por
Tempoo de Servico) in which eight per cent of the monthly wage of a worker had to be
deposited.. Workers could receive their deposit in the case of unemployment and
retirementt or when the money was needed to buy a house. While it became easier for
employerss to dismiss workers, unions lost the benefit of having a stable group of workers
too build upon (Mericle 120-125; Skidmore 1988: 60-61; Souza 1997: 69-70).
Thee military governments also attempted to increase the coverage of social
security,, attempting to make the system more universalist (see Weyland 1996: 92-96,
103-105).. An important social-security reform introduced under General Emilio Medici
(1969-1974)) was the introduction of social security for agricultural workers, implemented
byy rural unions and the National Confederation of Agricultural Workers (CONTAG).
Receivingg social security benefits was not dependent on contributions of rural workers, as
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benefitss were guaranteed by redistribution between urban and rural contributions to social
securityy (Weyland 1996: 90-91).
Wagee policy was another way to control worker activity, while it also contributed
too macro-economic stability through the reduction of wage demands. The economicpolicyy makers of the military government concluded that, together with deficits of the
publicc sector and excessive credit to the private sector, excessive wage demands and
increasess were the cause of inflation and therefore of economic problems. Real minimum
wagess declined in the 1960s, which was a result of both the government's wage policy,
whichh aimed at reducing wage demands in order to reduce inflationary pressures, and an
instrumentt with which to attract foreign investments and to create an attractive business
climate,, characterised by low labour costs (Skidmore 1988: 30, 58-59). Throughout the
existencee of the military regime, the Ministry of Finance controlled all wage increases.
Wagee adjustment to inflation was decreed once a year, according to past inflation.67 It is
cruciall to note that the effects of the policy on wage increases were strongly related to the
wayway in which inflation was measured.68 Due to the centralisation of wage policy under the
militaryy government and the weakness of trade unions, collective bargaining became
meaningless,, as the location of decision-making on wage levels were transferred to the
federall government.
Duringg most of the 1960s and 1970s, the repression of the labour movement had
severall implications. On the one hand, the continued existence of a formal union structure
andd financial possibilities for unions created an organisational and financial basis for later
oppositionn and protests. On the other hand, the military government had reinforced some
off the restrictive aspects of the Labour Code. More specifically, the nature of unions was
definedd as a provider of welfare, which, in combination with repression, meant that the
workerss began to view their unions not as 'vehicles for conflict', but as providers of
sociall services (Mericle 1974: 301). Union leaders had very few incentives to maintain an
organisedd and militant basis for their union, as this was not necessary to keep unions
functioningg (Mericle 1974: 302).
CONCLUSION N

Thee analysis of the transformation of the Brazilian state and of economic policy-making
showss the interconnections between the emergence of working classes and the ISI
developmentt strategy, as the ability to control labour became a central feature of import
substitutionn policies. The interventionist strategies of the Brazilian government further
changedd social structures and power relations, especially in the industrial sector, a
transformationn which strengthened the position of industrial workers. The origin of

66
Wage adjustments were based on '{1) the average real wage paid over the last 24 months; (2)
compensationn for the preceding year's productivity increase; and (3) an adjustment for the residual
inflationn expected over the next year, as forecast by the government' (Skidmore 1988: 35).
Seee section 4.2.1 for an analysis of protests against the way in which inflation was measured.
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import-substitutionn policies lies in the reaction of the Brazilian state to the economic
shockss in the early twentieth century. This process pushed industrialisation forward, but it
alsoo contributed to the emergence of a large urban working class, whose militancy would
openn space for a political role for organised labour. Nevertheless, political and economic
turmoill in the late 1950s and early 1960s, the pressure of popular demands and wage
demands,, also those of the labour movement, threatened stability in the eyes of the
military.. The new regime tightened control over unions and wage determination in 1964,
usingg the existing labour legislation, in order to promote further industrialisation. Because
off the electoral and political importance of new socio-economic groups - of which the
labourr movement was a crucial example - the Brazilian government made several crucial
politicall and social concessions to workers. Nonetheless, labour militancy and
independentt labour organisation were perceived as threatening, so the relationship
betweenn labour and the state was always conflictive.
Ass the following Chapters will discuss in more details, the institutional, ideational
andd political framework for trade unions built in the period between 1930 and 1964
continuedd to play an important role in the formation of union strategies at the close of the
twentiethh century. In this sense, one can speak of the continuing legacy of corporatist
state-labourr relations (especially the Labour Code), continuities in political attitudes of
thee labour movement and the legacy of repression. Furthermore, the period between 1930
andd 1964 provides a contrast with the 1990s, when the Brazilian state attempted to
abandonn its strongly interventionist role, and when the labour movement attempted to
deall with these changes and to formulate an alternative political programme.
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CHAPTERR III ANALYSING ECONOMIC AND
POLITICALL REFORMS: FROM COLLOR
TOO CARDOSO
INTRODUCTION N

Thee debt crisis of 1982 was a major trigger for a revision of the developmental model of
import-substitutionn industrialisation. At the end of the 1970s, within the context of
oppositionn to the military regime, debates emerged regarding the role of the state in the
economy,, economic priorities, internationalisation of the Brazilian economy and the role
off the market mechanism, all of which challenged the dominant development strategy.
Otherr aspects of the strategy also began to change, as trade unions challenged the Labour
Codee and corporatist labour relations and the government introduced a measure of labour
reformm during the 1980s. This combination of factors gradually pushed the Brazilian
developmentt strategy towards economic liberalisation, reform of the public sector and
deregulationn of areas were formerly dominated by the state.
Thee purpose of this Chapter is to provide an overview and analysis of economic
reformss in Brazil. The analysis is focused on the reforms of the 1990s, while also
returningg to the earlier roots of the economic reform process, in order to discuss the longtermm effects of the debt crisis on the transformation of Brazil's development strategy. The
Chapterr contains five sections. The aim of the first section (section 3.1) is to discuss the
impactt of the Brazilian political system on the progress of reforms in Brazil, as various
characteristicss of the system are considered as factors that hamper the introduction of
reforms.. In addition, the section discusses the consequences of these characteristics for
thee deepening of democracy and for collective action. Section 3.2 accounts for the impact
off the debt crisis and the economic problems of the 1980s. Although the reform
programmee only crystallised in 1990, the debt crisis and subsequent attempts at financial
stabilisationn formed the basis for the direction of later reforms. The failure of stabilisation
planss before 1994 contributed to a broader support base for economic reforms. Sections
3.33 and 3.4 provide an overview of reform policies of Brazilian governments in the
1990s.. Additionally, section 3.5 discusses the social dimensions of the reform
programmess implemented since 1990 (labour reforms are dealt with in more detail in
Chapterr V). As the discussion of the scope and depth of economic reforms in Chapter 1
suggestedd that the term neo-liberalism might not be an adequate description for the
Braziliann case, the Chapter concludes with a comparison of various socio-economic and
politicall aspects of developmentalism with the state of reform so far in order to clarify
thiss argument.

3.11

BRAZILIAN POLITICS AND INSTITUTIONAL DIMENSIONS DURING THE 1 9 9 0 S

3.1.13.1.1

The Party System

Inn 1979, the military regime allowed the establishment of other political parties besides
ARENAA and MDB. The aim of this measure was to fragment the opposition and to have a
strongg successor to ARENA that would provide support for the government during and
afterr the transition (Mainwaring 1995: 365). This led to the foundation of new parties, but
alsoo to a continuation of the parties that existed during the military regime under a
differentt name. The Democratic Social Party (Partido Democratico Social - PDS),
replacedd ARENA and the MDB added the title party to its name, thus becoming the
PMDB,, while the PDS would later form the Partido Progresista Renovador (Progressive
Reformm Party

PPR). Another major party, established after 1985 by a break-away

factionn of the PMDB is the Partido Social-Democratico Brasileiro (Brazilian SocialDemocraticc Party - PSDB) of President Fernando Henrique Cardoso. The Partido
Trabalhistaa Brasileiro (Brazilian Labour Party - PTB) and the Partido Democratico
Trabalhistaa (Democratic Labour Party - PDT), led by Leonel Brizola, continued the
legacyy of Getülio Vargas and left-wing populism. A genuinely new party in this political
landscapee was the Workers' Party (Schneider 1996: 100).69
Thee first democratic elections were held in 1982 at all levels except the
presidency.. The PDS was the largest party in Congress, with 43.22 % of the seats in the
Chamberr of Deputies and a majority in the Senate, followed by the PMDB with 42.96%.
Thee other parties which participated in the 1982 elections - the PDT (5.82 %), the PTB
(4.455 %) and the PT (3.55 %) - were much smaller in terms of electoral results.
Tablee 3.1 Presidential Elections 1989-1998 (first four candidates)
19899
1994
1998
%% Votes3|| % Votes" Candidate e
|| % votes Candidate e
Candidate e
|| % Votes
F.. Collor de 28.52 2
49.94 4
F.H.. Cardoso
44 4
F.H.. Cardoso
53.06 6
Melo o
Lula a
17.7 7
16.08 8
44.23 3
Lula a
Lula a
31.71 1
Leonell Brizola 15.45 5
5.9 9
Enéas s
Ciroo Gomez
10.97 7
10.78 8
Marioo Covas
Orestess Quércia 3.5 5
Enéass Carneiro 2.14 4
aa First round.
bb Second round.
Source:: Political Database of the Americas (1999), Brazil Presidential Elections Results, 1989, 1994
andd 1998. [Internet]. Georgetown University and the Organisation of American States. Cited in:
http://www.georgetown.edu/pdba/Elecdata/Brazil/ /

Seee section 4.5 for a more detailed analysis of the emergence of the PT and its relations to the labour
movement. .
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Tablee 3.2 Congress Elections - Chamber of Deputies. (1982-1998)
19822
Party y %% of valid Seats s
votes s
235 5
PDS S 43.22 2
PMDB B 42.96 6
200 0
PDT T 5.82 2
23 3
PTB B 4.45 5
13 3
PT T 3.55 5
88

1986
%% of valid
votes s
PMDB B 48.1 1
PFL L
17.7 7
PDS S 7.8 8
PT T
6.9 9
PDT T 6.5 5
PTB B 4.5 5
PL L
2.8 8
PDC C 1.2 2
PSB B 0.9 9
PCB B 0.8 8
Other r 2.7 7
Parties s

1990
%% of valid Seats s
votes s
260 0
PMDB B 19.3 3
108 8
118 8
PFL L
12.4 4
83 3
33 3
PT T
10.2 2
35 5
16 6
PDT T 10.0 0
46 6
24 4
42 2
PDS S 8.9 9
17 7
PSDB B 8.7 7
38 8
66
PRN N 8.3 3
40 0
PTB B 5.6 6
55
38 8
11
PL L
4.3 3
16 6
33
22 2
PDC C 3.0 0
55
Other r 9.35 5
35 5
Parties s
19944
1998
Party y
|| % of valid votes || Seats
|| % of valid votes || Seats
Party y
107 7
16.04 4
PFL L
105 5
20.3 3
PMDB B
62 2
13.86 6
PSDB B
13.9 9
PSDB B
99 9
PMDB B
89 9
12.9 9
13.61 1
PFL L
83 3
49 9
12.8 8
10.14 4
PT T
PPB B
60 0
52 2
9.4 4
9.55 5
PT T
PRP P
58 8
34 4
7.2 2
5.08 8
PDT T
PTB B
31 1
36 6
6.9 9
4.57 7
PP P
PDT T
25 5
31 1
5.2 2
3.07 7
PTB B
PSB B
19 9
2.19 9
PL L
13 3
3.5 5
PL L
12 2
15 5
2.2 2
1.18 8
PSB B
PCdoB B
77
25 5
14 4
Otherr Parties 5.7 7
Otherr parties 20.69 9
Source:: Political Database of the Americas (1999), Brazil 1982, 1986, 1990, 1994, 1998: Legislative
Electionn Results. [Internet]. Georgetown University and the Organisation of American States. In:
http://www.georgetown.edu/pdba/Elecdata/Brazil l
Party y

Seats s

Party y

Ass the range of party names suggests, one of the problems of the Brazilian party
systemm is the lack of party institutional!sation. In addition, requirements for the
establishmentt of a new political party were liberalised in 1985™, resulting in a
proliferationn of political parties (Roett 1997: 29-31; Schneider 1996: 130-132). In
addition,, the electoral system is characterised by proportional representation and open
partyy lists {votes determine the eventual position of a candidate), which means that
candidatess in one state who belong to the same party have to compete with each other, a
situationn which again diminishes the incentive to comply with party discipline (Power
2000:: 26). Skidmore characterises political parties during the new democratic regime as
follows,, 'the political parties were weak, undisciplined, and often manipulated by strong
personalities'' (Skidmore 1988: 263).
Ass argued in Chapter I, economic and political reforms have not automatically
reducedd corruption, clientelism and patronage, as other forms of power relations run
parallell to the democratic system. For example, clientelism and patronage are important

Accordingg to Scott Mainwaring, the new electoral law promoted party fragmentation and weak
politicall parties, as it 'allowed representatives to change parties at will, permitted interparty alliances in
elections,, and greatly loosened the requirements for attaining representation in Congress ...'
(Mainwaringg 1995: 370).
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sourcess of power and offer ways to influence the decision-making process and
implementation.. One famous example is the traditional power bloc of northeastern
conservativess in Congress is the group led by Antonio Carlos Magalhaes. Small states are
over-representedd in Congress, as every state has a minimum of eight representatives and a
maximumm of seventy (Chaffee 1998: 92-93). For example, one representative from Sao
Pauloo represents more than 550,000 voters and one from Brazil's smallest state (Roraima)
representss around 17,000 voters. Furthermore, as a result of extensive patronage
networks,, politicians often view national politics as an instrument for transferring
financiall resources to one's own region. Personal opportunism of politicians also plays a
rolee in the way parties are "used" (Mainwaring 1995: 377-378). Furthermore, Brazil's
electorall system also
minimizess both responsibility of representatives to constituencies or
meaningfull party discipline while encouraging alliances of transitory
electorall convenience at the state and local levels. These alliances are
oftenn contrary to the parties' alignments on the national scene. This
criticallyy dysfunctional feature remains impervious to reform for the
powerfull reason that those with the authority to change it - the sitting
Congresss - are its chief beneficiaries (Schneider 1996: 131; see also
Mainwaringg 1995: 368).
Anotherr feature of the Brazilian party system is that politicians frequently switch parties,
althoughh there is a significant difference between the left-wing parties (PT, PcdoB and
PPS),, where switching political allegiance is not common, and the other parties.
Accordingg to Mainwaring, switching is possible because of weak party organisation and
ideologicall coherence.71
3.1,23.1,2

Presidentialism and the Executive

Thee Brazilian political system is presidentialist and focused on the executive bureaucracy,
whichh gives political parties decidedly less influence on decision-making. A crucial
aspectt of presidentialist power is the right to issue decrees. Decrees (medidas provisórias,
orr provisional measures in Portuguese) have to be approved by Congress after thirty days
andd can be re-issued if rejected. Between the moment that a decree is issued and
Congressionall approval, including the extension of this period of time in case a decree is
rejectedd and then re-issued, the government has usually already begun to implement the
decree,, which means that it becomes more costly to reject the decree. The power to issue
decreess ensures to a large extent that the President is able to determine the legislative
agendaa (Power 2000: 30-31). Recent reforms have introduced a ninety-day limit on
decrees,, which can now only be reissued once.
711

This was also the case before 1964, as Skidmore argues: 'The practical result of this lack of
definitionn of party lines was to make of each party, although with significantly different weightings, a
microcosmm of the national political spectrum' (Skidmore 1967: 229).
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Despitee the presidentialist character of Brazil's political system, Congress is still
ablee to block reforms, and presidents therefore have to be capable of negotiating with
deputiess in order to get reforms approved. Concessions to deputies can include financial
transferss to local constituencies, budget allocation, patronage, concessions in other
legislativee areas and sometimes corruption. The policy-making system of the executive is
characterisedd by uncertainty, as presidents cannot always count on support of their own
partyy or party coalition in Congress. Politicians tend not to follow party discipline and
tendd to negotiate with the executive and get budget concessions or forms of patronage in
exchangee or votes. Other factors that weaken the power of the executive are
decentralisationn of finance towards states and municipalities and fragmentation of the
statee apparatus. The 1988 Constitution stipulated that a larger part of the federal budget
intendedd for governments at a lower level would be transferred automatically,
diminishingg control of the federal state over expenditures of local and state
governments.72 2
3.1.33.1.3 The Limits of New Democracies:
Movements Movements

Consequences for the Study of Labour

Itt is generally expected that the democratisation process will reduce non-democratic and
traditionall links between state and society, such as clientelism and patronage.
Nevertheless,, levels of clientelism did not decrease in the first years of the new
democracy,, and some authors argue that they even increased (Weyland 2000). Reflecting
thee theoretical debates discussed in Chapter I (in section 1.2.4), this section discusses the
effectss of the continued existence of political fragmentation and traditional power
relationss on the deepening of democratisation and the potential for collective action in
Brazil. .
Thee nature of the party system and the fragmentation of the state have contributed
too the persistence of non-democratic relations. If political parties do not represent a clear
programmee or even a clear voting pattern, it is easier to approach politicians directly, and,
ass a consequence, individual politicians become more important than political parties. In
addition,, the fragmentation of the state apparatus and the overlap of tasks within the state
apparatuss make responsibilities and accountability more blurred. It also tends to increase
competitionn within and between (sections of) ministries (Weyland 1996: 74-77; Montero
2000;; Samuels 2000: 82-85). Fragmentation of the state apparatus also adds to a lack of
clarityy about responsibilities and accountability, which makes it easier to approach state
agenciess or bureaucrats directly rather than acting through democratic channels. The
systemm of "bargaining for votes" and concessions, involving the relationship between the
Althoughh the decentralisation of fiscal responsibility was criticised from the beginning, the issue
becamee even more urgent when the governor of Minas Gerais, Itamar Franco, introduced a moratorium
onn debt and interest repayments to the federal government during the heights of the Brazilian crisis of
1998-1999.. This temporarily raised fears that this would lead to a national moratorium and it decreased
internationall confidence, leading to a sharp devaluation of the Real.
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presidentt and Congress, also promotes party fragmentation and direct relationships
betweenn politicians and interest groups. The increase in power of the Congress after 1988
hass shifted some of the attention of interest groups from the executive bureaucracy to the
legislative,, making the process somewhat more open (Weyland 1996: 129-130).
Societall or organisational fragmentation is often quoted as weakening the
possibilitiess of civil society. One of the effects is that societal organisations often
representt particularistic interests, while examples of broader views are rare. The casestudyy of this thesis, the labour movement, is a major example of fragmentation. Firstly,
corporatistt labour laws fragmented unions along territorial and occupational lines. The
transitionn process has contributed to a proliferation of unions and the existence of four
majorr central union organisations, in addition to several smaller central organisations. A
secondd form of fragmentation is the existence of a large informal sector, often not
representedd by formal labour organisations. In addition, as will be argued in Chapter V,
numericall importance in the labour movement is not always reflected in the power
distributionn among unions and in central union organisations.
Fragmentationn is not only a characteristic of the popular sector, but also of the
businesss sector. Although business organisations are similarly subject to corporatist
legislation,, they can organise on sectoral lines at the state level. Encompassing
organisationss at a national level do exist, but tend to be relatively weak.73 Generally
speaking,, though, it can also be argued that the democratisation process has diminished
statee control over societal organisations, due to the weakening of corporatist structures,
whichh has stimulated activities of societal organisations and strengthened their claims to
freedomm of association and citizenship (Weyland 1996: 77).
Socio-economicc inequality has constrained the deepening and widening of the
Braziliann democratic process. Large-scale poverty and related problems, such as illiteracy
andd a lack of availability of education, can undermine the representativeness of Brazilian
institutions.. Although there has been some progress in social and economic inequalities, it
iss extremely difficult to democratise a country where political citizenship does not
correspondd to equality of opportunities. Kurt Weyland even argues that, as a result of the
politicall problems sketched above, several reforms which could have had a redistributive
impact,, cannot pass the machinations of bureaucracy, interest groups and Congress
(Weylandd 1996). In addition, hyperinflation, economic crises, external and domestic debt
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The Federation of Industries of the State of Sao Paulo (FIESP) is one of the most important business
organisationss in Brazil. Sectoral organisations (e.g. the automobile sector, the auto components sector)
alsoo play an important role, but there are significant differences between modernising or corporatist
tendenciess within these organisations. The National Confederation of Industries (CNI) is relatively
weak,, but there have been initiatives to organise "alternative" forms of, potentially encompassing
businesss organisations. Examples are Acao Empresarial (Entrepreneurial Action), the more progressive
Pensamentoo Nacional das Bases Empresarais (PNBE, or National Think-Tank of Entrepreneurial
Bases)) and the Institute for Studies in Industrial Development (IEDI), which have attempted to develop
aa more coherent position on Brazilian development issues. On business organisations, see Kingstone
(1999a)) and Weyland (1996: 63-65).
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problemss and budget deficits during the 1980s and 1990s have undermined wage levels
andd purchasing power and have aggravated the situation of the poor.
3.22

THE ECONOMIC SITUATION DURING THE "LOST DECADE"

Inn economic and political terms, the effects of the debt crisis of 1982 severely constrained
thee possibilities of the new civilian government after 1985. The debt crisis also signalled
thee end of the state-led industrialisation strategy, as the chronic economic problems that
appearedd after the crisis eventually undermined the ISI development model (Skidmore
1988:: 207). This section discusses the effects of the end of the "economic miracle" of the
1970ss and of the debt crisis on the shift in economic policy-making and thinking on the
rolee of the state in Brazil.
Throughoutt the early 1980s, the military regime attempted to maintain its
particularr form of ISI policy and increased its foreign indebtedness to support this
attempt.. For reasons discussed in Chapter II, the high economic growth rates of the
Braziliann miracle could be sustained until the mid- to late 1970s, after which the oil
shockss of the of early 1970s began to negatively affect the Brazilian economy. Despite its
economicc prosperity, the Brazilian economy, being heavily dependent on oil imports, was
severelyy affected by the oil shocks of the 1970s. The oil shocks, in combination with the
militaryy governments' large-scale public-investment programmes, increased reliance on
externall financial resources. In turn, one of the causes of the debt crisis was the rapid
increasee in foreign indebtedness, stimulated by low international interest rates. The
emergencee of the Eurodollar market after the collapse of the Bretton Woods system in
1973,, when the US lost its capacity to unilaterally control the international financial
system,, facilitated excessive borrowing by Latin American countries at low interest rates.
Whenn Mexico defaulted on its external debt in 1982, due to rising international interest
rates,, a region-wide economic and financial crisis (known as the debt crisis) was
triggered. .
Althoughh the military governments had managed to sustain high growth rates on
thee basis of increasing foreign indebtedness, the structural problems facing the Brazilian
economyy came to the surface in 1980. While at the end of the 1970s, loans were pegged
too a floating interest rate, international interest rates started to increase at the end of the
1970s,, and Brazil's net inflow of capital turned into a net transfer abroad in 1980.
Althoughh economic growth rates were still high, inflation accelerated. The oil crises in
thee 1970s deteriorated Brazil's trade balance, which resulted in high current accounts
deficitss in this decade. Because of the political situation - the military government had
introducedd a programme of gradual political liberalisation (see section 4.1.3) - President
Geisell preferred to stimulate the economy with an investment programme, rather than the
introductionn of recessionary orthodox adjustment policies (Schneider 1996: 102, 160161). .
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Table3.33 Economic Indicators-1980-1985
Year r
1980 0
1981 1
1982 2
1983 3
1984 4
1985 5
Source::

GDPP (Billions of
currentt dollars
237.8 8
258/6 6
271.3 3
189.5 5
189.7 7
211.1 1
Gordon (2001: 164-165).

GDP. .reall increase (%)

)

9.1 1
-4.4 4
0.6 6
-3.4 4
5.3 3
7.9 9

GNPP per capita
(constantt 1995 dollars)
4,423 3
4,101 1
3.995 5
3,751 1
3,873 3
4,116 6

Annua] ]inflationn rate
110 0
95 5
100 0
211 1
224 4
235 5

Thee debt crisis caused a sharp reduction of foreign capital flows to Brazil, which
causedd a deep recession (Cardenas, Ocampo and Thorp 2000: 28). Although the
governmentt devalued the cruzeiro in 1983 in order to expand exports and reduce oil
importss (a plan designed by Finance Minister Delfim Neto), the trade surpluses that
resultedd from this measure were not sufficient to halt the recession, and inflation
continuedd increasing (see table 3.3). Despite a financial emergency plan in 1983, high
budgett deficits meant that the Brazilian state did not have much room for manoeuvre, and
thiss plan was not successful. A transfer of private debt to the public sector, which further
reducedd the possibilities for the Brazilian government, reinforced this. One of the longtermm consequences of the debt crisis and the failure of adjustment policies was
hyperinflationn (see table 3.4 for details of financial stabilisation plans in this period).
Thee debt crisis contributed to the formulation of a new way of dealing with the
debtt problem on a global level, which led to an increasingly widespread consensus - also
knownn as the Washington Consensus — on the nature of the reforms developing countries
hadd to introduce in order to build a sound and balanced economy, and restore confidence
off international investors and creditors. Part of the international reform effort were the
attemptss to establish of an institutional framework dealing with the external debt
problem.. The Brady Plan was introduced in March 198974 in order to provide heavily
indebtedd countries with renewed access to international credit markets. Several
conditionss were attached to this plan, which consisted of a reorganisation of debt
paymentss and policy reforms. The Brady Plan coincided with the resurgence of
internationall credit markets, the renewed importance of international financial institutions
andd interest in investing in emerging markets. Latin American countries regained some
credibilityy with creditors and the negative net transfer of capital from Latin America
changedd to positive in 1991 (Bulmer-Thomas 1994: 375-376).
Inn addition to renegotiation of external debt, structural reforms and macroeconomicc stabilisation became essential features of lending by international financial
institutions.. On the external side, the emerging consensus on policy reform included the
needd to promote exports, to liberalise trade and to eliminate non-tariff barriers and other
formss of protection and subsidy. The economic miracle of the newly industrialising
countriess in Asia was cited as an example to be followed in other parts of the world. This
comparisonn has often led to a distorted comparison between import substitution, a
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strategyy that was doomed to fail, inefficient and obstructing global free trade, and exportledd development, characterised by an efficient state apparatus and potential for
technological,, economic and social development.
Thee proposed reforms also included public budget cuts, a reform of the role of the
state,, privatisation, an emphasis on orthodox monetary stabilisation, and efforts to
restrainn domestic demand,75 and fiscal reform, social security reform and reform of the
financiall system. The Washington Consensus also includes elements of the following
reforms:: reform of balance-of-payments policy, reached by real exchange rates, trade
liberalisationn and attraction of FDI; fiscal policy, public-spending priorities and tax
reform;; competition policy, which included privatisation and deregulation; and financial
liberalisation.. According to Bulmer-Thomas, the difference between the Consensus and
thee reforms in Latin America, is that most attention was paid by Latin American
governmentss to the monetary aspects of reform, while other policy reforms varied from
countryy to country in content and time of introduction. For example, Chile had already
introducedd neo-liberal reforms in the mid-1970s (Bulmer-Thomas 1994: 406).
3.2.13.2.1

Financial Stabilisation Plans

Orthodoxx stabilisation policies consist of policies to control the money supply, an
increasee of the interest rates and a reduction of public expenditure. The expectation is that
thesee policies lead to a reduction of demand resulting from a control of the money supply
willl lead to a reduction of inflation. These measures tend to have a recessive impact, as
theyy have a negative effect on investment and production levels. Unemployment also
risess as a result of this. The measures that are taken in an orthodox stabilisation plan are
indirectt in the sense that they do not change price levels directly, but are intended to
reducee demand and change inflationary expectations.
Thee aim of heterodox stabilisation is to freeze prices and incomes temporarily in
orderr to prevent inflation from increasing (a 'heterodox shock'). At the same time,
attentionn is paid to avoiding a recession by providing credit to producers, which can
facilitatee productive expansion. Heterodox plans are based on the idea that inflation is not
onlyy a problem of monetary supply, but also of structural economic problems, such as a
lackk of infrastructure and low productivity. Another issue, which contributes to the
centralityy of price freezes in heterodox financial plans (see also section 2.6), is the
conceptt of inertial inflation, which assumes that inflation builds up and does not decline
substantiallyy because of formal indexation and "informar indexation (this is based upon
inflationaryy expectations of companies: companies increase their prices in order to
maintainn their profit margin in the light of future inflation and the effects of macroeconomicc and fiscal policy), or external influences, as in the case of the oil shocks in the

Brazill signed the Brady Plan in 1994.
AA problem of this measure was that it also had a recessionary impact, in addition to the social
consequencess (Bulmer-Thomas 1994: 403).
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1970s.. The notion of inertia] inflation is not a purely economic one, but also has to do
withh state capacity, institutional and political factors. For example, it is often argued that
variouss Brazilian governments gave in to pressures for wage increases, while that could
increasee inflationary pressure. In addition, many Brazilian governments increased public
spendingg in times when the budget was under pressure.
Tablee 3.4 Stabilisation plans in Brazil - 1980-1989
PLANN
MEASURES
EFFECTS
PLANN
MEASURES
EFFECTS
AND D
AND D
FINANCE E
FINANCE E
MINISTER R
MINISTER R
Heterodox x
Orthodox x
Indefinite price and
Withdrawal 27%
Recession Cruzadoo I
Delfimm II
exchange rate freeze;
savings funds;
andd II
(1981) )
1 year freeze of mortgages Large increase
(Febr..
1986-Nov.. and rents;
money supply
1986))
Increase minimum wage
December 1987:
Dilsonn
8%;
acceleration
Funaroo
Introduction
inflation
unemploymentt benefit;
Cruzado 11 also led
Endd of indexation;
to inflation
Loww nominal interest
rates; ;
Introducedd by decree law
Cruzadoo II (November
1986):: new taxes and rise
pricess public utilities.
Emergency character;
Inflation returned,
Supported
Recession Bresserr
Delfimm III
but slowly;
Price freeze (shorter
(1983))
by IMF
Stabilisation (June-period than Cruzado);
Bresser resigned
balance of Decemberr
Reactionn to
1987))
Mini-devaluations;
before plan could
debtt crisis
payments
Fiscal austerity;
be finished
Devaluationn High trade Luizz
No deindexation or
Carloss
cruzeiroo
surpluses
Bresserr
monetary reform;
23% %
Pereiraa
Attempt at economic
Export t
reforms. .
expansion n
Reduction n
imports s
Summerr
Price and wage freeze;
New constitution;
March-Freeze
Split
(Jan-Junee
Fiscal reform;
Plan rejected by
Septemberr public and
between
Deindexation;
Congress;
19855
private
heterodox 1989))
Mailsonn da High interest rates;
Financial
and
Franciscoo
prices
decentralisation;
Nobregaa
Privatisation/Reform of
Dornelless
Monetary
orthodox
thee state;
Return of
reformm
within
Introd.. new currency;
hyperinflation.
Budgett cuts
government
Restrictionn monetary and
creditt expansion;
Adaptedd from Baer (1995: Ch. 8, 9, Epilogue), Chaffee (1998: 16-23, 147-158, 178-180), Bresser
Pereiraa (1996: 164, Ch. 14, 15), Skidmore (1988: 279-280),, Fonseca (1998), Antunes (1994: 28), Costa
(1995),, Sandoval (1994), CUT De Fato, September 1993.

Thee last military governments acknowledged the need for stabilisation, but there
wass a basic agreement that stabilisation should be accompanied by economic growth,
implyingg a continuation of the Brazilian miracle supported by huge state investments and
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foreignn borrowing. An orthodox, or recessionary, stabilisation plan was not politically
viablee for several reasons. First, Geisel and his successor Figueiredo wanted to maintain a
graduall political liberalisation process (see also section 4.1.3), and a recession could
meann the loss of important allies inside and outside the military. Secondly, at the end of
thee 1970s, the strike movement and the cost-of-living movement put pressure on the
governmentt to make a full adjustment of wages to inflation and to decentralise wage
settlementt and bargaining, as centralised wage settlement was one of the fundamental
economicc control mechanisms of the military governments (Baer 1995: 123-127, 143;
Chaffeee 1998: 16-17; Bresser Pereira 1996: 234-235; Skidmore 1988: 278; Skidmore
1989:20-21,24-25). .

3.2.23.2.2

Political and Economic Transformation after 1985

Att the start of the new democratic regime in 1985, there was no consensus on the need to
introducee the structural reforms of the 'Washington Consensus'. Several financial
stabilisationn plans were introduced between 1985 and 1993 (see table 3.4), all
contributingg to hyperinflation in the end. The first democratic government of José Sarney
(1985-1989)) was confronted

with economic problems, including the threat of

hyperinflationn and the effect of a series of failed stabilisation plans, although Brazil had
recoveredd relatively rapidly from the deep recession caused by the debt crisis (see tables
3.33 and 3.5). The recovery was driven by growth in export of manufactured products and
thee resulting trade surpluses. The Cruzado Plan showed that this did not mean that
structurall problems had ceased to impact upon the success of economic policies of the
democraticc governments (see table 3.4 for the contents of the Cruzado Plan). The Plan not
onlyy suffered from the high expectations related to democratisation and the need to secure
popularr support, which meant that compensatory measures for workers were taken, but
alsoo from conflicts within the government about the nature of inflation and the best way
too reduce it. The price freeze led to an immediate increase of demand and this highly
stimulatedd domestic industrial production. One of the problems was that the increase of
domesticc demand stimulated industrial production for the domestic market, after which
thee previous trade surpluses declined. Some of the resulting problems were shortages, the
emergencee of black markets and a high real exchange rate of the dollar on the parallel
market.. Besides, the end of indexation meant that uncertainty on the financial market
increased.. The second Cruzado Plan introduced price increases on petrol, electricity,
phonee and postage services, but this could not stop general inflation from rising. Another
factorr that contributed to the return of inflation was that the Cruzado had to be devalued.
This,, in turn, led to pressure to readjust wages, which meant that indexation had to be
reintroducedd (Chaffee 1998: 147-150; Fonseca 1998: 628; Skidmore 1988: 281-283).
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3.33

REFORMS UNDER FERNANDO COLLOR DE M E L O

Thee significance of Fernando Collor de Melo's government is that it was the first
governmentt that abandoned import substitution and the correspondent large role of the
statee as a development strategy. Collor was the first directly elected president since 1961,
aa representative of the National Reconstruction Party (PRN), based in the Northeast of
Brazil.. One of Collor's main opponents was Luis Inacio "Lula" da Silva, leader of the
Worker'ss Party, who lost with a very close margin in the second round of the 1989
presidentiall elections. Collor's programme can be characterised as neo-populist, based on
ann attack on the traditional politics of clientelism, patronage and corruption. Collor also
emphasisedd the need to increase the efficiency of the state apparatus, being a source of
inefficiencyy and corruption.
Economicallyy conservative but socially centrist, Collor posed effectively
ass a potential reformer of the widely discredited practices of Brazilian
politics.. Substituting talk about modernization and blistering attacks upon
corruptionn and abusive bureaucratic privileges for any profound criticism
off the existing sociopolitical order, he made moralization and scathing
denunciationn of the politicians the heart of his appeal (Schneider 1996:
111). .
Collor'ss rejection of clientelism led him to distance himself from direct contacts with the
mostt important interest groups, attempting to establish social pacts on stabilisation
instead.. In the later years of his administration, leading to his impeachment, he could not
affordd to circumvent the system of bargaining with politicians and interest groups
anymore.. The reason for Collor's popularity was probably his attack on the economic and
sociall failures of the previous government, as well as his condemnation of clientelism and
corruption. .
Thee government of Fernando Collor de Melo marked the end in practice of the
ISII model and the developmentalist state. Collor intended to liberalise the economy and
too initiate the transformation of the state, with privatisation as a central policy. The
economicc reforms that Collor introduced consisted of a combination of privatisation,
fiscall reform and tax reform. In the sphere of industrial policy, crucial reforms were the
reductionn of protectionism, reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers and the promotion of
exportt expansion. The Collor I stabilisation plan (see table 3.5 and 3.6) initially reduced
inflation.. In the area of state reform, Collor established twelve supermini stries in order to
makee the bureaucratic apparatus more efficient and abolished several federal institutions
whichh regulated important economic areas such as sugar, alcohol and coffee. Collor also
decidedd to make the bureaucratic process of imports and exports less complicated, while
abolishingg the preferential treatment of national capital at the same time. Collor also
intendedd to dismiss 360,000 workers in the public sector, establishing a "pool" for those
civill servants who had job security, so they could be employed in different sections of the
publicc sector (Schneider 1996: 115; Chaffee 1998: 162-163; Baer 1995: 184; Kingstone
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1999a:: 162-163).
Ann evaluation of the significance of the Collor government for economic and
politicall development in the 1990s is usually limited to the scandals surrounding his
impeachment.. Nevertheless, an often-neglected interpretation is that Collor actually put
structurall reforms and their content firmly on the political agenda, pre-empting the
possibilityy of a return to state-led development and forming the basis for future reforms.
Althoughh privatisation, economic liberalisation and several other reforms of the state
apparatuss were aimed at reducing the size and role of the state, this does not necessarily
meann that the intention was to promote a minimal state. Weyland argues that Collor
actuallyy 'sought to fortify the core of the state through administrative and fiscal reform
andd at the same time shed peripheral areas of the state apparatus'. Through the
centralisationn of power with the presidency, he aimed to reinforce cohesion of the state
apparatus:: '[i]n this way, he planned to recover the role of the state as the guiding force in
Braziliann development' (Weyland 2000: 44). This aspect of the reform programme
reflectss one of the differences of neo-liberalism Brazilian-style with the Washington
Consensuss (cf. Montero 1998: 32; Kingstone 2000: 193).

Tablee 3. 5 Economic Indicators 1986-1999
Year r
1986 6
1987 7
1988 8
1989 9
1990 0
1991 1
1992 2
1993 3
1994 4
1995 5
1996 6
1997 7
1998 8
1999 9

GDPP (Billions of
currentt dollars
257.8 8
282.4 4
305.7 7
415.9 9
469.3 3
405.7 7
387.3 3
429.7 7
543.1 1
705.4 4
775.5 5
801.7 7
775.5 5
556.8 8

GDP,, real increase (%)
8.0 0
3.6 6
-0.1 1
3.3 3
-4.3 3
1.3 3
-0.5 5
4.9 9
5.9 9
4.2 2
2.8 8
3.2 2
-0.1 1
0.9 9

Source:: Gordon (2001: 164-165).
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GNPP per capita
(constantt 1995 dollars)
4,396 6
4,505 5
4,410 0
4,524 4
4.026 6
4,003 3
4.046 6
4,040 0
4.221 1
4,349 9
4.428 8
4,514 4
4.453 3
4,427 7

Annuall inflation rate
65 5
416 6
1,038 8
1,783 3
1.477 7
480 0
1,158 8
2,708 8
1.094 4
14.8 8
9.3 3
7.5 5
1.7 7
20.0 0

Tablee 3. 6 Financial Stabilisation Plans - 1990-1999
PLANN AND
FINANCE E
MINISTER R
CollorMMayy 1991Septemberr 1992
Marcilioo Marques
Moreira a

MEASURES S

Orthodox x
Highh interest rates;
Reductionn wages;
Statee reform and privatisation;
Budgett cuts;
Unfreezingg prices and financial assets

Heterodox x
Collorr I (March 1990- Freezee 70% of private financial assets;
Monetaryy reform;
Mayy 1991)
Pricee and wage freeze; income policy
Zeliaa Cardoso
basedd on freeze;
Followedd by orthodox stabilisation;
Economicc liberalisation and
privatisation n

EFFECTS S

Recession; ;
Fallingg production and employment;
Endd of ISI strategy;
Debtt renegotiation;
Initiallyy popular;
Impeachmentt campaign Collor

Floatingg exchange rate;
Neo-liberall reforms;
Initiall reduction inflation;
Later:: recession and hyperinflation
Initiallyy popular;
Impeachmentt campaign Collor;
Junee 1990 General Strike;
Mayy 1991 General Strike.

Reall Plan (1994-)
Fernandoo Henrique
Cardoso o

Fiscall adjustment- budget cuts, tax
Reductionn inflation to 2% a month.;
reform,, privatisation restriction
Successfull privatisation programme;
foreignn borrowing, foreign debt
Difficultiess to sustain other
rescheduling g
structurall reforms, including tax
76
Introductionn URV ;
reform. .
URVV converted into Real (1994),
peggedd to USS;
Economicc liberalisation and tight
monetaryy policy;
Economicc and social security reforms.
Effectss of financial crises during thee 1990s
Tequilaa Crisis (1994Increasee of interest rates;
Flotationn of Real and first
5) )
devaluation; ;
Tarifff increases in strategic sectors.
Brazilian// Asian crisis Devaluationn Real;
Depreciationn Real/USS;
(Latee 1998/early 1999) Introductionn floating exchange rate;
Usee US$ 8 billion of Central Bank
Increasee interest rate to avoid
reservess against speculation;
speculationn and capital flight.
Tensionss in Mercosur.77
Adaptedd from Baer (1995: Ch. 8, 9, Epilogue), Chaffee (1998: 16-23, 147-158, 178-180), Bresser
Pereira(1996:: 164, Ch. 14, 15), Skidmore (1988: 279-280), Fonseca (1998), Antunes (1994: 28), Costa
(1995),, Sandoval (1994), CUT De Fato, September 1993, Gordon (2001: 188-193).

3.44

PLANO REAL: T H E CONSOLIDATION OF REFORMS

Afterr Collor's impeachment, Itamar Franco, Collor's vice-president, became president
andd in this period the neo-liberal model was further deepened, while a new financial plan
wass introduced, the Real Plan. The main architect of the Real Plan was Fernando
Henriquee Cardoso, Finance Minister under Franco. Cardoso was elected president in

Thee Unidade Real de Valor (Unit of Real Value) is an inflation-free index of monetary value.
Becausee Argentina did not devaluate the peso (the peso was on a one-to-one rate pegged to the dollar
fromm 1990 until 2002), the devaluation of the Real hurt Argentinean exports to Brazil.
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1994,, an election in which Lula was an important candidate. Cardoso plays an important
rolee in the consolidation and deepening of the new development model in Brazil, neoliberalismm Brazilian-style. Privatisation was, again, considered a crucial policy of the
Braziliann government, as is economic liberalisation and integration in the world
economy. .
Inn 1994, the then minister of Finance Fernando Henrique Cardoso (government of
Itamarr Franco - 1992-1994) introduced a financial stabilisation plan, the Piano Real. The
Plann included the introduction of a new currency, the Real, and a heterodox shock in
orderr to reduce inflation (see table 3.6 for more details). The Real Plan achieved what no
otherr stabilisation plan had managed to do beforehand. Inflation decreased from four
digitss to one (see table 3.5), while Cardoso complemented the fiscal aspects of the Real
Plann with a plan for structural reforms. Economic liberalisation and tariff reduction
complementedd price stabilisation, which simultaneously caused a "competitive shock"
amongg domestic producers (Baumann 2000: 21). The financial aspects of the Real Plan
weree partly sustained by the temporary Social Emergency Fund (Fundo de Emergência
Social,, or FES), which represented an attempt to limit the transfer of federal resources to
statess and municipalities (Kingstone 2000: 194-195). Besides the end of hyperinflation,
otherr positive effects were the simultaneous increase of exports and imports

an increase

off imports can reduce prices through lower input costs -, an increase of labour
productivityy and large inflows of foreign capital, also due to the privatisation process
(Baumannn 2000: 21-23).
Thee Tequila crisis in Mexico was the first challenge to the stabilising efforts of
presidentt Cardoso. In order to prevent speculation, the government decided to let the Real
floatt within exchange rate margins, while also increasing interest rates and raising tariffs
inn strategic sectors like the automobile industry. The combined effects of a sharp
reductionn of inflation and the government's ability to deal with the effects of an
internationall financial crisis probably contributed to the further success and public
supportt of the plan (Kingstone 1999a: 197, 203; Gordon 2001: 188-193).
Thee structural reforms are generally considered as conditions sine qua non for
economicc and social development in Brazil. The reforms include economic liberalisation,
administrativee and fiscal reform, a deepening of privatisation, social security and labour
reform.. The government presented this combination of short-term financial reform and
structurall reforms, in the words of the vice-president of the first Cardoso government
(1995-1998),, Marco Maciel, as a modernisation programme: 'The challenge of the
modernisationn programme is to adjust the Brazilian model to economic globalisation'.78 It
includess attempts to adapt the Brazilian economy to what is perceived as the conditions of
thee global economy: technological and productive modernisation, macro-economic
stabilityy and promotion of exports and foreign direct investment.

7t!!

Maciel, Marco, 'O Piano Real e a questao social', Jornal do Brasil, 2/5/1995.
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Sociall security is one of the key reforms expected to further restructure the
economyy by reducing government expenditure. The intention of the 1988 Constitution
wass to introduce a system in which everybody would receive a minimum level of social
benefits,, based on contributions of workers and employers (this excluded those in the
informall sector, who could not make social security contributions). The other major
implicationn would be that social benefits and pensions that exceeded this minimum level
wouldd have to be provided through private institutions (Weyland 1996: 146). The purpose
off social security reforms in Brazil, although they have proven to be very difficult to be
approvedd by Congress, is to link pension rights with years of contribution and a minimum
agee (Cysne 2000: 72). In addition, there are initiatives, probably even more controversial,
too partly privatise the pension system above the minimum level of social benefits.
Inn the area of public-sector reform, key reforms are administrative reform and
privatisation.799 The purpose of the administrative reform programme (legislated in
Novemberr 1997, but only enacted in June 1998, after approval of the Senate) was to
streamlinee the state apparatus. A section that particularly affects public sector workers is
thee abolition of job security and plans to reform the pension system for public workers,
linkingg pension contribution with a minimum retirement age and the abolition of special
retirementt schemes. The reform means that workers in the public sector have lost some of
thee privileges that distinguish them from workers in the private sector. Except for a small
coree of public-sector employees, even civil servants who gained job security under the
19888 Constitution can now be dismissed more easily (on the basis of poor work
performancee or in order to reduce those employed in the public sector), although it is
generallyy easier to dismiss the "non-stable" civil servants, those who never had this kind
off job stability. Gaining job stability is now also linked with job performance, and it takes
longerr to be considered for a stable status. The number of public-sector employees and
thee creation of new positions in the public sector have also become linked to the fiscal
performancee at all levels of government (Cysne 2000: 57, 73; Souza 1999: 57).
Evenn though the reform package has appeared to be quite coherent, responding to
thee principles of the Washington Consensus, its implementation has been gradual,
incoherentt and subject to a lot of protest and opposition. The reduction of inflation was
widelyy appreciated, but the adjustment measures following the Mexican crisis in 1994
andd the Asian/Brazilian crisis in 1997-1998 have led to very high interest rates, which
hamperr the economy. The reduction of tariffs (which happened in most sectors, but not in
thee automobile sector) had the effect of increasing imports, which led to severe problems
inn domestic industries. The overvaluation of the Real until 1998 also contributed to
increasess of import levels. Another discussion that arose after the mid-1990s is the Custo
Brasill (Brazil Cost). The 'Brazil Cost' refers to the range of indirect labour costs (such as
bonuses,, social security and training contributions) which employers have to pay in

Thee privatisation programme is analysed in detail in Chapter VI.
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additionn to general wages.*° Employers' organisations have called for a reduction of the
totall of labour costs, as the 'Brazil Cost' is feared to make Brazilian enterprises less
competitive,, particularly when the labour cost is a major factor with which enterprises
compete.. *' Furthermore, business actors have argued that, in addition to high interest
ratess and lack of preparedness for modernisation, the tax burden on production and
exportss is still high and bureaucratically complicated (Kingstone 1999a: 208-209).
Furthermore,, issues such as industrial policy, external and domestic debt, the future
coursee of the economy and unemployment are not addressed or left to chance.
Businesss groups have an ambivalent position on the issue reforms. Peter
Kingstonee argues that the economic crisis of the 1980s led to widespread criticism among
businesss of excessive state intervention and a large state. However, this did not mean that
thee business sector automatically supported neo-liberal reforms under Fernando Col lor,
whoo was heavily criticised. Business groups actively supported Cardoso's presidential
campaign,, but later support for his policies was not unequivocal (Kingstone 1999a).
Businesss support depends a lot on perceptions of coherence and relative efficiency of
policy-making,, being based 'on the government's fulfilling its policy commitments to
addresss the fiscal crisis of the state and related systemic economic problems. Business
supportt eroded as government policies and tactics became increasingly erratic and
unpredictablee and made the promised benefits of reform uncertain even as the costs
becamee increasingly real' (Kingstone 1999a: 4-5). This means that the business
community,, instead of actively supporting or promoting reforms, can also defend the
statuss quo. In any case, many segments of business did not support unexpected large
decreasess or increases in tariffs as part of efforts to sustain financial stabilisation plans,
butt the gradual opening of the economy, which would facilitate a process of adaptation
andd modernisation of businesses in Brazil.82
Stallingss and Peres (2000: 51-53) discuss some of the general limitations of
economicc reforms in Latin America. The first issue is to move from a narrow focus on
stabilisationn to a broader programme of economic transformation. As Baumann argues,
thee Real Plan and later government policies are still basically focused on price
stabilisationn (Baumann 2000: 39-40). Some of the tariff reductions introduced during the
mid-1990ss were supposed to sustain price stability, while occasional tariff increases were
intendedd to reduce imports or protect a particular sector.83 While tariffs for automobiles,
bicycles,, consumer and domestic electronics were increased to 70 per cent, tariffs for

Seee Marquez (1995: 34) for a comparative overview of labour costs in several Latin American
countries.. See also Amadeo et al. (1995).
Trade unions interpret the Brazil Cost in a slightly different way, arguing that all achievements of
unionss in the area of labour rights and existing benefits for workers are part of the Brazil Cost.
822
This happened several times in the early years of the Real Plan. Decreases of tariffs were intended to
liberalisee the economy and facilitate competitiveness, but it could also lead to a sharp increase of
imports,, threatening the balance of trade and inflation.
833
In addition, a list of exceptions to the Common External Tariff of Mercosur was established in 1995,
importt quotas in the free zone of Manaus and a system of incentives for the automobile industry.
811
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autopartss remained at 2 per cent, leading to severe problems in sectors such as the
autopartt producers (Cysne 2000: 95).X4 Secondly, the use of the exchange rate as a target
ratee pegged to the dollar, in combination with large inflows of foreign capital contributed
too the overvaluation of the Real (Baumann 2000: 40-41). In addition, monetary policy
wass mainly intended to sustain stabilisation efforts, as high domestic interest rates were
usedd as a response to the Mexican crisis in 1994-95 and the 1998-99 crisis. Although this
reducedd the danger of speculation and capital flight, high interest rates negatively affect
domesticc investments and the fiscal balance, due to higher interest payments on domestic
publicc debt (Baumann 2000: 41-42; Stallings and Peres 2000: 51, 53). These issues point
too some structural problems of the institutional dimensions of the reform process.
Althoughh the increase of tax revenues is considered to be a significant goal of reforms,
reductionn of the fiscal deficit is attempted through reducing expenditure rather than
increasingg tax revenues (Stallings and Peres 2000: 55).
Brazill is usually considered to be a gradual reformer

the first far-reaching

reformss are introduced from 1990 onwards. According to Kingstone (1999b), and
Stallingss and Peres (2000), the gradual nature of Brazilian reforms can be explained by
thee success of import substitution policies in Brazil, the attractiveness of Brazil's large
andd protected domestic market for foreign investors, and a slower escalation of economic
problemss compared to countries such as Argentina, Bolivia, Peru and Chile. In addition,
thee combination of hyperinflation and relatively high economic growth made reforms less
urgentt for a longer period of time. In addition, indexation policies meant that certain
sociall groups (e.g. wage earners and holders of bank accounts) were somewhat protected
fromm the effects of hyperinflation (Kingstone 1999b: 140; Stallings and Peres 2000: 4849). .
Furthermore,, as argued in section 3.1, the political system has also slowed down
thee introduction of economic reforms, which also points to the limitations for the
oppositionn in countries that experience a combination of democratisation and economic
stabilisation.. The limits the political system poses and the necessity of solving short-term
stabilityy problems in response to financial crises at the end of the 1990s are important
factorss in explaining the slowness and contradictions of the Brazilian reform process. In
addition,, the impression of the reform process is that while some reforms seem to be
pursuedd consistently, like privatisation, others, like fiscal reform and the issue of external
debtt are dealt with in an ad hoc way, ensuring that fiscal imbalances and the debt burden
doo not undermine macro-economic and financial stability.

Thee autoparts sector has always played an important role in the Brazilian strategy of establishing
complementaryy roles for foreign, domestic private and public capital. The autoparts sector would also
contributee to the establishment of domestic backward linkages. For this and other sectors, it is
importantt whether the government is willing and able to negotiate similar provisions with multinational
corporations.. Studies of the competition for foreign direct investment among state governments in
Brazill ("fiscal war") suggest that sub-national governments give large concessions to multinational
corporationss and that positive effects partly depend on the ability of governments to negotiate. See
Arbixx and Rodriguez-Pose (1999) on foreign investment in the automobile sector.
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3.55

SOCIAL DIMENSIONS O F E C O N O M I C R E F O R M S

Thee success of economic reforms in Brazil is primarily based on maintaining low
inflationn and the positive effects of low inflation on the economy. As was argued in the
previouss section, there is no widespread consensus on the benefits of reforms for
economicc and social development. In addition, there is some evidence that reforms
implementedd until now have not led to social improvement and sometimes even to a
deteriorationn of social indicators such as poverty and unemployment (Baumann 2000;
ILOO 1999; Stallings and Peres 2000: 3). For a full understanding of the (potential) social
effectss of reforms, it is also necessary to take into account some of the structural aspects
off social development in Brazil. The purpose of this section is to give an overview of the
evidencee of social effects. The second purpose is to give an overview of social and labour
markett structures in Brazil, particularly of the way they constrain and enable collective
actionn of workers.
Thee expected relationship of neo-liberal reforms with the labour market is that a
moree efficient operation of the market mechanism would increase economic growth and
thiss would lead to job creation. In addition, a focus on labour-intensive production and
exportss would also contribute to employment growth. A further objective of neo-liberal
reformm is to lower direct and indirect labour costs that are due to bureaucratic procedures
andd to increase labour mobility (Stallings and Peres 2000: 110-111; Amadeo and Horton
1997). .
Theree is no consensus on the positive effects of economic reforms, usually in
combinationn with economic problems in general, on employment creation, quality of
employmentt and wages. For example, Stallings and Peres argue that job creation has been
insufficient,, with low wages, low quality of jobs and low productivity. Stallings and Peres
alsoo show that slow job creation is mainly due to slow GDP growth. In addition, as the
ILCTss studies of labour market changes in the 1990s show, most employment creation in
Latinn America takes place in the informal sector. Outsourcing is another source of
deterioration,, as it maintains a core of protected workers in larger companies, while
smallerr companies and the informal sector take up the cost of reforms and economic
problems.. For example, growth in self-employed jobs in Brazil was 1.5 per cent between
19922 and 1997, while the increase of new wage jobs was 1.1 %. In addition, new wage
jobss contributed 49.0 % to employment creation in this period and self-employment
contributedd 34.2 % (ILO 1999; Stallings and Peres 2000: 3, 111-112, 118, 123-126).85
Thee reforms of the Piano Real and the economic problems of the 1990s led to a
decreasee in the number of industrial workers as a proportion of total employment from 25
s==

In the analysis of the ILO, micro-enterprises are included in the informal sector. In other statistics,
micro-enterprisess are part of the formal sector. The reason to include micro-enterprises in the informal
sectorr is that wages and productivity are usually low and that workers are not always covered by social
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perr cent in 1990 to 16 per cent in 1997. Baumann and ILO studies argue that most of the
workerss leaving the industrial sector moved to the services sector, sometimes in an
informall context (Baumann 2000: 34-35; ILO 1999).
Thee increase of the number of workers in the services sector does not necessarily
implyy a larger contribution of this sector to economic growth, as the informal sector plays
ann important role in the services sector and in employment creation in general (Power and
Timmonss Roberts 2000: 246). The size of the informal sector is very difficult to measure.
Twoo important indicators in Brazil are the number of workers who do not have a carteira
assinadaassinada (signed work card), which provides someone's work history, and the number of
workerss who do not make social security contributions.
CONCLUSIONS::
BRAZIL L

A N ASSESSMENT OF ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL REFORMS IN

Afterr the 1982 debt crisis, the consensus on the development model based on a strong
rolee of the state in the economy and industrialisation came to an end. A new consensus
emergedd after the Real Plan in 1994 that financial stabilisation was a fundamental policy
butt that it would not work without institutional and fiscal reforms, and changes in the
social-securityy system. The introduction (and deepening throughout the 1990s) of
structurall reforms accompanying financial stabilisation was based on the idea that
structurall weaknesses of the economy have led to the recurrence of hyperinflation. The
extendedd effects of debt crisis and the oil shocks showed that an economic miracle was
nott sufficient for dealing with monetary problems. There was a lack of structural
economicc reforms (the reduction of government deficit, tax reform, institutional reforms)
too support stabilisation in the long term. Flaws in economic plans, such as the failure to
controll money supply, the failure to introduce fiscal adjustment and problems of political
legitimacyy caused by the failure to stabilise the economy and reduce hyperinflation meant
thatt dominant forces in the government and in society gradually agreed that reforms were
inevitable.. During the 1990s, Brazil was in the middle of a process of redefinition of the
rolee of the state and the direction of economic and social development. It is not clear yet
whatt the consequences for Brazil will be, but it is likely that the old political, economic
andd social structures will be further challenged and transformed.
Inn order to provide a contextual framework for the analysis of responses of the
Braziliann labour movement to economic and political reforms, it is necessary to see what
thesee reforms entail and how they differ from the previous development model. As was
arguedd in Chapter I, defining the Brazilian development model as neo-liberal is
problematic.. For instance, Peter Kingstone (2000: 193) has argued that Fernando Collor
dee Melo's economic policies and reform programme were not strictly neo-liberal, while
thee same is true for Fernando Henrique Cardoso's economic reforms. Furthermore,
andd labour legislation. Self-employment or employment in micro-enterprises does not always mean that
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althoughh a number of structural economic reforms continues to be on the political agenda,
theirr legislation and introduction has met severe difficulties in their introduction and
implementation.. Table 3.7 shows a comparison between the goals and instruments of the
Braziliann development model before and after 1990. In relation to the reforms in the
1990s,, it is important to understand that the right-hand side of Table 3.7 does not
necessarilyy correspond to reality in Brazil, but partly to the ultimate goals of policy and
partlyy to changes that emerge in practice. In the case of fiscal and monetary policy, these
goalss are quite clearly defined, but in the case of industrial policy, goals and instruments
aree more controversial. Similarly, reform of social security and tax reforms have met with
strongg opposition.

Tablee 3. 7 A Comparison of Developmentalism and Reforms
Developmentalismm
Reforms
Economicc
developmentt
policiess

Rolee of the
statee and the
publicc sector

Fiscall and
monetaryy
stabilityy

Sociall
Securityy

Privatee domestic capital should be
complemented by state and foreign
capital;
The state plays an active role in
industrialisation,, through industrial
policy,, state-owned companies, monetary
andd trade policy;
Importt substitution policies.
Fundamentall role of state and SOEs in
economic and social development;
SOEs are employers, suppliers and
producers. They can be used as
instrumentss for development as such.
Statee investment to solve economic
bottleneckss in infrastructure and
productionn of intermediate and capital
goods. .
Trade-offf between economic and
political stability;
Overvalued exchange rate as part of
economic policy;
Externall borrowing to finance
developmentt policies.
Mainlyy restricted to urban workers in the
formal sector. Inclusion rural workers;
Based on payroll contributions of
workerss and employers;

qualityy of jobs, wages and productivity are low.
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Privatee foreign and domestic capital is a
keyy actor in development;
Privatee activities can be promoted through
subsidies,, tax breaks, loans, other types of
support,, but a preference for a healthy
economicc climate;
Exportt promotion policies;
Regionall and global integration.
Focuss on essential activities: security,
healthh and education;
Withdrawall from productive activities.
Liberalisationn of economy, trade and
finance; ;
Rationalisationn of other state activities;
Neww forms of industrial policy.

Goalss of monetary and fiscal policy:
Increasingg tax revenue
loww inflation rates
realisticc exchange rate
realisticc interest rates
Reform: :
Lowerr contributions to reduce indirect
labourr costs
Privatisationn of the pension system;
reformm of the pensionable age (based on
agee rather than working years).
Reformm of system of unemployment
benefits s

TableTable 3.7 continued
Employment t
andd Labour
Market t
Policies s

Labourr
Relationss

Wagee Policy

Employmentt creation would result from
economicc growth;
Publicc sector as source of employment
growth; ;

Emphasiss on training, facilitating
'employability'. .

Extensivee state-corporatist labour
relations system;
Direct state intervention in union affairs;
Strongg role of labour courts in conflict
settlements; ;
Systemm of decentralised wage bargaining
Indexationn to inflation;
Military governments sets wage levels;
Wagee bargaining restricted.

Graduall and ambivalent dismantling of
corporatistt labour relations;
Tendencyy towards more centralised and
sectorall wage bargaining in some sectors;
Introductionn of flexibility measures.
Endd of wage indexation after Real Plan:
moree emphasis on (decentralised) wage
bargainingg as a mechanism of wage
settlement; ;
Adjustmentt of minimum wage levels to
inflation"'' '

*66 The level of the minimum wage is a highly important political issue. This level also determines
levelss of social security benefits like pensions, so increases in the minimum wage level increases total
governmentt expenditure.
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CHAPTERR IV NEW UNIONISM: CHALLENGING THE
STATUSS QUO IN BRAZIL?

INTRODUCTION N

Thee previous Chapter discussed the economic, social and political transformations that
tookk place in Brazil during the decade of the 1980s and presented an analysis of the
contentt of economic reforms introduced during the 1990s. Within this context, the next
threee Chapters discuss the responses of the Brazilian labour movement to these changes.
Thee purpose of Chapter IV is to analyse the emergence of new forms of worker
organisationn and action, rooted in labour protests in favour of democratisation and against
authoritariann forms of labour relations. Chapters V and VI provide a discussion of labour
movementt responses to privatisation and an analysis of changing labour strategies and
demandss in response to the economic reforms of the 1990s.
Thee analysis in this Chapter is based on the following arguments. Firstly, the
left'ss focus on democratisation did not simply result in a return to their position and
behaviourr before the military coup of 1964 (see also Munck 1998: 178). Although the
militaryy government allowed some political outlet through a two-party political system,
thee very limited effectiveness of the legal opposition party Movimento Democratico
Brasileiroo (MDB) stimulated the emergence of other types of opposition movements than
politicall parties. In addition, workers as well as sections of the democratic opposition did
notnot return to the 'old' labour parties, but founded a new workers' party in 1979 (Drake
1996:: 76-77). The military regime not only repressed organised labour in various ways,
butt also made the functioning of trade unions and collective bargaining next to
impossible.. In response to the regime's attitude towards labour relations, the new
unionismm movement chose to attempt to move beyond both the authoritarian labour
policiess and the corporatist labour relations system. In addition to the effect of the
militaryy regime on political behaviour, the rapid state-led industrialisation process had
producedd a qualitative change in the Brazilian labour force: groups of semi-skilled
industriall workers were geographically concentrated in the state of Sao Paulo and in
multinationall industries. Their socio-economic situation and the political circumstances of
thee military regime produced new types of union action, resulting in a strike wave at the
endd of the 1970s.
Secondly,, labour opposition to the military regime resulted in a crisis of statesocietyy relations, a crisis that originated in the outdated character of the corporatist labour
relationss system, and in a legitimacy crisis of the military government itself. In addition,
thee economic crisis of the early 1980s in combination with the particular characteristics
thee opposition movement brought an end to the previously dominant development model

basedd on import-substitution industrialisation and extensive state intervention in the
economy. .
Thirdly,, the democratic transition process also fundamentally transformed some
sectionss of the labour movement, resulting in the emergence of the 'new unionism'
movement.. As Gerardo Munck argues, when the authoritarian regime opened space for
oppositionn or liberalisation, this 'provide[d] the context for an internal debate [within the
labourr movement] through which labor is reconstituted as a political actor' (Munck 1998:
38).H77 Although union mobilisation was very successful during the transition period, trade
unionss soon began considering the formalisation of union structures through the
foundationn of central union organisations. In addition, the founding of the Workers' Party
meantt that trade unions also became more involved in the political struggles of the
transitionn period. For instance, the writing of a new Constitution (1988) was an
opportunityy for the opposition movement to participate in the establishment of the rules of
thee democratic system, whereas trade unions attempted to constitutionally guarantee a
numberr of workers' and social rights. While this type of political participation was
heavilyy contested during the 1980s, the main focus of union action continued to be
mobilisation. .
Startingg from these arguments, the Chapter provides an analysis of the emergence
off a new union movement in Brazil. It also explains how the dynamics of democratic
transitionn and the economic crisis influenced organisational and political developments of
thee labour movement. The Chapter contains six sections. In section 4.1, the Chapter
beginss with an overview of the transition with a focus on the structural factors that played
aa role in the political and societal changes coinciding with the transition process,
includingg the position of workers. The section also accounts for the background of the
crisiss of the military regime and the rise of opposition forces, arguing that the military's
projectt of gradual political liberalisation contributed to the strengthening of the
opposition.. Section 4.2 of this Chapter distinguishes several phases in the role of the
labourr movement in the Brazilian transition to democracy. This distinction clarifies both
thee organisational development of the labour movement, its political and economic
objectivess and the ways it tried to influence the course of the transition. The development
off new demands and strategies within the new unionist movement is the topic of section
4.3.. Section 4,4 discusses the foundation of the central union organisation CUT (Central
Unicaa dos Trabalhadores). Furthermore, the internal political struggles illustrate some
moree general dilemmas and problems faced by organised labour. One of the innovative
featuress of the labour movement is its relations with social movements and the Workers'
Partyy (Partido dos Trabalhadores - PT), a topic which is discussed in section 4.5. In
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This "interactive" process sketched by Munck reflects a characterisation by Bolivar Lamounier, one
off Brazil's foremost political scientists: 'implicit negotiation, in the sense that both sides, government
andd opposition, found space successively to redefine their respective roles, foreseeing advances that
wouldd flow from the continuity of the process itself.' (Lamounier 1989: 71). See also, Skidmore (1989:
34). .
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sectionn 4.6, the Chapter concludes with a discussion of the academic and political debates
surroundingg the emergence and development of new unionism.
4.11

THE ROLE OF THE LABOUR MOVEMENT IN THE BRAZILIAN TRANSITION

AA useful distinction for the study of the role of social actors in democratisation is the
distinctionn between approaches to transition that emphasise the role of actors, elites and
theirr strategic choices, and approaches that are more sensitive to historical dimensions
andd provide an analysis of labour movements as actors in democratisation (Collier 1999:
5-13).. One reason not to underestimate the importance of the labour movement is that
mostt military regimes in Latin America were a reaction against the position of labour,
whichh was often seen as a threat to stability and an obstacle to economic growth (Drake
1996:: 1-2). The labour movement in Brazil was not the single most important actor in
democratisation,, but it was crucial for the expansion of the scope of transition 'both by
extendingg the pro-democracy struggle beyond the electoral arena and by challenging the
government'ss mechanisms of corporatist control' (Collier 1999: 136). Although the
militaryy in government initiated the political liberalisation process, the specific process
andd outcomes of the Brazilian transition can not be understood without reference to
structurall social-economic developments, the role of the opposition and the interaction
betweenn opposition and elites.
4.1.14.1.1

Democratisation and Organised Labour

Inn the light of discussions on the Third Wave of democratisation,88 the distinction between
thee role of the working classes in early democratisation processes in Western Europe and
recentt democratisation in Latin America is important to consider.8" Democratic reforms in
Westernn Europe in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century occurred in a context of
industrialisation,, the emergence of an industrial working class, and the rise of trade
unionss and political parties related to labour and the left. A similar process characterised
Latinn America in the early twentieth century - incorporation of labour in the political
systemm - although the political system that resulted from this development was nol the
samee as in Europe. The Latin American form of state-society relations is often
characterisedd as state corporatism, as opposed to more autonomous forms of labour
incorporationn in Europe (Collier and Collier 1991; Rueschemeyer, Rueschemeyer and
Stephenss 1992). Furthermore, a full industrialisation drive occurred later in countries such
ass Brazil than in Europe. Table 4.1 (on the contribution of industry, agriculture and
servicess to the Brazilian GDP) demonstrates that industrial production has become
increasinglyy important throughout the twentieth century, principally at the expense of

SKK

See Huntington (1991).
An excellent large-scale comparative study of the differences between early and late democratisation
processes,, including the position of the working class, is Collier (1999).
1,99
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agriculture.. This implied that political incorporation through state corporatism occurred
beforee large-scale industrial development. The emergence of 'new unionism' in the
multinationall enterprises of the state of Sao Paulo at the close of the 1970s took place in
ann urban industrial environment characterised by technological development (particularly
throughh imports of capital-intensive technologies) and increasing skill levels of workers
(Seidmann 1994: 6; Eckstein 1989: 4). The process of political and organisational
incorporationn of the working class since the 1930s also meant that working class activists
alreadyy had at their disposal an organisational structure and a legacy of past experiences.
Tablee 4.1 GDP shares (%), 1910-1980
Yearr
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980

Agriculture
0 35.8
0 31.9
0 30.6
0 25.0
0 24.3
0 17.8
0 11.5
0 10.1

8
9
6
0
3
8
5
1

Industry
14.0
17.1
16.5
20.8
24.1
32.2
35.8
40.9

0
1
5
8
1
2
8
9

Services
50.2
50.9
52.9
54.2
51.6
50.0
52.6
48.9

2
9
9
2
6
0
6
9

Source:: Abreu, Bevilacqua and Pinho (2000: 162).

Sociall structures in Brazil have undergone a massive change in the twentieth
century.. Generally speaking, Brazil has become more urban and more industrialised. In
1955,, 41 per cent of the Brazilian population lived in urban areas, and this percentage has
increasedd to 79 per cent in 1995. The emergence of mega-cities like Sao Paulo and Rio de
Janeiro,, both receivers of large-scale rural-urban migration and characterised by large
numberss of favelas (shantytowns), are also evidence of this development. The number of
workerss in primary activities, agriculture and mining has decreased from 56 per cent in
19555 to 26 per cent in 1995. The services sector has received most employment growth,
fromm 29 per cent in 1955 to 54 percent in 1995 (Power and Timmons Roberts 2000: 237;
Chahadd 1997: 168).
Thee emergence of opposition to the Brazilian dictatorships coincided with what is
generallyy seen as a turning point in modern capitalism during the 1970s, which involved a
crisiss of the ISI development strategy, the interventionist state and of several aspects of
thee global political economy (Collier 1999: 2). In most parts of the world, working class
movementss did not have the kind of momentum seen in the late nineteenth century and
earlyy twentieth century for the following reasons. As was discussed in section 1.5,
workerss and their organisations were on the defensive and economic restructuring caused
aa weakening and fragmentation of the working class. In addition, the crisis of the alliance
betweenn the state, industrial workers and industrialists, on which the dominant
developmentt strategy in Latin America was based, meant that workers and their
organisationss tended to be viewed as less politically significant than before. As in other
Latinn American countries, Brazilian industrial workers constituted a minority of the
workingg population. Their relatively privileged position in terms of wages and skill levels
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combinedd with an escalation of workers' demands due to repression and a lack of wage
adjustmentt to economic gains (Eckstein 1989: 10-11; Seidman 1994), produced new
typess of union action, representing a rupture with both authoritarian labour relations and
thee official union movement. As a result, an opposition movement emerged in Brazil
whichh was able to broaden the agenda of the transition agenda. The strength of the new
unionismm movement meant that, as it was already widely accepted that democratisation
wouldd also involve a certain degree of democracy in labour relations, working class
mobilisationn posed a lesser threat to the established order.
4.1.24.1.2

Brazil as a Deviation

Too a certain extent, Brazil is a deviation from most cases of late democratisation, in terms
off the role of trade unions during the democratic transition. One of the differences with
otherr cases in Latin America is that the military regime embarked on a strategy aimed at
thee extension of industrialisation, instead of focusing on the promotion of primary
exports.. The industrialisation process, in turn, led to an increase in the number of skilled
industriall workers, particularly in the industrial centres of the large cities in the southeast
off Brazil and they were usually employed in industrial multinational companies. In this
respect,, the economic changes of the 1960s and 1970s actually led to an increase in the
constituencyy of the labour movement. The rise of the urban industrial working class took
placee in a context in which workers did not have proper representative political and
labourr organisations. The lack of representative organisations stimulated demands among
workerss for democratisation of the workplace (Seidman 1994: 10). It can be argued that
thee combination of increases in manufacturing employment and growing income
inequalitiess led to an escalation of workers' demands at the end of the 1970s (Drake
1996:: 71, 76-77; Seidman 143-148).
Inn addition, although the military government used repression to deal with
oppositionn forces, this did not lead to marginalisation of the labour movement. The
graduall political liberalisation process in Brazil led to increased opportunities for
legalisedd political opposition and a cycle of liberalisation and repression towards civil
society.. Repression of trade unionists and the specific political situation until 1974 led to
thee emergence of non-traditional opposition forces. Social movements, such as
neighbourhoodd groups, church-based organisations and human-rights groups (see sections
4.2.14.2.1 and 4.5), came to play an important role in raising consciousness, providing political
trainingg and a space for discussion and dissent. The labour movement only started to play
ann important role at the close of the 1970s, when the strike movement in the state of Sao
Pauloo attacked several aspects of the industrial relations system and broadened its aims
fromm the improvement of workers' conditions to demands for political change.
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4.1.34.1.3

Dynamics of Opposition to the Military Regime

Byy 1979, the participation of workers in the opposition against the military regime
becamee a reality that could not be avoided. Before 1979, opposition was based on the
activitiess of the two legal political parties, together with protests of other social
movementss rather than workers' movements. The two-party system consisted of an
officiall government party, ARENA, and the official opposition party, Movimento
Democraticoo Brasileiro. The wave of strikes that hit the industrial suburbs of Sao Paulo at
thee end of the 1970s was not only a protest against the decline of real wages, but also
containedd an attack on the authoritarian system of labour relations, which in turn made
thee labour movement join other oppositional forces. The new labour movement that
emergedd from the strike movement came to be known as new unionism (novo
sindicalismo).. Particularly in the light of the decline of labour movements in other parts
off the world, the concept of new unionism represented the hope and expectation of the
leftt and social scientists that this would be a counterforce to the government in the
politicall and economic arena.
Ann important issue for the understanding of the dialectical process of regime
changee in Brazil and many other cases of democratisation is the fact that the military
regimee itself was not fully consolidated.90 As in other cases of what is often labelled
bureaucratic-authoritariann regimes (see section 2.8), the military in power envisioned a
returnn to a civilian regime or a form of electoral democracy at some stage in the future.
Thiss led to a fundamental contradiction between legitimacy and maintenance of the
regime,, which would ultimately contribute to the erosion of the regime itself.91 This
processs can be seen as the result of interaction between the opposition, other civilian
groupss (e.g. business groups) and the military regime. Speaking about the return to more
orr less democratic elections in 1982, Lamounier emphasises the gradual character of this
process,, of the transformation of what Juan Linz (1973) has called the 'authoritarian
situation':: 'the electoral process in Brazil was in reality a test of forces and of legitimacy,
andd not the symbol and culmination of a transition pact already negotiated on other bases
byy the relevant actors. It was almost the point of departure of the process' (Lamounier
1989:: 69).92
Thee paradox of political liberalisation in bureaucratic-authoritarian regimes can
bee explained in terms of efforts to institutionalise a new political order. This paradox can
bee explained in terms of a principal dilemma: the motivations and reasons which led to
thee establishment of an authoritarian regime did not automatically contribute to the
consolidationn of the regime. The regime has to be understood as a product of a
combinationn of anti-communism within a Cold-War framework and the definition of
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For an analysis of debates on democracy within the Brazilian military, see Stepan (1988).
It is important to note that the political liberalisation did not constitute a commitment to democracy,
ass it was a strategy of the military regime to deal with opposition and internal tensions.
922
Cf. Karl (1990) and Collier (1999).
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nationall security as internal security (the national security doctrine93). In this respect,
oppositionn was viewed and treated as a force that threatened national security.
Nevertheless,, this section demonstrates that the military regime was under pressure to
introducee some forms of political participation.
Thee need to institutionalise a new political order after the military take-over led to
experimentss with limited political representation. These experiments resulted in a
politicall framework from which interest groups were not completely excluded, as the
continuationn of corporatist labour institutions after 1964 and the establishment of a new
partyy system illustrate. The military government used the existing labour laws for
repression,, but it also allowed the existence of a heavily limited form of trade union
organisation.. Through the political system during military rule, in which two political
partiess were allowed to continue to exist, the opposition had some organisational
structuress and financial resources at its disposal.
Thee purpose of the introduction of limited forms of political participation was to
lendd legitimacy to the military regime. Legitimacy was initially related to the "successes"
off the military in returning the country to order, but had to come from alternative sources
att a later stage, such as sustained economic growth that benefited the groups that
supportedd the regime. Permitting for some form of representation and political
participationn tended to lead to internal conflicts in military regimes, between the so-called
soft-liners,, who supported liberalisation and hard-liners who believed that repression
remainedd necessary. A legitimacy crisis 'puts a regime at a disadvantage in the contest for
framingg issues in a crisis, leads to a rapid erosion of the regime's authority ... Moral force
waswas an effective weapon when challengers faced an opponent lacking legitimacy'
(Oberschalll 1996:94).
Thee legitimacy issue did not only lead to conflicts within the military, but it also
contributedd to the strength of opposition forces. The following quotation illustrates the
militaryy regime's dilemmas in dealing with the labour movement:
Thee crux of the problem always remains that if labor leaders are allowed
too function as truly representative agents, they will voice their opposition
too the military's project of negative integration [acceptance that
oppositionn exists, but no access to decision-making]. ... Because of the
illegitimacyy of the rulers' project of negative integration, if labor is given
thee option to express its voice, it results not in loyalty to the rulers but
ratherr in [opposition]. The outcome is an impossible game that confronts
thee military rulers with the increasingly difficult-to-control experiments at
liberalizationn that are likely to lead to important schisms within the
governingg elite (Munck 1998: 40).94

Seee section 2.8 for an analysis of the role of the 'national security doctrine' concept during the
militaryy dictatorship.
9494
This quotation is based on an analysis of the Argentinian military regime. "Negative integration" in
thee case of Brazil refers to the formal, but hardly representative or democratic, political system
introducedd by the military regime.
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Forr the opposition, the dilemma is whether or not it should operate within the
frameworkk and limits of transition established by the military government, in order to
avoidd confrontation or a return to repression, or if opposition forces should challenge and
rejectt all aspects of the initiative from above. The attitudes of different tendencies within
thee Brazilian labour movement reflects this dilemma. Furthermore, the principal
oppositionn party during the military regime (MDB), did not reject the electoral process as
establishedd by the military regime after 1964.M5 The Electoral College that would choose
thee successor of the last military president, Joao Figueiredo, was also accepted, despite
criticismss that indirect presidential elections did not constitute a fully democratised
systemm and despite widespread mobilisation in favour of direct presidential elections
(diretasjaa campaign) (Lamounier 1995: 123-125).
Thee

democratic

opposition

changed

the parameters

and

conditions

of

democratisationn in Brazil. During the 1970s, when economic growth began to decline,
economicc elites started questioning some elements of the authoritarian regime. This
resultedd in a debate on the role of the state, along with the issue of human rights. Some
groupss among these elites supported the opposition, yet this was probably not the most
importantt type of support the opposition had. Intellectuals and social scientists, while not
belongingg to the elites of the authoritarian regime, provided international contacts, ideas
andd an articulate voice (cf. Keck and Sikkink 1998).
4.22

T H E TRANSITION MOMENTUM: LABOUR STRATEGIES IN THE 1 9 8 0 S

Thee previous section demonstrated that the military regime's intention to reinforce its
politicall legitimacy can lead to conflicts within the military and dilemmas in dealing with
oppositionn forces. This section analyses the practical implications of these dilemmas for
thee emergence of a new labour movement in Brazil.
Whenn President Ernesto Geisel (1974-1979) initiated the process of political
liberalisation,, the labour movement did not play a significant role yet, but grassroots
mobilisationn and other civil-society movements began to gain space. During the late
1970s,, increasing worker mobilisation and a strike movement complemented the
"explosionn of civil society" of the early 1970s.96 The strike movement coincided with the
increasingg political transformation of the authoritarian regime, and the post-1974 electoral
successess of the opposition party MDB. The only unions which were more or less
toleratedd during the military regime were those were recognised by the Ministry of
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According to Skidmore, the reasons why the MDB accepted the electoral system was to continue its
partyy structure and because the MDB was the only party that could give some kind of opposition (1988:
114). .
966
There were two important large-scale strikes in 1968, in Contagem (MG) and Osasco (SP). While the
strikess started as a result of wage demands, they would spread to other workers in the area. The strikes
mett with repression and took on some wider political meaning (Skidmore, 1988: 76-78). See also,
Skidmoree (1988: 84-89, 117-125) on guerrilla movements.
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Labour.. This provided the framework for union opposition under military rule, but it also
meantt that possibilities for action had to be located outside official union tasks and this
spacee was found in direct action, and on the shop-floor (Skidmore 1988: 204).
Thee essence of the Brazilian transition and the role of opposition movements can
bee found in a description by Margaret Keck:
Thee lengthy and relatively unbound transition and the [initial] lack of
formall negotiations among institutional actors over its rules produced a
veryy different kind of movement toward democracy - one where the
transitionn itself became a specific political moment, framing a struggle
bothh over the nature and limits of the process itself and over the identities
off the actors engaged in the process (Keck 1992: 38-39).
Inn order to examine how the transition process and the opposition movement mutually
influencedd each other, this section distinguishes three phases of the Brazilian transition
fromm 1978 until the late 1980s. Because the focus of this Chapter is on the labour
movement,, this characterisation is based on the emergence and further development of
labourr opposition, as well as the reflection of this movement in political changes and the
transformationn of the regime itself. The first phase starts in the late 1970s with a wave of
strikess in Sao Paulo. These strikes signal a broadening of opposition and the connection
off economic and labour issues with opposition against the military regime. The
foundationn of two important organisations - the Workers' Party in 1979, and a central
unionn organisation in 1983 (Central Unica dos Trabalhadores - CUT) - characterises the
secondd phase of the transition. As Noronha (1991) and Sandoval (1994) argue, this period
iss characterised by a cycle in which an economic downturn leads to a reduction of
company-levell strikes and an increased emphasis on political strikes at a national level.
Thee debt crisis also had its effects on the labour movement. The third phase of the
transitionn corresponds to the interaction between the labour movement and the new
civiliann regime. It is also possible to speak of an institutionalisation of the labour
movementt and a change in its opinions and strategies.
4.2.14.2.1 The First Phase: The Strike Movement and the Emergence of New Unionism
(the(the late 1970s)
'Neww Unionism' has its origin in the strike movement that hit the ABC97 region of Sao
Pauloo in 1978 and 1979, particularly in the transnational automobile factories of Ford,
Scania,, Volkswagen and Mercedes-Benz. These strikes challenged the very limited
possibilitiess for a legal strike as defined in the Labour Code. The most important union in
thesee strikes was the Metalworkers' Union of Sao Bernardo do Campo (Sindicato dos
Metalürgicoss do SBC), the union of important labour leaders in the 1980s and 1990s
(Luiss Inacio "Lula" da Silva, - later leader of the PT - Vicente Paulo da Silva
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(Vicentinho)) and Jair Meneguelli). The reason why the strike movement started among
metalworkerss in this part of the country was that these workers were highly skilled and
earnedd higher wages, a condition which put them in a better bargaining position than
workerss in other sectors (Drake 1996: 80).
Thee initial strikes in 1978 show how union action had changed since the 1950s
andd 1960s. The climate for union action had improved, as the government had developed
aa more ambivalent attitude towards mere repression, and employers were more willing to
negotiatee wages and working conditions directly with workers. During strikes, financial
supportt and other forms of solidarity from social movements and the church played a
significantt role (Skidmore 1988: 213-214; Serbin 2000). Unions also articulated new
aims.. Workers wanted to negotiate their wages directly with employers, instead of
acceptingg wage settlement from above. The dialectical nature of the Brazilian transition
meantt that the military government extended the abertura to dealing with workers, while
att the same time the government was also prepared to intervene in union affairs or to use
violencee against demonstrations, as was shown when the government intervened in the
Metalworkers'' Union of ABC and removed and imprisoned its leaders in 1979.
Onee of the key events for trade union action during the late 1970s was the
campaignn for fair wages. The Departamento de Estatistica e Estudos Socio-Econömicos
(Departmentt for Statistics and Socio-Economic Studies, or DIEESE), established as a
researchh institute supporting trade union activities, played an important role at the end of
thee 1970s in a campaign promoting wage demands based on an inflation index different
fromm the one used by the government (calculated by the Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia
ee Estatistica - IBGE). Critics of the government's wage policy also argued that the
governmentt had hidden the real extent of inflation during the years of economic
prosperityy (1968-1973). Criticisms of the central wage policies of the Brazilian
governmentt based on DIEESE's analysis pushed some trade unions towards direct wage
bargainingg with employers, demanding fairer adjustment of salaries to inflation (Seidman
1994:: 154-159).
Wagee policy had always been a crucial element of economic policy in general, on
thee one hand, being an attempt to depoliticise the unions by pre-empting and forbidding
attemptss to bargain collectively about wages and working conditions. On the other hand,
thee rationale of the wage policy was that it controlled wage demands. As such, according
too the military government, the wage policy contributed to a reduction of inflation
(Almeidaa 1996: 37-39; Skidmore 1988: 205). Demands for improvement of wage levels,
workingg conditions and terms of employment, particularly reduction of the working
week,, and the right to strike were central among the issues that the strike movement
raised,, but it would also move to broader political issues (Rodrigues 1999: 76-77; Payne
1991:229). .

977
ABC refers to three industrial suburbs of the city of Sao Paulo called Santo Andre, Sao Bernardo do
Campoo and Sao Caetano. D - Diadema is sometimes included.
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Onee of the direct effects of the protests against the insufficient new wage law
introducedd in the first year of the government of Joao Figueiredo (1979-1985) was that
thee Labour Minister, Murillo Macedo, proposed a bi-annual, progressive adjustment of
wagess to inflation would be made twice a year and progressive adjustment of wages to
inflation.. Before this policy was introduced, wages were adjusted to past inflation by
governmentall decree once a year. This was the source of much protest, because wages
declinedd in real terms, particularly when inflation rates started rising.
4.2.24.2.2 The Second Phase: Widening of the Democratisation Agenda and Economic
ProblemsProblems until 1983
Duringg the second transition phase, the political system was gradually normalised through
thee introduction of several formal aspects of democracy: a new party system and
democraticc elections at all levels except the presidency. Furthermore, a cycle of
democraticc initiatives and protest occurs during this period (Lamounier and Marques
1993:: 18-19). The 1982-3 Latin American debt crisis, to make the situation more
complicated,, produced the most profound recession of the twentieth century. The decline
off real wages, the disastrous effects for price levels of financial emergency plans and the
lackk of consultation by the government characterises the low priority of social issues and
off broadening participation in decision-making processes.
Thee new unionists, represented by the central union organisation CUT, organised
severall general strikes in an attempt to put pressure on the government. Economic crisis
wass a constraint for the labour movement, in the sense that fear of dismissal makes
mobilisationn of its bases more difficult. The most important problems for workers were
hyperinflationn and the decline of real wage levels, while wage policy was a government
affair.. Without union participation in the settlement of wage levels, direct collective
bargainingg with employers became very difficult and often meaningless. The first rupture
off the government's wage policy occurred when it became public that the official wage
increasess were not enough to compensate for inflation. As during the first transition
phase,, wage policy and real wage levels were still a significant focus of trade union
action. .
Thee second phase of the transition also saw the broadening of pro-democracy
coalitions.. During the early stages of the democratisation process, there was no broadlybasedbased opposition of the business sector to the military regime. Under pressure of
mobilisationn in other sectors of society, business leaders 'were willing to make temporary
alliancess with popular movements to attain [influence on economic policy]; but aside
fromm agreeing vaguely that something should be done about Brazil's "social question",
theyy were not seeking radical transformation in social relations' (Seidman 1994: 113).
Thee campaign for direct presidential elections in 1985 (Diretas Ja campaign) formed a
basiss for a degree of unity among opposition forces. The campaign consisted of 'mass
demonstrationss to educate the public about the proposed constitutional amendment for
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directt elections and rally pressure against recalcitrant members of congress' (Alves 1989:
295)) The mass mobilisations of the Diretas Ja campaign were inspired by a sense of
empowermentt which resulted from successful opposition since the late 1970s, in addition
too political and economic instability since the debt crisis, which led to a further
disillusionmentt with the government. According to Alves (1989: 291-295), the campaign
forr direct elections signalled the beginning of a broad alliance between opposition groups,
whichh was effective because the campaign focused on a single issue that was, nonthreateningg to the more moderate forces within the alliance. The campaign failed to
achievee the desired result and the first civilian president was going to be elected by an
Electorall College. The failure to achieve direct presidential elections signalled a change
inn the transition process. As the transition process became more 'normalised' through
electionss and the rules of the emerging democratic regime became subject of negotiations
(e.g.. on the indirect election of the president), the focus of political struggle shifted to
statee institutions and political parties (Keck. 1992: 24). Although this shift narrowed the
rangee of actors which were directly involved in the transition process, strikes and
mobilisationn still managed to put pressure on the actors involved.
4.2.34.2.3 The Third Phase: Institutionalisation
RegimeRegime after 1985

and Interactions

with the Civilian

Unionn action post-1985 was strongly conditioned by the failure of the government to
stabilisee the economy. Although the civilian government started with positive economic
indicators,, inflation would soon become a problem. The first civilian government under
Joséé Sarney (1985-1990) was in a difficult position in the sense that, although the
economicc situation was favourable (see section 3.2), it had inherited financial and
inflationn problems. Politically, Sarney was not as popular as Tancredo Neves, who was
electedd by the Electoral College to be president, but died before he could be sworn in. The
resultt of this situation was that the Sarney government not only had to struggle to contain
inflation,, but it also lacked legitimacy, which made the government appear indecisive and
ineffective.. As was discussed in Chapter III, Sarney's government was characterised by
crisiss after crisis and a mixture of different economic policies and financial emergency
plans.. The general strikes during the 1980s were a reaction against the failure of the
governmentt to control inflation and the limited effects of the financial plans (Sandoval
1994:: 184-187; Almeida 1996: 33).
Duringg the third phase, a lot was expected from the new government on the issue
off reform of the corporatist labour relations system. The PT and the new unionists saw the
proposedd reforms as a second-best option, compared to a complete transformation of the
corporatistt labour relations system, and voiced their own demands for general reforms of
thee social and economic structures of the country. When their employers rejected their
demands,, metalworkers went on strike for 54 days in 1985. The government did not
intervenee in the strike, meaning that strikes became considered to be a normal part of the
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neww democracy. On the other hand, the lack of willingness to introduce labour reforms
indicatedd that Sarney's government attempted to stay within the political centre on labour
issues,, while the government tried to moderate the strike activities of the new unionists by
makingg several concessions, such as a rise of the legal minimum wage.
4.2.44.2.4

The Constitutional Process

Thee writing of a new constitution was a major opportunity for the labour movement and
thee left to introduce some of their demands into the national political arena. The
Constitutionall Assembly (CA) was set up as a body to facilitate broad participation and it
wass possible to make proposals on the basis of "popular initiatives", by collecting a
sufficientt number of signatures to back a particular proposal. Although, the CUT initially
opposedd the Constituent Assembly (Comin 1995: 99) and attempted to delegitimise the
decision-makingg process through mobilisations, it eventually decided to participate, as an
attemptt to strengthen workers' rights under the democratic regime (Cardoso 1999b: 194).
Forr the following reasons, the CA was a clear attempt at continuing a renewed
typee of ISI policy in a democratic setting. The CA was characterised by nationalist
sentiments,, which explains the introduction of distinctions between foreign and national
capitall and benefits for the latter. Among some business groups this led to fears of further
protectionismm and a deterrent of foreign investment. At the same time, the Constitution
hadd provisions on the possibility to nationalise companies in the mining and other sectors,
thee specific mention of the extension of the market reserve policy9* (Kingstone 1999a: 5556)) and the preservation of a state monopoly on telecommunications, petroleum
explorationn and production, and the provision of public services. The transfer of federal
resourcess to states and municipalities was intended to contribute to the decentralisation of
governmentt in Brazil and the autonomy of local government. The nationalist tendencies
inn the Constitution would prove to be veritable obstacles to many reforms during the
1990s,, as a Constitutional amendment required a two-thirds majority in Congress."
Labourr issues were very prominent in the constitutional process, but the end result
wass a half-hearted attempt at reform of the corporatist system and an attempt on the part
off business to introduce more flexibility in labour legislation. In fact, although the
Constitutionn established freedom of association and organisational autonomy from the
state,, important pillars of the corporatist system - particularly the monopoly of
representationn and the compulsory union tax - were maintained (Cardoso 1999a: 38-39).
Thee labour movement as a whole could not reach consensus on a common proposal for

ss

The market reserve policy is a later form of ISI (particularly prominent during the 1980s), differing
fromm earlier forms in its emphasis on the possibility of export promotion. The idea is that some sectors,
likee the informatics sector in the 1980s, would be fostered by state policies, including protectionism in
thee early stages, promotion of research and development. On the informatics sector as an attempt to
establishh developmental networks in Brazil, compared with other countries, see Evans (1995).
mm
The effect of nationalist nature of the 1988 Constitution on the privatisation process during the 1990s
iss further elaborated in Chapter VI.
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reform,, so this was left to the new Constitution and the labour ministers of the civil
governments. .
Becausee of the difficulties to form a consensus within the labour movement about
reformm of the labour relations system, other issues were more of a priority than reform of
thee corporatist system, such as reduction of the working day and week, employment
protectionn and the right of worker representation in the workplace. The reform element of
thee new constitution was limited and it was more a confirmation of the reality of the
1980s.. Monopoly of representation, union tax and the basic structure of union
organisationn were not abolished. Nevertheless, several provisions for situations that
alreadyy existed in reality, such as union autonomy from the state and the right of
unionisationn within the public sector, were formalised in the Constitution. Participation of
unionss in collective bargaining was made obligatory, and workers obtained the right to
organisee on the shop floor. The right to strike was also widened (Martinez-Lara 1996:
104-106,, 121-123). The Constitution also introduced the right of unionisation and job
securityy for civil service employees, in addition to several other benefits for public sector
workers.. The 1988 Constitution's articles on labour relations facilitated direct negotiation
betweenn workers and employers, but the labour courts still had extensive powers to
intervenee in conflicts. On the other hand, the reason that social and labour rights were
includedd in the constitution in the first place was the result of pressure of social
movementss and unions (Almeida 1996: 184-186). According to Kingstone, the business
sectorr was actually quite successful in achieving its demands in the new Constitution
(Kingstonee 1999a: 55-56; Martinez-Lara 1996). This resulted in the possibility to
negotiatee the length of work shifts, the shortening of paternity leave and the modification
off original demands for job stability. At the same time, the Constitution only added to the
extremelyy detailed nature of Brazilian labour legislation, something which made labour
relationss more complicated in the eyes of business.
4.33

IDEAS, DEMANDS AND STRATEGIES

Thee 1980s were a decade of consolidation of new unionism and also of the inclusion of
democraticc opposition within an institutional framework, including an emphasis on
establishingg the rules of democracy, the new Constitution, elections and the formation and
increasingg predominance of new political parties. This meant that the focus of the
transitionn process changed and that the labour movement had to focus on new issues and
actors.. Political parties, for example, became more important as a channel for influencing
thee government and the establishment of new political rules. It was also the period of the
debtt crisis and high inflation, which triggered large-scale strikes. The combination of
economicc problems and the need to democratise meant that the labour movement had to
rethinkk its demands and redefine long-term and short-term priorities. Some type of broad
andd far-reaching transformation of society, and preferably a transition to socialism was
thee aim of most sections of the labour movement. Nevertheless, for the dominant currents
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withinn new unionism, economic and social transformation or even revolution became less
importantt than democracy. At the same time, economic crises and hyperinflation called
forr immediate action, something which could destabilise the civilian government. The
lackk of possibilities for political participation at a national level meant that negotiation
withh the government was not as important an issue as in countries like Chile, where the
civiliann government tried to organise a social and political pact (social concertation) for
thee support of the government and its economic model.
Att a general level, new unionism demanded space for political participation and
forr some influence in the debates on the new rules of the political system and social and
economicc organisation of Brazil. The demands for democratisation of labour relations and
thee end of state intervention are in fact a reflection of a more general debate on
democratisationn of Brazil and the shape the political system should take (Almeida 1996:
154).. In addition, Gay Seidman argues that union and political demands were intrinsically
linkedd in the new unionism movement: 'almost invariably, workers striking in factories
definedd their interests in political as well as economic terms: without access to state
resources,, without reforms of labor legislation and state policies, workers could not hope
too improve either their working conditions or their general standards of living' (Seidman
1994:: 165). The assumption of the new unionists was that improvement of the position of
workerss was a crucial step towards democratisation. The general contribution of the
oppositionn was to broaden the agenda to the issue of social and civil rights. The labour
movementt struggled for the inclusion of the excluded and the dignity of workers after the
longg years of repression during the military regime (Rodrigues 1999: 76-77, 89;
Rodriguess 1997: Ch. I).100
Duringg the 1980s, the labour movement discovered that it had to redefine and
specifyy some of its ideas about demands, action and representation. The increasingly
institutionall focus of the transition process meant that the opposition was split between
politicall parties that were able to negotiate the transition and social-movement opposition
(includingg the labour movement), which was not in a position to negotiate, but wanted to
remainn an important actor during the post-transition period. The focus of opposition
becamee more diffuse and, in a sense, more complicated after the return to a democratic
regime.. Democracy became an issue alongside economic problems and the labour
movementt had to define priorities in its long-term aims. When negotiation and
participationn became concrete possibilities, it meant that the emphasis of opposition had
11
Rodrigues relates dignity to the work of E.P. Thompson and he defines it as follows: '... if dignity
meanss merit, being honest, respectability and honesty, it is possible that, ..., the discourse of the
workingg classes is expressing exactly this. ... [it] could be associated directly with the notion of a more
generall struggle for citizen's rights, of participation on all levels.' (Rodrigues 1997: 22-23). The
attractivenesss of this concept is that it does not only relate workers' struggles to a reaction to a system
orr to the nature of labour relations, but also gives it a "human" dimension and makes it possible to
relatee worker action to broader issues in society. Political, or, citizen rights are also necessary for
unionss and workers in order to defend their interests and broaden their workers' rights (Ibid.: 25). The
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too shift from opposition to the military regime to the old struggle about the direction of
developmentt and the distribution of wealth and income, complemented by the difficult
taskk of redefining this in an era of economic restructuring (Seidman 1994: 16). There is
andd was not much agreement about long-term aims and strategies within the labour
movement. .
Thee basic issue was during the mid-1980s that the labour movement recognised
thatt it had to attempt to participate politically in the democratic transition (particularly in
thee constitutional process), alongside the mobilisation and protest of its early years.
Nevertheless,, in order to be accepted by the political establishment, radical unionists had
too review strategies of confrontation and mobilisation. The dilemma that emerged from
thiss situation indicated that while negotiations with the government were generally
rejectedd within the labour movement during the 1980s, the strength of the strike
movementt and the effectiveness of demonstrations during the early 1980s made it
possiblee for unionists to acquire a significant political position in the transition process.
Att the same time, this position seemed to imply that the labour movement had to modify
somee of its demands, that it had to be able to make concessions in negotiations and that its
confrontationall actions could be interpreted as a threat to stability. Although strategies of
participationn and mobilisation do not necessarily contradict each other, they could worsen
thee position of the labour movement within the context of negotiations.
Thee combination of confrontation and participation also became a potential
internall problem, as it could exacerbate political differences and conflicts within the
labourr movement (see section 4.4.1). Firstly, mobilisation could jeopardise the relations
betweenn the new regime and the labour movement, and also the fragile position of the
labourr movement in the new political regime. The perceived fear of destabilisation and
thee expectations of the benefits from political participation constrained the extent of
mobilisationn and protests. The second problem is related to the first in the sense that not
alll political groups in the labour movement and the left accepted these considerations.
Thee labour movement and other left-wing movements had to deal with internal struggles
aboutt strategies and long-term aims. It was not generally accepted that political
participationn and negotiation were legitimate strategies. For example, it clashed with a
historicall legacy of militancy and even armed struggle in some sections of the left
(Castanedaa 1993). Some groups in the labour movement preferred not to focus on
politicall participation and negotiation, because company-level bargaining was seen as
moree important and effective.
Thee strategies of the new union leaders to get their demands accepted differed
fromm the strategies of old unionism pre-1964 and the situation during the military regime.
Insteadd of operating within the corporatist hierarchy and populist alliances to achieve
demands,, and using the welfare functions of unions to reach limited involvement of

questionn whether the inclusion of citizenship rights in union demands also implies that unions critique
thee economic system and power relations is left unanswered by Rodrigues.
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workerss with their unions, the new leaders proposed and put into practice a new form of
unionn organisation, based on rank-and-file mobilisation, the undermining of the system of
compulsoryy union taxes, articulation of several organisational levels, such as shop-floor
organisationn and organisation at the level of economic sectors. According to the new
unionn leaders, union organisation and action should go beyond the limits of corporatism,
emphasisingg the democratisation of the labour relations system.
Thee basic strategy of the majority of the new unionists was to accept that the
capitalistt system, the Brazilian economic model and the process of political
transformationn limited their demands. Although this premise was not always explicitly
stated,, it has always been subject to conflict and discussion within the labour movement
itself.. Negotiation, concessions and action within the political system were a necessary
frameworkk for the achievement of trade union aims (Payne 1991: 222). At the close of the
militaryy regime, there were high expectations of the effect democratisation would have on
economicc growth, of new possibilities for a more just income distribution, and
culminatingg in a belief that democracy would solve the problems of the developmentalist
economicc model. Economic and financial instability and crises, which limited the
capacityy of the state to intervene and regulate the economy, crushed this expectation.
Givenn this situation, the Central Unica dos Trabalhadores (CUT) adopted a militant
approachh towards the military government and later to the first civilian government of
Joséé Sarney. On the other hand, it accepted the idea that mutual union and government
concessionss were needed. The combination of strategies chosen by the labour movement
includedd an attempt to widen bargaining power and alongside systematic protest against
governmentt policies in the form of mass mobilisation and strikes. These strategies did not
necessarilyy come into conflict during this period, partly because mobilisation actually
contributedd to increasing the bargaining power of the labour movement (Almeida 1996:
29-31). .
Inn relation to the position of unions on the shop-floor, the labour movement
proposedd the democratisation of companies, direct collective bargaining with employers
insteadd of state intervention, and collective instead of individual labour contracts. Another
aimm was to reduce and alter the role of the state in the labour relations system, from a
basiss of intervention to support of union activities and collective bargaining. This implied
directt settlement of conflicts between employers and employees at a company level,
insteadd of the interventionist role of labour courts and the state. Unions and employers
experimentedd with direct bargaining at the company level and many factory commissions
weree established that represented workers on the shop floor and negotiated wages and
labourr conditions with employers.
Ann important change was also that unions assumed a political role, which was
forbiddenn by law within the corporatist system. Before 1964, unions had a political role in
thee sense that they provided the basis for political support for politicians and parties, but
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thee new union leaders rejected this type of political alliance.101 Nevertheless, the new
unionistss did not want to be restricted to capital-labour relations as defined by the existing
labourr laws, but envisioned a political role for trade unions complemented by a political
partyy for workers (Barros 1999: 1,4, 29).
Thee strike can be seen as the principal form of action and reaction of the labour
movementt in the 1980s. As Noronha states, 'the absence of political-governmental and
institutional-entrepreneuriall negotiation channels turned strike into the only available
instrument,, despite its risks, for union leaders to reacquire the status of representatives of
workers'' (Noronha 1991: 105). Strikes and mobilisation also contributed to new
unionism'' emphasis on the constitution of a political identity (Cardoso 1999a: 37), as the
strikess affected the course of the democratic transition, which demonstrated that workers
couldd extend their demands from the workplace to the national arena. In addition, as
Cardosoo argues, the strike movement provided a direct incentive to establish new unions,
ass the number of unions created followed the intensity of the strike movement.
Particularlyy after the approval of the 1988 Constitution, which allowed for the
establishmentt of trade unions in the public sector, the number of new unions increased
rapidlyy (see Cardoso 1999a: 48-50). The strike movement implied that workers broke two
pillarss of the labour relations system that restricted their presence in society. On the one
hand,, the strikes were an open defiance of the highly restrictive strike law of the military
regime.. On the other hand, through a more gradual process, workers attempted to open
politicall space for their demands, while this had been very difficult if not impossible
duringg the military regime.
ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS AND POLITICAL DEBATE IN THE LABOUR
4.44
MOVEMENT T

Theree was no clear consensus within the labour movement and left-wing parties about the
strategiess analysed above. Most groups moved between the extremes of mobilisation and
negotiationn to achieve a democratic society, a concept which was also in debate. The next
sectionn of this Chapter starts with an analysis of the principal political groups present in
thee labour movement and their demands. This is followed by a discussion of the years
aroundd the founding of the central union organisation CUT, and an analysis of the
positionss taken in the congresses of the CUT in the 1980s, with special attention to the
rolee of the labour movement in the Brazilian transition to democracy. The organisational
developmentss of the CUT are analysed, particularly in relation to debates on the reform of
thee union structure established in the Labour Code and to the role of political groups in
thee labour movement.
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This seems to be in contradiction with the role of new unionists in the founding of the PT, but
relationss of the labour movement with the PT are different from the traditional relationship of the
labourr movement with populist parties as the PTB before 1964, as will be argued in the section 4.5.
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4.4.14.4.1

Political Tendencies

Unionismm in Brazil was never without its internal conflicts. The strike movement gave
riserise to several tendencies, each with different organisational and political demands. First
off all, the Union Oppositions (Oposicöes Sindicais) rejected the existing union structures
andd leadership. Their proposal for reform was to establish factory commissions
(Comissöess de Fabrica) that would be autonomous from the official unions.102 Another
tendency,, the "autênticos" (authentics), consisted of union leaders that had taken over
leadershipp from conservative predecessors. They were usually young workers, who had
oftenn migrated from the northeast of Brazil to find work in Sao Paulo. Because they were
youngg workers and they rejected populism and other pre-1964 political and union
tendencies.. While their activities had clear political consequences, leaders like Lula often
claimedd that trade union action had to be seen in a legal context and that it principally
focusedd on the enhancement of worker organisation at the plant level (Keck 1989: 260;
Rodriguess 1991: 29, note 31). Their intention was that they would use the old union
structuress to transform the system, supported by an increase of shop-floor organisation
andd the promotion of unity of the working classes. In this view, unions should also be
independentt from the state and political parties. This current was principally present in
thee Sindicato dos Metalürgicos de Sao Bernardo and would later be the tendency
Articulacaoo in the CUT and the PT. The autênticos and the Union Oppositions would
eventuallyy establish the Central Unica dos Trabalhadores in 1983, with the founders of
thee Workers' Party also prominent in the authentic movement. The role of social
movementss and progressive elements of the Catholic Church (catholic base communities
andd liberation theology) in the opposition against the military regime, and the connections
off these movements with the labour movement reinforced a bottom-up approach to the
formationn of a central trade union organisation and an emphasis on organisation of the
rankk and file (Rodrigues 1991: 27)."u
Thee position of the Union Opposition and of union-like organisations that were
nott recognised by the Labour Code was disputed by some activists in the labour
movement.. The principal example of this is the Unidade Sindical (UnS) which
emphasisedd unified opposition against military rule, but also wanted reform of the
corporatistt system, instead of complete transformation. More specifically, this meant that
thee UnS supported autonomy of unions from the state, but also supported the corporatist
formm of union organisation in which only one union could exist per category of workers,
withh workers having to pay union tax whether they were a member of the specific union
orr not (Rodrigues 1991: 28). A difference in strategy between this current and the others
iss that the UnS emphasised institutional action within the framework of the political

~~ For the emergence in the 1960s and 1970s and the demands of the Oposicao Sindical Metalürgica de
Saoo Paulo, see Rodrigues (1997: 54-64). See also Rodrigues {1991: 24-25).
1033
For the emergence of the "autênticos" and unionism in the ABC region in the 1970s, see also
Rodriguess (1997: 64-80).
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system,, instead of direct action. This tendency is associated with moderate sectors of the
unionn movement, the communist parties104 and other left-wing opposition movements.1"5
Whenn new political parties were allowed in 1979, the Unidade Sindical also became
associatedd with the successor of the opposition party MDB. This tendency formed the
principall basis for the establishment of the Confederacao Geral dos Trabalhadores (CGT1)) and the Central Geral dos Trabalhadores (CGT-2) in March 1986, and in March 1991,
Forcaa Sindical (Barros 1999: 30-38; Keck 1991: 172).
Thee three blocs went separate ways because of differences in opinion on political
andd organisational issues. There was disagreement about the extent to which the existing
unionn structure should be challenged and on the participation of other popular movements
withinn the labour movement. The final split occurred when the authentics became closer
inn strategy and ideas to the Union Oppositions. Another fundamental difference was the
strategyy of the labour movement towards democratic transition and the new regime. The
PTT and the CUT promoted direct struggle against the authoritarian regime, principally
throughh general strikes and manifestations, using the strengthening of union organisation
andd the articulation of workers' demands to change and challenge the regime.
Democratisation,, though, was treated more like an instrument to further workers' interests
thann a goal in itself. The Unidade Sindical's position was to avoid direct confrontation
andd to organise broad sectors of society against the military government, in order to
weakenn the regime and to make sure that the transition process would continue.
Comparedd to the significance of democratisation, workers' demands could even be put on
aa second plan to reach this a democratic society; i.e., general strikes were rejected
becausee they could provoke an unwanted confrontation with the military regime. A final
importantt dividing issue was the question of what role central union organisations should
playy in the struggle for workers' rights. For the UnS it was enough to take over the union
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The reasons why the communist parties supported this particular tendency during the 1980s are
relatedd to the history of the PCB. The PCdoB split from the PCB in the 1960s, to follow a Chineseinspiredd line. The PCB always supported a class alliance with the progressive elements of the national
bourgeoisie,, on the basis of the analysis that there was a convergence in interests on a national level
againstt the role of international capital in Brazil. The party was convinced that Brazil needed to go
throughthrough a period of liberal democracy and (national) capitalist development before a revolution could
bee started. This position was continued throughout the military regime, when the PCB saw a broadly
basedd societal movement and activities within the opposition party MDB as the best way to protest
againstt the regime. The "new" left-wing movements accused the PCB of being reformist, part of the
oldd populism and saw the PCB's strategy as hurting workers' interests, because the PCB accepted that
thee struggle against the regime could mean that the demands for workers' rights would be a lesser
priority.. Besides, a conflict existed in the tate 1970s and the 1980s about which party (the PT or the
communistt parties) was the real workers' party. The strategy of the PCB during the transition was to
associatee itself with the party that it expected to be in power after the end of the military regime, the
MDBB and later the PMDB. Before the PCB was legalised in 1985, it even used the MDB to get its
candidatess elected. Union leaders associated with the PCB assumed that the working classes were not
readyy to take over yet, so gaining position within the official structure was the way to strengthen the
workingg classes. See Santana (1999), Keck (1989: 281 and 1992: 189-190) and Alves (1993: 227-228).
Seee also, Partido Comunista Brasileiro (1958), Peio desenvohimento económico capitahsta no Brasil,
inn Löwy (1999: 223-226).
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Principally the Movimento Revolucionario de 8 de Outubro (MR-8).
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federationss and confederations in order to change the system from within and to achieve
demandss in negotiation with the state. The autênticos argued that these structures were
nott representative and they laid their focus was at the company level. The role of a central
organisationn would be to articulate and co-ordinate demands from below, instead of
definingg them (Keck 1989: 273; Rodrigues 1991: 27-28; Santana 1999: 136-137).
4.4.24.4.2

The Founding of the CUT

Inn 1981, after years of meetings and discussions, representatives of all currents of the
labourr movement came together in the National Congress of the Working Classes
(Congressoo Nacional das Classes Trabalhadoras - CONCLAT). The various tendencies
weree already becoming more clarified, which was reflected in their proposals and
organisationall arrangements. The participants of CONCLAT voiced demands related to
workingg conditions, wages and employment, such as reduction of the working week and
thee end of wage adjustment decreed by the government. An additional demand was the
reformm of the labour relations system, with special reference to autonomy of unions, the
rightt to strike and the right of public sector workers to unionise. Furthermore, CONCLAT
demandedd a series of democratic changes, such as the end of repression of unions,
amnestyy and the establishment of an assembly that would write a new constitution.
Rodriguess argues that the CONCLAT programme was more like a government
programmee than a programme of trade union demands (Rodrigues 1997: 97). The
politicall and ideological differences were actually smaller than the differences in opinion
aboutt the role, context, and organisation of the labour movement itself. The principal
conflictt was on the issues that were already mentioned above, the shape of the new labour
relationss system, the political role of the labour movement, the way to achieve and
articulatee the demands of workers, and the formation of a central union organisation.
Thee difference in opinion on the new form of the labour relations system
principallyy referred to whether the union tax should be maintained and whether pluralism
off unions would be allowed, meaning that more than one union could represent a category
off workers in a particular municipality. Abolishing these principles of the Labour Code
wouldd imply that unions which depended both on legally representing a number of
workerss (instead of mobilising them) and on receiving a guaranteed amount of money
wouldd become weaker. The authentics supported reform of this system, while the UnS
wantedd to maintain it, as these unions were its principal basis of support. The other issue
waswas the way to achieve workers' demands: the strike movement of some years earlier had
provedd to be an effective instrument of pressure on the government and employers. The
combativee unionists consequently considered the general strike, mobilisation and
confrontationn to be the way to change society. This would also involve associations that
weree not legally recognised as trade unions (associations of public sector workers), other
sociall movements and civil society organisations. Nevertheless, the economic context of
thee early 1980s worsened the position of unions, because of the effects on workers of the
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economicc recession and repression of strikes. The effect of this was that even the
strategiess of mobilisation and the general strike were under constant revision (Keck 1992:
173).. The orientation of the UnS on negotiation, along with connections to state
institutions,, meant that general strikes were not the best way to strengthen the working
classes,, in addition to which, they did not want a far-reaching transformation of the labour
relationss system.
AA commission (National Pró-CUT Commission) was elected during CONCLAT
thatt would prepare the foundation of a national umbrella organisation. This commission
wass divided between the autênticos and the UnS, and could not reach any agreement
(Keckk 1989: 273-278; Rodrigues 1991: 30-33). The founding congress of the CUT in
19833 took place without the participation of the UnS unionists. The congress took place
inn a period of economic recession, with the threat of dismissals making mobilisation more
difficult.. In addition to that, the strike movement had lost momentum and suffered from
increasingg government repression and strategic dismissals. To cite one example, violence
wass used against strikers during demonstrations, and the state intervened in several
unionss and imprisoned their leaders. The government blamed the economic crisis partly
onn wage adjustments demanded by workers and used its power to impose wage increases
welll below the level of inflation, a measure backed by the IMF. Further measures
includedd monetary reform and cuts in the public budget and public investments. In
combinationn with the debt crisis, this deepened the recession, particularly in the industrial
andd modern sectors (Almeida 1996: 50-51). According to Noronha (1991: 105-107) and
Keckk (1992: 187-188) this situation meant that union leaders began to focus on the
creationn of a central organisation and on rank-and-file organisation. After the losses of the
Workers'' Party in the elections of 1982, many PT leaders, like Lula and Olivio Dutra of
thee bankworkers' union of Rio Grande do Sul, began to focus on their constituency again
(Keckk 1992: 188). The year 1983 saw a resurgence of strike activities, which Noronha
relatess to the gradual broadening of strikes to other sectors of the public and the private
sectorr (Keck 1992: 108 and 111-112).

4.55

SOCIAL M O V E M E N T S AND THE W O R K E R S ' PARTY

Thiss section analyses the relationship of the labour movement with other social
movementss which emerged during the opposition to the military regime. These
movementss are not only important for an understanding of how the labour movement acts
andd how it is structured, but also for a discussion of the origin of certain ideas, practices,
andd problems present in the Brazilian labour movement. The autonomous role of social
movementss affecting the Brazilian political landscape cannot be denied either, as they
havee played an important role in placing certain issues on the agenda.
Onn the basis of an analysis of the role of labour movements in democratisation
processess in Brazil and South Africa, Gay Seidman introduces the concept of socialmovementt unionism, as opposed to political unionism (political activities of unions based
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onn support for political parties) and unions which merely focus their activities at the level
off worker-employer relations. She defines social-movement unionism as
ann effort to raise the living standards of the working class as a whole,
ratherr than to protect individually defined interests of union members. ...
Social-movementt unionism, broadly speaking, consists of precisely such
struggless over wages and working conditions, and also over living
conditionss in working-class areas - ... These campaigns link factory-based
unionss and communities, and they lead to challenges to states as well to as
too individual employers. Strikes over factory issues receive strong
communityy support; conversely, community campaigns for improved
sociall services and full citizenship are supported by factory organizations
ass labor movements redefine their constituencies to include the broader
workingg class (Seidman 1994: 2-3)
Thee situation of the Brazilian labour movement can be characterised as a network
thatt includes social movements, social organisations, trade unions, interest groups,
researchh institutes and a political party, each with their own, related, organisational forms,
goals,, and strategies. More specifically, because of the nature of the development of the
labourr movement as an opposition force, all constituents of "the labour movement"
containn aspects of each and influence each other's organisational goals and strategies (cf.
Cardosoo 1992: 292).
Thee interconnections between the Workers' Party and the CUT are well known,
butbut many unionists and activists of the PT are also active participants in social
movementss ('double militancy'). The PT aimed to have a broad basis in social
movementss and groups, such as workers (including industrial workers, but also workers
inn the informal sector, rural workers and public-sector workers), the environmental
movement,, women, blacks and indigenous peoples.
Onee of the most striking aspects of the labour movement and the PT are their
connectionss with and emphasis on social movements. Speaking about the PT, founded in
19799 by the autênticos, Keck argues that 'its [the PT's] emphasis on working-class selfdevelopmentt and mistrust of State and parliamentary institutions were a direct inheritance
fromm both the autêntico unions and from grassroots-oriented Catholic activism' (1989:
274).. While the activities of trade unions were severely limited during the military
regime,, a number of small-scale initiatives such as neighbourhood groups, associations of
shantytownn dwellers, groups of mothers and religious groups played an important role in
thee opposition. An important example is the movement of Catholic Base Communities
(Comunidadess Eclesiais de Base - CEBs) and liberation theology.106 As Rodrigues
argues,, influence of the CEBs on the labour movement can be seen in the attention to
issuess of citizenship, the emphasis on direct action and self-organisation, as in the case of
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factoryy commissions. This form of organisation was important for the political formation
off workers during the military regime, as other forms of political participation or
mobilisationn were prohibited or limited (Rodrigues 1997: 84-86).
Ann emphasis on grassroots activism and social movements has posed problems
forr the PT. This became particularly clear when the PT tried to transform itself from a
partyy based on grassroots activity to a party which was institutionalised and broad enough
too win national elections. Debates on the significance and definition of the working class,
ass a basis for organisation, and political ideas and strategies, indicate that 'the party
walkedd a fine discursive line between recognizing its identity as a class party and
attemptingg to transcend its class language and concerns' (Davis 1997: 163). At the same
time,, the PT has internal tensions similar to the CUT. The tendencies are institutionalised,
butt conflicts often arise about the nature of the Workers' Party and the policies it should
pursuee in government.
Thee relations between the PT and sections of the labour movement (principally
CUT)) are not formalised or institutionalised, because this is forbidden by the Labour
Code.. The emergence of the PT and the CUT shows, though, that their activities and ideas
aree related.107 According to the unionists who founded the party,
[T]hee PT was to be an extension of and at the same time separate from
laborr organized institutionally in unions, and was - as a party to respect
thee autonomy of those unions. At the same time as it was to remain
separate,, however, its role was seen as complementary ... The party was
nott so much to lead workers as to express in the political arena the
demandss of social movements and workers. The creation of the party was
thuss a strategic response by a sector of the labor movement for the
achievementt of goals that had already been articulated elsewhere (Keck
1992:: 180-181. Emphasis in original).
Thee relations between the PT and the labour movement are not uncontroversial
andd the nature of both movements suggests a dilemma for both the PT and the unions.
Thee party's nature and history means that unions as a political constituency and a source
off leadership were crucial for its strength as a political organisation. If the political
programmee of the PT were limited to providing a better environment for labour relations
andd party and union action and demands could overlap, thereby limiting the relevance of
aa workers' party (Keck 1992: 167-169). For the labour movement, political action
throughh a party could compromise its emphasis on the goals of new unionism, although
politicall transformation is also seen as a condition for a better position of unions.
Thee PT solved the issue by stating that unions could not be used for party
purposes,, despite stating that union activities were inherently political. From this
viewpoint,, unions should not be organised along political lines (Keck 1992: 84-85). An
Braziliann Bishops (Conferência Nacional de Bispos Brasileiros - CNBB), see Skidmore (1988: 135138,, 180-188; Serbin 2000).
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examplee of this dilemma is whether the CUT would openly support the presidential
candidatee of the PT, and this issue was the subject of many debates during the late 1980s
andd 1990s. When both the CUT and the PT became more successful from the mid-1980s
onwards,, the PT established itself on a more autonomous basis from the CUT. This
meant,, for example, that the PT could criticise the activities of the CUT.108 The CUT itself
alsoo debates its own political role and its relationship with political parties. The
resolutionss of the national congresses of the CUT often seem more like a political
programme,, with the unions openly aiming to achieve a socialist society. In this sense,
specificc economic demands and union activities are linked to broader political struggles.
Inn the resolutions of the second Congress of the CUT in 1986, the relationship is
describedd as follows:
Thee CUT, as a union central, is an integrated part of this historical process
[thee struggle for power], although with a qualitatively differentiated
politicall role. The CUT advances class struggle when it manages to impel
unionn struggles, to articulate economic struggles with political objectives,
too organise and raise the level of class consciousness, to aim for the
constructionn of a socialist society, but it should not be confused with a
politicall party, and always maintains its autonomy in relation to state
powerr and parties themselves. m
4.66

How N E W IS N E W UNIONISM? ACADEMIC AND POLITICAL DEBATES

Brazill appears to be a unique case as regards the position of the labour movement and its
rolee in the Brazilian transition, but the question arises whether the Brazilian labour
movementt is something entirely new. Of course, the term 'new unionism' reflects the
expectationn during the 1980s that the labour movement would make a significant
differencee in Brazilian politics and, with the benefit of hindsight (Rodrigues 1999), many
authorss are much more sceptical about the phenomenon of new unionism.
Thee discussion about new unionism also fits into academic debates about the role
off the labour movement in Brazilian history. These debates can be divided into two sets
off arguments. The first set of four arguments refers to the novel dimensions of new
unionism,, while the second set of two arguments points to the importance of continuities
withh the past corporatist system of labour relations.
AA first argument that questions the unique position of new unionism states that
radicall union action was not unknown historically in Brazil. French argues that the strikes
inn the late 1940s in the Sao Paulo region were probably as important for the consolidation
off the labour movement and its position in politics as new unionism (French 1992).
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Secondly,, the organisational and legal framework of labour relations and trade
unionss did not change fundamentally in the aftermath of the military government. This
cann be seen on two levels. On the one hand, unionists continue to have to act within the
constraintss and possibilities of the Labour Code. On the other hand, it has been difficult to
formm a consensus within the labour movement on the transformation of the corporatist
system,, and there is an important group of union leaders who actually profit from the
situationn as it exists. Adalberto Cardoso argues that 'the renewing impulses which
emergedd within Brazilian unionism at the end of the 1970s operated much more from the
objectivee of dynamising the corporatist union structure than to break with it' (Cardoso
1999a:: 39). According to Almeida a deadlock on the issue of labour reform occurred
duringg the 1980s for three reasons. Firstly, employers' organisations, unions that did not
participatee actively in the labour movement, the establishment of the labour courts and the
Labourr Ministry preferred a status quo. Secondly, the more conservative parts of new
unionism,, the CGTs, were more or less satisfied with the proposed reform. The CUT did
nott aim at negotiation with the government, but rather maintained its strategy of
confrontationn (Almeida 1996: 171; Cardoso 1999b: 32-33). Thirdly, on the part of the
government,, the reduction of inflation and the implementation of macro-economic
stabilisationn were seen as a more important priority than reform of the corporatist system
(Skidmoree 1988: 292).
Thirdly,, the categories of workers which formed the basis for trade union
membershipp have changed over time. As Sandoval notes, there was a shift in the 1950s
fromm strike activity principally based in the traditional industrial sector to workers based
inn modern industries (Sandoval 1994: 163). Furthermore, populist unionism was rooted in
thee service sector, particularly the public services sector (e.g. urban, maritime and rail
transportt and harbours), and large state companies in the productive sector. These
workers'' focus was more on the state and political alliances, while new unionism is based
onn workers concentrated in large, often multinational, industry located in urban industrial
centress and privatised state companies (e.g. automobile, metalworking, oil and steel).
Moreover,, the large informal sector and rural workers challenged the claim that the labour
movementt represented all workers' interests in Brazil, An important section of the labour
movementt is composed of white-collar workers, such as teachers, workers in the health
sectorr and in public social services. In addition, strike activity among public-sector
workerss is qualitatively as well as quantitatively different from the private sector, as was
discussedd above. A remarkable rise of rural unionism was evident during the 1980s. Some
criticss argue that these changes are actually more important than the reforms of the
Labourr Code until now and have led to forms of union action that are an alternative to
official,, traditional unionism (Almeida 1996: 126-130; Boito 1991: 58-66; Rodrigues
1997).. As compared to the past, gradual changes in leadership and membership,
particularlyy the rise of new union leaders who challenged the old corporatist system, have
affectedd the position of the labour movement as compared to the past. This development
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impliess a change in union strategies, from unionism conforming with corporatist labour
relationss to confrontational and from hierarchical to an emphasis on organisation of the
rank-and-filee membership. In addition, Cardoso convincingly argues that, despite the lack
off legal changes to the corporatist framework, many unions have moved away from their
traditionall role of providing social services to their membership. Although the
compulsoryy union tax forms an significant source of union income, Cardoso also
demonstratess that unions receive voluntary contributions from members, while the CUT
hass stimulated that unions return the compulsory union tax to their members, relying
exclusivelyy on voluntary contributions (Cardoso 1999a: 61-70).
Thee fourth argument concerns the innovative dimension of new unionism's
relationshipp with other social movements and the PT, the rise of the PT being particularly
importantt for the direction of the post-transition regime. On the one hand, the emergence
off an autonomous left-wing party meant that the government could not control the left as
hadd happened with the two-party system during the military period. On the other hand,
thee PT was an alternative opposition party, with a different programme than the largest
oppositionn party PMDB (Party of the Brazilian Democratic Movement) (see Keck 1992;
Collierr 1999: 137-138).
Thee second set of two arguments concerns continuities in the labour relations
systemm compared to the period before the democratic transition. Firstly, while unions also
havee more contacts with their constituency, Almeida (1996) and Santana (1999) both
arguee that the extent of actual representation and the experience of workplace
organisationn continues to be limited. In addition, union tax and monopoly of
representationn still exist and are supported by many union leaders, as a source of union
incomee and legitimacy (Almeida 1996: 194-196; Santana 1999: 46, 50).
Secondly,, the legacy of corporatism is clearly present and the "old unionism",
unionss organised along corporatist lines, form a significant presence in the Brazilian
unionn landscape. At the same time, capital-labour relations have not changed
fundamentallyy as a result of democratisation or activities of left-wing opposition
movements,, the same being true for the system of labour relations. Political liberalisation
gavee space to competing union organisations, while internal struggles came to play an
importantt role in the functioning of the union movement. The legacy of corporatism in
thee shape of fragmentation along the occupational lines established by the Labour Code in
19433 and exclusive territorial representation meant that it was difficult to organise
workerss on a broader basis than factories or specific sectors in a region (Almeida 1996:
33;; Payne 1991: 223-224, 232).
Almeidaa argues that the current labour relations system is hybrid in the sense that
itt is corporatist in its basis, but unions and particularly union centrals exist that are
organisedd on a pluralist basis. For instance, although central union organisations existed
fromm 1983 onwards, they were only legally recognised in the 1988 Constitution. The
differencess in opinion about the new union structure was the principal dividing line in the
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1980s.. In its first congress, the CUT proposed its version of union reform, in which the
tradee union structure should be democratic in the broadest sense of the word: free and
directt elections, freedom for internal currents and freedom and autonomy from the state
andd political parties. Furthermore, the National Congress of the CUT has proposed to
introducee unions per branch of the economy and supported other initiatives and
experimentss with alternative forms of union organising (Almeida 1996: 169-170; section
5.3.6). .
CONCLUSION N

Thiss Chapter discussed the interactions between the democratic initiatives of the labour
movement,, and changes in the political regime of Brazil, from the end of the 1970s until
thee close of the 1980s. This period of time forms the essential background for an
understandingg of the position of the labour movement during later years.
Itt can be concluded that the Brazilian transition has to be seen as a process that
wass initially defined by elites, although the emergence and strengthening of the
oppositionn was one of the unforeseen consequences of the process of gradual political
liberalisationn directed by the military presidents as a strategy to solve the regime's
internall tensions in dealing with external pressures. Trade unions could influence the
transitionn process by mobilising the masses and participating politically in the
formulationn of the new rules of the democratic system. The struggle to become a
legitimatee social actor in Brazilian politics and a legitimate representative of workers to a
largee extent defined the activities and strategies of the labour movement in the 1980s. The
combinationn of participation and mobilisation was by no means uncontroversial or easy
withinn the labour movement. Although the initial aim of new unionism was to improve
wagess and working conditions, it also gained a broader political significance, by
challengingg the military regime and the corporatist structures that regulated labour
relationss and the behaviour of trade unions.
Inn the light of the debates on the novel aspects of the new unionism movement,
thee conclusion of this Chapter attempt to provide an evaluation of the position of the
Braziliann labour movement during the democratic transition. In this way, the conclusions
formm a basis for further analysis of the position of the labour movement in the following
Chapters. .
Neww unionism had several important effects, particularly during the phase of
transitionn and struggle over the rules of the new political system. Firstly, workers'
protestss meant that the political agenda of transition was broadened, while labour
representativess and civil society organisations were increasingly accepted as legitimate
politicall actors. Social demands were also put on the political and economic agenda of the
Braziliann transition, and one example this tendency is the inclusion of workers' proposals
inn the 1988 Constitution.
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Secondly,, the slow process of transformation of the labour relations system
began,, a process which resulted in constitutional changes in 1988 and 1995. The attitude
off the civil government towards labour reform also changed, as transformation of the
labourr relations system came to be seen as a way to enhance the government's
programmee of economic reforms during the 1990s. The challenge to the restrictive strike
lawss and the emergence of extra-legal union-like organisations, undermined the
hierarchicall nature of the Brazilian labour relations system and the interventionist role of
thee state, which also reinforced the aim of strengthening shop-floor union organisation
andd direct bargaining between unions and employers.
Thirdly,, the economic and political relations between the state and the union
movementt also changed. Mass mobilisation meant that the union movement could not be
simplyy ignored in the political arena, although this did not entail that unions acquired full
accesss to either the state or that repression ended. The undermining of the Labour Code
meantt that old forms of control via the corporate structure were no longer always
possible.. As a result of opposition from below, authoritarian forms of policy-making,
suchh as wage settlements by decree, became more difficult and were the subject of large
protestss in the 1980s.
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CHAPTERR V LABOUR MOVEMENT RESPONSES TO
ECONOMICC REFORMS

INTRODUCTION N

Duringg the 1980s, the Brazilian labour movement developed a successful strategy of
mobilisationn in opposition to the military regime. Although there were important
momentss of negotiation during the 1980s, particularly in the case of the writing of the
neww Constitution, the CUT's strategies were mainly based on mobilisation and
confrontation.. The success of the mobilisation strategy in pressurising the military regime
andd later the new civilian regime, has left a legacy in the CUT that emphasises the virtues
off mobilisation, and views negotiation with the government, and 'defensive' forms of
bargainingg with employers with suspicion. In the Brazilian context, the difference
betweenn 'defensive' and 'pro-active' bargaining during the 1990s refers to shifts in the
purposee of collective bargaining. Examples of 'pro-active' demands can be found in the
1980s,, when many of the stronger unions, as was discussed in Chapter IV, were able to
extendd their demands to progressive wage adjustments and an increase of workplace
representation.. In times of economic recession, when firms decide to reduce and to
flexibilisee the workforce, unions have often found themselves having to bargain
('defensivee bargaining') in order to protect employment and wage levels in a company.
Thiss Chapter argues that both the context in which Brazilian trade unions operate
andd union strategies have changed fundamentally during the 1990s. Union strategies have
shiftedd from mobilisation (focused on both the democratisation of the political system and
democratisationn of the workplace) to a more defensive position, including attempts at
negotiationn with the government on issues like social security, employment policy and
labourr reforms.
Ass was discussed in Chapter III, economic crisis and stabilisation policies came to
dominatee the political agenda of the new democratic governments. This means, firstly,
thatt tensions between economic reforms and democratic deepening have become more
apparentt during the 1990s. Despite several attempts at establishing a social pact in order
too facilitate the implementation of stabilisation plans, the CUT and the government have
failedd to find common ground for regular negotiations in which social actors can
influencee government policy. Secondly, the 'transition momentum', in which the
oppositionn had an important impact on policy-making and the establishment of a new
democraticc regime, has been replaced by the reality of economic reform. Compared to the
1980s,, the political debate no longer dealt with the establishment of the new democratic
game,, which included the introduction of social and labour rights. During the 1990s,
economicc necessities have precluded the extension of social labour rights, replaced with a
focus,, instead, on macro-economic stabilisation and institutional reforms (cf. Cook 2002:

2).. Thirdly, economic recession and economic reforms have reduced the effectiveness of
unionn action. The threat of unemployment has reduced the willingness of workers to
strikee and demonstrate, whereas reform of the public sector and privatisation has
underminedd some of the most important constituents of the labour movement. This
Chapterr argues that the consolidation of economic reforms in the aftermath of
democratisationn has led to a paradoxical situation, in which the labour movement has
developedd a more flexible attitude in capital-labour relations and has also tried to
maintainn its identity based on the successes during the 1980s (cf. Martins and Rodrigues
1999:: 156).
Accordingg to Adalberto Moreira Cardoso (1999b), the main reasons for the
tensionn within the CUT between strategies of mobilisation and political participation can
bee found in the organisational characteristics of the Brazilian labour movement. Firstly, in
developingg countries like Brazil, the existence of a large informal sector poses limits on
thee representativeness of the labour movement, as unions tend to represent workers in the
formall sector. Secondly, although central union organisations such as the CUT have
playedd a significant political role as the public face of important sections of the labour
movementt and as the organisation that co-ordinates union action, individual unions are
thee organisations that attract members, bargain collectively and often represent the
originall location of changes in union strategies (Cardoso 1999b: 62-63; Comin 1995: 80,
153-154).. Two further points are important for understanding shifts in union strategies
duringg the 1990s. Victoria Murillo (2001: 9, 17) argues that the choice for militant or
participatoryy strategies is usually the result of political dynamics within unions.
Accordingg the Murillo, union militancy is the result of union leaders' responsiveness to
thee rank-and-file members, who demand a militant reaction to market reforms.110 This
Chapterr argues that militancy is one possible outcome of internal political dynamics, but
that,, particularly in the Brazilian case, the individual unions, which need to deal with the
day-to-dayy practice of labour relations and the effects of economic reforms, have also
usedd pragmatic responses. Competition between unions plays a significant role in the
formationn of union strategies, but competition can also undermine the effectiveness of
unionn strategies, as it prevents union opposition from forming a united front. Through
assessmentss of conflicts and fragmentation of the labour movement, other actors can
judgee the strength of unions and decide to negotiate with one group rather than another
(Murilloo 2001: 17). Particularly relevant cases in the Brazilian context are the CUT's
principall competitor, Forca Sindical, and the Landless Workers' Movement (Movimento

"°° Murillo (2001) analyses responses of trade unions to market reforms in countries where the
governmentt party is pro-labour or based on strong links with unions (Argentina, Venezuela and
Mexico).. She concludes that the explanation of strategies and responses is related to internal union
developmentss and whether the responses lead to concessions. In her analysis: '[o]n the one hand,
leadershipp competition explains labor choices for militancy or restraint based on union leaders' fear of
beingg replaced if they did not protest against market reforms. On the other hand, union competition
influencedd the effectiveness of strategies for obtaining concessions by weakening rival unions that were
unlikelyy to coordinate their collective action due to the bid for members' (Murillo 2001: 194).
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doss Trabalhadores Rurais Sem-Terra, or MST). Fourthly, the legacy of successful
mobilisationn since the late 1970s should not be underestimated as a point of reference for
unionn action during the 1990s.
Sectionn 5.1 argues that an important mechanism employed by the CUT to
overcomee its organisational limitations has been to extend its appeal to a broader
constituencyy than the traditional working class. During the 1980s, the attempt to broaden
thee labour movement's organisational base was enhanced by the nature of the
democratisationn process, which provided a unifying focus for the entire opposition
movement.. Nevertheless, as section 5.2 argues, the CUT's internal balance of power is
stilll in favour of the groups in which new unionism originated (particularly metalworkers,
butt increasingly public-sector workers and the rural sector). The difference between the
numericall distribution of sectoral membership and the balance of power within the central
unionn organisation has to be taken into account in a study of labour movement responses
too economic reform. Section 5.3 provides an overview of ideational and strategies
changess in the labour movement. It pays attention to the difficulties of mobilisation
duringg the 1990s, in addition to failed attempts of tripartite negotiation at the federal
level.. In addition, the section analyses the emergence of new strategies, including
tripartitee negotiations in the automobile sector, negotiated labour flexibilisation, changes
inn union organisation, and the international relations of the labour movement.
5.11
T H E CHANGING CONTEXT O F UNION A C T I O N : LABOUR STRATEGIES AND
THEE C O N C E P T O F C L A S S

Throughoutt the 1980s and 1990s, the CUT has widened its notion and definition of
'class'' in theory and practice. Paradoxically, a rhetorical appeal to socialism, revolution
andd large-scale social change is very common, although this is less reflected in the
practicee of collective union action. The goal of this section is not to give an overview of
academicc debate on the concept of class in an era of globalisation, but to provide an
analysiss of the way the modern Brazilian labour movement has debated its meaning. This
sectionn also pays attention to relevant debates within the Workers' Party, which reflect
similarr dilemmas within the CUT.1"
Inn Latin America, the concept of class traditionally made reference to the
contradictionn between capital and labour, and particularly to the urban industrial
proletariat.. While this definition was difficult to translate into practical action in Western
Europee and the US, it has always been even less representative of the reality of working
peoplee in Latin America.
Thee concept of class is significant for the analysis of changing union strategies, as
thee CUT originated in a union environment dominated by male urban industrial workers.
Althoughh this group played a crucial role in the founding of the CUT and the emergence
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off the labour movement as a significant political actor, it does not automatically represent
thee majority of Brazilian workers, and as such, the CUT has difficulties with the claim to
representt all workers in Brazil. Additionally, the broad coalitions formed in opposition to
thee military regime had demonstrated that alliances and co-operation with other groups
andd organisations were a potentially successful strategy. Difficulties to represent all
sectionss of the working population (from the informal sector to white-collar workers)
implyy that the labour movement cannot utilise a simple picture of the working class or
mobilisee on the basis of limited representation. This point is reflected in the CUT's and
individuall unions' attempts to broaden their constituency and the focus of union action.
Accordingg to an analysis of Margaret Keck, a shift in the conception of the working class
hass taken place in the Brazilian labour movement and the left: '[T]he conjunction
betweenn the forms of organization and struggle of the new middle-class unionists and
moree traditional urban and rural labor organizations gave primacy to political identity
overr traditional class distinctions' (Keck 1992: 192-193).
Accordingg to Rodrigues, the need to deal with day-to-day issues in labour
relationss and the experiences of new unionists during the 1980s and 1990s are translated
intoo a shift from loyalty and identity based on the ideological goals of the CUT,
increasinglyy abandoning an exclusive focus on the working class, to the success of the
organisationn itself in achieving its members' goals (Rodrigues 1997: 215). Although there
wass a gap between the rhetoric presented in the CUT's national publications and the
actuall practice of union action, the central union organisation has moved away from
statingg a preference for more radical solutions to responsiveness to the changing political
andd economic context. In this sense, an important distinction can be made between
pragmaticc and idealistic alternatives. A pragmatic perspective, for example, would be to
bargainn for worktime reduction in order to save employment. The idealistic alternatives
aree usually focused on a creating a large-scale change or a revolution in society.
Inn the case of the PT, the effective interpretative shift in the use of the conception
off class implied that the party has not assumed that their potential voters or supporters
weree already class-conscious, but that they had to be part of a process of class formation,
inn which worker education plays a crucial role:
Classs now could be an active process of self-organization, not only to win
electionss but also to unite the party, build democracy, and encourage
grassrootss activism. Moreover, class concerns were no longer to be
definedd narrowly as the domain of industrial laborers and union activists;
theyy were consciously recast to include the increasingly well-organized
rurall and white-collar workers, as well as other social movement forces
alsoo struggling to self-organize as collective agents with a larger purpose
(Daviss 1997: 166).

1111
Although debates on the concept of class taking place within the CUT and the PT are similar, this
doess not mean that they are the same. See section 4.5 for a further discussion of this point.
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Inn addition, 'citizenship rights' are an important driving concept, although this concept
wouldd lead to some clashes on what was the essential goal and strategy of the labour
movementt (see Seidman 1994; Rodrigues 1997; Assies 1997: 113-115). During the sixth
nationall congress of the CUT (1997), 'citizenship' as a basic political principle was added
too the range of trade union strategies. Although the document did not give a definition of
'citizenship',, it states that full citizenship is not possible when large socio-economic
inequalitiess continue to exist. Furthermore, the CUT proposed a range of social policies in
orderr to solve socio-economic problems (such as housing, education and employment
creationn through workers co-operatives), to be implemented by the CUT and other nonstatee organisations (CUT 1997a: 42-44). An example of the clashes between traditional
tradee union demands and broader political goals, often a crucial topic in the CUT's
nationall congresses, is the question whether the CUT should focus its resources on
generall political issues beyond the defense of workers' rights or maintain a focus on
collectivee bargaining. Another example refers to the debate on participation in electoral
politicss (the extension of 'political citizenship). An important issue for the CUT is the
extentt of active support for PT candidates. Within the CUT, some of the more
revolutionaryy tendencies do not support electoral politics as a strategy, while other groups
withinn the CUT support political parties other than the PT.
Whilee studying the practice of political and union activities of the Brazilian
labourr movement, it becomes clear that even though this new notion of class represents a
significantt shift, it is still a contested issue. For example, debates on the position of rural
workers,, self-employed workers, worker co-operatives, the unemployed, and the
'informal'' sector, reflect the fact that workers are no longer be equated to the urban
industrialindustrial proletariat. Although this problem is recognised by the PT and the CUT, it has
alsoo required recognition that different strategies and forms of mobilisation and
organisationn are needed for groups with a variety of interests and demands. Despite the
increasingg use of a wider notion of who comprises the working class, traditional debates
onn the working class as a revolutionary vanguard have also taken place. To name an
example,, according to a PT action plan (1986), one can speak of a bourgeois class,
includingg commercial, industrial, financial and land-owning groups, while the 'opposite
camp'' of the working classes consists of the rural and urban middle class, rural and urban
wagee workers (of whom the 'labouring class' (classe operaria) is the most strategic group
politically),, A fourth group are the urban and rural marginals who cannot enter the labour
markett and often engage in 'anti-social' activities. The definition of the middle class is
especiallyy illuminating. The following groups are included in the middle class: individual
orr family agricultural producers, micro and small entrepreneurs, autonomous workers,
higherr level professionals in the public and private sector, manual technical workers
whosee wages are differentiated from the working masses, students, some clerics and
subordinatee personnel of the armed forces (PT 1998a: 247-248). This blurred definition of
workingg and middle classes is probably used to include broader groups in the party.
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Duringg the 1990s, this class discourse disappeared from the official publications
off the PT. In 1990, the classe operaria is no longer the strategic group within the
movementt and the struggle of the left is now based on all popular struggles. Moreover,
socialismm can only be realised through the 'conscious struggle of [all those] exploited and
oppressed'' (PT 1998b: 434), a group which can be broadly defined. Similar
considerationss have entered new unionism: according to a resolution of the Confederacao
Nacionall dos Metalürgicos (CNM - National Metalworkers' Confederation), a way to
achievee unity of the working class is to formulate an alternative project relevant for all
workingg people, stressing the social dimension of industrial, social, trade and economic
developmentt policies. Additionally, according to the CUT, when the left recognises the
problemss of the traditional class concept, an effective political strategy can include
attentionn to issues (such as citizenship, education, health and housing) which appeal to
largerr sections of the population. In this view, unions should also attempt to organise the
unemployedd and pensioners, who can be quite young in Brazil (Jakobsen 1997: 8). The
emphasiss of the social dimension of economic development should not obscure the
adversee relations between labour and capital, though, as the CNM asserts - 'it is
necessaryy to reaffirm the conflictive character of capital-labour relations, negating the
entrepreneuriall ideology of partnership' (CNM 1995: 9) - so new unionists do not
supportt the formation of a broad political coalition in which class is not relevant.
Thee traditional label of 'socialism' is not easily applicable to the strategies of the
PT.. For example, during the election campaigns of 1989, Lula did not emphasise
socialismm as the goal of the PT, but appealed to the voters with a popular-democratic
projectt (Davis 1997: 170). Furthermore, the examples of local PT governments
demonstratee that the most important characteristics of local PT politics are a commitment
too direct democracy (participation in decision-making on local budgets) and new forms of
investmentt in health, education and social development. In an analysis of the practice of
locall PT governments in the Northeast of Brazil, William Nylen concludes that the PT
movess beyond a so-called orthodox view of socialism, in which the capture of the state
andd bourgeois democracy through democratic means can ultimately lead to a socialist
revolution.. In this way, a transformative socialist agenda becomes linked to a strong
emphasiss on participatory experiments in democracy: 'by committing itself to improving
formall democracy by actively promoting "good government" and popular participation, it
hass returned to a socialist tradition even older than the Leninist and European Social
Democraticc traditions that superseded it for most of the twentieth century' (Nylen 1997:
425).112 2
Twoo characteristics of the Brazilian labour movement and the PT are significant
forr the understanding of the meaning of debates on political purposes. Firstly, the
1122
Nylen summarises the principles of popular participation as follows: popular participation implies a
rupturee of paternalistic relations in politics; it is based on the idea that policies should reflect the
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pluralismm of the PT and the CUT, in terms of workers from different economic sectors
andd backgrounds, and the variety of different organisations associated with them, is
reflectedd in debates on the constituency of both organisations. In relation to the pluralist
naturee of both organisations, Diane Davis notes that 'the PT saw itself as a strategic rather
thann a tactical party, providing the means of educating workers for alternative forms of
democraticc participation as it worked toward its long-term goal of constructing real
socialism'' (Davis 1997: 164). The second characteristic refers to the goal of both the PT
andd the CUT to move beyond the old labour movement and left-wing parties with their
tendencyy to align themselves with a strongly interventionist state. This resulted in an
emphasiss on popular mobilisation, instead of reliance on traditional party politics. After
itss foundation in 1979 and until 1982 (the year of the first democratic elections), the PT's
arguedd that the defence of workers' rights were central for democratisation. Increased
workerr participation, both in terms of political democracy and the improvement of
workers'' rights, was therefore the main goal for the party in the democratisation process
(Keckk 1992: 181, 187).
Thee new society that the PT wants to achieve is a combination of economic and
politicall democracy. Economic democracy should be based on social property, which is
notnot the same as state property according to this pamphlet. In this democratic form
betweenn the 'perverse logic of the capitalist market [and] the intolerable autocratic state
planningg of those societies that are called socialist' (PT 1998b: 435), society must
democraticallyy decide economic priorities and productive goals. Political democracy
shouldd exist on three levels: the implementation of full civil liberties, restricted only by
thee democratic system itself; forms of direct democracy; and finally, representative
democracyy with ample possibilities for popular participation (PT 1998b: 435).
Thee emphasis of the CUT and the PT on co-operation and their relationships to
sociall movements offers a partial answer to the problem of representativeness: '[w]e can
notnot hope that the labour movement alone will be able to struggle, defend and conquer new
rightss for all of the working class, whether it is composed of formal or informal workers'
(Jakobsenn 1997: 9).113 An example of these efforts is the attempt to include "other"
categoriess Oi worKers in the labour movement is the initiative to promote co-öperatives.
Thiss project is significant in that it implies the inclusion of small entrepreneurs in the
workingg class, which is already common in the rural union movement (Pereira 1997). It

demandss and needs of citizens, as defined by themselves; popular participation can contribute to
administrativee decentralisation (Nylen 1997: 432-433).
Basedd on a wider notion of class, many in the left are convinced that grassroots opposition can
'popularizee the state and engender social and economic reforms1 through 'the construction of new
alliancess between parties of the Left that were in search of social subjects and popular organizations
thatt needed institutional representation in formal policymaking arenas', as Roberts argues (Roberts
1998:: 3). The organic party-union relationship between the CUT and the PT is an also important
examplee of such an alliance.
1144
See CUT/Grupo de Economia Solidaria (!999) and http://www.cut.org,br/f210.htm. The Dutch
developmentt agencies and organisations that are involved in this project are ICCO, the Rabobank,
Agriterra,, the Institute of Social Studies and the Agricultural University in Wageningen.
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alsoo means that the CUT realises that a more active and small-scale approach might be a
wayy to create employment.
Co-operationn with other organisations, as a core principle of new unionism, has
ledd to tensions, as other organisations have also become stronger in the course of the
1990ss and this strength is sometimes conceived of as competition. For example, the
actionss and mobilisations of rural movements, especially the Movimento dos
Trabalhadoress Rurais Sem-Terra (Movement of Landless Rural Workers - MST), have
beenn more effective in forcing negotiations with the government, mobilisation capacity
andd have probably had a more powerful effect on public opinion during the late 1990s
thann the CUT's mobilisations.115 To a certain extent, the tensions between these
movementss are the result of difficulties in pressurising the government to introduce
agrariann reform. Although the CUT has its own programme of agrarian reform, it has not
beenn able to put pressure on the government to introduce some form of agrarian reform.
Agrariann reform is a difficult issue, which involves very powerful political and economic
interests,, as agrarian products are the most Brazilian important exports. According to
Sandoval,, compared to the mass mobilisations of the CUT, the land occupations and mass
marchess of the MST have been more successful during the 1990s. This has led to tensions
betweenn the CUT and the PT on the one hand, and the MST, on the other (Sandoval 2000:
18-24)."6 6
Summarising,, two of the principal features of new unionism are the broadening of
unionn demands to social development issues in general and the labour movement's strong
relationshipss with other social movements and organisations, dating from the opposition
too the military regime. These features have also influenced the CUT's conception of class,
aa change which is also evident in the PT. As a result, the CUT tends to interpret more
narrowlyy defined interests of its members as connected to broader issues, such as
citizenshipp rights, democratisation and economic development. The following section
movess on to the practical aspects of decision-making processes within the CUT,
demonstratingg that the CUT's membership has undergone several changes during the
1990s. .

1155
See Vicente Paulo da Silva, Terra, imbalho e cidadania, (n.d.), http://www.cut.org.br/a20106.htm
(22/06/99).. CUT (1994a: 10).
hh
" With its activities, the MST attempts to put pressure on the government to introduce land reforms
andd protests against police violence. See História do MST for the MST interpretation of its history and
ann overview of its actions thttp://www.mst.org.br/historico/sumario.htm); 'Governo e MST retomam
dialogoo após 10 meses', Estado de Sao Paulo, June 22, 2000 and 'Mercadante nao é o "PT real", diz
MST',, Folha de Sao Paulo, May 5, 2000; homepage of MST, http://www.mst.org.br/. After explaining
hiss pessimism about the CUT that has lost all of its previous principles, Ricardo Antunes suggests that
neww radicalism should be found in the MST and the Movement of the Homeless (Movimento dos SemTeto)) (Antunes 2001: 456-458).
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5.22

POWER RELATIONS AND THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

5.2.15.2.1

National Congresses

Thee National Congress of the CUT (CONCUT) takes place every three years and is the
mainn decision-making forum, which establishes the political line of the CUT. The
Nationall Directorate takes care of daily decisions, while the National Executive meets on
aa more regular basis than the CONCUT in order to take positions on political issues and
too formulate action plans for mobilisation. In the years when there is no CONCUT,
plenariess take place, where political topics in addition to organisational issues are
debated.1177 At the CONCUTs, the National Directorate proposes a text, which forms the
basiss for resolutions. The resolutions of the CONCUT recommend directives that
individuall unions can use. After the Directorate has publicised its proposal (Texto Base),
thee established factions, individual members (of the affiliated unions, the National
Directorate,, and the Executive), submit theses, amendments and motions. The individual
tendenciess usually write theses in the same format as the basic text. The Congress debates
andd votes on the basic texts, leading to resolutions, which form the official platform of the
CUT.. Resolutions not only refer to the basic text, but also to pressing issues such as
racism,, international solidarity, unemployment and anti-government protests."8
Thee structure of the basic texts presents an interesting insight into the CUT'S
worldview.. Firstly, the text always consists of an economic and political analysis of the
internationall and the national conjuncture. Debates about the nature of this analysis and
thee opinions debated provide crucial insight into different factional strategies. The
resolutionss usually give a broad analysis of the causes of current economic and political
problems,, and tend to address national policy-making and development issues. The
prominentt position of the international conjuncture and international relations policies of
thee CUT is notable, which is an indication of the importance it attaches to the relationship
betweenn global and domestic developments. Secondly, the Congress discusses the CUT's
ann evaluation of the internal organisational developments and of the effects of its policies,
topicss which are usually the subject of much debate, particularly as regards the content of
unionn strategies and, during the 1990s, the choice between mobilisation and negotiation
strategies.. Thirdly, political strategy and the formulation of an action plan is the next
mainn subject discussed in the basic text and the resolutions, and these are usually revised
att plenary sessions. Action plans usually address economic and political issues that go
beyondd traditional union activities, such as external debt, democratisation and land
reform,, but also concern employment policies and social security. Some issues are
habituallyy discussed, such as statements of international solidarity, the education and
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' See CUT (n.d.) Estatuto da CUT, 3 rd edition, pp. 29-36.
See for examples of resolutions, CUT (1988, 1991, 1994b, 1997a, 2000) and CUT/Direcao Nacional
(1997). .
1188
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trainingg of workers, and the debates on the organisation of the labour movement and
labourr relations."9
Forr the analysis of the CUT's National Congresses, it is important to
acknowledgee the existence of different political factions that attempt to influence the
CUT'ss political strategies. Most groups move between the extremes of mobilisation and
negotiationn in order to achieve a democratic society, a concept which is itself contested.
Afterr the initial establishment of different factions within central union organisations
duringg the 1980s'20, it is possible to distinguish between two distinct groups inside the
CUTT throughout the 1990s. One group consists of workers allied to new unionism,
associatedd with Articulacao Sindical. The unions in this group are representative of the
privatee sector, particularly of the metallurgical sector in Sao Paulo. This faction, which is
alsoo strongly related to the majority group in the PT (which is called Articulacao
Sindical),, is dominant within the CUT121 (Rodrigues 1997: 43-44; 1999: 84). The other
mainn bloc can be referred to as the 'socialist left'. The socialist left is principally aligned
withh the Union Oppositions, Alternativa Sindical Socialista (Partido Socialista dos
Trabalhadoress Unificado) and Corrente Sindical Classista (related to PcdoB).122 The
tendenciess connected to Articulacao tend to use a combination of direct action and
negotiations.. In the eyes of most radical currents within the CUT, central union
organisationss are not merely an instrument for the improvement of the position of
workers,, but a revolutionary instrument in the struggle for socialism (Rodrigues 1997:
201).. Although one can interpret the existence of a range of different factions within the
CUTT as an indication of political fragmentation, opposition groups are in fact officially
incorporatedd in the decision-making structure of national congresses. Minority groups are
ablee to put pressure on the central CUT to make radical political statements that do not
alwayss reflect the practice of individual strong unions affiliated with Articulacao.
Althoughh the national leadership has been dominated by Articulacao since the CUT's
foundation,, Articulacao sometimes admits members of the opposition to executive
positions. .
Whilee the resolutions and the debates that lead to specific resolutions provide
somee insight into the opinions and contradictions within the CUT, this is not sufficient to
explainn the decision-making process and the implementation of political strategy. More
particularly,, the official decision-making structures do not demonstrate the sources of

"''Seee CUT (1991, 1994b, 1997a) and CUT/Direcao Nacional (1997).
1200

The most important groups were the 'Authentics', who would later form Articulacao, and the Union
Oppositions.. The principal split between central union organisations originated in conflicts between the
neww unionists (the authentics and the Union Oppositions) and groups linked to the official union
structure,, resulting in the foundation of a number of more 'pragmatic' central union organisations
betweenn 1983 and 1991. See also section 4.4.1.
'"'' Articulacao was in alliance with Nova Esquerda {New Left), Vertente Socialista and Unidade
Sindicall at the National Congress of 1991, while CUT pela Base was associated with the Corrente
Sindicall Classista, Convergência Socialista and Forca Socialista (Rodrigues 1997: 182).
1222
The Corrente Sindical Classista (CSC) moved to the CUT in 1989.
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particularr decisions and strategic changes. It is to this topic that the following three
sectionss turn.

5.2.25.2.2

Organisational Changes and Membership

Thee fourth national congress, held in September 1991, was a turning point in the
organisationall development of the CUT. It was, according to Iram Rodrigues (1997), the
mostt polarised congress since the foundation of the union, partly as it demonstrated the
extentt of the institutionalisation of the labour movement and the conflicts emerging from
thiss process. As this Congress took place during the government of Fernando Collor de
Melo,, there were many debates on whether a crisis should be provoked in order to disrupt
thee regime or whether the CUT should contribute to the promotion of economic growth
andd development, with much attention to workers' rights and participation. The economic
problemss raised by Collor's stabilisation plans (Collor I and Collor II) called for renewed
strikess and mobilisations, according to many new unionists. Nevertheless, participation in
tripartitee negotiations on the parameters of the stabilisation plans was a hotly debated
point.. Although the CUT leadership initially decided to participate in the negotiations, the
leadershipp was put under pressure by the radical factions, who interpreted the negotiations
ass 'giving in' to the government, to abandon the negotiations (CUT 1991: 4-5).
Thee National Congress of 1991 also represented a crucial change in the balance
betweenn Congressional

representatives from

different

economic sectors in the

organisation'ss decision-making process. Before the 1991 Congress, the national
directoratee changed the way in which the number of union delegates was decided, from a
situationn in which the number was based on calculations provided by the unions
themselvess to a system based on the number of unionised workers affiliated with the
CUT.. In addition, in order to strengthen ties between the central union organisation and
individuall unions, unions had to be formally affiliated to the CUT to be able to participate
inn national decision-making structures (CUT 1991: 2; Costa 1995: 156-157; Comin 1995:
84).. Changes in the way the number of delegates were decided and the more general
changess in the composition of the CUT affected the level of representation of workers
fromm different economic sectors (tables 5.3 to 5.6). During the Third CONCUT, the
majorityy of delegates came from the rural sector, followed by education and services. The
publicc sector was not well represented, although part of the educational sector, some
financiall institutions and all of the urban services sectors belonged to the public sector at
thee time. By the fourth CONCUT, a sectoral shift in delegates had taken place: rural
unionn delegates represented 12.3 per cent of the delegates (compared to 36.8 per cent in
1988),, industrial delegates 33.4 per cent (20.8 per cent in 1988) and delegates from the
servicess sector 46.9 per cent (35.7 per cent in 1988). Participation of public-sector
delegatess remained relatively stable between 1988 (6.8 percent) and 1991 (6.1 per cent),
butt increased to 10.15 per cent in 1997. During the 1990s, the number of delegates from
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thee services sector increased from 35.7 per cent in 1988 to 59 per cent in 1997, while the
participationn of rural workers decreased with about one third between the third and the
sixthh CONCUT.
Accordingg to Rodrigues, the changes in representation between 1988 and 1991
alsoo indicated a shift in participation from a majority of rank-and-file delegates to a
majorityy of union leaders. While in 1988 half of the delegates had an executive (diretoria)
positionn in the CUT or in unions affiliated to the CUT, this number increased to 83 per
centt of the delegates in 1991 (Rodrigues 1997: 185). In combination with the
organisationall development and institutionalisation of the CUT this has led to the
professionalisationn of unionists (1997: 207), in the sense that the internal division of
labourr has become more complex. Participation of union delegates in the congresses of
thee CUT and the dominance of particular groups in the national executive can be viewed
ass an indication of the professionalisation and institutionalisation of the CUT. The labour
movementt is involved in more diverse activities and in the case of negotiations and
participationn in policy-making, this has also contributed to the professionalisation of
unionists,, as emphasis on skills in the area of mobilisation and strikes has diminished.
Thee shift in the discourse on class, as analysed in section 5.1, can also be related to the
changingg composition of the labour movement (see also Keck 1992: 190-191), as the
numberr of politicised workers who work in the services sector (banking, education,
health)) has increased (Rodrigues 1997: 179).123 The increase of so-called middle-class or
white-collarr unionism particularly from the services sector and the public sector) has led
too a more organised presence of radical groups within the CUT.
Itt can be argued that these changes in internal representation do not reflect shifts
inn sectoral membership within the CUT's constituency. As can be concluded from
nationall unionisation figures (see table 5.1 and 5.2), while industrial workers are an
importantt section of unionised workers, the agricultural and social sectors also form
significantt groups. Between 1998 and 1999, unionisation of salaried workers increased
withh 3.2 per cent. Nevertheless, the increase in the number of rural unionists was 14.4 per
centt in this period, while the total percentage of unionised employees increased from 15.9
perr cent in 1998 to 16.1 percent in 1999 (IBGE 1999).

1233
See also Section 5.6 for a discussion of the position of public-sector workers in the CUT. See also
Nogueiraa (1999) and Noronha (1991) for the reasons why public-sector unionists tend to be more
radicall than unionists in the private sector. In addition, Jard da Silva (1999) provides an extensive
analysiss of the effect of a large presence of public-sector workers on decision-making within the labour
movement. .
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Tablee 5.1 Affiliation to Central Union Organisations (1991)
Typess of Unions

CUT

CGT1

CGT2

USI

Total
Abs. .
192 2 1229 9
84 4
11
41 1
66
199 9 1375 5
13 3 667 7

General Totalc

FS

%%

34.5 5 3547 7
22 2
843 3
114 4
58 8
Wagee Workers3
22.5 5 376 6
11
Professions s
79 9
33
-12.0 0 340 0
22
88
15 5
10 0
Othersb b
32.0 0 4263 3
24 4
132 2
69 9
Urban n
951 1
23.0 0 2905 5
14 4
605 5 35 5
Rural l
-Totall (Urban and Rural)
24 4
212 2 2012 2 28.0 0 7168 8
1556 6 167 7
83 3
100.0 0
3.0 0 3.0 0
21.0 0 2.5 5
Percentage e
1.0 0
Source:: Anuario Estatistico IBGE - 1994, quoted in Almeida (1998: 5-7).
aa Employees include workers and employees in industry, commerce, banking, transport, public sector,
educationn and culture
bb Others include autonomous and temporary workers.
cc General Total also includes unions that are not affiliated to a central union organisation.

5.2.35.2.3

Competition Within the Labour Movement: The Position ofForqa

Sindical

Ass argued in the introduction of this Chapter, competition within the union movement can
weakenn trade unions, as the government and employers are not confronted with a unified
movementt and as they can choose with which section of the union movement to
negotiate.. Although the CUT is by far the largest central union organisation (see table
5.1),, the organisation Forca Sindical (FS),124 founded in ,1991, has grown in terms of the
numberr of affiliated unions and in political importance, although FS only covers a narrow
rangee of sectors and its connections with individual unions are weak (Barros 1999: 42).
Contraryy to the CUT, which has tended to promote an political-ideological perspective on
capital-labourr relations, FS has termed its strategy 'unionism of results' (or, sindicalismo
dede resultados).
Accordingg to Adalberto Cardoso, the CUT's emphasis on mobilisation and
confrontation,, rather than negotiation with the government, opened spaces for the
emergencee of a more 'pragmatic' unionism:
Pragmaticc unionism represented a real possibility to bar the growth of a
formm of union action which had shown to be against social pacts, to the
recognitionn of a supposed "general interest" in overcoming the
[economic]] crisis and, therefore, against organisational control as a basis
forr long-term compromises (Cardoso 1999b: 68).
Inn this sense, the CUT's initial refusal during the 1980s to negotiate and to enter into
sociall pacts with the government and employers' organisations, although modified during
thee 1990s, provoked the emergence of a type of unionism which accepted the basic
principless of capitalist labour relations and viewed conflictive strategies as actually
1344

The central union organisation Forca Sindical and 'pragmatic' unionism have not been studied as
widelyy as the CUT and new unionism. The principal studies of Forca Sindical are Rodrigues and
Cardosoo (1993) and Cardoso (1999b). Information can also be found in Costa (1995) and Barros
(1999). .
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hamperingg the possibilities for popular participation in decision-making processes
(Cardosoo 1999b: 32-33; 103-104). For instance, FS has criticised new unionism's
utilisationn of the general strike as a political strategy to protest against government
policies.. According to Forca Sindical's political programme, the new unionism model as
'ann organisational structure that promotes a climate of permanent conflict, between
organisationn of workers and the Government, can substantially reduce the administrative
capacityy of the last, threaten its political credibility, and, in the end, contribute to the
destabilisationn of democratic institutions' (Forca Sindical 1993: 106).
Adalbertoo Cardoso distinguishes two characteristics of unionism of results and
Forcaa Sindical. Firstly, Forca Sindical claims to be non-ideological, which means in
practicee that the organisation decided to distance itself from socialist and other political
purposess of union action. Although the non-ideological nature of Forca Sindical
supposedlyy distanced the central union organisation from political parties and developing
ann explicitly political position, Antonio Rogerio Magri of the CGT-1 (Confederacao) and
laterr Forca Sindical was appointed Labour Minister in the government of Fernando Collor
dee Melo (1990-1992) (Barros 1999: 36, 39; Cardoso 1999b: 36, 47, 49-50).
Secondly,, Forca Sindical claims to be pro-capitalist, based on the idea that trade
unionss are part of the 'market' and should focus exclusively on bargaining about wage
levelss and working conditions. The union movement's acceptance of capitalism as the
bestt type of economic organisation in a country such as Brazil is viewed as logical, as
capitalismm promotes economic growth. Therefore, according to Cardoso's analysis, Forca
Sindical'ss union action is based on a premise of basic interest convergence between
capitalistss and labour. For this reason, the CUT's aspirations to move beyond the
capitalistt system are rejected by Forca Sindical. Even though Forca Sindical has criticised
bothh the strategies and the ideology of the CUT, the two central union organisations have
movedd closer to each other and organised several joint strikes and demonstrations,
althoughh co-operation only became common at the end of the 1990s.
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5.2.45.2.4

Other Locations of Decision-Making

Itt would be wrong to suggest that the CONCUTs are the only or most important forum for
decision-makingg within the CUT, particularly as central organisations perform an
umbrellaa function in the Brazilian system, functioning as a co-ordinator of the activities
andd public representative of its affiliated unions.
Reall power and legitimacy resides in local unions, so the relationship between the
rank-and-filee and the central leadership is more complicated than it might appear from
officiall structures (Oliveira 1998: 27). There are several differences between the central
unionn organisation and local unions: the central union organisation tends to be more
ideologicallyy oriented, while local unions are often more concerned with collective
bargaining.. Not surprisingly, this often amounts to more pragmatic decision-making at a
locall level, decisions sometimes difficult to accept by both the CUT's leadership as well
ass the various tendencies within the labour movement.
Ass will be further specified in later sections of this Chapter, during the 1990s the
activitiess of the most important unions are the source of important shifts in opinion
formationn and strategies (cf. Rodrigues 2001). Examples of this are privatisation (see
sectionn 6.6) and labour flexibilisation (see section 5.4). Firstly, the CUT is generally
againstt privatisation and has attempted to block the sale of state-owned companies. As
discussedd in the next Chapter, unions within state-owned companies are often willing to
negotiatee their position in the privatised company, particularly by agreeing to a system of
employeee shares.
Secondly,,

throughout

the

1990s,

local

unions,

particularly

in

the

metallurgy/automobilee sector, became involved in the negotiation of labour flexibility,
suchh as flexible working hours, temporary dismissal and flexible contracts. One of the
mainn reasons to negotiate these issues was to maintain employment levels during a time
whenn many workers were threatened by dismissal. Such negotiation strategies are not
easilyy accepted by the CUT leadership, particularly among its more radical factions.
Nevertheless,, it has been gradually included in the strategic armoury of unions and it is
evenn reflected in developments in national policy-making. It is important to note,
however,, that these negotiations are mainly conducted by stronger unions with sufficient
powerr to negotiate on a more equal footing with employers. Not every employer is open
too this type of negotiation, while a local union's strong bargaining position is usually the
resultt of gains during the 1980s.
Ass was argued in the previous section, the balance of power relations evident at
thee CONCUTs during the 1990s has increasingly turned in favour of delegates from the
servicess sector. At the same time, the most powerful unions are concentrated in urban
areas,, particularly in the industrialised south-east of Brazil. One of the examples of a
powerfull union, or at least a union that has much influence on opinion formation and
thinkingg within the CUT, is the Sindicato dos Metalürgicos do ABC (SMABC). Other
importantt unions are the Bankworkers' Union of Sao Paulo (Sindicato dos Bancarios de

Saoo Paulo), including bankworkers' unions in other parts of the country, and teachers
unions,, particularly the Teachers' Union of the State of Sao Paulo (Associacao de
Professoress de Ensino Oficial do Estado de Sao Paulo, or APEOESP). The Metalworkers'
Unionn was at the foundation of new unionism, but also introduced some changes in its
strategiess during the 1990s that were crucial for the reorientation of the labour movement.
Justt as it initiated participation of workers in decision-making on working conditions and
wagee level at an enterprise level (through factory commissions - comissöes de fabric a)
duringg the late 1970s'"5, it also started negotiations with employers at a company and
regionall level from the early 1990s onwards (see section 5.3.4). Its dominance in the CUT
iss also reflected in the fact that, until 2000, the CUT's president was a metalworker.
Althoughh candidates from other economic sectors had run for president before, it was
onlyy in 2000 that a representative of the teachers' union, Joao Felicio, was elected as
president. .
Tablee 5. 9 Urban and rural unions affiliated to CUT (Brazil and regions) - 1993
Region n

Rural l
No.. of
Unions s
653 3
121 1
270 0
45 5

Unionisatio o
na a
12.8 8
6.5 5
16.0 0
9.6 6

Urban n
No.. of
Unions s
1356 6
100 0
360 0
126 6

Unionisatio o
nn
28.8 8
24.3 3
26.6 6
25.5 5

Total l
No.. of
Unions s
2009 9
221 1
630 0
171 1

Unionisatio o
nn
23.5 5
12.0 0
21.7 7
22.8 8

Brazil l
North h
Northeast t
Centre-West t
622 2
28.7 7
31.0 0
116 6
12.7 7
506 6
Southeast t
101 1
16.4 4
264 4
South h
365 5
25.3 3
29.1 1
Source:: DESEP/CUT (1994), Cadastre Geral da CUT.
aa Unionisation rate is the percentage of the number of workers affiliated to unions of the CUT divided
byy the total number of workers (Economically Active Population).

Rurall workers have become an increasingly important group in the Brazilian
labourr movement: for example, in 1998 the percentage of rural unionisation of total
unionisationn was 24.36 per cent (table 5.2; see also table 5.8 and 5.9), higher than in any
otherr sector. Although the rural workers' movement is quite strong, their participation in
thee CUT congresses has decreased, which also becomes clear when comparing table 5.9
(detailingg the number of rural and urban unions in 1993), with table 5.5 (on Congress
participationn by professional category). This demonstrates that rural unionists enjoyed
representationn proportional to their organisational strength in 1988, while this declined
duringg subsequent CONCUTs.
Besidess the numerical strength of rural workers, another example of the political
strengthh of rural workers are the activities of the Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais
Semm Terra (Movement of Rural Landless Workers, or MST), whose mobilisations and
landd occupations have placed the issue of land reform on a national agenda again. The

1-55

Factory commissions do not exist in most companies and are not a legal requirement of worker
representation.. In many companies, union activitists are not allowed to enter the company premises, so
thee union's knowledge of their members' demands can be limited.
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MSTT tends to support other protests and mass mobilisations as well, such as protests
againstt privatisation, mass demonstrations to pressurise the government and the
occupationn of government buildings. At the same time, their militancy and occasional use
off violence is quite controversial and is sometimes considered as working against more
moderatee forms of protest, and effectively undermining negotiations with the government.
Nevertheless,, links between the CUT, the Workers' Party and the MST are very close.
Thee main rural trade union federation is the Confederacao dos Trabalhadores na
Agriculturaa (Confederation of Agricultural Workers, or CONTAG), also the largest union
federationn in Brazil. According to Anthony Pereira, the CONTAG was long characterised
byy corporatist

union

strategies,

strong contacts with political parties and a

professionalisationn of union activists. In this sense, there was a gap between urban new
unionismm based in the Southeast of Brazil and rural unionism. Nevertheless, the numerical
increasee and radicalism of rural unionists calls into question the normal identification of
neww unionism with urban industrial workers in the formal sector, as many rural unionists
aree actually small landowners or aspire to be so, or are engaged in forms of atypical
employmentt (Pereira 1997: 95, 106-109).
Thee previous sections have demonstrated that, although the CUT has
acknowledgedd limits of union representation and has translated this into a broader
conceptionn of its constituency, power relations in the official decision-making structures
off the central union organisation do not always reflect shifts in sectoral union
membershipp and employment. For instance, this shift entails that rural and white-collar
workerss have gained a more prominent position within the CUT. Because the CUT
performss the role of an 'umbrella' organisation, its official decision-making structures are
notnot the only sources of strategic and ideational change. For this reason, the sections
arguedd that it is important to consider strong individual trade unions, such as the
Metalworkers'' Union of ABC, and competitors in the area of workers' demands. On the
basiss of these considerations, the remaining sections of this Chapter analyse ideational
andd strategic shifts that have taken place within the CUT during the 1990s.
5.33

T R A D E UNION STRATEGIES, E C O N O M I C AND POLITICAL R E F O R M S

5.3.15.3.1

Mobilisation and Strikes in Times of Economic

Stabilisation

Thee economic and social policies of the government of Fernando Henrique Cardoso
(1994-2002)) are the focus of many protests and criticisms of the labour movement. The
labourr movement holds Cardoso's government responsible for the extension of the
negativee effects of the reform programme implemented by Fernando Collor de Melo (see
thee analysis provided in Chapter III). In this sense, there is a hint of disillusionment with
thiss government, as some had expected a left-leaning sociologist as Fernando Henrique
Cardosoo to be more sensitive to labour and social issues.
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Thee CUT has incessantly attempted to prove that financial stabilisation has not
ledd to the expected benefits for workers. The CUT has disputed the actual positive results
off the plan, as seen in an analysis from 1997 of the effects of the Real Plan after three
years,, under the then president of the CUT, Vicente Paulo da Silva. The pamphlet listed
manyy points which had not improved during this period: economic growth was not as
highh as it could be and did not affect all sectors;126 the plan has not reduced the use of
importedd components in industrial products (this is considered as an important backward
linkage,, which leads to trickle-down effects to other sectors of the economy); and finally,
thee reforms have not halted the increase of unemployment, informality and labour
flexibility.1277 In addition, expenditure in the area of health and education has not
increased,, despite this being the primary objective of a reformed state (DESEP/CUT
1997).. Although the CUT acknowledged the positive effects of the fall of inflation after
yearss of hyperinflation, it was disappointed that this has not led to an increase in social
justice.. This reaction can be interpreted as an additional reflection of the disappointment
withh the democratic governments' capacity to introduce economic reforms that contribute
too social development.
Furthermore,, according to a CUT national resolution, the Piano Real is 'an
economicc plan that allies stabilisation with a subordinate insertion of the economy into
globalisation,, with a devastating impact for the capacity of public investments and it
acceleratess the dis-organisation of the productive structure' (CUT 1997a: 16-17). This
quotationn shows that the CUT has not abandoned a belief in the importance of a strong
statee as a necessary factor for economic development. In addition, the continued existence
off an industrialised economy, with a diversified range of export products is seen as a
conditionn for economic and social development. From the CUT's perspective, the causes
off the crisis also have to be located in external circumstances: through external debt,
developedd countries and international financial institutions exert control over domestic
policies,, resulting in the Brazilian government's decreasing policy autonomy (CUT
1994a:: 7). Generally speaking, the CUT shares some economic and social objectives of
thee Brazilian government, but the disagreement concerns the way in which these goals
cann be achieved and the manner in which the changes are implemented. For example,
whilee state reform as inevitable, the goal of reform should be to facilitate 'the conditions
off the public sector to orient and promote social development and citizenship' (CUT
1997b:: 2). The measures to be taken to achieve this include

1266
During a time before the 'Asian model' was discredited, Vicente Paulo da Silva criticised attempts
off the Brazilian government to replicate this model, through a comparison of the 'Brazilian cat' with
successs of the 'Asian tigers'. Of course, both the Asian model and the Latin American model of
economicc reforms have not necessarily contributed to an improvement in the position of workers.
1277
Vicente Paulo da Silva, 1" de Mho ou 1" de Abril? (n.d.), http://www.cut.org.br/a20104.htm
(22/06/99).. 'July 1' in the title refers to the date of the introduction of the Piano Real in 1994, while
'Aprill 1' refers to April Fool's day.
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thee amplification of investment in knowledge (education, scientific and
technologicall research and professional training) and the reconstruction,
modernisationn and expansion of the economic and social infrastructure
(transport,, energy, telecommunications, housing, health and sanitation)
andd a firm political compromise to impose losses on the sectors that were
privilegedd in the development model of the past decades, benefiting the
excludedd [in this way] (CUT 1997b: 3).
Despitee the CUT's criticism, the union organisation has found it hard to disagree
withh the effects of the Piano Real on inflation, as a period of hyperinflation usually
facilitatess the introduction of economic reforms: 'In that environment [of hyperinflation]
thee losses produced by economic reform in specific sectors of the economy ... appear to
bee a lesser threat to living standards than does high inflation, whereas a rapid reduction of
pricee increases produces a large number of beneficiaries from reform in the short term'
(Starrr and Oxhorn 1999: note 1, 9). On the basis of this argument, it would be quite
irrationall for the CUT to criticise the effects of the Real Plan or the reforms associated
withh it, as inflation reduction is positive for workers. Inflation reduction diminishes
financiall uncertainty for those who do not have sufficient means to defend their income,
whichh is particularly the case for people without a bank account. Nevertheless, according
too the CUT, the end of hyperinflation is not sufficient for achieving sustainable social
development. .
Inn the eyes of the CUT, the principal effects of the Piano Real - the end of
hyperinflationn and rising unemployment - have affected trade union strategies during the
1990s.. In the CUT's words, the end of hyperinflation has forced trade unions to focus on
issuess broader than the maintenance of wage levels:
AA drastic reduction of inflation dislocated the agenda of the union
movement.. During the long period of high inflation, we concentrated on
thee defense of wages and purchasing power, we did not give priority to
otherr themes of the agenda. ... National and union agendas became more
embracingg and complex [during the 1990s] ... posing new challenges for
tradee unions (CUT 1997a: 19).
Martinss and Rodrigues quote Vicente Paulo da Silva who describes the period after the
introductionn of the Piano Real in 1995 as a situation in which unions attempt to defend
theirr rights but cannot establish new rights. Furthermore, the union movement operates in
'aa situation of constant losses, trying to resist the proposals for flexibilisation of labour
rightsrights and the deregulation of the labour relations system' (Martins and Rodrigues 1999:
159-160). .
Manyy union leaders acknowledge that it has become more difficult to mobilise
workerss during strike situations, particularly given the threat of unemployment. Lula
statedd during a meeting celebrating the twentieth anniversary of CONCLAT (the first and
lastt Congress of all Brazilian trade union organisations) that while a sound-wagon used to
bee sufficient to call workers to a strike, the current political and economic context no
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longerr functions like this.128 According to Fernando Lopes of the Confederacao Nacional
doss Metalürgicos (National Confederation of Metalworkers - CNM), one can diagnose
psychologicall effects of the 'mobilisation/inflation paradox'. In a period of high inflation,
itt is easier to demand a high percentage of wage increase and this provides a direct
incentivee to workers: the wages that are lost during a strike are expected to be regained
throughh the wage increase achieved through a strike. With low inflation, the percentage of
wagee demands is lower than in times when wages have to be adjusted to hyperinflation,
havingg a negative effect on the willingness to strike, even though the effects on
purchasingg power are the same.121*
Ass discussed in Chapter IV, strike action was one of the most prominent union
strategiess used during the 1980s. During the 1990s (see table 5.10), the number of strikes
hass decreased, but it has risen and fallen in reaction to important changes in the political
andd economic context (cf. Sandoval 1994: 184). For example, the election of and the
processs leading towards the impeachment of Fernando Collor de Melo (particularly in
1992)) was an incentive to strike. Although the economic crisis following from Collor's
failedd stabilisation plans initially provoked a large number of strikes, but the economic
crisiss at the time inhibited the continuation of this strike movement after 1993.
Nevertheless,, the average number of workers participating in the strikes was substantial
betweenn 1990 and 1993 (Sandoval 2000: 2). In addition, the impeachment of Fernando
Collorr de Melo in 1992 led to mass demonstrations that could only be compared to the
campaignn for direct presidential elections in the 1980s. After the introduction of the Piano
Reall in 1994 and the end of hyperinflation, the number of strikes resumed until 1996,
probablyy due the initial uncertainty about the success of the Real Plan and a number of
high-profilee political strikes in the public sector. Nevertheless, the average number of
participantss in strikes decreased, along with the number of strikes after 1996. One can
arguee that this decrease in strike activity is caused by the success of the Real Plan, which
underminedd the effectiveness of union opposition to economic reforms, on the one hand.
Onn the other hand, the economic recession following upon the Real Plan promoted more
defensivee bargaining strategies.
Otherr common forms of protest are large mobilisations and general strikes. After
19922 (the impeachment of Collor), these would never achieve either the same numbers or
effectss as during the 1980s. During the 1980s, 'the protest force of the working class grew
duringg the decade in an ever ascending manner commanded by strike waves, in which the
forcee of strike activity showed itself as being ever more intense' (Sandoval 1994: 187).

I2
** Speech Luis Inacio "Lula" da Silva, at "Vinte Anos da primeira CONCLAT', Sao Paulo, 23-82001;; Interview with Julio Turra, Secretaria de Relacoes Internacionais (CUT), Sao Paulo, 21-8-2001.
1299
Interview Fernando Lopes, Executive director, Confederacao Nacional dos Metalürgicos (CNMCUT),, Sao Paulo, 22-8-2001.
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Tablee 5. 10 Strikes and Strikers, Annual Average (1990-1999)
Averagee Number of
Strikers s

Numberr of Hours in
Strikee (x 1000) (per
month) )
n.a. .
4654 4
19900
Ï952
n.a. .
6673 3
19911
1128
n.a. .
4518 8
19922
624
n.a. .
7095 5
19933
732
n.a. .
2665 5
19944
1034
n.a. .
2161 1
19955
1056
12658 8
2015 5
19966
1258
4251 1
1422 2
19977
630
11165 5
2616 6
19988
580
2874 4
2554 4
19999
43J
Sources:: DIEESE (2001: 135-137); Prado(1998: 33); Sandoval (2000); DESEP/CUT (1993c: 12).
** Until October 1999.

Yearr

Strikes

Strikess during the 1980s had the effect of strengthening the organisational
structuress and legitimacy of trade unions, while including new groups of workers in
politicall protests and labour conflicts. The importance of successful mobilisations and
strikess as a source of legitimacy diminished during the 1990s, increasing the importance
off other forms of trade union action.
Thee combination of economic stability and rising unemployment levels that the
Pianoo Real brought in its wake and the rather uncompromising attitude of the Cardoso
governmentt towards confrontational union strategies also led to problems with the
organisationn of general strikes. For example, a nation-wide strike of petroleum workers in
19955 began as a strike for wage adjustment, but soon acquired political dimensions as
workerss protested against privatisation of Petrobras. The government decided to repress
thee strike, a move which was widely acknowledged to have outmanoeuvred the labour
movementt (see also Chapter VI). A general strike in 1996 did not result in large-scale
mobilisation,, and trade union leaders accepted that many workers were no longer
attractedd to strikes (Martins and Rodrigues 1999: 161). Trade unions themselves put more
emphasiss on negotiation, during a time when their strength was comparatively decreasing.
Inn addition to economic changes during the 1990s, the CUT also acknowledges
thatt the political circumstances of labour opposition have changed: 'with the end of the
dictatorshipp and redemocratization new social actors emerged and union struggles did not
havee the intrinsic democratic character of confrontation with the military dictatorship
anymore'' (CUT 1997a: 19) Although the struggle against the military regime led to an
unprecedentedd unity among opposition forces, this unity soon dissolved when the
practicall aspects of democratisation and the daily practice of trade unions became
dominantt again during the 1980s. At the same time, many opposition groups, among them
thee labour movement, were disillusioned with the results of democracy. Democracy has
certainlyy not led to more popular participation and social improvement in the view of
manyy of the participants of the democratisation movement. The CUT itself has explained
thiss focus during the 1980s as caused by the political limits posed by the authoritarian
regimee and the corporatist union structure (DESEP/CUT 1992a: 7). For the situation of
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thee 1990s, the CUT has proposed to deal with economic problems through 'the widening
off resistance against attacks against workers' rights, the elaboration of alternative
proposalss and the construction of a policy of alliances to resist neo-liberalism' (CUT
1997a:: 15)
Att the close of the 1990s, Iram Rodrigues detected a new dynamism within the
labourr movement. At a national level, the CUT and Forca Sindical have waged joint
campaigns,, such as the campaign for the National Collective Labour Contract and the
Unifiedd Wage Campaign. In 1999, the co-ordination of individual wage campaigns
throughh a 'Strike Festival' (Festival de Greves) led to a series of successful results in
termss of wage demands (Rodrigues 2001: 8-10; DIEESE 1999a and b).130 The victory of
thee PT in local elections in 2000 also contributed to renewed faith in the possibilities of
tradee union action.
5.3.25.3.2

Negotiations with the Government

Inn the eyes of many new unionists, confrontation with the government and employers in
thee form of strikes, mass mobilisation and demonstrations, had proven an effective way to
pressurisee the transformation process and broaden the democratisation process. The 1988
Constitutionn is an example of how the labour movement combined mobilisation and
confrontation,, with political participation. The history of confrontation and strikes also
becamee a history of success and is usually mentioned as one of the most innovative
aspectss of new unionism.11' During the 1990s, the political and economic context became
lesss favourable to mobilisation and confrontation, a situation that contributed to a
rethinkingg of union strategies and experiments with different forms of negotiation.
Onee of the most important strategic issues for the labour movement has been its
positionn as regards the government. This became particularly vital when President Collor
attemptedd to initiate a social pact132 in order to support financial stabilisation in June 1990

13
"" Another example of joint action was the campaign against using public funds, such as the FGTS
whichh is based on employer and employee contributions, for other purposes than social development.
Seee 'Nao Aceitamos a Desmoralizacao e a Destruicüo dos Fundos Püblicos dos Trabalhadores', a joint
declarationn of CUT and Forca Sindical (November 1999), published in Boletim Diee.se (NovemberDecemberr 1999) no. 216.
1,11
See, for example, Herbert de Souza (Betinho) in De Fato, September 1993, p. 22: 'The CUT has a
historyy of rebellion, courage and strength. It was born fed by the experience of struggle. It went
growing,, widening its bases, learning to struggle and to make dialogues, occupy spaces, make
proposalss and valorise freedom of expression, organisation and autonomy in relation to the State'.
1322
Social pacts (or concertación social) have been somewhat more central in Chile during the early
1990s.. The participation of social actors was expected to lead to stability and a basic acceptance of
sociall and economic reforms. The agreements {Acnerdos Marco) principally dealt with minimum wage
levelss and were not continued after 1993 (Uggla 2000; Riethof 1997: 78-82). According to the ILO,
tripartitee negotiations can be a major factor in the success of democratic transitions, but these ILO's
conventionss do not always seem to correspond with Latin American realities. See ILO (1994) and
Munckk (1994). A limit to the representativeness of social pacts is that usually only national
organisationss are invited to participate and as these organisations tend to have limited
representativeness,, which also means that large groups, not represented by any national organisation,
aree excluded.
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(knownn as the "Entendimento Nacional", or National Agreement). The intention was to
facilitatee the implementation of Collor's first stabilisation plan (1990) through
negotiationss with the labour movement and employers. Employers agreed on a price
freezee which would combat inflationary pressure. Through this pact, the government
promisedd to further promote free bargaining between unions and employers, to introduce
aa plan for profit participation, agreed not to increase public utility rates during
stabilisationn and to suspend its plans to dismiss 20 per cent of civil servants. Eventually,
whenn the government finally did not overturn the dismissal of civil servants, the CUT
decidedd to walk out of negotiations, also under pressure from internal criticism
(Kingstonee 1999a: 168). Although attempts at national negotiations on wage and price
levelss were not repeated during the 1990s, representation of trade unions and employers'
organisationss in institutions dealing with social security increased. Examples are the
participationn of union representatives in the Fundo de Garantia do Tempo de Servico
(FGTS),, FAT (Fundo de Amparo ao Trabalhador) and FDS (Fundo de Desenvolvimento
Social).. Organised labour also has a representative in the Administrative Council of the
BNDES1333 (Barros 1999: 47; Pochmann, Barreto and Mendonca 1998).
Thee CUT's National Congress interpreted the Entendimento Nacional initiative as
aa project 'with the objective to isolate and weaken the CUT, developing an official new
unionism'' (CUT 1991: 5). A justification of the position of the majority tendency of the
CUTT (Articulagao) is clearly present in this resolution: The participation of the CUT in
thee forum was a decisive obstacle for the objectives of the government, which stayed
intransigentt on top of its antipopular project' (CUT 1991: 5).'34 Despite this justification,
thee other tendencies within the group (apart from Articulacao) heavily criticised
Entendimentoo Nacional, as being a social pact which facilitates the implementation of
neo-liberall policies.135
Anotherr form of negotiations with the government during the 1990s concerned
reformm of the corporatist labour relations system. As employers' organisation and trade
unionss could not establish a consensus on labour reform during the negotiations of the
19888 Constitution, there were several initiatives to formulate a joint proposal for reform.
Thee National Forum on Collective Contract and Labour Relations (1993) was an initiative
off Labour Minister Walter Barelli (a former director of DIEESE), aimed at reaching a
Ass the BNDES is entitled to use capital of funds like the FGTS for investment purposes, including
forr privatisation, employers and employees, who both contributed to these funds, are represented in the
BNDES.. See Pochmann, Barreto and Mendonca (1998) for a full list of tripartite representation in
governmentt institutions.
1344
The resolution also "accuses" those against negotiation, as they restrict the range of possibilities for
unionn action by precluding the option of negotiation. The criticisms of the opposition aim '... to mask
thee incapacity of these sectors to mobilise their unions' constituencies. In this way, they transfer their
immobilismm to the majority faction, which would "substitute mobilisation by negotiation" ...' (CUT
1991:5). .
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tripartitee agreement on a new model of labour relations and union organisation. The
Forum'ss result was a declaration, with few if any practical results. The principal demands
weree a participative and transparent system of labour relations, full freedom of
associationn and the right of representation in the workplace, and the transformation of the
Labourr Ministry from a corporatist institution to a promoter of free collective bargaining
(Portellaa de Castro 1999a: 7; Barros 1999).
5.3.35.3.3

Issues in Public Sector Reform: Social Security

Sociall security reform is considered to be one of the essential reforms which underpin the
long-termm sustainability of the Real Plan's stabilisation efforts. Social security reform can
reducee the government's social expenditure and the abolishment of the privileges and
inefficienciess of the system are believed to lead to redistribution. One of the most famous
privilegess of Brazilian social security is a pension based on the number of years a person
hass worked, rather than a fixed retirement age (Weyland 1996: 132). This system entails
thatt those who have not had a stable job in the formal sector will need a longer period to
reachh the required number of working years in order to achieve a pension, if at all.
Thee issue of social security already played a role in the Constituent Assembly of
1988.. According to Weyland, the position of business against raising social security taxes
wass overruled by those who wanted to increase social spending. In the end (the
Constitutionall social security provisions were only legislated in 1991), the Constitution
guaranteedd a pension system based on working years, without a minimum age
requirement,, linked benefits to inflation and the minimum wage level and provided a
basicc pension of one minimum wage to all who needed it (the elderly and handicapped
nott covered by social security) (Weyland 1996: 140-141). Another proposal (of 1997) for
whichh it has been difficult to obtain parliamentary approval until the present, contains the
followingg aspects: the introduction of stricter regulations for the pension system,
includingg the transfer of the social security system to private management, and a proposal
too let social-security contributions reflect pension levels (Cysne 2000: 96-97).
Thee case of social security reform shows the problems the labour movement has
facedd in dealing with policy change that affect the specific interests of some groups in
theirr constituency, while not improving the situation of other groups. As argued in
Chapterr II, the Brazilian social security system is based on corporatist advantages for
somee groups of workers, particularly in the formal and public sector, and excludes - or at
leastt is more disadvantageous - large groups of workers outside the formal labour market.
Workingg within the formal labour market (having a signed labour card on which a
worker'ss labour history and social security entitlements are registered) is a pre-condition

1355
Another case of an attempt to negotiate was when the CUT tried to convince the Itamar Franco
governmentt to introduce a full monthly adjustment of wages to inflation in 1993. See 'A CUT mostra:
éé falsa a desculpa do dinheiro' and 'A negociacao vista no raio X \ De Fato, no. 1, vol. 1, September
1993.. pp. 4-11.
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forr being covered by social security. The CUT rejected the social security reform
proposalss that were developed during the early 1990s, which included benefits dependent
onn contributions and partial privatisation of social security. These reforms would certainly
alsoo affect rural workers and those in the informal sector, groups which became more
importantt for unions that wanted to extend their representativeness. In 1997, the CUT
opposedd plans to introduce a minimum retirement age (60 for men and 55 for women), in
additionn to the existing system of pensions based on years of contribution. According to
thee CUT, a minimum retirement age would be negative for workers who start working
earlyy in their life. An even more important issue was that public-sector workers'
retirementt would be linked to the obligation to work as a civil servant for a minimum of
tenn years.116
Thee opposition of the CUT to social security reforms can partly be explained by
thee important position within the CUT of workers who actually benefit from the
system.1377 For example, public sector workers have had a beneficial social security system
untill a minimum retirement age and proportional pension benefits for civil servants were
introducedd in late 1998. In other words, not everybody in the labour movement accepts
thee government's argument that social security has had to be reformed in order to give
broaderr access to similar benefits. The implicit idea of the reforms is that all Brazilian
citizenss will eventually have the same entitlements, based on the existing social security
system,, but as social security reform tends to reduce existing privileges, directly affected
groupss oppose them. In the case of the labour movement, this means that workers in the
publicc sector in particular opposed social security reform and have been able to mobilise
thee CUT against these reforms throughout the 1990s.13*
5.3.45.3.4

Negotiations in Multinational

Corporations

Apartt from negotiations between unions, the government and employers' organisations,
whichh have not been very successful, the most important negotiation strategy takes place
att a plant and regional level. Factory commissions, which were established by new
unionistss in enterprises with strong trade unions during the early 1980s, with the aim of
democratisingg workplace relations, are a reaction to the corporatist union structure, in
whichh company-level unions are banned. They are used to negotiate directly with
employers.. Although factory commissions still exist in the automobile industry
Seee the pamphlet 'A CUT Repudia o Projeto de Reforma da Previdência Aprovado no Senado', Sao
Paulo:: CUT (September 1997), http://www.cut.org.br/f201.htm (27/6/2002) and InformaCUT Especial,
'Reformaa da Previdência', October 1999 for information on opposition to social-security reforms in
laterr years.
'' Interestingly, the confederation of rural workers (CONTAG) attempted to actively support a reform
whichh could lead to more equal circumstances of urban and rural workers during 1985. Although the
businesss sector supported such a reform measure, it would not accept the higher taxes necessary to pay
forr it (Weyland 1996: 134).
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(particularlyy in the state of Sao Paulo), they have lost much of their power and did not
managee to become a standard feature in the Brazilian labour landscape.
Sectorall chambers (camaras setoriais) are another example of direct bargaining
betweenn unions and employers. The purpose of sectoral chambers was to define sectoral
policiess and to compensate for the negative effects of economic liberalisation on the
exportt sector and the main examples are also found in the automobile industry in Sao
Paulo.. While factory commissions are a consequence of the strong position of particular
unionss in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the sectoral chambers are a reaction to the
effectss of economic crisis of the early 1990s (cf. DESEP/CUT 1993b: 1).
Thee principal diagnosis of the problems of the automobile industry during the
earlyy 1990s reached in the sectoral chamber was that cars produced in Brazil were too
expensivee and of low quality, while automobile exports should be higher. In addition,
accordingg to the results of the sectoral negotiations, there was not enough investment in
technologyy and productive modernisation.139 Given this diagnosis and declining
automobilee production in March 1992 and February 1993, unions and employers agreed
too reduce the price of automobiles by 22 percent and to involve workers in the
modernisationn of the production process and crisis management. These negotiations
maintainedd employment levels and wage adjustments fully linked to monthly inflation.
Sector-wide,, the production of automobiles increased, while car sales increased for some
timee and stabilised.
Thee sectoral chambers disappeared at the end of the Itamar Franco (1992-1994)
government,, as sector-specific industrial policies began to be increasingly criticised. At
thee same time, monetary problems and the introduction of the Piano Real undermined
wagee indexation and wage demands linked to productivity increases. In order to avoid
pricee increases during the introduction of a new currency, Fernando Henrique Cardoso
reducedd tariffs from 35 to 20 percent. This was seen as undermining the idea that
economicc liberalisation should occur gradually, in order that companies had time to
modernisee their production organisation. The effects of the Mexican peso crisis, which
ledd to the devaluation of the Real, meant that the government temporarily increased
importt tariffs in some sectors (including the automobile sector, but not for auto
components)) to 70 per cent, in order to prevent a sharp increase in imports of consumer
goodss (Martin 1997: 54-56).140

1388
See the pamphlet 'A CUT Repudia o Projeto de Reforma da Previdência Aprovado no Senado', Sao
Paulo:: CUT, http://www.cut.org.br/f201 .htm (27/6/2002); see also Weyland (1996) and Jard da Silva
(1999). .
1399
See section 1.5 for more information on 'productive modernisation'.
1400
The fate of the sectoral chambers, which are usually seen as a truly innovative development, are
oftenn portrayed as an illustration of the lack of commitment of the Cardoso government to an industrial
policy.. In turn, industrial policy is often seen as a middle ground between protectionism and outright
liberalisationn in neo-liberal restructuring and as a necessary condition for further economic
development. .
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Inn Scott Martin's analysis, one effect of the sectoral chambers was that it has
stimulatedd companies in some economic sectors to introduce productive

and

technologicall modernisation in dialogue with workers, local government, and suppliers.
Onn the other hand, it has also been an important form of organisational innovation,
accordingg to Martin, as sectoral chambers go far beyond traditional Brazilian corporatism
andd are also more flexible and dynamic than forms of neocorporatism (Martin 1997: 5759,, 63).'4' The main political group within the CUT, Articulacao, has been very positive
aboutt the development of sectoral chambers, as it represents a strategy aimed at 'the
formulationn and exercise of union strategies capable of configurating an alternative of
proposition-basedd confrontation [confrontacao propositivo] to the neo-liberal project'
(DESEP/CUTT 1992a: 7, bold in original). In this sense, the sectoral chambers are a
significantt illustration of the shift in the CUT's strategies towards an emphasis on
negotationss with the government and employers' organisation at national and regional
levels.. In the words of Scott Martin, this represents a move from oppositional militancy to
innovativee militancy, a situation in which both unions and management become more
openn to participation and negotiation (Martin 1997: 68).142
5.3.55.3.5

Labour Reforms and Negotiated

Fiexibilisation

Thee introduction of the Piano Real did not only lead to the end of the sectoral chamber
initiative,, but also to trade unions' increasingly defensive position. The economic
problemss evident during the later 1990s have weakened even the strongest unions. The
CUTT has interpreted the rise of unemployment and the deterioration of labour conditions
duringg the 1990s as a result of the introduction of economic reforms. '43 The key issues in
Braziliann employment policy and the critique of the labour movement are the quality of
workk in general (including flexibility, precarisation of work, outsourcing, rights of
workerss in the work place and informality) and unemployment. Especially outsourcing
(terceirizacao)(terceirizacao) is subject of much criticism, as this is perceived to lead to a deterioration
off working conditions, including threats to safety at work. Most new forms of labour
flexibilityy have been first initiated by individual unions and companies, after which some
off these changes are turned into legislation at the federal level. Most of these changes

1411
In addition, the introduction of negotiated modernisation schemes can lead to the locking-in of firms
inn the economic restructuring process. Peter Kingstone argues that this increases these firms' interest in
thee continuity of reforms and possibly their influence on the government, as opposed to firms that are
threatenedd by reforms and are not willing or able (because of economic problems leading to
obsolescence)) to modernise (Kingstone 1999a: 234).
l4
~~ A new tripartite regional development chamber in the ABC region (Camara Regional do ABC)
meantt that the interests of trade unions in regional development and employment became linked to the
consensuss that the region should attract more investment, from both foreign investment and from
internationall financial institutions, and this coincided with the interests of employers in this region (see
Bonifacee 2002; Martins and Rodrigues 1999: 161).
11
See for example, Executiva Nacional da CUT (1996) Politica de geracao de desemprego de FHC,
Saoo Paulo: November, http://www.cut.org.br/a20101 .htm (22/06/99).
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weree first started in the ABC industrial region in Sao Paulo and are especially
characteristicc of multinational corporations.
Ass discussed in 5.3.1, the negative effects of economic reforms on employment
havee also affected trade union strategies. One can argue that the focus of union action has
shiftedd from wages to employment issues during the 1990s. In addition, after the
introductionn of the Real Plan, wage indexation based on past inflation was abolished (in
1995).. Until 1994, Brazilian wage policy was based on indexation to inflation, although
unionss often had to bargain for the higher wage adjustment margins. After wage
indexationn was abolished in 1995, the new wage policy has been based on the principle
thatt wages are shaped in a system of decentralised collective bargaining (Pochmann,
Barretoo and Mendonca 1998: 12;DIEESE 1995d: 7-8).
Ass a result of the threat of dismissal and unemployment, new issues in
negotiationss and union action became job security, protesting against mass dismissals and
labourr flexibilisation. Oliveira even argues that the debate on labour flexibilisation has
replacedd the debates on the transformation of the corporatist labour relations system in
Brazill (1998: 26; cf. Cook 2002: 21). Examples of this are the increase in the number of
negotiatedd restructuring agreements. Particularly in sectors where unions are strong
(multinationall industries), unions can demand to be consulted about production and
employmentt restructuring and they can demand a guarantee to maintain jobs and
replacementt possibilities in the process of restructuring (DIEESE 1995d: 18-19).
Onee prominent illustration of a shift from a focus on wage demands to job
securityy is that union action in the automobile sector increasingly tended to focus on the
protectionn of employment levels in exchange for labour flexibilisation and wage and
benefitss cuts, while employees were threatened with dismissal and plant relocation within
Brazil.. In 1997, Volkswagen threatened with mass dismissal of one-thirds of the work
force,, but introduced a 'voluntary dismissal' programme - a programme which stimulates
employeess to quit their jobs through financial benefits, training programmes and early
retirementt programmes - under pressure of union-led action, as unions feared that a mass
dismissall policy would not be accompanied by benefits for dismissed workers. In
Novemberr 2001, Volkswagen workers in Sao Bernardo do Campo accepted a 15 per cent
wagee cut and reduction in working hours in return for employment protection and proper
redundancyy schemes.144
Moree specifically, unions began negotiating several forms of work flexibility.
Directt negotiations between employers and employees, on issues such as shorter working
weeks,, temporary dismissal and a-typical labour contracts (e.g. temporary and part-time
contracts),, were made possible by new laws since 1998 (Cook 2002: 19-23). The reforms
weree aimed at reducing unemployment through labour flexibilisation, while the broader

1444

Martins and Rodrigues 2001: 176; Colitt, Raymond 'Brazil unions adapt to changing times',
FinancialFinancial Times, November 22, 2001; Colitt, Raymond 'Brazilian workers approve VW pay-cut
agreement',, Financial Times November 21, 2001.
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economicc purpose was to facilitate the Brazilian economy's adaptation to global
competition.. Three forms of negotiated flexibilisation are 'Banco de Horas' (hour bank)
andd other mechanisms that enable enterprises to reduce the number of working hours,
temporaryy contracts, and profit participation (Participacao nos Lucros e Resultados PLR),, a form of variable wages. In addition, the federal government has reduced the costs
off dismissal, a measure facilitated by Congress' approval of the withdrawal of ratification
off ILO Convention 158 {protection against unjustified dismissals) (Cook 2002: 18). These
reformss represent a typical example of transformation of labour relations in Brazil:
originatingg in local practice and resulting in legislation. The Banco de Horas and
reductionn of working hours were the result of unions attempting to deal with the threat of
masss dismissal. The CUT reacted to the threat of mass dismissal by accepting the Banco
dee Horas initiative, while Forca Sindical negotiated possibilities for temporary contracts
inn order to maintain employment levels and create jobs in the medium term. Despite the
CUT'ss willingness to negotiate labour flexibility in times of economic crisis, the central
organisationn is far more sceptical about the employment results of temporary contracting
thann Forca Sindical.
Ann important example of voluntary reduction of the working week is the Banco
dee Horas, regulated by law in 1998. The Banco de Horas is a system in which working
hourss are not calculated per week or day, but per year. In this system, employers can vary
thee number of hours worked according to production requirements. Because employees
cann be either in credit or in debit with the bank, they can be asked to work more during a
periodd when it is needed, without being paid overtime rates (Freitas 2001: 11-12;
CUT/Secretariaa de Politica Sindical 2001). The crucial issue is the ability of unions to
negotiatee favourable arrangements within the legal framework of this system. For
example,, the CUT considers reduction of the working week negative if accompanied by
proportionall salary reduction, yet a shorter working week without salary reduction in
orderr to create more employment has been an important demand since the beginning of
thee 1980s. The Banco de Horas is considered as a negative development by the CUT as it
representss deregulation of the labour market and as it forms part of the government's
policyy to adjust labour costs as part of economic restructuring. At the same time, the CUT
doubtss whether this project will generate employment, as employers tend to adjust the
workk force through labour flexibilisation without necessarily employing more people
(CUT/Secretariaa de Politica Sindical 1998: 2-3).145
Possibilitiess for temporary contracts were legislated for in 1998, enabling the
hiringg of a number of workers on a temporary basis, although this has to be negotiated
betweenn employers and unions (Portella de Castro 1999b: 39). Temporary contracts have
beenn possible since 1974, but the percentage of the temporary work force and the terms of

1455
See Haagh (2002) for an analysis of the effects of labour flexibilisation on efficiency in Chile.
Haaghh argues that the introduction of labour flexibilisation in its various forms does not automatically
leadd to higher levels of efficiency and productivity.
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thee contract had to be negotiated with the union. Fixed-term contracts were regulated by
laww in 1998, making this form of employment more attractive for employers through a
reductionn of social-security contributions. Moving from small companies to large
employers,, between 50% (for companies with less than 49 employees) to 20% (more than
1999 employees) can be employed on the basis of a fixed-term contract. Another initiative
inauguratedd in 1998 was the introduction of part-time contracts, based on a maximum of
255 weekly hours. In addition, a 1998 legislative proposal facilitated temporary dismissal
forr a maximum of five months. Workers can be fully dismissed after this period, receive a
benefitt equivalent to the unemployment benefit and a retraining programme (Martins and
Rodrigues2001:: 167-170).
'Participationn in Profits and Results' is intended to introduce variable wages. As
inn the case of Banco de Horas, the idea is that unions negotiate specific terms and
conditionss with their employers within the legal framework of PLR. Aspects that are
consideredd within PLR agreements are quality, productivity, absenteeism and health and
safetyy on the workfloor. To a certain extent, the possibility to negotiate a variable wage
segment,, shifts away collective wage bargaining from the adjustment of wages to
inflationn to direct bargaining of wage levels between employers and employees. The
purposee of promoting direct negotiations on wages and working conditions is to avoid the
returnn of the 'wage-price' spiral, characteristic of hyper-inflation, in which wages follow
pricee increases, while higher wage levels are in turn translated into higher prices.
Althoughh direct labour relations without the state's intermediation have always been a
prominentt demand of new unionists, the more negative economic context of the late
1990ss meant that direct bargaining would not necessarily contribute to a democratisation
off labour relations (cf. Cook 2002: 21). Moreover, negotiated flexibilisation was
introducedd in an economic context in which unions were much less able to bargain for
gainss in working conditions, wages and workplace representation. Instead, protecting the
jobb security of the unions' own members became a priority.
Negotiatingg wage flexibilisation has been a difficult step to take for many
unionistss and has led to internal conflicts, as 'defensive bargaining' is not accepted by the
moree radical tendencies within the CUT. The Sindicato dos Metalürgicos do ABC (again
onee of the pioneers in negotiated flexibilisation) argues in an introduction to a manual for
negotiatingg PLR agreements (1998) that both the struggle for higher real wages and
negotiatingg the PLR are important forms of class struggle, in a world where this struggle
iss in a state of transformation. The union does not want to abandon the ideal of socialism,
butt it has to be reached in a different way: 'as one of many contradictory instruments, [it
cann be used] for the construction of class consciousness. It should not serve as a proposal
forr inconscientious and demobilising partnership ... We will have all the conditions for it
too turn into an instrument for the accumulation of forces and advance in the grade of
organisationn and mobilisation in the category [sector]' (SMABC 1998: 12).
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5.3.65.3.6

Organisational

Innovations

Thee new unionism of the 1980s had not yet been translated into a strategy for the
transformationn of union structures themselves. At that time, it was principally based on
shopp floor organisation and the introduction of democratic decision-making processes. It
wass also difficult to reach a compromise among different factions of the labour
movementt on the abolition of corporatism and the formation of a new labour relations
system.. The representative potential of many unions was also weakened by the lack of
legall regulation of union presence in the workplace, as this can only be arranged through
collectivee bargaining (Portella de Castro 1999b: 44).
Duringg the 1990s, the CUT has developed a more specific proposal for
organisationall transformation with the objective of strengthening the connections between
verticall union organisation and local unions, a strategy strongly based on the experiences
off the metalworkers' unions. This can be considered not only as a reaction to trade
unions'' problems with collective bargaining as a result of economic problems and the
reformm of the wage policy from wage indexation to decentralised bargaining, but also as a
responsee to the lack of reform of the corporatist system during the 1990s. According to
Mönicaa Valente, responsible for training and research within the CUT, a new, "organic"
formm of union organisation has had to confront a neo-liberal union model, which 'with the
objectivee of maximum flexibilisation of the work force, of implanting temporary
contracts,, contracting workers through co-operatives, reducing the capacity of
organisationn and of creating a collective space for a union structure, [offers] the creation
off a union per enterprise as an alternative to the labour movement' (Valente 1997: 12;
Escolaa Sindical Sao Paulo/CUT 1997). These changes are also considered as a solution
forr problems related to dismissals, as large-scale dismissals can greatly reduce the
constituencyy and potential membership of a union (Jakobsen 1997: 6).
Majorr changes have also occurred in the practice of union organisation, such as
thee organisation of unions at state level and attempts to organise sectoral unions at a
nationall level. The new union structure includes the establishment of union organisations
att the level of economic sectors, at the broadest possible territorial level. In addition, the
CUTT wants to strengthen its vertical organisational links by introducing national sectoral
tradee unions, an attempt to break with the limited territorial reach of trade union
organisationn stipulated by the Labour Code. The purpose of this project is to turn the
sectorall departments of the CUT into sectoral federations, which are able to lead national
wagee bargaining campaigns, and even the negotiation of a national collective labour
contract.. The National Confederation of Metalworkers (CNM) has also attempted to form
aa national metalworkers' union, which is able to promote national collective bargaining
campaigns.. According to a representative of CNM this initiative was not passed during
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thee 2001 Metalworkers' Congress, particularly due to the opposition of metalworkers'
unionss affiliated to radical political groups within the CUT.146
Anotherr aspect of this project is to strengthen worker representation on the
shopfloorr and the linkage of all higher levels of union organisation and decision-making
too "sindicalismo de base" (shop-floor organisation). For example, in the organisational
structuree of the Metalworkers' Union of ABC, it is obligatory for every union
representativee (from the union board to the national level) to be elected by his or her
colleaguess on the shop floor. In addition, all decisions made by the Metalworkers' Union
havee to be discussed in the union committees of the enterprises that concern the union.
Inn an attempt to circumvent the limits that the Labour Code poses on unionisation
beyondd a particular economic sector - the effect of these limits is that workers in the
samee company often belong to different unions - some unions intend unionising all
workerss in a company in one union. The difficulties in co-ordinating the demands of all
workerss in a company are further exacerbated by outsourcing. Outsourcing is a common
wayy to reduce the work force and to transfer responsibility for social-security payments,
safetyy and training to another employer or sometimes a co-operative formed by former
employeess of the company. Outsourcing can also increase difficulties for unions to
organisee all workers working in one company. As legal limitations exist to unionise
workerss from a different category than the category to which a union belongs, a strong
unionn like the Metalworkers' Union of ABC tries to organise all workers in one company,
circumventingg these restrictions. In order to do this, the union invites all workers working
inn a company to join the Metalworkers' Union, whether they are metalworkers or not
(thesee workers can include security and canteen personnel, painters and cleaners servicess which are often outsourced). Strictly speaking, this is illegal according to the
Labourr Code, but the Metalworkers' Union uses the inclusion of all workers within one
companyy as a strategy to unify collective bargaining campaigns.147
AA new form of bipartite negotiations at a company level are the Integrated System
forr the Prevention of Accidents (Sistema Integrado de Prevencao de Acidentes - SIPA)
andd the Commission for Previous Conciliation (Commissao de Conciliacao Previa CCP).. The task of the first commission is to develop safety and occupational health
policiess in a company and to account for their implementation. The last commission,
consistingg of elected employees and company representatives, deals with labour conflicts,
suchh as dismissals, in order to avoid having to go to a labour court. The intervention of
labourr courts can substantially delay the solution of labour conflicts and has negative
consequencess for both trade unions and employers. For trade unions, the fact that the

Visitt and informal interviews al Sindicato dos Metaltirgicos do ABC, Sao Bernardo do Campo (298-2001);; visits and interviews at factory commissions of Daimler-Chrysler, Santo Andre (29-8-2001)
andd Ford, Sao Bernardo do Campo (10-1999); interview Fernando Lopes, Executive director,
Confederacaoo Nacional dos Metaltirgicos (CNM-CUT), Sao Paulo, 22-8-2001.
1477
Visit to Sindicato dos Metaltirgicos do ABC, Sao Bernardo do Campo, 29-8-2001.
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solutionn of labour conflicts becomes a judicial matter can weaken their position as
representativee of workers.
AA final organisational innovation refers to trade unions' attempt to co-ordinate
wagee bargaining campaigns. One of the key topics in wage bargaining for the CUT are
regionall and sectoral differentiation of wages. Within the same company or sector, and
betweenn regions, large differences in wage levels can exist. The possibility to pay lower
wagess in a different Brazilian state is often a reason for companies to shift their
investmentt to states with lower wage levels, levels of working conditions and
unionisation.. This development is part of the so-called "guerra fiscal" (fiscal war)14S, in
whichh investors base their choices for investments on low labour costs (including wages
andd working conditions) and on negotiations with local governments that are willing to
providee tax concessions, land and cheaper loans. The CUT and Forca Sindical have
reactedd to this development by trying to synchronise and unify wage bargaining
throughoutt the country (Barros 1999: 40-41). The CUT has attempted to begin a
campaignn for a National Collective Labour Contract.'4<) The first step of the proposal
entailss that trade unions attempt to co-ordinate the timing and demands of their annual
collectivee bargaining campaigns.150 The purpose of this attempt is to put pressure on
employerss to harmonise wage levels and working conditions at a national level, so as to
makee it more difficult to exploit differences in levels of development between regions.
Thee second step of the proposal concerns the 'legalisation' of collective bargaining and
collectivee agreements at a state or even a national level (Rodrigues 1997: 197). In 1999,
thee campaign for a National Collective Labour Contract resulted in a joint proposal of
Forcaa Sindical and the CUT in the metallurgy sector, proposed to the union of
automobile-sectorr

employers (ANFAVEA,

National

Association

of

Automobile

Producers).1511 Although this proposal has not had the desired effect, the unions have
continuedd to co-ordinate wage campaigns, within and between economic sectors.
5.3.75.3.7

The Global Dimension

AA further important concern of the Brazilian labour movement is focused on the
relationshipp between globalisation and domestic economic development and the
increasingg importance that the government attributes to market forces. The CUT does not
Seee Arbix and Rodriguez-Pose (1999) for an analysis of competition for foreign investment among
Braziliann states in the case of the automobile sector.
See,, Executiva Nacional da CUT (1997) Pelo fortaleeimento do saiario minimo nacional, February
5,5, http://www.cut.org.br/a20103.htm; Marcelo Borges Sereno (n.d.) A Proposta de Saiario Minimo da
CUT,CUT, http://www.cut.org.br/a20108.htm, on the importance of a national minimum wage in the light of
wagee differences between regions and the proposal for a National Collective Labour Contract. See also
Barross (1999).
Thee annual date for collective bargaining in a particular economic sector is fixed. Ensuring that
wagee campaigns in important sectors took place at different times of the year was a significant political
mechanismm to avoid co-ordination of demands and union action.
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believee that Brazil has had no choice but to submit itself to the forces of globalisation and
seess "globalisation" as an excuse that the government uses at will: 'In reality, the
governmentt has taken, with the pretext of realising "necessary" reforms for the
subordinatee entry of the country into globalisation, various initiatives that eliminate the
historicallyy achieved rights of those who work in this country'.152 This implies an
interestingg assertion, that the CUT believes globalisation is a choice yet not necessarily an
unavoidablee reality.
Accordingg to the CUT, the challenges of economic globalisation in combination
withh the policies of the Brazilian government, imply that integration will be subordinate
too 'the conditions of the global economy'. In the CUT's diagnosis, liberalisation and
economicc crisis during the 1980s led to the dismantlement of the previous Latin
Americann model of domestic economies structured by the state, 'where the priority was to
expandd the internal market through the association between public and private capital
(nationall and international)'. At the same time, the state provided essential social services
andd guaranteed '"social peace" through its intervention in the regulation of social
relations'' (CUT 1994b: 3). This quotation reflects the importance the CUT attaches to the
statee as a crucial actor in the development process, albeit with a different and more
democraticc role than before (see also section 6.6). Additionally, in the CUT's view,
economicc reforms and particularly liberalisation policies have led to the dismantlement of
thee national industrial sector. This point reflects the CUT's belief in the industrial sector
ass a driving forces of economic and social development, as the CUT expects that a focus
onn agricultural and mineral exports makes the Brazilian economy too vulnerable to the
volatilityy of international demand (CUT 1994a: 7), as economic reforms tend to promote
competitivityy on the basis of products with low added value, such as agricultural
products.. In addition, in an analysis provided in a CUT document which discusses
changess in the development strategy, it is argued that the economic liberalisation process
hass immediate negative consequences for workers, as labour costs are reduced, labour
marketss flexibilised, and union and workers' rights attacked. In this view, the purpose of
economicc reforms is to leave regulation of social and economic relations to market forces
(CUTT 1994b: 3-4, 9-10). In this sense, the CUT criticises the strengthening of the market
mechanismm in the Brazilian economy, although economic reforms are not automatically
rejected.. While the strengthening of the market mechanism is associated with pressure of
internationall financial institutions and other foreign lenders, the CUT believes that the
Braziliann state can take a more assertive position in negotiations with foreign lenders and
multinationall corporations, for instance, through taking a tougher stance in the
renegotiationn of external debt.

1511
The proposal 'Contrato Coletivo: Uma Proposta para o Complexo Automotivo' (1999) was
publishedd in Boletim DIEESE, (July-August 1999) no. 214.
1522
Executiva Nacional da CUT (1997) Pelo fortalecimento do saiario minima nacionah February 5.
http://www.cut.org.br/a20103.htm. .
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Whenn analysing the Brazilian labour movement's opinion of globalisation and its
effects,, it becomes clear that the CUT does not view globalisation as an inherently
negativee process. For example, the CUT supports the view that technological
developmentt and globalisation should be reflected in social development and solidarity.
Nevertheless,, it is argued that the current form of globalisation is exclusive in nature and
leadss to competition among governments to reduce labour costs and union rights, as part
off comparative advantage.153 As a consequence, according to the CUT's former president,
Vicentee Paulo da Silva, 'workers from all over the world are pressurised to abandon their
rightss and legitimate demands in the name of international competitivity. At the same
time,, unemployment increases, and we see an enormous process of concentration of
powerr and wealth'.154
Globalisationn in combination with neo-liberalism 'represents the increase of
unemployment,, the precarisation of labour contracts, informality and growing attacks on
thee right to unionise (CUT 1997a: 7). Neo-liberalism as interpreted in the CUT's analyses
off the global economy, leads to unemployment, economic stagnation and, interestingly
enough,, a loss of international competitiveness of countries which have introduced neoliberall reforms. In turn, economic modernisation causes the substitution of human labour
byy machines, outsourcing (terceirizacao), and segmentation of the labour market.
Thee CUT has also discussed the role of multinational corporations in the Brazilian
economy,, maintaining that multinational corporations increasingly control research,
production,, and trade. Multinationals search for comparative advantages and these can be
foundd in countries with deregulated labour markets and low wages (CUT 1994a: 5). In the
CUT'ss perspective on globalisation, multinational corporations and international financial
institutionss are the driving forces of economic integration, as they intend opening up new
marketss and increasing their profits through the reduction of wages and labour costs. At
thee same time, for already industrialised developing countries (such as Brazil), 'the
sectorall and differentiated character of the integration [of multinational corporations]
implies,, on the one hand, the constitution of islands of excellence connected to the
transnationall enterprises and, on the other, the de-industrialisation and the sucking out [o
sucateamento]] of a large part of the industrial park established in the previous period
throughh substitution of imports' (CUT 1997a: 8).
5.3.85.3.8

International Strategies and Contacts with Unions around the World

Inn a way, the CUT has formed a double relationship with global unionism. Firstly, the
CUTT receives financial and organisational support from unions in developed countries.
Secondly,, the question whether the CUT should be a member of the International
Thiss is called the Custo Brasil (the 'Brazil cost'), the factors that impede the attraction of foreign
directt investment and lower Brazil's global competitiveness. 'Custo Brasil' generally refers to socialsecurityy contributions that employers pay on top of wages. According to the CUT, 'Custo Brasil' also
referss to established workers' rights.
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Confederationn of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) has long caused major conflicts.155 The
"Cold-War"" characteristics of the ICFTU and its Latin American counterpart
Organizaciónn Regional Interamericana de Trabajadores (Inter-American Regional
Organisationn of Workers - ORIT), were an important obstacle to the organisational and
politicall changes that many new unionists deemed necessary in international union
organisationss (see Jakobsen 2001). When affiliation to the ICFTU was finally approved in
1991,, it was necessary to state the following justification: 'Our affiliation does not mean
anyy political-ideological alignment to the currents that dispute the hegemony of the
internationall trade union movement. It expresses our will to fight, at an international
level,, our conception and practice of union action with other centrals' (CUT 1991: 17).
Evenn now, according to the secretary of international relations of the CUT, Kjeld
Jakobsen,, the ICFTU 'does not appear to have realized that this new global economic
orderr cannot be confronted by using the old strategy, and that neo-liberalism is not an
inexorablee process, the consequences of which must be accepted or even welcomed since
wee can have a minimum effect on them' (2001: 364).
Jakobsenn points to north-south tensions that weaken global unionism. According
too him, the international trade-union movement should take into account that developing
countriess are more vulnerable to global economic change and the pressure to introduce
reforms.. He explains that the reason why unions in developing countries are ambiguous
aboutt social and labour clauses in international trade agreements, as a result of a fear of
protectionistt use of such clauses. In addition, the inclusion of social and labour clauses in
internationall trade agreements tends not to address fundamental

socio-economic

problems,, such as unemployment, poverty and large-scale violations of human rights, and
ann absence of a culture of negotiations between employees, governments and employers
inn developing countries (Jakobsen 2001: 370-372).I56
Thee CUT is not necessarily against regional and global integration agreements, as
theyy can contribute to more sustainable global and regional economic integration, and can
aidd debt renegotiation (Portella de Castro 1999b: 12). The labour movement's fears are
twofold.. Regional integration initiatives, such as NAFTA (North-American Free Trade
Agreement),, Mercosur157 (Mercado Comün del Sur), and the FTAA (Free Trade
Agreementt of the Americas), tend to be focused on trade liberalisation and the hidden
agendaa of trade liberalisation is economic deregulation, at least in the CUT'S view.
Furthermore,, regional integration between assymetric countries is expected to lead to
downwardd harmonisation of social and labour rights (Portella de Castro 1999b: 13).
1544

Vicente Paulo da Silva (n.d.) Globalizaqao http://www.cut.org.br/a20107.htm.
For example, one leader of the Petroleum Workers1 Union in Rio de Janeiro related his evaluation of
thee pragmatism of the majority group within the CUT to the issue of membership of the ICFTU.
Intervieww with Mozart Queiroz, Rio de Janeiro, September 17, 2001.
1566
Interview Kjeld Jakobsen, executive director for International Relations, CUT, Sao Paulo, 27-82001. .
1577
Mercosur refers to the regional free trade zone and customs union formed between Argentina,
Brazil,, Uruguay and Paraguay (officially operational since 1 January 1995).
1555
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Unionn action within the institutions of Mercosur and during the ongoing negotiations of
thee Free Trade Agreement of the Americas (FTAA) has played an important role in the
internationall relations of Brazilian trade unions, although it is not the unionists' highest
priority.'51** The CUT is a member of the Coordinadora de Centrales Sindicales del Cono
Surr (Co-ordination of Union Centrals in the Cono Sur, or CCSCS), established in 1988,
ann organisation which attempts to co-ordinate union action at the level of tripartite
workingg groups and the socio-economic consultative forum of Mercosur. The emphasis of
unionn action in a regional context is on the inclusion of the fundamental labour rights
establishedd by the ILO in the regional integration process.159 An important result of union
pressuree on Mercosur negotiations was the official adoption of a 'Declaration of Social
andd Labour Rights' in 1998.160
AA major focus of union opposition is the extension of the democratic participation
off civil society movements in the regional integration process (CUT 1994a: 6), which at
thee moment are fairly limited and do not have very significant consequences. For
example,, Mercosur has a tripartite technical subgroup dealing with labour and
employmentt issues (SGT10)161 and a consultative forum on economic and social issues
(Foroo Consultative Econömico-Social). Since coming into force of Mercosur, union
participationn in the regional organisation's institutional structures has also focused on
macro-economicc and trade issues, including attention to the common external tariff (the
CCSCSS supports a gradual reduction of the external tariff), internal trade, the active
promotionn of productive modernisation and sectoral union negotiations within Mercosur.
Sectorall union and tripartite negotiations are explicitly based on the example of the
sectorall chambers in Brazil. Union committees exist in the metallurgy sector,162 but there
aree also other sectoral initiatives in banking, transport, construction, textile, paper, and the
graphicc sector (Portella de Castro 1999b: 14-16).

Intervieww Maria Silvia Portella de Castro, advisor Confederacao Nacional dos Metalurgicos
(Octoberr and December 1999).
Thee fundamental labour rights, as established in conventions of the International Labour
Organisation,, are freedom of association, the right to collective bargaining, non-discrimination, and the
prohibitionn of forced and child labour.
1600
For more information, see Portella de Castro (1999a and b), Riethof (1999) and Munck (2001).
lfill
See Portella de Castro (1999b: 46-49) for more information on developments in the SGT10 since
1992. .
"" The automobile sector is a rare example of a sector where regional integration, and some form of
policyy co-ordination between the governments of Argentina and Brazil, actually took place. One of the
firstt initiatives was a form of production specialisation between Argentina and Brazil. During the mid1990s,, industrial policies aimed at the automobile sector were harmonised between Argentina and
Brazil.. Due to negative effects of economic problems on the sector in the mid-1990s, the Brazilian
governmentt introduced special policies to promote the sector, principally by increasing tariffs. In 1995,
Brazill introduced the 'New Automotive Regime' for the period 1996-1999. The 'New Automotive
Regime'' included measures to promote exports, to promote the use of national components, and
supportt for company restructuring (Portella de Castro 1999: 27-28). Moreover, in March 1999, a
supranationall collective labour contract was agreed upon between Brazilian and Argentinian
metalworkers'' unions and Volkswagen in Brazil and Argentina. The contract refers to the right of
unionisation,, information exchange between unions and management, and emphasises the importance
off training programmes. The text of the collective contract can be found in DIEESE (2000).
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Conflicts,, protest, and the transnational networks surrounding the NorthAmericann Free Trade Agreement are an illustration of the possibilities for transnational
organising.1633 The protests have had an important impact on the inclusion of non-trade
issuess in free trade agreements. In the case of NAFTA, the inclusion of non-trade issues
concernedd the establishment of side agreements on environmental protection and labour
rights.. Maria Lorena Cook calls the different forms of contact between social groups and
organisationss in the context of NAFTA the emergence of a transnational political arena164
inn which there is an awareness of the broader and global consequences of economic and
politicall processes. It can mean that non-state actors attempt to find allies in other
countriess and that they become stronger because of their relations with international
bodiess or organisations in other countries (transnational organising and transnational
solidarity)) (Cook 1997: 521).165
Thee CUT also participates in alternative social summits for the FTAA and in the
Worldd Social Forum (Porto Alegre, 2001 and 2002). Moreover, a sense of common
circumstancess and interests inspire information exchange and meetings between members
off COSATU in South Africa, the KCFTU (Korean Confederation of Free Trade Unions)
andd the CUT. Joint statements, strike solidarity and contacts between workers in the same
multinationall corporations have led to a network of unions in these countries.
AA particularly interesting recent development is the establishment of union
networkss between employees of multinational corporations in different countries, in order
too strengthen international co-ordination of union action. These networks are usually
extensionss of factory commissions in companies where unions are already strongly
represented.. Extensive contacts exist between employees of Volkswagen in Sao Bernardo
doo Campo and in Germany, and also in South Africa and Mexico, based on visits and
informationn exchange. In addition, these contacts played an important role in the
Volkswagenn management's acceptance of the factory commission and the union in Brazil.
Withh reference to the creation of Works Councils in European Union member-states, a
globalglobal workers' committee for Volkswagen was established in May 1999. Through this
committee,, employees of Volkswagen branches can be informed about and consulted
duringg the management's decision-making process, even though, according to the
'6"" There is a large body of literature on the effects of NAFTA on popular protest and transnational
organising.. Some of the relevant works are O'Brien et al. (2000). Hogenboom (1998), Rupert (2000),
Grinspunn and Cameron (1993), Cook (1997).
1644
Cook's definition of a transnational political arena is: 'one in which non-governmental and
governmentall actors utilize the political process and media networks of another country, and/or attempt
too form contacts and alliances with non-governmental actors of another country, in an effort to affect
thee political process at home' (Cook 1997: 526; cf. Chalmers, Martin and Piester 1997: 558).
1655
These aspects of a transnational political arena are still limited to the relationship between two or
moree countries. It is important to note that these processes can move to the agenda of international
organisationss or to become a 'global' issue altogether. The work of Keck and Sikkink (1998) on
transnationall advocacy networks is very important in this respect. While most organisations are based
att a national or local level, their activities, contacts and organisational potential are not limited to this.
Althoughh global campaigns and transnational solidarity activities are often organised, most
'internationall labour organisations' still function like federations of national organisations.
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representativee for Latin America, Mario Barbosa, employees of Volkswagen in Brazil do
notnot have the same rights of representation as German employees. Information exchange
onn company matters and the international context of labour relations has also been
importantt for local collective bargaining.166 The South American network of BASF
employeess was recognised by the company in the beginning of 2001. The main results of
thiss network has been the establishment of contacts, information exchange, attempts at
regionall and global synchronisation of union demands, concrete agreements with the
BASFF management in the area of occupational health and safety, and further recognition
off trade unions and shop-floor organisation (Novais 2001; Observatório Social 2001a).
CONCLUSION N

Thiss Chapter started from the argument that the context and content of union strategies
changedd fundamentally during the 1990s. Instead of the process of democratisation of the
1980s,, which created significant space for the promotion of social and labour rights, trade
unionss were confronted with economic reforms. On the one hand, the introduction of
economicc reforms meant that space for effective opposition became limited. On the other
hand,, due to the negative effects of the recession that accompanied the stabilisation plan,
unionss had to change their strategies to adapt to a new reality.
Sectionn 5.3 argues that, as the organisation of mobilisations and strikes became
moree difficult after the introduction of the Piano Real and as negotiations with the federal
governmentt were not successful, several new strategies emerged. Characteristic of these
neww strategies is that they were a response to economic problems and to the reforms
introducedd by the government, rather than the more pro-active strategies for workplace
representationn and wage adjustment that were common during the 1980s. The first
examplee refers to tripartite negotiations in the automobile sector, particularly in 1992 and
1993.. This was an unprecedented case of co-operative strategies of employers and unions
inn attempting to create a solution for the crisis of the automobile sector. Secondly, trade
unions,, again particularly in the automobile sector, began to negotiate various forms of
labourr flexibilisation, including flexibilisation of working hours, temporary contracts and
variablee wages. Thirdly, the CUT itself developed attempts to reform the labour
movement'ss organisational structure, in absence of reform of the corporatist system.
Thesee attempts included the formation of unions at sectoral and national levels, in order
too co-ordinate

wage bargaining

campaigns, and

the strengthening

of worker

representationn in the workplace. Fourthly, in times of increasing global integration, the
CUTT also strengthened its relations with unions abroad, often in the context of regional
integrationn initiatives.

Barbosaa 2001; Interview with Mario Barbosa, Sindicato dos Metalürgicos do ABC, representative in
globall committee of Volkswagen, Sao Bernardo do Campo, August 27, 2001; Observatório Social
2001a. .
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Thee strategic changes can be explained both in terms of changes within the labour
movementt itself and in terms of changes in the environment in which the labour
movementt operates. Firstly, the establishment of alliances with social movements
representedd one of the strategies to overcome the limited representativeness of traditional
tradee unionism. This characteristic resulted in a broader conception of 'class', which
camee to include informal-sector workers, rural workers, white-collar workers, and in
somee cases, micro-entrepreneurs. Despite the increasing importance of workers from
sectorss and backgrounds other than industry, this was not directly translated into their
importancee in the official decision-making structures of the CUT, which continued to be
dominatedd by the groups that had been strongest since the foundation of the organisation.
Furthermore,, the Chapter also considered the importance of large individual unions, as
centrall union organisations perform a co-ordinating function, in addition to their role as a
nationall representative of the labour movement. Several important strategic shifts in
unionss like the Metalworkers' Union of ABC.
Secondly,, conflicts on strategic changes also originated in internal political
dynamicss and competition with similar organisations. In the case of the CUT, the
existencee of radical political factions, although they do not form a majority, often led to
thee adoption of radical positions, which were not always reflected in the practice of
individuall unions. The shift from a focus on mobilisation to more participatory strategies
duringg the 1990s was heavily disputed by radical groups. The success of the mobilisation
strategyy during the 1980s was often a point of reference, in this respect. The CUT also
hadd to deal with competition from another central union organisation, Forca Sindical.
Forcaa Sindical was established as a pragmatic organisation, based on 'unionism of
results'.. Because of its pragmatic orientation, Forca Sindical could undertake the position
off principal labour representative towards the government, a space left open by the CUT
duee to its refusal to participate in negotiations. The Movement of Landless Workers,
whichh shared many goals with the CUT, employed successful mobilisation strategies
duringg the 1990s. Nevertheless, these were sometimes considered as too militant and
radicall as the CUT moved towards negotiation strategies
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CHAPTERR VI DEBATES ON PRIVATISATION AND
RESPONSESS OF THE LABOUR
MOVEMENT T

INTRODUCTION N

Whilee the previous Chapter discussed a shift in trade union strategies from a focus on
mobilisationn to a focus on negotiations and defensive union strategies, the current Chapter
assessess trade union responses to a more specific aspect of the Brazilian reform
programme:: privatisation of state-owned enterprises. The significance of studying
privatisationn lies in its centrality in the reform programme during the 1990s, while
privatisationn was also one of the most successfully implemented reforms, particularly
comparedd with other institutional reforms, such as tax, social security and labour reforms.
Inn addition, as was argued in section 5.2.2, public-sector workers have had a strong
interestt against privatisation and public sector reform insofar as it affected their
employmentt situation. Significantly for an understanding of labour movement responses
too privatisation, public-sector workers also played an important role in the CUT: several
off the strongest individual unions in the CUT were public sector unions and public sector
workerss often occupied leadership positions in the CUT. The Brazilian privatisation
programmee also provoked opposition by those who were concerned with the future of
economicc development and the role of the state in this process. In this sense, privatisation
hass been a crucial issue for debates on the role of the state in the economy and on the role
off key actors in the economic development process.
Thee Chapter consists of four parts. Section 6.1 introduces the relationship
betweenn privatisation and economic reforms in general, with particular references to
debatess on the Brazilian privatisation programme. The section argues that privatisation
shouldd be studied as an inherently political process, rather than as a technical or
administrativee matter. The origins and later development of the Brazilian privatisation
programmee are discussed in section 6.2. The section pays attention to to the content of
privatisationn policies, the institutional structure of the programme, in addition to
oppositionn to privatisation. Section 6.3 deals more specifically with the expected effects
off privatisation on employment. Although it is difficult to establish the exact effects of
privatisation,, particularly as unemployment levels are influenced by a range of factors,
thee arguments on the expected effects are important for understanding trade union
strategiess against privatisation. Section 6.4 of this Chapter argues that, although new
unionistss were very sceptical about privatisation from the foundation of the CUT
onwards,, they have found it difficult to develop an effective strategy in relation to
privatisationn and state intervention. The difficulty in developing an effective strategy
becamee particularly clear in cases when individual unions had to deal with the

practicalitiess of the privatisation process, while the leadership of the CUT often used a
moree radical stance in opposition to privatisation.
6.11

PRIVATISATION AND POLITICAL CONFLICT

6.1.16.1.1

Privatisation and Deregulation

Privatisationn can be defined as the transfer of assets, economic and social functions of the
statee to the private sector, involving 'the increased reliance on private actors and market
forcess to take over functions or responsibilities that had in recent decades come to be
regardedd as properly within the governmental sphere' (Feigenbaum et al. 1999: 1). Two
formss of privatisation important for this study167 are the sale of state property, and
subcontractingg or concessions to the private sector to perform a particular state function.
Salee of state property refers to the sale of state assets and shares, typically in the case of
state-ownedd enterprises. Subcontracting designates the performance of certain state tasks
byy private sector actors. During the mid-1990s, various forms of subcontracting have
affectedd public utilities, sanitation, infrastructure, transport, and telecommunications.
Deregulationn is often interpreted as a form of privatisation, but this is not always
strictlyy the case. Deregulation implies that the state abandons direct regulation of a
particularr area formerly seen as the responsibility of the state. Although this means that
theree is more private sector room for manoeuvre, 'deregulation' often involves 'reregulation'' through the establishment of regulatory agencies that oversee private sector
activities,, including price and service levels. In the Brazilian case, 're-regulation' has not
beenn a smooth process, as discussed in the work of Manzetti (Manzetti 1999: 211-212;
2000;; cf. Velasco 1997b: 14-17; Bresser Pereira 1996; Castelar Pinheiro 2000b: 26-30),
particularlyy when the regulatory framework was not firmly established before
privatisation.. This is particularly important in public utilities: new regulatory frameworks
usuallyy involve ensuring the continuing (or improving) quality of services, ensuring that
servicess are provided at affordable levels, and guarantees of future investment in the
improvementt of services and infrastructure. As Feigenbaum et al. (1999) argue, the
establishmentt of new regulatory frameworks for the private provision of goods and
servicess demonstrates that privatisation does not necessarily minimise the role of the
state.. Instead, one can speak of a reconfiguration of the role of the state: 'where states
merelyy moved from one form of intervention to another to correct market failure,
privatizationn does not necessarily lead to shrinking the state' (Feigenbaum et al. 1999: 6).

1677
A useful overview of privatisation dimensions as a continuum is provided in Feigenbaum et al.
(1999:: 8-11). The authors distinguish the 'financing dimension' (who pays for a particular service?),
thee 'delivery dimension' (is a service provided by the public or the private sector?), the 'responsibility
dimension'' (regulation through public laws and regulation or individual responsibility), and the
'decision-makingg dimension' (decision-making through collective, formalised procedures, or by
individuals?) )
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6.1.26.1.2

Privatisation, Development Strategies and Political Conflict in Brazil

Privatisationn of state-owned enterprises represents one of the central pillars of Brazilian
economicc reform process during the 1990s (Almeida 1999). The significance of the
privatisationn process lies in its broader connection both to state reform in Brazil, and the
objectivess of macro-economic reforms. Privatisation also represents a fundamental shift
fromm the previously dominant development strategy in Brazil, which was characterised by
thee extensive role of the state in the economy, large public infrastructural projects, and the
state-ledd promotion of industrialisation.
Proponentss of privatisation either implicitly or explicitly assume that privatisation
willl solve many of Brazil's economic and fiscal problems.168 In other words, privatisation
iss often viewed as an instrument that promotes the reform of both the state and macroeconomicc policies. In a World Bank report, the inefficiency of state-owned enterprises is
directlyy linked to macro-economic problems. Losses of state-owned enterprises deeplyy affect the budget and banking system, creating macroeconomic
instability,, diverting scarce resources away from basic social services
suchh as health and education, and crowding out the private sector. They
alsoo have contributed to declining investments and inadequate
maintenance,, leading state enterprises to provide a low quantity or quality
off goods or services at a high price that place a burden on the poor (Kikeri
1998:: 1).
Thee link between macro-economic policy objectives, state reform, and the privatisation
plan,, can be demonstrated in the following ways. Privatisation is expected to limit state
interventionn in the economy and the use of state-owned enterprises for macro-economic
policyy objectives, e.g. as an instrument to control price levels. In turn, privatisation is also
usedd as a means to further promote the reduction of the role of the state, as it is also based
onn the idea that the state should retreat from economic activities, and focus instead on its
basicc tasks, the provision of education, health care and law enforcement (Castelar
Pinheiroo and Giambagi 1999: 15).
Privatisationn is also expected to restore the financial confidence of international
publicc and private creditors, and, by extension, to attract further foreign direct investment.
Duringg the 1990s, 'privatization continued to serve as a sort of "seal of quality" for
economicc policy, a sign of commitment to "market-oriented reforms". This placed Brazil
inn a competitive position among emerging countries for the attraction of substantial
capitall inflows in a world in which money was abundant' (Castelar Pinheiro and
Giambagii 1999: 14). A more controversial claim is that privatisation will reduce budget
deficits,, as public debt and public investment are taken over by the companies which own
sharess in the privatised enterprises (cf. Berg and Berg 1997: 358). Privatised companies

ForFor an overview of the arguments in favour of privatisation, see Guislain (1997: 6-10).
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wouldd also become more profitable as privatisation is expected to enhance technological
restructuringg and competitiveness (Castelar Pinheiro and Giambagi 1999: 6, 15).
Sincee there is no critical consensus on the long-term effects of privatisation, this
Chapterr focuses on political conflict and debates surrounding the decision to privatise
state-ownedd enterprises (SOEs),169 rather than an assessment of the effects of privatisation
onn the Brazilian economy. For instance, Feigenbaum et al. argue against analysing
privatisationn programmes merely as a solution for immediate economic and fiscal
problems.. Rather,
privatizationn initiatives are political because the redistribute costs and
benefitss among diverse and competing groups. And portraying
privatisationn as a necessary adaptation to fiscal constraints fails to
acknowledgee the considerable range of alternative responses open to
governmentall actors and the extent to which selection of policies within
thatt range may reflect partisan tactics and pressures from mobilized
interestt groups (Feigenbaum et al. 1999: 172-173).
Thiss quotation demonstrates that a study of the political dimensions of privatisation
processess can provide significant insight into political conflicts fought over development
strategies.. Privatisation also affects patterns of power and coalitions in societies:
Th[e]] public sphere largely depends on the conviction, shared by both
businesss and labor, that market imperfections are legitimately susceptible
off political regulation. The contraction of the public sphere, as a result of
thee expansion of the market, tends to favor those actors that retain relative
advantagess for market exchanges (Schamis 1992: 61).
Protestss and debates about privatisation are usually focused on the balance
betweenn public and private, and the preferred the role of the public sector in the economy
andd society (cf. Almeida 1999). As Alfred Montero (1998) argues, societal and economic
actorss play an important role in defining the political context of privatisation and of the
implementationn of the privatisation programme, even in the case of an issue generally
viewedd as 'technical' or 'administrative'. In addition, even when reform is viewed as a
largelyy technical issue, the government has to take political opposition and support into
account:: 'without an enduring constituency for reform ... policy making becomes
politicallyy vulnerable to opposition actors who seek to inhibit the process. Without

[W[W
Studies on the effects of privatisation on labour generally suffer from a lack of statistical evidence
onn employment and labour effects. The same is true for studies of privatisation in Brazil. Furthermore,
thee effects of privatisation on the wider economy can only become clear in the long run, as it is not yet
possiblee to argue whether privatised companies are more efficient or whether they create employment
Exampless of studies that take the labour dimension into account are Hoeven and Sziraczki (1997b: 89),, Saravia (1996, 1998), Ferraz (2000), Luca (1998), Castelar Pinheiro (1996, 2000a), Observatorio
Sociall (2001b, 2001c). Several World Bank reports addressed the social dimensions of the Brazilian
privatisationn programme, see in general Kikeri (1998) and Paes de Barros et al. (1997), Carneiro and
Gilll (1997) and Estache et al. (2000). On the reason why there is no consensus about the effects of
privatisation,, see Hoeven and Sziraczki (1997a: 2-3, 7-11).
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substantiall state commitments to the reform process, economic actors who are required to
bearr the costs and risk investment in privatized companies will not see official adjustment
effortss as credible' (Montero 1998: 31).
Basedd on the argument that privatisation is an inherently political process,
Feigenbaumm et al. (1999) developed a typology of motivations for privatisation. The three
typess of privatisation in this typology are pragmatic privatisation, tactical privatisation
andd systemic privatisation.170 This typology will be used in the subsequent sections to
structuree the analysis of the privatisation programme in Brazil. The first type of
privatisationn programme is termed pragmatic privatisation by Feigenbaum et al.
Pragmaticc privatisations represent a short-term administrative solution for an immediate
functionall problem. For example, in the case of developing countries, privatisation can be
'inauguratedd to solve an internal budgetary crisis or external balance of payments deficit
inn conjunction with an austerity plan' (Feigenbaum et al. 1999: 46-47). In addition,
pragmaticc privatisations are characterised by a lack of ideological considerations,
particularlyy as the sectors in which pragmatic privatisations take place have usually
alreadyy been depoliticised. Tactical privatisations 'are advocated to achieve the shorttermm political goals of political parties, politicians, or interest groups. They seek either to
alterr the balance of power by attracting allies and rewarding supporters or to achieve
specificc short-term objectives such as reducing the budget deficits' (Feigenbaum et al.
1999:: 42). In the case of developing countries, tactical privatisation often takes place as a
conditionn of IMF and World Bank loans. The intention of systemic privatisations is to
producee a large-scale socio-economic change through privatisation and a realignment of
thee public and the private sector. In this sense, systemic privatisations are the most farreachingg form, usually characterised by strong ideological dimensions. Systemic
privatisations s
aree intended to reshape the entire society by fundamentally altering
economicc and political institutions and by transforming economic and
politicall interests. Systemic privatization seeks to lower people's
expectationss of what government can and should be held responsible for,
icQUucc LIIC uuuni^ ae^nji a u v ^ i M g m a n u t i i n J i ^ ^ I i i t l u HIIIOOUUCLUIW, emu

transformm the interest group landscape to make it less supportive of
governmentt growth (Feigenbaum et al. 1999: 42-43).
Thiss typology of privatisations demonstrates that motivations and incentives to
privatisee are complex, as they take place in a field of power relations in which there is
oftenn no broad consensus on the purposes of privatisation. The somewhat limited scope of
1700
A very similar typology, based on a study of privatisation in Brazil and Mexico, can be found in
Schneiderr (1990). In addition, Armijo (1999) provides an overview of incentives to privatise in
developingg countries. Armijo's description of intrinsic economic (the promotion of efficient
managementt and resource allocation) and pragmatic economic (referring to the benefits of privatisation
forr macro-economic variables) particularly refer to 'pragmatic privatisation'. Domestic political
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tacticall and pragmatic privatisation - limited because these forms do not involve a full
economicc and social transformation - does not mean that privatisation decisions based on
thesee motivations do not have far-reaching consequences for the balance between the
publicc and the private sector in economic decision-making (cf. Feigenbaum et al. 1999:
148). .
6.22

PRIVATISATION POLICIES IN BRAZIL

Beforee the 1980s, the state was seen as a key actor in the Brazilian development process.
Thee state was viewed as being capable of promoting economic growth, breaking the
dependencyy relationship on developed countries, and avoiding excessive reliance on
exportss of agricultural and mineral products. Within this development strategy, the state
sectorr was one of the principal pillars of economic policy. In order to provide a context
forr the introduction of a privatisation programme, this section analyses the connections
betweenn the position of state-owned enterprises and the development strategy that was
dominantt until 1990. The purpose of this section is to summarise the reasons why state
interventionn and the state sector were so dominant in Brazil and the reasons why support
forr a strong state eroded from the 1970s onwards.
Thomass Trebat cites dissatisfaction with the negative consequences of the market
mechanismm in the early twentieth century as one of the major reasons why the state sector
camee to predominate the Brazilian economy, although the initial emergence of state-led
industrialisationn was not a planned strategy, but initially a pragmatic response to the Great
Depressionn (Trebat 1983: 2, 30; cf. Chapter II and Castelar Pinheiro 2000b). The growth
off the state sector corresponds to the four aspects of 'developmentalism' in Latin
America,, according to the definition given in Chapter I (see section t.3.1): (1) the
interventionistt state; (2) a discourse focused on the importance of industrialisation for
nationall development; (3) exclusionary politics; and (4) a state apparatus characterised by
aa large, weak, bureaucracy.
Firstly,, through the emphasis of Brazilian economic policy-making on state
intervention,, the state played a major role in the allocation of resources through public
investmentt and state-owned enterprises. Another important point is that these decisions
weree usually not made on the basis of market indications, but as a result of administrative
decisionss supporting the Brazilian industrialisation strategy. The role of state-owned
enterprisess was highly political and central to Brazil's industrialisation strategy, as 'state
enterprisess fulfilled] a central function in this system of the bureaucratic political
economy.. They politicise[d] capitalism in their input and output markets. Many private
firmsfirms depend[ed] on state-firm contracts, pricing, and lending. State enterprises often
[were]] pioneers in development and stalwarts of national control' (Schneider 1989: 92).

motivationss and international political reasons correspond to 'tactical privatisation' (Armijo 1999: 164168). .
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Secondly,, in the developmentalist discourse, state-owned enterprises were key
actorss in the economic development process. SOEs were viewed as playing a crucial role
inn establishing a diversified industrialised economy. State investment was treated as a
necessaryy component of the developmentalist strategy, as private investment was often
insufficientt to exploit natural resources and to further develop the Brazilian infrastructure
(Evanss 1979: 219). In addition, the military regime's 'national security doctrine'
consideredd national industrial development as crucial for national security. The doctrine
resultedd in large-scale investments in infrastructure and other strategic sectors, including
thee production of small aircrafts (Castelar Pinheiro 2000b: 9-10; Evans 1979: 266).
Thirdly,, state-owned enterprises were not only seen as a way to stimulate
Braziliann industrialisation, but also as a mechanism to influence price levels. This meant
thatt SOEs could provide cheap subsidised supplies for companies, both domestic and
foreignn owned, and were guaranteed customers for products produced in other sectors.
Thesee subsidies also positively affected price levels for ordinary citizens, which in turn
promotedd the twin goals of expanding the domestic market for Brazilian products, and
fightingg inflation. Ideally, it would also reduce social unrest caused by inflation.
Additionally,, SOEs provided substantial employment opportunities in the formal sector,
andd public sector employment was decidedly more stable and provided more benefits than
thee private formal sector.
AA fourth characteristic of Latin American developmentalism is a large, weak,
bureaucracy.. Throughout the twentieth century, the Brazilian state not only took up the
rolee of economic regulator, but also became a direct player in economic activity (Evans
1979:: 214-215, 278). The state's active role in the economy also included the
establishmentt of 'autonomous decentralised agencies', agencies to which regulatory tasks
couldd be delegated (Trebat 1983: 10, 18-19). This contributed to the excessive size of the
Braziliann state, which became the object of sustained criticism from the late 1970s
onwards.. In addition, the dispersion of decision-making (and its implementation) within
thee state apparatus contributed to the weakness of the state.
Economicc growth had long obscured structural problems, and the economic
turmoill of the 1980s meant that the interventionist state and its development strategy were
calledd into question. After the oil shocks in 1973 and the subsequent end of a period of
highh economic growth (also known as the Brazilian miracle, 1968-1973), losses of stateownedd enterprises increased. With the decline of the economic miracle at the end of the
1970s,, many economic and social groups, particularly from the business side, started to
questionn the interventionist role of the Brazilian state, including the position of stateownedd enterprises. As a result, in 1975 the Federation of Industries of Sao Paulo (FIESP)
attackedd the position of state-owned enterprises, claiming that they were inefficient,
subjectt to corruption and that state financial resources should be used to stimulate the
privatee sector rather than the state sector. Business dissatisfaction also concerned privatesectorr dependence on supplies from the public sector, as well as the economic planning
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prioritiess that were set by the government, while fixed price levels for public goods and
servicess increased costs. During the 1980s, the criticisms of the interventionist state began
too coincide with the democratisation process, which meant that the need to rethink the
rolee of the state became associated with political democratisation, as the expansion of the
statee sector was connected with authoritarian decision-making processes171: '[fjrustrated
byy contradictory state policies, and by increasing conflict over state resources, business
leaderss challenged both state control over the economy and national security priorities
thatt had justified authoritarian practices' (Seidman 1994: 101; see also Castelar and
Giambiagii 1999: 7-8).
Criticismm of the expansion of the state sector also emerged within the state
apparatuss itself, particularly as it was feared that SOEs contributed to high aggregate
demandd pressures, increasing the risk of high inflation (Trebat 1983: 55). As a result of
fiscall and macro-economic problems after 1973, the government decided to reduce public
resourcess to invest in SOEs and continued to do so during the following years. The
governmentt had already introduced more control over SOE budgets in 1975, in addition
too a downwards pressure on price controls, which was intended promote more efficient
operationn of SOEs. In an attempt to reduce economic problems in the state sector, the
Secretariaa Especial de Controle das Empresas Estatais (Special Secretariat for the Control
off State-Owned Enterprises, or SEST) was established in 1979, in order to gain more
centralisedd control over the SOEs' economic activity, including their expenditure and
externall borrowing. The establishment of SEST was a reaction to earlier policies that
resultedd in more autonomous state-owned enterprises and decentralised control of the
statee productive sector by sectoral ministries. The decentralisation of control over the
publicc sector situation led to a lack of control over public expenditure and production,
whichh was increasingly seen as a problem for efficient economic management. In
addition,, as a result of the debt crisis of 1982-3, the government demanded a twenty
percentt reduction of spending in state-owned enterprises. Furthermore, price levels of
goodss and services provided by SOEs were reduced in order to reduce inflationary
pressuree and to stimulate exports {Castelar Pinheiro 2000b: 14). During this period, the
governmentt also decided to support efficient state-owned enterprises only, rather than
pouringg public resources into SOEs with serious economic difficulties (Trebat 1983: 7476,, 80-84).172 In addition to attempts to increase control over the state sector, the first
privatisationn initiatives were undertaken under the military regime, by president Joao
Figueiredoo (1979-1985). Between 1981 and 1984, twenty state enterprises were sold as a
resultt of this programme (Almeida 1999: table 4). Nevertheless, the military regime's 'debureaucratisation'' programme did not a full-scale privatisation effort. According to
Castelarr Pinheiro, nonetheless, the establishment of an institutional framework for control
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See Castelar Pinheiro (2000b: 10-13).
' 722 Gazeta Mercantil 'Corte nas estatais de 20% em 1984' 6-7-1984; Folha de Sao Paulo 'So estatais
eficientess terao apoio do governo' 19-5-1985.
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off the state sector was not principally motivated by considerations of efficiency and
productivity,, but by attempts to reduce the growth of the state sector. According to
Almeida,, although the privatisation programme only came to full force during the 1990s,
thee efforts to increase control over the state sector signal an attempt to halt the expansion
off the state apparatus (Almeida 1999; Castelar Pinheiro 2000b: 13).
Inn 1985, José Sarney (1985-1989) established the Inter-Ministerial Privatisation
Councill by decree in order to accelerate the decision-making process. Furthermore, all
state-ownedd enterprises (except for the state monopolies stipulated in the 1969
Constitution)) were included in this programme (Almeida 1999; Castelar Pinheiro 2000b:
14-15).. For José Sarney, the principal reasons to continue the privatisation programme
weree the following: 'It is going to constitute yet another instrument for the reduction of
inflationn rates, reducing the launching of government bonds in the financial markets in a
sensiblee way, which today pressurises interest rates, and the allocation of Treasury
resourcess to cover deficits

of state-owned enterprises in permanent

financial

difficulties'.'733 In addition, privatisation was expected to be conducive to a reduction of
thee role of the state and to open spaces for private initiative.
Thee results of the privatisation programme ended up being small (only 18 SOEs
weree privatised), as the government was not committed to privatisation as a priority of the
reformm process (Velasco 1997a: 9-10; Velasco 1999: 186-192). As discussed in Chapter
III,, although the government introduced a number of financial stabilisation plans, these
weree not accompanied by the structural reforms (including privatisation) that could
underpinn the economy's long-term stability (Velasco 1997a: 8). Additionally, one of the
significantt institutional developments during this period was that José Sarney's
governmentt reinforced a decree introduced by President Figuereido that restricted the
participationn of foreign buyers in the privatisation process (Manzetti 1999: 51-52).I74 This
lackk of liberalised access for foreign investors reduced the attractiveness of state-owned
enterprisess for foreign buyers. Furthermore, the effects of the recession following upon
thee debt crisis meant that there were few potential domestic buyers (Baer 1995: 261;
Carneiroo 1998: 7). Castelar Pinheiro and Giambagi noted that state-owned enterprises
weree also still used as an instrument of price policy under Sarney's administration (1999:
9).. Sarney's government viewed privatisation 'as a means to alleviate the government's
fiscall crisis without abandoning growth and development goals', goals which still
includedd a significant role of the state at that time (Manzetti 1999: 49-50). Sarney's
privatisationn programme can be characterised as pragmatically motivated, as the
programmee was principally a reaction to an adverse economic situation. In addition, the
governmentt was not committed to a fundamental transformation of the public sector and
thee role of the state.

mm

O Estado de Sao Paulo 'Sarney quer até o fim do ano o programa de desestatizacao' 18-10-1985.
Thesee include an obligation to keep capital in Brazil for at least 12 months and it was forbidden to
selll shares within two years (Carneiro 1998: 7-8).
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Inn addition to a lack of willingness on the side of the government, the 1988
Constitutionn also had a distinctly nationalist flavour, containing the following elements
affectingg the public sector that proved to be difficult to remove during the 1990s. While
thee Constitution stipulated that the purpose of state intervention should be the
maintenancee of national security and the collective interest, it also facilitated the
protectionn of strategic economic sectors. This was done, for example, through restrictions
onn the entry of foreign capital in sectors such as mineral extraction, health and oil. In
addition,, a state monopoly in the oil and telecommunications sector was constitutionally
guaranteed,, while there were limits to private provision of public services, such as energy
andd infrastructure (Martinez-Lara 1996: 104-106, 121-123).
6.2.16.2.1

Privatisation and Economic Reforms under Fernando Collor de Melo

Whenn analysing the Brazilian privatisation programme, it is necessary to distinguish
betweenn privatisation policies pre- and post-1990. Before the introduction of Collor's
reformm programme in 1990, privatisation initiatives were built on the premise that the
systemm of state-owned enterprises was not only worth preserving, but also still played a
significantt role in the economic development process. For example, the 1988 Constitution
maintainedd a state monopoly in certain sectors and forms of protection of domestic
capital.. Since 1990, privatisation has become an integral part of a comprehensive
programmee of economic, public sector and state reform. The reasons for the renewed
importancee of the privatisation programme can be found in the economic and political
crisess that characterised the decade of the 1980s. The crises not only reinforced the
critiquee of the centrality of the state in Brazil, but also reinforced the importance of
macro-economicc and fiscal considerations in the decision to privatise. In this sense,
privatisationn was increasingly viewed as an indispensable institutional reform for the
sustainabilityy of financial stabilisation. In combination with a global environment that
favouredd a rollback of the state and a rethinking of state intervention, this would
eventuallyy contribute to introduction and deepening of economic reforms from 1990
onwardss (Campello de Souza 1992: 115; section 3.2).
Thee first contribution of president Fernando Collor de Melo (1990-1992) to the
privatisationn effort was the introduction of the Programa Nacional de Desestatizacao
(PNDD - National Privatisation Programme), on April 12, 1990. Although privatisation and
statee reform were central pillars of his reform programme, Collor de Melo did not have
sufficientt political support for his reform programme in Congress and in the wider
society.. There was a lot of resistance against his plans to reform the public sector, which
includedd large-scale dismissals, and the failure of his financial stabilisation plans meant
thatt the initial support base quickly eroded. In 1991, Collor's lack of coalition-building
eventuallyy led to the rejection of a major constitutional reform (also known as the
Emendao,, or the 'Big Amendment') to remove the public monopoly on petroleum,
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telecommunicationss and public services, established in the 1988 Constitution, was not
acceptedd (Martinez-Lara 1996: 180; Chaffee 1998: 161-170).175
Collorr decided to focus privatisation on relatively uncontroversial cases, such as
companiess that were not seen as strategic and companies with financial and operational
problems.. The first round of privatisations during the 1990s was focused on industrial
companiess in the steel, petrochemical and fertiliser production sectors. Between 1991 and
1994,, the most important privatisation cases concerned USIMINAS (a steel-producing
company),, Companhia Sidenirgica Nacional (National Steel Company - CSN) and
Embraerr (Empresa Brasileira de Aeronaütica, production of small airplanes) (see table 6.3
andd 6.4). The privatisation of the steel sector, for example, was completed in 1994.
Enterprisess in the steel holding (Siderbras) were quite profitable exporters and considered
strategicc enterprises that functioned as providers of natural resources to domestic and
foreignn industry. The privatisation of these enterprises was successful and, as such,
cruciall to the later success of Brazil's privatisation programme. In this sense, the
privatisationn of USIMINAS was used to create business confidence in the government's
commitmentt to reforms and to perfect public auctions as the principal method of
privatisation.. Although the privatisation of USIMINAS did not have significant political
supportt when it was included into the privatisation programme, its successful
privatisationn convinced a number of key investors of the merit of investing in privatised
enterprises.. USIMINAS' privatisation was also an example of the way the Brazilian
governmentt would later deal with opposition forces. As 10 per cent of the shares were
offeredd to USIMINAS employees at a reduced price, unions and employees became
involvedd in setting up Investment Clubs (which were promoted by the Banco Nacional de
Desenvolvimentoo Econömico e Social - BNDES) and negotiating their participation in
thee privatisation process directly with the BNDES and the enterprise management. In
addition,, the designated shares also guaranteed employees a seat in the Administrative
Councill of the privatised enterprise (Velasco 1997a: 24-33; Saravia 1996: 12-13; Ferraz
2000:: 52-54).176
Collorr de Melo's widening of the scope of the privatisation programme can be
interpretedd as pragmatic, because the programme was directly related to financial
stabilisationn efforts, which were a response to the economic problems, hyperinflation and
fiscall deficits of the 1980s (Castelar Pinheiro 2000b: 18-19). In addition, the privatisation
off USIMINAS represented an important case of tactical privatisation, as it was used to

Seee Sarles (1995: 175-176) and Manzetti (1999: 152-153) on the mechanisms that Collor used to
broadenn support for privatisation. See Velasco (1997a: 19-21) for the reasons why Collor failed to form
aa coalition in support of privatisation.
Collor'ss successor, vice-president Itamar Franco (1992-4), had a much more ambiguous position on
privatisation.. Franco was an economic nationalist and did not support the privatisation programme.
Evenn though the privatisation process initially slowed down, several important companies, such as the
steell mill CSN and the aerospace company EMBRAER, were privatised (Chaffee 1998: 170-175).
Accordingg to Velasco (1997a: 33-35), the main reason for the continuation of the privatisation under
Itamarr Franco, was that the privatisation of USIMINAS had strengthened a coalition for privatisation.
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createe business confidence in the programme and to test its institutional framework
(Velascoo 1997a: 23-25).177
Onee of the characteristics of pragmatic and tactical privatisations in developing
countriess is the importance of external factors and international financial institutions
(Feigenbaumm et al. 1999: 46-47, 50; Armijo 1999: 168). In the early stages of
privatisationn in Brazil, though, under José Sarney and Fernando Collor, foreign pressure
relatedd to the renegotiation of external debt did not have much impact on the privatisation
programmee {Velasco 1999: 186-188). The IMF and the World Bank generally promoted
privatisationn as part of structural adjustment in Brazil, but the relationship between the
Braziliann government and the international financial institutions was complicated until
1994,, when Brazil signed the Brady Plan. The role of international loans and technical
assistancee started to become more important under Cardoso's government, particularly
affectingg the electricity and railways sectors (Manzetti 1999: 183-184). m
Thee importance of the reduction of state expenditure and state debt played a major
rolee in the methods of privatisation used during the early 1990s, demonstrating the
privatisationn programme's significance for fiscal adjustment. During the initial stages of
privatisationn from 1990-1992, the Brazilian state used ample fiscal mechanisms to attract
investors.. On the one hand, in order to streamline privatisation receipts, the Brazilian
governmentt created 'privatisation certificates', which were certificates which private
pensionn and investment funds, and financial institutions were obliged to buy and could
onlyy be used for directly buying shares in state-owned enterprises or financing third
partiess to do so (Velasco 1997a: note 35). On the other hand, in order to reduce public
debt,, investors could pay for shares in privatised companies with public debt securities, a
formm of debt-equity swaps. The public debt securities have often been called moedas
podres,, or 'junk money', because the real value of moedas podres is lower than their
paperr value, while their paper value is used to pay for shares in privatised companies.
Thiss means that, although investors bought shares on the basis of the paper value, the
governmentt receives the lower, real value (Castelar Pinheiro 2000b: 19; Montero 1998:
41-43;; Biondi 1999: 11-12). According to Castelar Pinheiro and Giambagi (1999: 11-13)
thee principal reason to introduce these securities as "privatisation currencies" was that it
wouldd ensure that the government did not have to subsidise investments directly. The use
off public debt securities for the acquisition of SOE share was also as an instrument to
decreasee general government expenditure, as this system 'assured that these proceeds
weree not used to finance increased expenditure' (Castelar Pinheiro and Giambagi 1999:
1777
Despite the importance of USIMINAS as a 'tactical' privatisation, Collor did not display a
commitmentt to using privatisation to gain allies or punish the opposition (Schneider 1992: 227).
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13).. The use of privatisation certificates and public debt securities was particularly
prominentt in the early years of privatisation, predominating the steel sector until 1997,
whenn privatisation certificates represented up to 50 per cent of the currency used to buy
sharess in state-owned enterprises (BNDES 2001d; Manzetti 1999: 204-205).
6.2.26.2.2

Privatisation and the Piano Real

Fromm 1995 onwards, the privatisation programme was deepened under the presidency of
Fernandoo Henrique Cardoso. Cardoso characterised the new phase of privatisation as a
search h
forr private sector partners to overcome major infrastructure bottlenecks,
notablyy in the electric energy, transportation and communications sectors.
Openingg these areas to new entrepreneurs will enable the State to dedicate
itselff more effectively to its regulatory functions. The government will be
ablee to provide investors with clear regulations and greater security,
guaranteeingg the quality and continuity of public services (Presidência da
Repüblicaa 1995).
Itt is interesting to note that this quotation mentions the search for partners in the private
sector,, which led to the subcontracting of public utilities and services to the private sector,
particularlyy in the energy and telecommunications sectors. Subcontracting represented a
majorr new approach to privatisation in Brazil. A constitutional change in 1995 and new
legislationn (the lei de concessöes, or concessions law) marked a widening of possibilities
forr awarding concessions to the private sector for operating public services. This opened a
doorr for the privatisation of electricity distribution companies and several electricity
generatingg companies. Although several electricity distribution companies have been
privatisedd (see table 6.4), the privatisation of electricity generating companies has met
suchh opposition that it was temporarily suspended in 2001, In addition, a series of
blackoutss and problems with electricity supply have led to questions about the efficiency
off privatisation in the electricity sector. Water and sanitation companies are another
candidatee for privatisation and concession. The constitutional change of 1995 also
removedd the public monopoly on telecommunications, enabling the privatisation of
TELEBRASS (Brazilian Telecommunications) in July 1998.
AA controversial decision was to include companies on the privatisation agenda
thatt were expected to remain in the public sector. For instance, Companhia Vale do Rio
Docee (CVRD), the largest Brazilian exporter (minerals and mining products) in the
strategicc natural resources sector, was added to the privatisation programme. The last
majorr state-owned enterprises that remain are the federal state banks Banco do Brasil and

Seee Kikeri (1998) for an overview of technical assistance to privatisation projects in Brazil and the
rationalee of the World Bank in this respect.
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Caixaa Econömica Federal, and the oil company Petrobras.'79 The Brazilian government
wass under pressure to consider selling these enterprises (or, in the case of Petrobras, to
selll a number of its shares), as privatisation of the remaining state banks was one of the
requirementss of the aid package of the IMF negotiated in 2001 (BNDES 2000a, 2000b,
2001b,, 2001c; Ministerio de Fazenda 1999; Brazil, Federal Government 1998).180
Accordingg to Manzetti, the success of the Real Plan of 1994 included a more
positivee macro-economic situation, while the threats to economic stability posed by the
Mexicann crisis of the same year, led to a convergence of interests and support for
privatisationn (1999: 196-198). The popularity of the Real Plan, particularly given the end
off hyperinflation, certainly strengthened Cardoso's position. In addition, one of the
principall reasons for the successful extension of the privatisation programme post-1995,
wass that while Collor did not establish alliances (with political parties and business) in
orderr to support his reform plans and relied mostly on presidential decrees to implement
thee privatisation programme, Cardoso made an effort to "sell" privatisation to the
Braziliann public and to build political coalitions supporting privatisation11*' (Manzetti
1999:: 191-196). However, the political climate changed at the end of the 1990s, when
emergencyy measures dealing with the financial crisis of 1997-1998 had severe effects on
employmentt and levels of economic activity. Another blow to the privatisation project is
thee energy crisis, which began in the summer of 2001.1K: Customers (both corporate and
private)) were required to reduce their electricity use by 20 per cent. Although the energy
crisiss is typically blamed on mismanagement on the part of the government, the crisis has
calledd into question both the benefits of future privatisations in the energy sector and the
effectivenesss of the regulatory framework that replaced the system of state-owned
enterprisess in the electricity distribution sector. Castelar Pinheiro also relates the slowdownn of the privatisation process at the end of the 1990s to a degree of stabilisation of the
currentt accounts, a factor which reduced the importance of privatisation for macroeconomicc purposes (Castelar Pinheiro 2000b: 24-25).
Inn addition to subcontracting, a further important change in the extension of the
privatisationn programme post-1995 compared to the previous governments was that
1744
In August 2000, 28.32 per cent of the common shares of Petrobras were sold, of which 60.3 per cent
abroadd (51.3 per cent to the US). This sale implies that the Federal government maintains 55.76 per
centt of the voting capital (BNDES 2000c).
Iit00
For an overview of companies that remain state owned, see Ministerio de Planejamento e
Orcamentoo Empresas Estatais Federals, on
http://www.pianejamento.gov.br/estatais/mp/perfil/por_setor_grupo.htm.. (1-2-2001).
IS11
Cardoso is generally considered to be a good negotiator within the particularities of Brazilian
politics.. Weyland argues that Cardoso 'has systematically sought to exploit divergences among the
interestss of clientelistic politicians, state governors, and powerful social groupings, reinforcing
demandss that coincide with his own reform agenda and providing compensation for demands he cannot
satisfy'' (Weyland 2000: 50).
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foreignn investors came to play a larger role in privatisation under Cardoso's government
(seee table 6.1). Participation of foreign investors is most substantial in the case of
telecommunicationss (60 per cent), dominated by the United States, Spain and Portugal
(seee table 6.1). The United States and Spain are also the principal investors in federal and
statee privatisations, their participation in the investment volume being 35.9 per cent and
48.99 per cent respectively. The participation of foreign investors has increased from 4 per
centt in 1995 to 46 per cent in 2000. According to BNDES figures and table 6.3, the most
importantt sectors in terms of privatisation proceeds increasingly coincided with
significantt foreign participation: in the case of telecommunications this is 31 per cent,
andd for electricity 30 per cent, followed by steel (8 per cent), mining (7 per cent),
petroleumm and gas (7 per cent) and finance (6 per cent) (BNDES 2000c, 2001a).
Tablee 6. 1 Total Participation of Foreign Investment in Privatisation in Brazil - 19912001 1
Country y

PNDa a
Million n

uss s
Unitedd States
Spain n
Portugal l
Italy y
Chile e
Belgium m
Greatt Britain
Canada a
Sweden n
France e
Netherlands s
Japan n
Korea a
Argentina a
Germany y
Others s
Foreign n
Participation n
Total l

4318 8
3606 6
11

Statee level

%%
15.3 3
12.8 8
0.0 0

Telecommunications s

Million n
US$ $

%%

6024 4
4027 7
658 8
143 3
1006 6

Million n
USS S
3692 2
5042 2
4224 4
2479 9

Total l

%%

Million n
US$ $

75 5
729 9
10,123 3

0.3 3
2.6 6
35.9 9

350 0
13,654 4

1.3 3
48.9 9

17,270 0

60.0 0

14.034 4
12,675 5
4882 2
2621 1
1006 6
880 0
715 5
692 2
599 9
686 6
415 5
264 4
265 5
159 9
75 5
1078 8
41,047 7

28,234 4

100 0

27,919 9

100 0

28,793 3

100 0

84,946 6

---

---

880 0
22
21 1

3.2 2
0.0 0
0.1 1

--

--

479 9
55
88

1.7 7
0.0 0
0.0 0

---

---

21.6 6
14.4 4
2.4 4
0.6 6
3.6 6

--

--

---

692 2

2.5 5

---

196 6
410 0

---

0.7 7
1.5 5

21 1
671 1
599 9
10 0

---

---

256 6
266 6
11 1

148 8

--

0.5 5

--

--

---

12.8 8
17.5 5
14.7 7
8.6 6

---

0.1 1
2.3 3
2.1 1
0.0 0

--

0.9 9
0.9 9
0.0 0

---

%%
16.5 5
15 5
5.8 8
3.1 1
1.2 2
1.0 0
0.8 8
0.8 8
0.7 7
0.8 8
0.5 5
0.3 3
0.3 3
0.2 2
0.1 1
1.3 3
48.3 3
100.0 0

aa The PND, Progama Nacional de Desestatizacao (National 'De-statisation' Programme), includes all federal
privatisationss except telecommunications.
Source:: BNDES (2001e) Investidor Estrangeiro http://www.bndes.gov.br/pndnew/foreign.htm (Accessed on 31-72001). .

IS22
The energy crisis is commonly known as the Apagao, the big switch-off. Electricity trade unions
alreadyy warned that privatisation would lead to problems with energy blackouts. The conclusion of
criticss of privatisation is that the crisis is caused by problems in energy generation (still state-owned).
Inn addition, the crisis is often viewed as the result of general mismanagement of the energy sector, in
whichh privatisation is only one feature.
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6.2.36.2.3

Opposition to Privatisation

Despitee the success of privatisation until the late 1990s, the programme has also provoked
aa great deal of opposition and protest. Opponents of privatisation in Brazil can be located
acrosss a wide variety of groups. It has been argued, for example, that the principal
opponentss were SOE employees and unions, wary of losing their jobs, benefits, and
privilegedd position. Opposition to privatisation can also be found in political and
governmentall circles, as SOEs are often part of clientelist networks, and can serve as a
politicall electoral base, while for ministries, being attached to a state enterprise means
power. m m
Bothh opponents and proponents of privatisation can be found among workers,
privatee business, and government officials. Within the labour movement, an important
divisionn exists between the CUT, which opposed most forms of privatisation, and Forca
Sindical,, which supported economic reforms and privatisation under Collor de Melo (see
sectionn 6.4.3). The Brazilian business community is also divided between nationally or
internationallyy oriented firms, understandable, as (as mentioned earlier) many private
enterprisess benefited from subsidised goods produced by state-owned enterprises or were
afraidd to lose lucrative opportunities to supply SOEs (Manzetti 1999: 54-55; Velasco
1997a:: 20). Within the Brazilian public sector, one can distinguish between staff of stateownedd enterprises, individual politicians and actors connected to the public sector, and
governmentall and institutional opinion clearly committed to privatisation, such as the
BNDES.. For instance, in the case of privatisation in the petrochemical and fertiliser
sectors,, the management of Petrobras expressed a strong interest in maintaining these
enterprisess in the state sector (Velasco 1997a: 20; Baer 1995: 261-262; Manzetti 1999:
54-55). .
Ann example of the controversies that surround the privatisation programme is the
effectt of privatisation on macro-economic variables."*4 The government has argued that
thee total proceeds of privatisation (including debts that are transferred to the new owners
andd the relief from public investment) have been crucial in public spending and state
reformm (see table 6.2). According to the journalist Aloysio Biondi, the government tended
too exaggerate the amount of debt transferred to the new owners, on the basis of which he
concludedd that privatised companies return profits without substantial investment (1999:
27-29,, 40-41). Nevertheless, critics of the privatisation process argue that the official
figuress of the total proceeds should be reduced, as the government invested a significant
amountt in the restructuring of companies to be privatised (including cheaper loans, tax
breakss and other concessions to the new owners). Restructuring often consisted of large-

1833
O Globo 'Trevisan denuncia pressoes contra a desestatizacao' 13-4-1986. See also, Gazeta
Mercantill 'Congresso ameaca privatizacao' 14-3-1990.
1844
According to Baumann, the privatisation programme has not had the expected effects on the fiscal
deficitt (2000: 24). Baumann argues that although public investment in the state sector decreased, other
typess of public expenditure actually increased (such as public-sector wages, social security and health).
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scalee dismissals, and individual projects were aimed at rationalising the production
process.. Besides financial support for pre-privatisation productive restructuring, the
BNDESS has also provided subsidised loans on favourable terms to privatised companies.
Tablee 6. 2 Proceeds of Privatisation - 1991-2000
Inn millions of USS
Numberr of Companies
1991 1 4 4
1992 2 14 4
1993 3 6 6
1994 4 9 9
1995 5 8 8
1996 6 11 1
1997 7 4 4
1998 8 7 7
1999 9 2 2
2000 0 1 1
Total l 66 6
Source:: BNDES (2001 f) Resultados de PND
(Accessedd on 31-7-2001).

Proceeds of Sale
Transferred debts
16144
374
24011
982
26277
1561
19666
349
10033
625
40800
669
42655
3559
16555
1082
1333
76700
28.2344
9201
http://www.bndes.gov.br/pndnew/period.htm

Total
1988
3383
4188
2315
1628
4749
7824
2737
133
7670
37.435

Inn addition, critics have argued that the Brazilian state received far less for
privatisedd companies than it should have: on the one hand, critics argue that the price of
SOEss is set at a low level in order to attract investors. According to Biondi (1999), the set
pricee excluded the investment the government had spent in order to restructure stateownedd enterprises. According to government statements, the low price set by external
auditingg companies was the result of the poor economic performance of state-owned
enterprises,, an excess of personnel, large debts, and technological backwardness
(Manzettii 1999: 207). High levels of external debt and therefore a precarious financial
situationn are usually pointed out as the principal weaknesses of state-owned enterprises.
Thiss leads to a paradoxical situation in which the government stresses negative aspects of
thee companies it intends to sell, while also expecting to maximise their selling-price.
However,, not all companies were equally inefficient and unsuccessful; for example, the
Companhiaa Vale do Rio Doce (exporter of minerals and iron ore) was already a
successfull exporter before privatisation, and EMBRAER (small aeroplanes) demonstrated
thee success of years of investment and development.
Generallyy speaking, the privatisation process appealed to nationalist sentiments
andd concerns about the increasing influence of foreign capital in the Brazilian economy
(Velascoo 1997a: 20; see also CNBB 1997). SOEs which were founded in the early years
off developmental ism (particularly the CVRD and enterprises in the steel sector, such as
CSN)) acquired a symbolic value in the eyes of many opponents of privatisation, who
believedd that the state was still a key actor in the development process. The debate about
foreignn involvement has a lineage going back to the beginning of the twentieth century;
previouss debates on development typically focused on the extent of foreign control over
productionn and natural resources, as well as on the influence of foreign governments and
internationall institutions on political autonomy in Brazil. Until the mid-1980s, it was
generallyy accepted that increasing state intervention and import substitution solved these
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concerns.. In combination with economic and trade liberalisation, critics feared that
privatisationn would lead to a loss of sovereignty, with sovereignty usually being defined
ass policy autonomy in the economic sphere and as the Brazilian state's capacity to exploit
naturall resources without foreign participation. As will be argued in section 3 and section
6.4.1,,

critics of privatisation also doubted whether privatised enterprises would

contributee to social development goals, such as access to infrastructure.
6.2.46.2.4

Institutional

Structure

Underr president Collor, the Privatisation Committee (consisting of members from the
privatee sector and members appointed by the government) determined the companies to
bee included in the privatisation programme and it established the model of privatisation,
thee minimum share price and possible special types of shares (e.g. a "golden share", in
whichh case the state maintains a level of control over the privatised enterprise). After
Itamarr Franco took office in 1993, the committee of the National Privatisation
Programmee became directly accountable to the executive. This institutional change
includedd the extension of the executive's role and power to determine the composition of
thee Committee and the use of government bond certificates ('privatisation certificates')
forr the acquisition of shares in state-owned enterprises (Castelar Pinheiro 2000b: 19).I!iS
Furthermore,, the procedure for privatisation was now established specifically in each
case,, which in turn made the programme more flexible. President Cardoso introduced a
furtherr change, establishing the National Privatisation Council (Conselho Nacional de
Desestatizacaoo - CND) in 1995. The role of the CND is to set guidelines for privatisation,
whichh the BNDES uses to implement the privatisation programme. The Council consists
off the ministers of Development, Industry and Trade, the minister of Finance, and the
ministerr of Management. In the case of bank privatisation, the president of the Central
Bankk is also involved (BNDES 2000a; Manzetti 1999: 184-187; Presidência da Repüblica
1995). .
Onee of the interesting aspects of the Brazilian privatisation process is that a
centrall institution of the previous development strategy, the BNDES became the principal
institutionall framework for privatisation1*6 (Castelar Pinheiro and Giambagi 1999: 10;
Manzettii 1999: 52-53). The current role of the BNDES, under the supervision of the
Inter-ministeriall Council, is to conduct the daily management of privatisation. The Bank
preparess the legal and financial aspects of privatisation and co-ordinates activities and
involvementt of ministries in the process, as the Bank arranges the compulsory auditing of
state-ownedd enterprises before auction to establish their value by an external auditing
firm.firm. The reason why the BNDES became a "natural" privatisation institution is that it
Seee section 6.2.1 for a further discussion of privatisation certificates.
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becamee the owner or majority shareowner of several SOEs and private companies that
hadd gone bankrupt. During the 1980s, the BNDES became committed to privatisation
throughh its strategy of reducing its financial participation in these companies. The
BNDESS has been heavily involved in the restructuring of these companies and would
continuee to do so in later cases. The Changes in personnel also contributed to a shift in
emphasiss in the policy orientation of the BNDES, as 'BNDES managers saw privatization
ass a mechanism for making state intervention more efficient' (Montero 1998: 34).1S7
Thee format of the Brazilian privatisation programme does not lend itself to a form
off 'popular capitalism' as in Britain, or voucher privatisation as in Eastern Europe
(Manzettii 1999: 14), and ownership patterns tend to be quite concentrated (see table 6.4).
Sixx industrial and financial groups, for example (including some of Brazil's major
exportingg companies), dominate the steel sector.188 It is also important to not that
privatisedd steel enterprises have played an important role in later privatisation. For
instance,, in order to guarantee electricity supply, the Companhia Siderurgica Nacional
acquiredd a 7.3 per cent share in 'Light', the electricity distribution company of Rio de
Janeiroo (see table 6.4). In addition to this, the sale of shares in state-owned enterprises has
takenn place through the stock market, and procedural processes are obscure. Except for
employeess of state-owned enterprises, the general public is not encouraged to participate
inn the privatisation process.
Thee institutional framework of the privatisation programme underlines that the
possiblee influence of civil society organisations has been quite limited, as there has not
beenn a commitment to social pacts or negotiation of the privatisation plan with societal
organisations.. Although the ultimate power of decision-making lies with the executive,
Congresss could influence the privatisation process, including

implementation."*9

Nevertheless,, the inclusion of SOEs in the privatisation programme, and institutional and
legislativee changes have often been introduced through presidential decrees. As
presidentiall decrees implied that the change was only voted on after at least thirty days,
whenn the measure had already been implemented, the costs of rejecting the measure
increasedd (Almeida 1999). The effect of this framework can be seen in the focus of
protests:: political lobbying in Congress and the Senate was civil society's only point of

1K66
For an analysis of the role of the BNDES as an institution of state-led development and on state
interventionn in Brazil, see Baer (1995: 61-63, 248-250) and Sikkink (1991: 122-170) and section 2.3.1.
Thee Corporación de Fomento (CORFO) in Chile has undergone a similar shift. See also Velasco
(1997a:(1997a: 10-19).
'K77 On the international level the idea of a reduction of state intervention is reflected in the goals
representedd by the 'Washington Consensus'.
1SS
These are Usiminas-Cosipa, CSN, CST, Gerdau (Piratini), Mendes Jr.-Acominas and Acesita
(Monteroo 1998: 46; see also Baer (1995: 266).
IIWW
Nevertheless, those who focus on institutional and political structures that impede the effective
implementationn of the privatisation programme argue that the weakening of the executive in the 1988
Constitutionn makes the programme less efficient and subject of political lobbying (Manzetti 1999:
189). .
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accesss to the decision-making process.'"0 The judiciary is another important focal point of
protest,, the principal strategy being to question the legality and constitutionality of
privatisation.. Although it has not been possible to halt privatisation through legal means,
itt has often delayed and interrupted auctions of state-owned enterprises, as for example,
inn the case of the Companhia Vale do Rio Doce (see Almeida 1999).
Theree have been some attempts to involve trade unions in the privatisation
process.. All workers and employers contribute to the Fundo de Garantia por Tempo de
Servicoo (Guarantee Fund for Time Worked - FGTS),191 a fund which provides for
unemploymentt benefits. In 1992, the president of the BNDES proposed to use part of the
capitall in this fund as privatisation certificates, arguing that this would allow broader
popularr participation in the privatisation process. In addition, the BNDES funded
employees'' acquisition of shares in privatised enterprises through Investment Clubs
(Ferrazz 2000: 54; see also section 6.4.2).I92 The representatives of trade unions in the
FGTSS did not accept that FGTS funds could be used without participation of workers in
thee decision-making process of privatisation. The conflict about the use of FGTS money
resultedd in a split between the leadership of the CUT and rank-and-file members. Workers
inn state companies could buy FGTS privatisation certificates at a discount and because
thiss would imply fairly high revenue, many workers decided not to oppose privatisation
anymoree because of these benefits.193 The CUT has consistently criticised the use of
FGTSS and FAT1"4 funds for issues like privatisation. The CUT has argued that capital in
thesee funds should be used for social development instead of privatisation and that
workerss should have more influence on the decision-making process of privatisation, as
bothh funds contain money deposited by workers, and (Neto 1996).
6.2.56.2.5

Reflections on Privatisation and Economic Reforms

Onee of the major debates in the analysis of Brazilian privatisation policies is whether or
notnot the privatisation process constitutes an ideological shift in Brazilian politics, and also
whetherr or not it is merely a narrowly pragmatic reaction to financial and economic

l4uu

Furthermore, a combination of corruption, the impeachment of president Collor de Melo, and
warinesss over the process (and procedure) of privatisation, led to the establishment of a Parliamentary
Inquiryy Committee (Comissao Parlamentar de Inquérito -- CPI) on the implementation of the
privatisationprivatisation programme in 1993. See Congresso Nacional (1994) and Ferraz (2000: 79); Interview
withh Argemiro Pertence Neto, Secretario de Comunicacao, Associacao de Engenheiros da Petrobras
(Associationn of Engineers of Petrobras, or AEPET), Rio de Janeiro, 6-9-2001.
ig
'' The military regime introduced the FGTS in 1966 in order to reduce costs of dismissal.
1922
In the case of the privatisation of CVRD, the BNDES provided a loan to the Clube de
Investimentos,, through which the Bank guaranteed that employees could buy the number of shares to
whichh they were entitled. Interview with Maria Lucia Garcia, InvestVale (Investors' Club CVRD), Rio
dee Janeiro, 11/9/2001.
mm
Montero (1998: 47-49); Interview Marcelo Sereno, Executive Board CUT (until 1999), director for
unionn affairs at the PT, 17/12/1999.
IMM
Fundo de Amparo ao Trabalhador (Fund for Worker Support), fund for unemployment benefits
establishedd in 1986.
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crises.1955 It can be argued that the introduction and implementation of a privatisation
programmee in Brazil has had both immediate incentives and more ideological dimensions
(Carneiroo 1998: 4). This statement implies that the Brazilian privatisation programme is a
combinationn of pragmatic motivations (e.g. macro-economic stabilisation), and a
commitmentt to a fundamental shift in economic and political organisation (cf.
Feigenbaumm and Henig 1997: 340-343).
Althoughh reform of the public sector is also a long-term objective, the Brazilian
governmentt has tended to treat privatisation as an 'immediate' solution for budgetary
problems.. Immediate, pragmatic motivations include the expectation that privatisation
willl contribute to the reduction of external debt, to the increase of government revenue
andd to a decrease of direct government spending in the area of public investment, as part
off a commitment to budgetary reform. This was the case in the stabilisation plans of
Fernandoo Collor de Melo (1990-1992) and for the Real Plan of Fernando Henrique
Cardoso.. In an analysis of the privatisation programme by the BNDES, it is stated that the
movee away from an emphasis on economic growth to stabilisation is the intellectual basis
off the plan: 'its intention was to use privatization for reducing the public debt to
consolidatee the stabilization plan launched at the same time [1990]' (Castelar Pinheiro
andd Giambagi 1999: 5). Although the report also states that this particular linkage has
beenn replaced during the 1990s in turn by an emphasis on the benefits of international
competitiveness,, the rationale of the Real Plan demonstrates that economic and monetary
stabilityy is still an important motive for privatisation.
Despitee Collor's impeachment in 1992, which has somewhat distorted the
evaluationn of his reform programme, it is important to acknowledge his contribution to
thee general direction of economic reforms in Brazil: 'The agenda of the Collor
governmentt associated the combat of inflation with economic reforms in order to change
patternss of state intervention ... for the first time, privatisation was situated in a broad
reformm framework and presented as an instalment for the reduction of the public deficit,
forr the increasing efficiency of public services and for the democratisation of capital, the
modernisationn and competitiveness of the economy' (Almeida 1996: 217-218). Montero
(1998:: 32-33) argues that Collor's approach to privatisation indicates that his reform
packagee was not aimed at a complete withdrawal of the state, but actually contained a
commitmentt to industrial policy, although it would not involve public investment through
state-ownedd enterprises. Instead, privatisation, particularly evident in the steel sector,
involvedd public investment in the restructuring of SOEs, prior to privatisation.
Privatisationn as part of a general reform package aimed at the reduction of the role
off the state and promotion of exports represents a fundamental shift in developmental
priorities.. As Feigenbaum et al. argue in the case of Western Europe, even if motivations
forr privatisation are pragmatic, privatisation can still lead to fundamental changes in the
l9>>
See Miller f 1997: 402-403), Schamis (1992) for comparisons between developing countries and the
Unitedd Kingdom on the ideological assumptions of the privatisation process.
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balancee between public and private forces in social and economic development:
'Ironically,, pragmatic privatization, which is the least dramatic form, may have the
greatestt long-term potential to alter the character of the welfare state' (Feigenbaum et al.
1999:: 148). Similarly, in the Brazilian case, the privatisation programme has contributed
too a fundamental rethinking of state intervention, in addition to attempts to increasingly
locatee the dynamics of economic development and the promotion of strategic sectors in
thee private sector. In Brazil, new development priorities correspond to the increase of
efficiency,, productivity and competitiveness, a larger role of market forces and
integrationn in the global economy as a strategy to increase competitiveness and
technologicall development. In addition, privatisation contributes to the depoliticisation of
thee state sector -one of the purposes of the economic reform programme - as the use
state-ownedd enterprises for political patronage, coalition building and support is no longer
possible,, while SOEs can also no longer be used as an instrument of economic policymakingg (Schamis 1992: 60; Schneider 1989: 92-94). This means that the public sector has
becomee increasingly subordinated to the logic of market dynamics. In the case of Brazil,
wheree SOEs were an important instrument of development, it also indicates that one of
thee central pillars of previous development policies has been abolished.
6.33

T H E E F F E C T S O F PRIVATISATION ON LABOUR

Privatisationn in Brazil always entailed a reduction of the workforce as part of a
restructuringg programme in order to make the company more attractive for potential
investors.. Thus the immediate impact of privatisation is usually a negative one. To give
ann example, the work force in the steel company CSN (Companhia Siderurgica Nacional)
wass reduced with 30% between 1989 and 1993 (Carneiro 1998: 8; Graciolli 1999: 221222,, 224). According to Castelar Pinheiro (1996), the average reduction of the workforce
betweenn 1991 and 1994 was 49 per cent, and 75 per cent of this reduction happened in the
processs of preparing companies for privatisation. Excluding dismissals in the process of
pre-privatisationn restructuring, 39,631 workers were dismissed from twenty-two former
state-ownedd enterprises since 1991, which represents a percentage total of 32.67.' % The
numberr of employees of CVRD was reduced from around 25,000 to 11,000, although
recentt acquisitions increased the number of employees to around 13,000. Most dismissals
weree voluntary, being the result of an incentive plan or early retirement. Nevertheless,
representativess of one the CVRD trade unions (SINDIMINA in Rio de Janeiro) indicated
thatt around 600 dismissals occurred without any benefits attached.'97 Privatisation of the
Braziliann telecommunications system (TELEBRAS is the holding company) led to a fall
inn employment of 6.7 per cent, but the difference in employment levels in several regional
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Santos, Chico, '"Privatizados" cortam 39,6 mil empregos', Folha de Sao Paulo, 3/3/1997.
Interview with two representatives of the Human Resources Department of CVRD, Rio de Janeiro,
11/9/2001;; Interview with Luiz Vieira and Celso Vianna de Fonseca, respectively president and
communicationss officer of SINDIMINA, Rio de Janeiro, 15/9/2001.
1977
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telecommunicationss companies was more than 20 per cent between 1998 and 1999. The
totall number of dismissals in the telecommunications sector is clouded by an increase of
employmentt in EMBRATEL (long-distance telecommunications company), and by
employmentt in call-centres and tele-sales. Furthermore, telecommunications companies
havee outsourced sections of their activities and this is expected to lead to a loss of job
securityy and occasionally to more precarious working conditions (DIEESE/Subsecao
FITTELL 2000; IMF 1998: 14).
Itt is expected that one of the principal effects of privatisation is a reduction in
employmentt levels in former state-owned enterprises. In addition, several benefits for
public-sectorr employees have been removed in the process of preparing for privatisation
(seee also section 3.4). These changes include the reduction of the number of workers who
aree liberated for union work, the abolition of a one per cent annual wage increase for
seniority,, and the elimination of subsidies for training and education for workers and their
children.19** Although concerns about unemployment were usually considered as an
understandablee concern in the case of privatisation, it is expected that broader gains in
efficiency,, competitiveness, and the reduction of public expenditure will cancel out these
negativee side-effects. The employment issue is also seen as one of the principal reasons
whyy governments are reluctant to privatise, as public sector workers and managers
representt an important pressure group (Kikeri 1998: 1).
Theree are several reasons why state-owned enterprises were seen as both less
competitivee and as having less efficient labour utilisation, and these reasons were
typicallyy related to the social and political role SOEs played and to the public subsidies
thee enterprises received. SOEs often employed a higher number of workers for social and
politicall reasons. Because SOE employees worked in the public sector, they often had
moree job security, along with higher wages and benefits, than private sector workers
(Kikerii 1998: 4). Despite the immediate effects of privatisation on employment levels in
thee state sector and in privatised enterprises,, privatisation is likely to have limited effects
onn general employment levels, according to Hoeven and Sziraczki (1997), as employment
inn state-owned enterprises represents a small proportion of work within the formal sector
inn developing countries.
Too opponents of privatisation, potential long-term gains do not signify that
employmentt problems should be treated as the necessary costs of the reform process. For
instance,, the CUT accused the government of not providing adequate compensation and
alternativess for dismissed workers. In general, the CUT expected privatisation to lead to a
furtherr concentration of wealth and doubted whether strategic economic sectors will
contributee to economic and social development after they have been privatised. The CUT
alsoo questioned the assumption that privatisation would lead to increasing employment
1988

Interview with two representatives of the Human Resources Department of CVRD, Rio de Janeiro,
11/9/2001;; Interview with Luiz Vieira and Celso Vianna de Fonseca, respectively president and
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andd an improvement of working conditions. The CUT therefore proposed that
employmentt and wage policy should be firmly included in privatisation programme
(DESEP/CUTT 1993a: 14).
Proponentss

of privatisation

competitivenesss of former

have argued that

increasing efficiency

and

state-owned enterprises will also create (industrial)

employment,, as companies become more competitive.'99 It is also expected that this will
increasee the number of jobs available for highly-skilled workers, an idea in turn based on
thee assumption that competitiveness leads to employment creation. The possible effects of
employmentt creation post-privatisation are negated in the short run by dismissals, which
aree intended to enhance the efficiency and competitiveness of enterprises after their
privatisation.. In a developing country such as Brazil, where underemployment and
unemploymentt are structural major problems, and where most employment creation
occurss in the services and the informal sector, it is not likely that the privatisation of
industriall companies will lead to absorption of the labour surplus (Baer 1995: 267).
Accordingg to International Labour Organisation figures for Latin America, between 1990
andd 1998 61 per cent of new employment was created in the informal sector (66 per cent
inn the traditional informal sector, self-employment and domestic work, and 34 per cent in
micro-enterprises),,

with the modern

private sector representing the remaining

employmentt creation (ILO 1999: 41). Furthermore, people employed post-privatisation
aree likely to be highly skilled workers, levels of skill not normally attainable by a
majorityy of workers.
Anotherr significant issue is where dismissed public sector workers may locate
neww employment or alternative sources of income (it must be pointed out that it is
difficultt to sketch a general picture of the effects of privatisation on the employment
trajectoryy of dismissed workers). According to representatives of the labour movement,
manyy dismissed workers become micro-entrepreneurs (approximately 60 per cent).
Althoughh this might be an alternative to public sector employment, many microenterprisess do not survive, workers no longer enjoy job security, and sometimes work
underr precarious circumstances (Carneiro 1998: 9). Privatisation can also lead to
subcontractingg of certain tasks to former employees. This can have positive effects in the
casee of highly skilled workers whose expertise and skills are in demand, but it can also
leadd to the creation of precarious working conditions and the promotion of the informal

communicationss officer of SINDIMINA, Rio de Janeiro, 15/9/2001; Interview with Marcelo Sereno,
17/12/1999. .
1999
One can question whether privatisation leads to the end of "traditional" state-society relations,
clientelism,, and corruption. In a study of the effect of the privatisation of the Mexican
telecommunicationss company, TELMEX, on labour relations, Judith Clifton (2000) concludes that
economicc reforms such as privatisation do not automatically lead to democratisation of labour relations
(orr democratisation of the relations between actors involved), or political reform of society in general.
Off course, it has to be noted that economic reforms like privatisation did not coincide with or preceded
politicall reforms in the case of Mexico. Cf. Feigenbaum et al. (1999: 167-172) on privatisation and
democratisationn in Eastern Europe.
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sector.2000 Workers who are also dismissed tend to be older, and often more specialised.
Thiss makes re-integration more difficult, particularly when industrial firms stress flexible
skillss and adaptability to new technologies (Caraeiro 1998: 9).20'
AA related issue is the "social responsibility" of state-owned enterprises, which
generallyy led to more generous secondary working conditions, such as pension funds,
disabilityy funds, and schooling and training for workers and their children. State-owned
enterprisess had been obliged to spend a percentage of their annual turnover on local
developmentt projects.202 These social projects represent an important form of public
sociall policy. An important aspect of social projects financed by state-owned enterprises
hass now been transferred to local governments, although local governments do not always
havee sufficient (financial) means to maintain the projects. The powerful position of SOEs
inn particular towns and regions also led to a situation in which a large number of the
populationn were directly or indirectly dependent on the enterprise. Two of the clearest
casess of this situation were the Companhia Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD) and the
Companhiaa Siderurgica Nacional (National Steel Company — CSN) in Volta Redonda
(statee of Rio de Janeiro), where approximately 20 per cent of the economically active
populationn were dismissed before and during the process of privatization (Graciolli 1999:
224). .
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Forr the labour movement, the privatisation process has been traumatic, as trade unions
havee not been able to formulate an effective strategy to counter privatisation. The
followingg sections argue that the difficulties in influencing the privatisation process are
notnot only an indication of the lack of democratic participation in the policy-making and
implementationn process, but also an illustration of the difficulties which unions had to
confrontt within the context of the post-1990 economic reform programme. In this respect,
thee privatisation process has contributed to a sense of disillusionment among unions about
thee effectiveness of opposition strategies, or, in the case of the railway unions, even a
decimationn of active unions through the reduction of their potential membership.
Furthermore,, the trend towards outsourcing, the threat of unemployment, and the general
trendd in labour market policies towards labour flexibility have also tended to undermine
workers'' willingness and ability to engage in militant action. For many unions in

"" Interview with Walter Tesch, president of (Fetrabalho), Federacao das Cooperativas de Trabalho do
Estadoo de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, 27/10/1999; 'Como manter uma cooperativa de pé, mesmo quando o
piorr ainda esta por vir\ Cooperativa e Trabalho, no.2.
"011 See also, article 'Muito alem da Vale' in CVRD: Privatizacao da Vale do Rio Doce, ed. by Centro
dee Pesquisa Vergueiro, Sao Paulo (1997).
2022
The Companhia Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD) had to place 8% of its annual turnover in a social fund.
Thiss fund worked towards schools, environmental projects, and trade union services. Post-privatisation,
thee new owners only have to pay for projects already been approved of. Interview with Marcelo
Sereno,, 17/12/1999; 'Muito além da Vale' , in CPV (1997).
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privatisedd enterprises, a lower number of employees also reduced financial resources,
whilee the reduction

of the number of potential members affected

the unions'

representativee function.203 Furthermore, as argued in the following sections, splits
occurredd between the leadership of the CUT and individual trade unions in state-owned
enterprisess over whether unions should protest against privatisation without considering
negotiationss or whether unions should attempt to participate in the privatisation process.
6.4.16.4.1
Union Opposition to Privatisation under President Cardoso: The Petrobras
Strike. Strike.
Thee 1995 strike of the Petrobras workers is a crucial point in the opposition to
privatisation.. Both critics of opposition to privatisation and critics within the labour
movementt itself argue that this strike was a fight at the losing end. The strike was a signal
thatt '[t]he tide began to turn clearly against this type of labor tactic', in the eyes of
proponentss of privatisation (Manzetti 1999: 199).204 According to representatives of the
labourr movement, linking the original purposes of the strike to privatisation was a tactical
mistake,, which provoked a repression of the strike, while workers' demands were not
fulfilled.205 5
Thee strike began as an attempt to force the management of Petrobras to comply
withh the decision of the Supreme Labour Court (TST - Tribunal Superior de Trabalho) to

"°"" These points are based on interviews with Monica Valente, executive director (Departamento de
Estudoss Socio-Econömicos e Politicos, CUT), Sao Paulo, 23/12/1999; Marcelo Sereno, Executive
Boardd CUT (1995-1999), director for union affairs at the Partido dos Trabalhadores, 17/12/1999;
representativess of the board of the Sindicato dos Trabalhadores em Telecomunicacöes (SINTTEL),
Brasilia,, 9/11/1999; Julio Turra, Diretor Executivo (Secretaria de Relacöes Internacionais), CUT, Sao
Paulo,, 21/8/2001; Kjeld Jakobsen, executive director for International Relations, CUT, Sao Paulo,
27/8/2001;; Fernando Lopes, Executive director, Confederacao Nacional dos Metalürgicos (CNMCUT),, Sao Paulo, 22/8/2001; Francisco Alexandre, Press Secretary, Confederacao Nacional dos
Bancarioss (National Bankworkers' Federation, CNB), Sao Paulo, 15/8/2001; Luiz Gonzaga, President
off the Federacao Nacional dos Urbanitarios (Federation of Workers in Urban Services, FNU) and
presidentt of ICEM Latin America (International Federation of Chemical, Energy, Mine and General
Workers'' Union), Rio de Janeiro, 6/9/2001; Baltazar and Wilson Almeida, representatives of Sinergia
(Sindicatoo dos Energéticos) Sao Paulo, 25/9/2001; Uriel Villas Boas, president of Sindicato dos
Siderurgicoss e Metalürgicos da Baixada Santista (Metal- and Steelworkers' Union), Santos, 26/9/2001;
Tarcisioo Secoli, Secretary of Organisation, Sindicato dos Metalürgicos do ABC, Sao Bernardo do
Campo,, 27/8/2001; Luiz Vieira and Celso Vianna de Fonseca, respectively president and
communicationss officer of SINDIMINA, Rio de Janeiro, 15/9/2001; Mozart Schmitt Queiroz, general
secretaryy of the Sindicato dos Trabalhadores na Indüstria Petróleo no Estado de Rio de Janeiro
(Petroleumm Workers' Unions of Rio de Janeiro, SINDIPETRO-RJ), Rio de Janeiro, 17/9/2001; and
interviewss with trade union participants of the third regional conference of (Latin America) ICEM Rio
dcc Janeiro, 10-13/9/2001; and trade union participants at the 'Seminario Pesquisa e Acao Sindical',
organisedd by the Observatório Social, Florianópolis, 18-20/9/2001.
2044
For Manzetti, the labour movement is a clear example of an anachronistic group of protestors who
wantt to go back to the ' "welfare state" built since President Vargas in the 1940s' (1999: 198). He also
maintainss that the oil workers strike went on for five months (it was 30 days) and that the strike
paralysedd the country (this is a controversial issue, as the government presented fuel shortages as the
reasonn to intervene in the strike; some argue that fuel supply was restricted by companies themselves).
2055
Interview with Argemiro Pertence Neto, Secretario de Comunicacao, Associacao de Engenheiros da
Petrobrass (AEPET), Rio de Janeiro, 6-9-2001; Interview with Julio Turra, Diretor Executivo
(Secretariaa de Relacöes Internacionais), CUT, Sao Paulo, 21-8-2001.
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increasee wages with 12 per cent instead of 10 per cent, to re-integrate those workers who
weree dismissed during the Collor government, and to maintain Petrobras' retirement
programme.. The strike spread to other states and also affected state-owned enterprises in
otherr sectors, like electricity (LIGHT, Eletrobras, Furnas), social and health services and
thee Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (Martins and Rodrigues 1999: 157-158). Because
thee strike coincided with the debate on the constitutional amendment that flexibilised the
statee monopoly in the oil sector, the strike soon acquired broader political dimensions,
rejectingg the constitutional amendment and privatisation in general.206 The TST ordered
thee workers to return to work and allowed dismissal of those who remained in strike. The
continuationn of the strike led to 64 dismissals and the occupation of several refineries by
thee army and the military police. Despite this situation, a majority of the oil workers
unionss decided to maintain the strike until the government would resume negotiations. As
thee government did not want to accept the negotiations and as Petrobras continued to
substitutee strikers by new workers, the strike ended, with none of the workers' demands
mett (DIEESE 1995a: 53-54).
Becausee of the political dimensions of the strike, the strikers felt the need to
defendd their position to the Brazilian population. Besides the general arguments against
liberalisationn (or rupture) of the monopoly, various pamphlets argued against the idea that
employeess of Petrobras are privileged workers {marajas, or maharajas, a general term
referringg to those who use the state for their own benefit), benefiting from generous
wages.. A pamphlet by the Federacao Unica dos Petroleiros (Unitary Federation of Oil
Workerss - FUP) argued that workers are responsible for economic growth in general and
thee success of Petrobras in particular. According to the FUP, the repression of the 1995
strikee demonstrated that the Brazilian government wanted to destroy the Petrobras from
within,, beginning with the employees. Another point that presented in pamphlets on
privatisationn of Petrobras was that workers in SOEs were not necessarily privileged, as
theyy enter the company through public application procedures and are, just as workers in
thee private sector, also hurt by wage reductions.207
Nevertheless,, the CUT itself felt it was necessary to ensure that public-sector
unionistss viewed their position in the privatisation process in the light of the general
conditionn of working people. The CUT considered workers in the public sector and in
state-ownedd enterprises to be privileged, as public sector workers 'were certainly not
amongg those who were excluded by the development model that is now outdated' (CUT
1995c:: 6). Furthermore, the CUT argued that public sector workers should know their
responsibilityy in building a more transparent state sector, geared towards social
"" Privatisation and the employment situation in the public sector (after dismissals in the early 1990s)
weree a topic of many public-sector strikes in 1995, including the electricity sector, education and
telecommunicationss (DIEESE 1995a: 53).
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development.. SOE workers should not be tempted to be co-opted by the state in the
privatisationn process, as the labour movement is already weakened substantially and this
wouldd further undermine the position of public-sector unions (DESEP/CUT 1993a: 14;
Schillingg 1994: 15). Nevertheless, the weakening of public-sector unions could also
potentiallyy weaken the union movement as a whole:
Thee long trajectory of precarisation of public services, the privatisation of
statee enterprises, in addition to ... the recent crisis of the financial system
alsoo affect the capacity of mobilisation and resistance of these large social
sectors,, equally responsible for the creation of the expansion of CUT
unionismm throughout the previous decade [the 1980s] (CUT 1997a: 18).
Thee reaction of the press and the Brazilian government to the Petrobras strike
illustratess the image of public-sector workers. According to the newspaper O Estado de
Saoo Paulo, 'when [state] monopoly and single union are combined [conjugam], the
populationn can hardly be released from being held prisoner by those who can stop
productionn whenever they want'.2'"* In clear support of the government's policy ('FHC
givess the left a knockout in one year'), the same newspaper argues that 'this type of
unionism,, which lives off the costs of monopolies inherited from an obsolete State and
whichh confuses its corporative interests with the defence of the national interest, is ... one
off the pillars of our backwardness'.20^
Thee Petrobras strike, the liberalisation of the state monopoly, and the possible
privatisationn of Petrobras have provoked a lot of protest by the petroleum trade unions
andd broader protest groups.210 These groups include the unions themselves, nationalist
groups,, left-wing political parties and groups, and even sections of the military. The
pamphletss published throughout this period of protest present the many arguments that
weree used to defend the state monopoly in the oil sector and the presence of SOEs in
Brazill in general.
Thee trade unions' arguments against privatisation can be divided into the
followingg types: geo-political/strategic; technological; consequences for economic and
sociall development and; consequences for employment. Although the arguments were
presentedd in the context of protests against privatisation of Petrobras, they were also valid
forr other privatisations. The first type of argument stated that oil is one of the most
strategicc goods in the global economy, playing a crucial role in many wars. Oil reserves
aree usually not located in developed countries, which means that developing countries are
2077

The analysis of union arguments regarding privatisation in this section is based on the following
pamphlets:: Federacao Unica dos Petroleiros (FUP) (1995) Carta Aberta a Populacao Brasileira,
September;; Assessorias de Imprensa dos Sindicatos de Petroleiros do Estado de Sao Paulo (1994)
DefenderDefender o monopólio monopólio do petróleo: Um desafio para a imprensa sindical.
20XX
'Os perigos da greve', O Estado de Sao Paulo, 4-10-1995.
2099
'FHC nocauteia esquerdas em um ano', O Estado de Sao Paulo, 11-6-1995.
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inn a strategic position. Therefore, oil is under strict state control in most countries. Selling
Petrobrass to foreign companies would entail a loss of sovereignty, according to the
opponentss of privatisation. Moreover, while Brazil was already very dependent on oil
imports,, it would be even more vulnerable after privatisation of Petrobras. Vicente Paulo
daa Silva and Marcelo Sereno, respectively president and director of the CUT, compared
thee purposes of privatisation - the reduction of public debt - to a person who starts 'to
selll the fridge, the car and in the end his own house in order to pay interest on his debts'
(Silvaa and Sereno n.d.). This comparison implied that the Brazilian population was
expectedd to lose national control over natural resources, which unions tended to view as
essentiall for the maintenance of national sovereignty and as a source of economic
development.. In addition, another CUT document referred to the importance of stateownedd enterprises and public investment for the development of infrastructure and
industrialisationn (CUT 1995c: 4).
Thee second type of argument is on the important role of Petrobras in
technologicall development (particularly deep-sea exploration), which is expected to have
trickle-downn effects for the rest of the economy. The third argument is similar to the
argumentss of those who emphasise the importance of state-owned enterprises in the
developmentt process. The pamphlets argue that Petrobras, as a state-owned company, is
presentt in all parts of the country, from the least to the most developed regions, and that
subsidisedd fuel prices represent a type of development policy. Unions expected that
privatee capital will not be concerned with regional development. High fuel prices can
hamperr industries and the transport sector, but also the poor, who have to pay higher rates
forr public transport or their own transport. The last argument focuses on the consequences
forr employment, as the company employs many people directly and leaves even larger
groupss dependent on it. Privatisation is usually accompanied by a restructuring of the
workk force, and it is also feared that foreign companies would prefer to employ their own
nationals.2111 The significance of state-owned enterprises for the development process was
alsoo stressed by opponents of the privatisation of CVRD. The unionists interviewed for
thiss study argued that the CVRD used to function as a development 'tool', an example
beingg the development of the town of Carajas in the Amazonian state of Para, where the
CVRD'ss largest iron ore mine is located. In addition, the unionists argued that private
capitall could not be expected to perform the same function in the Brazilian economy, as
2100

See Velasco (1997a: 20); interview with Mozart Schmitt Queiroz, general secretary of the Sindicato
doss Trabalhadores na Indüstria Petróleo no Estado de Rio de Janeiro (Petroleum Workers' Unions of
Rioo de Janeiro, SINDIPETRO-RJ), Rio de Janeiro, 17/9/2001.
""" The paragraphs on the arguments against privatisation of Petrobras are based on an analysis of the
followingg pamphlets: Movimento Defesa do Monopólio Estatal do Petróleo (1995) Petróleo sempre
Monopólio,Monopólio, May; A Corrida do Ouro Negro: A disputa pela riqueza que movimenta meio mundo
(1995)) Série O Petróleo Brasileiro, no. 1; Federacao Unica dos Petroleiros (FUP) (1995), see note 207;
Diretoriaa dos Sindipetros Campinas, Cubatao, Maua, Sao José dos Campos e Sao Paulo (n.d.) Petróleo
sempresempre Monopólio; Movimento em Defesa do Sistema Petrobras (n.d.) Manifesto a Populacao:
'Monopólio'Monopólio Estatal do Petróleo e Moralizacao das Empresas Pi'tblicas: Essa Luta é de Todos';
Movimentoo Petrobras [1991] Brasil, huge da guerra mas perto das tntiltinacionais do petróleo.
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privatisationn implies that part of the state's capacity for the implementation of
developmentt policies (through the state sector) is taken away. In addition, as indicated by
Monicaa Valente of the CUT, the government has not negotiated the use of local content
andd components in the case of the telecommunications sector, which leads to the
increasedd use of imported components.2':
Althoughh the national CUT and the PT initially supported the Petrobras strike, the
factt that the CUT was involved in negotiations with the government on social security
reformss and on the process of constitutional amendments at the time, made unconditional
supportt for the strike complicated. For example, Vicente Paulo da Silva, the then
presidentt of the CUT, attempted to argue that economic and political reforms were not the
focuss of the strike (i.e. the strike merely concerned a labour conflict and did not have
politicall demands). The CUT's and the PT's official point of view was that the strike
shouldd have been finished after the Supreme Labour Court made its decision, but this
angeredd the groups at the left of the political spectrum of the CUT and the PT. The CUT
alsoo postponed a planned general strike in order to reinforce their position on the strike.
Thee CUT's and the PT's criticisms of the way the government dealt with the strike
thereforee focused on the strike as a labour conflict and not on the political dimensions.2n
6.4.26.4.2

Trade Union Strategies in the Privatization Process

Thee labour movement has used the following strategies to protest against privatisation.214
Ass during the period of union opposition to the military regime, one of the most common
protestt strategies against privatisation was to strike. During the late 1980s, protests
againstt privatisation were connected with broader issues that ignited general strikes, such
ass the effects of financial stabilisation and fair wages (Roxborough 1989: 93-95). To
namee some example of strike action, in one section of the Companhia Vale do Rio Doce
(CVRD),, privatised in 1997, workers went on strike for 67 days. Other, sometimes
violentt protests were organised by the people who live and work on land owned by stateownedd enterprises. As the CVRD principally operates in the Amazon states, the enterprise
ownss significant amounts of land in this region. For this reason, the privatisation of
CVRDD provoked protests of rubber tappers and landless farmers organisations, such as
thee Movement of Rural Landless Workers. An example of a violent form of protest

2122
Interview with Luiz Vieira and Celso Vianna de Fonseca, respectively president and
communicationss officer of SINDIMINA Rio de Janeiro, 15/9/2001. Interview Monica Valente,
executivee director (Departamento de Estudos Socio-Econömicos e Politicos, CUT), Sao Paulo,
23/12/1999. .
2133
'Acordos terao novo torn', Gazeta Mercantile 5-6-1995; 'Movimento abriu crise no PT', O Estado
dede Sao Paulo, 3-6-1995; 'Carta Aberta de Lula\ Linha Direta [weekly newsletter of PT], 5/11-6-1995.
2,44
For an analysis of the Mexican and Indian cases, where trade unions co-operated with the
governmentt in the case of privatisation and managed to ensure participation in the privatisation process
throughh mobilisation, see Clifton (2000), Baez-Camargo (2002) and Candland (2001). An analysis of
unionn responses to privatisation as part of a broader reform programme in Argentina, Venezuela and
Mexico,, see Murillo (2001).
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againstt the effects of privatisation of CVRD was the destruction of a port in the state of
Espiritoo Santo in December 1998. Furthermore, four union leaders of the CVRD
organisedd a hunger strike in protest against privatisation. Other forms of protest were
demonstrationss during the auction of companies, as in the case at the privatisation of
USIMINASS in 1994, and to organise demonstrations at federal and state government
buildings.215 5
Ann important strategy is to file lawsuits against aspects of the privatisation of
particularr companies, or to attempt to proof that privatisation is illegal or unconstitutional
inn a particular case (see Almeida 1999).216 The legal strategy is combined with lobbying
effortss to lobby at a national level in order to attempt to legislate laws that prevent
privatisationn from occurring in particular cases.217 This happened, for example in the case
off the Companhia Vale do Rio Doce. The trade union SINDIMINA lobbied Senator José
Eduardoo Dutra (PT, from the state of Sergipe) who is a former employee of CVRD, to
attemptt to prohibit privatisation through legislative means. The attempt involved the
formationn a group of senators from the north-east of Brazil (including former president
Sarney)) in order to reverse the decision to privatise the CVRD through a legislative act. In
thee end, the legislative proposal was defeated in the Senate. Although this was a
significantt strategy in the eyes of SINDIMINA, its representatives indicated that if the act
hadd been accepted, it would probably have been overruled by the executive.218
Thee protests against privatisation did not mean that the CUT supported the
argumentt that state-owned enterprises should not be reformed. The labour movement
criticisedd the way in which the military regime used state-owned enterprises as a pillar of
thee authoritarian development strategy, SOEs being instruments of price-setting,
mechanismss with which to subsidise the private sector. Furthermore, the CUT recognised
thatt SOEs were usually a source of political patronage and corruption. The CUT criticised
backlogss in investment, modernisation and a low level of service to customers. Moreover,
thee privatisation programme was not a reflection of democratic domestic policy
considerations,, in the eyes of the CUT, but the result of the powerful position of
internationall creditors and international financial institutions, according to the opposition
(DESEP/CUTT 1993a: 8-9).
Basedd on the view that state-owned enterprises could play an important role in the
Braziliann development process if managed in a democratic way, the formulation of

" LL See Folha de Sao Paulo 'Bloqueio causa prejuizo de RS 5 mil a Vale', 10-7-1996; FSP 'Exército
podee retirar garimpeiros no PA', 21-10-1996. FSP 'Termina greve de fome na Vale', 2-12-1997. FSP
'Protestoo destrói porto no Espirito Santo', 3-12-1998; FSP 'Meneguelli defende ocupacao da
Usiminas',, 20-9-1991.
"lftt See Gazeta Mercantil, 'Urucum nao impede venda da Vale', 16/4/1997; Folha de Sao Paulo, 'Leia a
principall acao contra a venda da Vale', 2/5/1997.
-177 Folha de Sao Paulo, 'Projeto de PT sofre investida', 26/11/1996.
211 s
Interview with Luiz Vieira and Celso Vianna de Fonseca, respectively president and
communicationss officer of SINDIMINA. Rio de Janeiro, 15/9/2001. Cf. Ferraz (2000: 106).
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alternativess to privatisation219, was another, although not very effective, strategy
employedd by the labour movement to protest against privatisation. According to the CUT,
thee parameters of the public sector should involve public control in the case of natural
monopoliess and preserving public control over industrial and technological policies
(DESEP/CUTT 1993a: 12). In the resolutions of the third National Congress of the CUT
(1988),, still before Fernando Collor de Melo's economic reforms, the CUT stated its
positionn on the state sector as follows, emphasising the importance of the public nature of
sociall services for the development process:
Thee CUT will struggle against the privatisation of state enterprises, in the
perspectivee of defending better living conditions for the population, who
shouldd have control over these enterprises. At the same time, the CUT
willl develop a campaign for the improvement of public services,
includingg the immediate statisation of public services under the control of
privatee capital, because we understand that these services are a right for
alll and a central element for the improvement of the living conditions of
thee Brazilian population (CUT 1988: 36).
Throughoutt the 1990s, the CUT was not principally against privatisation, or as the
thenn president of the CUT stated on the privatisation of Usiminas in 1991: 'Real existing
socialismm has already proved that statism is not always the best solution'.22ü Nevertheless,
thee labour movement questioned the assumption that the private sector is capable of
makingg strategic investment decisions and of being an engine of development, including
thee provision of adequate employment and social development: 'Apart from not solving
fiscal,, financial and heritage [patrimoniais] problems of the State, neither in the short nor
thee long term, the privatisation programme was not capable of promoting economic
growthh through the increase of investment in enterprises that now pertain to the private
sector'' (CUT n.d.).
Thee alternative to privatisation developed by the CUT during the mid-1990s was
too democratise state-owned enterprises and to promote public management of state-owned
enterprisess under democratic control. The reason to propose the 'democratisation' of the
statee sector, was that CUT argued that public auctions did not represent a form of societal
controll and that the privatisation process lacked democratic accountability and
participation.. For this reason, state-owned enterprises under democratic control should
••

contribute to the redistribution of wealth and the resources of the country
(includingg land) in order to reduce social and regional inequalities.

••

contribute to universal and non-discriminatory access to infrastructure, adequate
forr the situation in Brazil.

2199
2200

See CUT (n.d., 1995a, 1995b, 1995c), DESEP/CUT (1993a), Graciolli (1999: 146-148).
Folha de Sao Paulo, 'Meneguelli defende ocupa9ao da Usiminas1, 20/9/1991.
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••

contribute to the autonomous and sovereign integration of Brazil in the world
economy,, promoting international trade, the reduction of external vulnerability,
competitivenesss and technological development (CUT 1995c: 13).

Inn the eyes of the CUT, public enterprises should be transparent and should be
characterisedd by accountable management practices, while all parties involved should be
autonomouss and free from narrow political considerations. It is emphasised many times
thatt there should be clear rules, regulations and agreements between the government, the
companiess and society (CUT 1995c: 15-18). In order to guarantee efficient democratic
andd autonomous management, the CUT proposed a 'management contract' proposed,
whichh sets goals and objectives for investment and production (cf. Observatório Social
2001c:: 32-34). The establishment of a management contract had to involve participation
off civil society, the government, management and trade unions of the companies
involved.. The National Congress and employees of state-owned enterprises should also
havee a significant role in the control of public companies, in the CUT's view.
Individuall unions also proposed alternative forms of management for state-owned
enterprises.. The unions of the Companhia Vale do Rio Doce proposed a Social
Agreementt (Acordo Social), the result of a visit to privatised companies in several
Europeann countries. The document stressed the importance of the Agreement for an
increasee of productivity through the implementation of a system of Total Quality
Managementt (TQM), with participation and consultation of employees ('a partnership
betweenn labour and capital'). According to the document, the resulting productivity
increasess are expected to be reflected in higher wages, as wages are not 'a problem of
costss for entrepreneurs anymore, but a factor in the increasing of competitiveness of the
enterprisee ...' (Sindimina 1996: 5). The document supported the acquisition of shares by
employeess of CVRD, also noting that TQM does not exclude the possibility of employee
participationn in the administrative council of the company (Sindimina 1996). The
alternativee strategy of attempting to include workers in the administrative council of
newlyy privatized company, was only successful in achieving a 10 per cent offer of
preferredd shares to the employees, as it was not possible to negotiate the other aspects of
thee proposal. The experiences of the CVRD unions with participation through
shareholdingg are not wholly positive, as the Clube de Investidores that was established in
orderr to take full advantage of the employee offer, does not want to have much to do with
thee representation of workers, except for the position of workers as shareholders.2-' An
initiativee similar to the SINDIMINA document took place in the Companhia Siderirrgica
Nacionall (CSN) in 1990. A document of the Sindicato dos Engenheiros of the CSN
stressedd that the work place in state-owned enterprises should be democratised, including

Intervieww with Luiz Vieira and Celso Vianna de Fonseca, respectively president and
communicationss officer of SINDIMINA, Rio de Janeiro, 15/9/2001; Interview with Maria Lucia
Garcia,, InvestVale (Investors' Club CVRD), Rio de Janeiro, 11/9/2001.
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thee right to information for trade unions, work place organisation (factory commissions),
participationn of unions in the formulation of new company policies and fair admission
proceduress for new workers (SENGE/VR 1990: 35-36).
6.4.36.4.3

Competition and Tensions Within the Labour Movement

Apartt from the proposal to democratise of state-owned enterprises, the CUT did not have
aa specific proposal with which unionists and employees of companies to be privatised
couldd work, in case opposition was not successful in halting privatisation. As Sandoval
putss it, in relation to privatisation in the productive sector, the 'CUT leadership and
politicall supporters, though positioned against privatization, were unprepared to offer
viablee alternatives to the distortions in the steel complexes, while local union leaders and
steell worker rank-and-file favored privatization seeing it as the only form of correcting
thesee distortions and ultimately curtailing political patronage' (Sandoval 2000: 10-11).
Althoughh this point should not lead to the conclusion that all individual unions in stateownedd enterprises were in favour of privatisation, important differences existed between
rank-and-filee union members - who had to deal with the consequences of the
privatisationn process directly and who have to find a practical solution for their position in
privatisedd enterprises - and the central union leadership, which moved between an
ideologicall rejection of privatisation and the pressure of the activities of individual
unions.. In addition, as argued in section 5.2.2, public-sector workers, including workers
inn state-owned enterprises were a powerful group within the CUT's decision-making
processes.. According to the CUT, public sector problems should not be blamed solely on
civill servants, but also on mismanagement and budget restrictions caused by interest
paymentss on national domestic and external debt. Dismissal of public-sector employees
wouldd lead to higher unemployment and higher numbers of people dependant on social
securityy benefits (CUT 1996: 6).
Ann important factor in the behaviour and responses of Brazilian unions towards
privatisationn is the presence of public-sector workers within the labour movement. A
factorr which reinforces the differences between public and private sector workers are the
higherr levels of job security in the public sector, as compared to the private sector. A
differentt type of problem, namely the relationship between the restructuring of
productivityy and employment levels, confronts the private sector. According to Noronha,
privatee sector strikes were shorter, occurred more frequently, and were resolved more
quickly,, than in the public sector. The rise of public-sector workers in the union
movementt stimulated a confrontational strategy for several reasons: on the one hand, pre19888 public sector workers did not have the same unionisation and collective bargaining
rightss as in the private sector, when these rights were established in the Constitution, so
theyy struggled to achieve this rights outside the strategies available to private sector
workers.. On the other hand, public sector workers did not have to fear dismissal to the
extentt that workers in the private sector did. Debates on the role of the Brazilian state, and
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thee economic and political reforms introduced during the 1980s - and particularly during
thee 1990s - attacked the public sector as inefficient and stressed the necessity of state
reform.. With available financial plans and structural adjustment programmes, cutting
wagess was the most common way to reform the public sector, which in turn provoked
strikess which demanded wage increases, while there was less risk of dismissal. Noronha
arguess that negotiation between employers and public-sector workers did not always
workk as smoothly as in the private sector, with the result that strikes prolonged (Noronha
1991:: 120, 124; cf. Almeida 1996: 54-55; Boito 1998: 89-90; Noronha 1991: 123;
Rodriguess 1997: 43-44; Rodrigues 1999: 84-85).
Thee CUT's concern with the public sector and the state productive sector grew
withh the increasing importance of public-sector workers in the labour movement.222 For
example,, at the sixth National Congress of the CUT (1997), 35.7 per cent of the delegates
weree civil servants and 19.3 per cent of the delegates were employed by state-owned
enterprises.. A large number of the members of the National Executive were originally
employedd in the public sector (Jard da Silva 1999: 65-66, 70-72). Budget reductions, the
effectss of structural adjustment on the public sector, the loss of job security and the
occurrencee of important strikes in the public sector all contributed to a strong emphasis on
public-sectorr workers in the CUT. In 1994, the CUT officially claimed the importance of
thee public sector and the crisis of the Brazilian state is exactly the reason why publicsectorr unionisation rose: 'As defenders of a strong State, the leaders of these entities
[public-sectorr unions] only managed to enlarge their union basis among public workers in
thee last ten years, because they were confronted by a State in crisis, weakened by a lack
off money and by its own institutional crisis'. The same article also suggests a
convergencee of interests between the CUT, public-sector unions and public-sector
management.223 3
Inn addition to strategic and political differences between the CUT leadership and
individuall unions, the establishment of a new central union organisation, Forca Sindical,
inn 1991, further complicated the CUT's strategies (cf. Ferraz 2000: 82-84). As argued in
sectionn 5.2.3, Forca Sindical claimed that it represented a 'non-ideological' type of
unionism,, 'unionism of results'. This strategy not only entailed that Forca Sindical
intendedd entering a dialogue with the government, but also that the central union
organisationn supported Collor de Melo's economic reforms, including privatisation
(Barross 1999: 38-42; section 5.2.3). From its foundation in 1991, Forca Sindical explicitly
supportedd the privatisation process with the argument that neoliberal reforms, including
privatisationn and state reform, were the only path towards economic development in
Brazil.. The Forca Sindical's ideas on state intervention and economic reforms reflect a
supportt for the market mechanism, an 'anti-statist' attitude, and criticism of public-sector
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This increasing importance of white-collar unionism during the 1980s was already noted by Keck
(1992:: 190-192).
'A nova cara do ABC', Veja, 25-5-1994: 44,
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workers.. In common with the principles of new unionism, it criticises state intervention in
labourr relations and defends free bargaining among workers and employers. As regards
thee role of the state, FS proposes that the state return to its essential tasks, if possible
combinedd with private investment, principally in the areas of health, education,
infrastructure,, research and development. From this viewpoint, a development strategy
shouldd be based on national comparative advantage, the national production structure
shouldd be exposed to international competition and adapted to global patterns of demand
(Trópiaa 1999: 6; Forca Sindical 1993: 106-107, 272).
Inn a 654-page document published in 1993, two years after Forca Sindical's
foundation,, the arguments were further clarified. Forca Sindical argued that the
developmentalistt state was an obstacle to economic development and modernisation, as
thee state productive sector became one of the 'epicentres' of the crisis of the Brazilian
modell in this view. The document argued, with a direct reference to the future of the state
andd the public sector, that 'The State does not occupy itself with constructing steel mills,
butbut a state which is attentive to changes in the international division of labour and capable
off articulating national and foreign capitals with a view of strategic objectives' (Forca
Sindicall 1993: 48). The state should be reformed through the prioritisation of productive
andd financial efficiency of companies that remain state-owned. Besides privatising
companies,, liberalisation and deregulation of, for example, state monopolies should be
promoted.. Concessions are another proper way to reduce the role of the state in the
economyy and society (Forca Sindical 1993: 52-53). In other words, the state should
occupyy itself above all 'with the inducement, organisation and regulation of the process of
productivee restructuring' (Forca Sindical 1993: 229).
Thee document did not pay a lot of attention to the position of employees, society
orr trade unions in the process of privatisation. It criticises the privatisation programme for
notnot containing measures in case the effects of privatisation are negative for workers and it
acknowledgess the importance of co-ordination of the process in order to alleviate its
sociall effects (Forca Sindical 1993: 229, 231). As Patricia Trópia argues, Forca Sindical
iss not unconditional in its support of reforms like privatisation. It does not criticise the
contentt and goal of privatisation policies, but the way they are implemented. An example
off this are the attempts to involve employees in the privatisation process through the
negotiationn of preferential shares. Nevertheless, even though the national directorate of
Forcaa Sindical supported privatisation and the 'flexibilisation' of state monopolies,
severall of its unions did not agree, but this did not affect the general line of FS' policies.
Itss support for economic reforms like privatisation can probably partially be explained by
thee presence of a large majority of private-sector workers in combination with an explicit
belieff among the leadership in support for the government as a strategy to improve the
positionn of its members (Trópia 1999: 7, 10, 12).
Forcaa Sindical's support for privatisation posed a problem for the CUT, as it had
too redefine its own position on negotiation with the government or confrontation. Before
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thee privatisation of CSN, the CUT lost the leadership of the local metalworkers' union to
Forcaa Sindical. Conflicts between the CUT and Forca Sindica! about wage negotiations
andd co-operation or confrontation with the managers of CSN about privatisation and
restructuringg of the company (particularly dismissals), eventually led to a victory of Forca
Sindicall in union elections in 1992 (cf. Ferraz 2000: 85-110).
Thee effects of the tensions between the CUT's central leadership and the activities
off local unions became particularly clear in the case of the privatisation of the Companhia
Siderurgicaa Nacional (National Steel Company - CSN). The aim of the more moderate
groupss in the CUT in Volta Redonda was to increase workers' influence on the
privatisationn process. The more radical groups were against privatisation and saw a
strategyy of influencing the process as a way to legitimise privatisation. The new Forca
Sindicall leadership supported privatisation of CSN and attempted to negotiate a higher
percentagee of shares that could be bought by workers. For this reason, it established a
Clubee de Investidores (Investors' Club), as this would 'democratise' the sale of CSN. In a
reactionn to this, the CUT opposition in Volta Redonda launched an independent investors'
clubb in order to profit from the privatisation of CSN and to mobilise workers. This
situationn did not only correspond to the objective of the government to 'tie' workers to
privatisedd companies, or to incorporate them into the process, but also meant that possible
unionn opposition was severely weakened. Although the national CUT opposed
privatisation,, it could not formulate an effective answer to the participation of its
memberss in the investors' clubs. The CUT expected participation in privatisation to lead
too marginalisation and an absence of influence on the management of privatised
companies,, but this did not stop local unions and their members from buying shares (CUT
1995c:: 10). According to Graciolli, this is an indication of the shift of the CUT to
negotiationn and participation in reforms (Graciolli 1999: 125, 186-188, 200, 207-208)."4
Jobb security for workers after privatisation, which was negotiated in the case of some
electricityy companies in the state of Sao Paulo, and preferential shares for employees can
bee considered as positive gains for unions in the privatisation process. Nevertheless, the
nationall CUT continued to interpret these types of negotiations as a 'giving in' to the
government'ss privatisation efforts, if not in the practice of its affiliated unions, then at
leastt in its political statements.
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A similar conflict happened in the case of privatisation of Usiminas. Folha de Sao Paulo, 'Presidente
doo Sindicato defende privatizacao: Sindicalistas divergem sobre destino da Usiminas'. 3/10/1991: 'A
pracaa da bagunca: O leilao da Usiminas é derrubado em meio a um festival de selvageria', Veja,
2/10/1991. .
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CONCLUSION N

Thee purpose of this Chapter was to illustrate the strategic difficulties which Brazilian
tradee unions have encountered in times of economic and political reforms. A study of
privatisationn is particularly significant in this respect, as this type of economic reform
affectss the relationship between state intervention and market forces, and is therefore an
indicationn of the changes which have taken place in the Brazilian development strategy.
Thee first section of the Chapter argued that, although privatisation is often viewed and
treatedd as a technical issue in response to immediate budgetary concerns, the process has
tendedd to be highly political and subject to strong opposition. For this reason, section 6.1
presentedd a typology of privatisation based on motivations leading to the modification of
statee intervention. This typology led to the conclusion that even though privatisation is
usuallyy merely motivated by the need to stabilise the economy and to reduce public
spending,, it has significant broader consequences for economic development. The second
sectionn of the Chapter analysed the origins and development of privatisation policies in
Brazil.. During the early years of the programme, beginning in the 1970s, privatisation
wass principally motivated by the desire to gain greater control over the state sector,
particularlyy from the 1982 debt crisis onwards. With the presidency of Fernando Collor
dee Melo (1990-1992), privatisation became part of a large-scale economic reform
programme,, which included economic and trade liberalisation, and trade reforms. Under
Fernandoo Henrique Cardoso (1995-2002), privatisation did not only affect relatively
successfull enterprises in the industrial sector, but also more controversial cases, such as
thee Companhia Vale do Rio Doce. In addition, a 1995 constitutional change abolished the
statee monopoly on the provision of public services, such as energy, telecommunications,
andd water and sanitation.
Thee last two parts of the Chapter discussed the privatisation programme in
relationn to labour and trade unions. Section 6.3 argued that although it is difficult to
establishh the overall impact of privatisation on employment levels, particularly in the light
off the impact of economic reforms in general, employment was reduced in all privatised
enterprises.. In addition, privatisation also affected the role of state-owned enterprises in
locall development projects, for which a percentage of the annual turnover was available.
Sectionn 6.4 addressed the range of union strategies dealing with privatisation. Although
tradee

unions

organised

many protests

against

privatisation,

including

strikes,

demonstrationss and legal action, they were largely unsuccessful in influencing the
directionn of the process. Furthermore, the individual privatisation cases led to tensions
betweenn the CUT leadership and individual unions, which had to formulate a strategy for
dealingg with the daily practicalities of privatisation, including the question whether
employeess should buy shares in privatised enterprises. The practical implications of
privatisationn also led to conflicts with the CUT's main competitor, Forca Sindical, which
supportedd the privatisation process.
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Tablee 6. 3 Indicators of Privatisation I - Sector and Enterprise -1991 - 2001
Datee of Privatisation

Sectorr and Enterprise
Steel l

Petrochemicals s

Fertilisers s

Electricity y

Railwayss (RFFSA)

Mining g
Ports s

Finance e
Others s

Usiminas s
CSN N
Acominas s
Acesita a
Cosipa a
CST T
Piratini i
Cosinor r
Copesul l
PQU U
Petroflex x
Alcalis s
Petrobras s
Petrobrass (preferential shares)
Ultrafertil l
Fosfertil l
Goiasfertil l
Escelsa a
Lightt Sesa
Gerasul l
Gerasull (public offer)
Gerasull (offer to employees)
Malhaa Oeste
Centroo Leste
Sudeste e
Terezaa Crist.
Sul l
Nordeste e
Malhaa Paulista
CVRD D
Caraiba a
Teconn 1 (CODESP)
33 berets de Capuaba
Terminall de Paul
Teconn 1 (CDRJ)
Terminall CDRJ
Portt of Angra dos Reis (CDRJ)
Portt of Salvador
Meridional l
Embraer r
Celma a
Mafersa a
SNBP P
DATAMEC C

24-10-1991 1
2-4-1993 3
10-9-1993 3
22-10-1992 2
20-8-1993 3
16-7-1992 2
14-2-1992 2
14-11-1992 2
15-5-1992 2
24-1-1994 4
10-4-1992 2
15-7-1992 2
9-8-2000 0
18-7-2001 1
24-6-1993 3
12-8-1992 2
8-10-1992 2
11-7-1995 5
21-5-1996 6
15-9-1998 8
30-12-1998 8
28-1-2000 0
5-3-1996 6
14-6-1996 6
20-9-1996 6
22-11-1996 6
13-12-1996 6
13-7-1997 7
10-11-1998 8
6-5-1997 7
28-7-1994 4
17-9-1997 7
6-5-1998 8
13-5-1998 8
3-9-1998 8
3-11-1998 8
5-11-1998 8
21-12-1999 9
4-12-1997 7
7-12-1994 4
1-11-1991 1
11-11-1991 1
14-1-1992 2
23-6-1999 9

Total l
Source:: BNDES (2001c).
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Proceeds s-- millions of USS
Sale e
Debtt Transferred
1941 1
369 9

Total l
2310 0

1495 5
599 9
465 5
586 6
354 4
107 7
15 5
862 2
287 7
234 4
81 1
4032 2
808 8
206 6
182 2
13 3
520 0
2508 8
801 1
79 9
0.2 2
63 3
316 6
870 0
18 8
209 9
15 5
206 6
3299 9
66
251 1
26 6
99
79 9
26 6
88
21 1
240 0
192 2
91 1
49 9
12 2
49 9
28,825 5

2028 8
721 1
697 7
1470 0
837 7
109 9
15 5
871 1
328 8
255 5
87 7
4032 2
808 8
226 6
226 6
22 2
522 2
3094 4
1883 3
79 9
0.2 2
63 3
316 6
870 0
18 8
209 9
15 5
206 6
6858 8
66
251 1
26 6
99
79 9
26 6
88
21 1
240 0
455 5
96 6
50 0
12 2
49 9
34097 7

533 3
122 2
232 2
884 4
483 3
22
00
99
41 1
21 1
66

---

20 0
44 4
99
22
586 6
1082 2

----------

3559 9

----------

263 3
55
11

---

8272 2

Tablee 6. 4 Indicators of Privatisation II - Ownership patterns before and after
privatisation2255 - Sector and Enterprise -1991 - 2001
Mainn shareholders
Sector r
Steel l

Main Shareholders
USIMINAS S
Siderbras/BNDES S
BNDE/Minorityy Options
Nippon-Usiminas s
Otherr
previous
shareholders s
Employees s

Before e After r
85.3 3
-9.4 4
0.6 6
5.0 0
13.8 8
0.3 3
0.3 3
9.6 6

CVRD D
PREVI 226 6
VALIA227 7
Otherr Pension Funds 117)

15.0 0
15.0 0
7.7 7
3.4 4

Bancoo Bozano Simonsen
Bancoo Económico
Otherr Financial Institions
Steell distributors
Otherr Shareholders

7.6 6
5.7 7
14.9 9
4.4 4
2.0 0

CSN N
Siderbras/Treasure e
Employees s
Caixaa Benef. Employees
CSN-CBS S
Docenavee (CVRD)
Grupoo Vicunha
Bamerindus s
Bradesco o
Privatinvest t
Otherr financial institutions
Otherr pension funds (26)
Others s
Cosipa a
Siderbras s
Anquilla a
Brastubo o
Employees s
Lotten n
Alamoo Particip.
Others s
Cosinor r
BNDESS system
Previouss shareholders
Gerdau u

90.8 8
9.2 2

Before e After r
99.9 9
-26.8 8
13.4 4
20.0 0
9.9 9

Bancoo de Credito Nacional
BCN N
Mendess Junior
Acoss Villares
Others s
Acesita a
Bancoo do Brasil
Previouss shareholders
Employees s
PREV1 1
Fundacaoo SISTEL
Bancoo Safra/Albatriz SA

7.6 6
6.8 8
15.5 5

91.5 5
8.5 5

8.5 5
12.4 4
15.0 0
9.2 2
8.8 8

Bancoo Real
Bancoo Comercial Bancesa
Fundacaoo PETROS

5.6 6
4.2 2
2.2 2

9.4 4
9.2 2
9.1 1
7.7 7
6.3 3
12.5 5
2.7 7
11.2 2

Otherr Pension Funds
Foreignn Capital
Otherr shareholders
CST T
Siderbras s
CVRD D
Kawasakii Steel
Ilva a
Employees s
Grupoo Bozano Simonsen
Unibanco o
Piratini i
Siderbras s
Previouss shareholders
Employees s
Gerdau u

9.7 7
1.8 8
22.8 8

11.9 9
9.8 8

34.4 4
23.0 0
20.0 0
5.0 0
2.6 6
150 0

73.9 9
0.1 1
13.0 0
13.0 0

96.2 2
3.8 8

0.2 2
99.8 8

""'' Companies in which the Brazilian state had a minority share are excluded. These companies belong
too the petrochemicals and fertilisers sectors. For an overview of relevant indicators, see Biondi (1999:
42-48)) and Manzetti (1999: 174-179). Auctions of concessions in the following sectors are also
excluded:: electricity (transmission and hydro-electric generation), telecommunications (fixed, cellular
andd long-distance). For more information on ownership of regional and national telephone providers,
seee Melo and Gutierrez (1998: 16-17). An overview of the capital structure of concessions in railways
andd ports can be found in Biondi (1999: 47-48).
~~ftt Caixa Previdenciaria Funcionarios Banco do Brasil.
2277
Fundacao Vale do Rio Doce.
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--

--

99.9 9

99.8 8
0.2 2

Acominas s
Siderbras s
Cia.. Min. Part, Industrial
Bancoo SRL
Employees s

15.0 0
13.0 0
13.0 0
8.8 8
25.4 4
20.0 0

0.7 7
9.5 5
89.8 8

TableTable 6.4 continued
Petrochemicals s
Copesul l
67.2 2
Petroquisa a
30.75 5
BNDESPAR R
Consórcioo PPE
Employees s
Publicc Offer
Fundoo
Poolinvest M.
Privatizacao-DS S
Bancoo Real
Bancoo Econömico
Bancoo Bamerindus
Foreignn Capital (26)
Privatee pension funds (22)
Others s

Fertilisers s

Electricity y

Mining g

Finance e

Others s

Alcalis s
Petroquisa a
BNDES S
Grupoo Fragoso Pires
Ultrafertil l
Petrofértil l
Fosfértil l
Employees s
Goiasfertil l
Petrofértil l
BNDESPAR R
Fosfértill (Consórcio)
Employees s
Escelsa a
Eletrobras s
Ivenn S.A.
Statee of Espirito Santo
GTDD Participates S.A.
Employees s
Gerasul l
Federall Government
FNDD (BNDES)
Others s
Tractebell Sul S.A.
CVRD D
Nationall Treasury
BNDES S
Pensionn Funds
BNDESPAR/FPS S
InvestVale"" "
SPEE (Vaiepar)
Meridional l
Federall Government
Bancoo Bozano Simonsen
Embraer r
Federall Government
do
Brasil
Bancoo
Investimento o
Employees s

15.0 0
28.8 8
10.0 0
10.0 0
4.6 6
4.5 5
4.1 1
2.8 8
4.8 8
7.1 1
5.4 4

92.5 5
7.5 5

PQU U
Petroquisa a
67.8 8
Unipar r
28.9 9
Consórcioo Poloinvest
Employees s
Polibrasil l
Sann
Felipe
Adm.
e
Participacöes s
Fundoo Privatinvest
Petroflex x
Petroquisa a
100 0
Consórcioo P I C "
Nationall private pension funds
Employees s
Nationall financial institutions

51.0 0
26.0 0
10.0 0
2.6 6

Others s

10.0 0

17.5 5
30.0 0
13.0 0
9.8 8
6.8 8
6.3 3
4.5 5

--

99.9 9
100.0 0
90.0 0
10.0 0
82.7 7
17.3 3

Fosfértil l
Petrofértil l
BNDESPAR R
CVRD D
Employees s
Consórcioo Fertifós
Bancoo Bamenndus

76.4 4
11.9 9
11.5 5

11.5 5
10.0 0
68.5 5
6.0 0

90.0 0
10.0 0
72.3 3
20.1 1
3.4 4

14.7 7
45.1 1
3.4 4
25.0 0
7.7 7

58.2 2
5.4 4
36.4 4

8.2 2
5.4 4
36.4 4
50.0 0

51.2 2
24.8 8
15.0 0
5.0 0

15.9 9
15.9 9
5.0 0
5.0 0
4.0 0
52.2 2

--

Light t
Eletrobras s
Others s
EDFF International
Houstonn Industries
AESS Coral Reef
BNDESPAR R
Siderurgicaa Nacional
Employees s

Caraiba a
BNDESPAR/BNDES S
Employees s
Caraibaa Metais

81.6 6
18.4 4

28.8 8
10.8 8
11.4 4
11.4 4
11.4 4
9.1 1
7.3 3
10.0 0

100.0 0

..

20.0 0
80.0 0

100.0 0
100.0 0
95.2 2
4.7 7

20.0 0
4.7 7
10.0 0

Individuall investors

10.0 0

Celma a
Federall Government
Prattt and Whitney

85.8 8
10.8 8

FNDD (Fundo Nacional de 3.3 3
Desenvolvimento) )
Otherr previous shareholders
0.1 1

""" Shares of Petrobras were offered to the public in July 2000 and August 2001. The last offer
correspondss to 3.5 % of total capital of the company. International participation is 77.77 % (United
States,, 61.66 %) and Brazilian participation is 23.11 % (BNDESNoticias, 24-7-2001).
"" Consists of Suzano, Norquisa, Unipar, Coperbo.
InvestValee is an investment fund established by the employees of CVRD.
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-10.8 8

-0.1 1

TableTable 6.4 continued
Grupoo Bozano Simonsen
Sistell
PREVII
Pensionn funds (18)
Banvall CCTVM
Otherr foreign investors (4)
Otherss
Mafersa a
BNDESS system
99.9
Previouss shareholders
0.1
Employeess
REFERR
Source:: Biondi (1999: 42-48) and Manzetti (1999: 174-179).
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16.1
9.8
9.8
9.9
2.0
2.0
5.6

0.1
9.5
_0_

Employeess
Bancoo Boavista S.A.
Bancoo Safra S.A.
Construtoraa Andrade Gutierrez
Generall Electric do Brasil S.A.
TELOSS - pension fund
SNBP P
Federall Government
Employeess
CINCOO - Cia. lntemac. Naveg.
ee Comercio

3.0
21.4
21.4
21.4
9.7
5.3

100.0
10.0
90.0

CONCLUSIONS S
Duringg a very short period of time, the Brazilian labour movement has undergone a
thoroughh process of renewal and transformation, followed by a further wave of
institutionalisationn and strategic response to a new economic and political environment.
Despitee widespread pessimism regarding the potential role of workers' organisations in
thee workplace and in politics, the Brazilian context demonstrates that the organised labour
iss more dynamic than is generally outlined in the literature. During the late 1970s and
earlyy 1980s, trade unions established themselves as a crucial actor in the democratisation
process,, establishing a broader agenda of democratisation and economic change from
workplacee and wage activism. On several occasions during the 1980s, trade unions and
popularr movements pushed for a more comprehensive democratisation agenda, as
demonstratedd by the campaign for direct presidential elections in 1985 and trade union
participationn in the writing of a new constitution.
Whilee the economic chaos of the 1980s, along with the fear of unemployment,
constrainedd trade union activity to a certain extent, this context also contributed to the
labourr movement's role as a critic of government economic policy, as demonstrated by
largee scale political strikes. However, the success of the Real stabilisation plan in
controllingg inflation in 1994 strongly undermined the left's critical position. Although the
fulll implications of economic and labour reforms are not yet clear, inflation control has
hadd positive effects on income levels, and it appears that the reform agenda will not be
reversedd in the near future, despite being the subject of numerous objections. The collapse
off the momentum behind the democratisation movement along with the government's
successs in economic stabilisation now means that the Brazilian labour movement has
beenn strategically outmaneuvered, while its criticisms of current development strategy
receivee little political attention.
ExplainingExplaining the Emergence of New Unionism
Thee emergence and further development of new unionism during the 1980s and 1990s
cann be explained by reference to the character of Brazilian development strategy and its
impactt on union action. It is important to place this analysis in an historical context, as the
neww unionism movement is partially a reaction to 'old' forms of union activity.
Furthermore,, the Brazilian industrialisation process experienced can explain the
formationn of a constituency for new trade union strategies during the late 1970s.
Too a significant extent, the trade union movement which emerged at the end of
thee 1970s was a product of rapid state-led industrialisation. It is not surprising, therefore,
thatt the most effective protests took place in the most modern sectors of the economy,
thosee based in the particularly urbanised regions of Brazil. Therefore one can posit a
strongg connection between the rise of an interventionist state and trade unionism in

Brazil.. Before 1964, the labour relations system in Brazil was highly corporatist, with
importantt implications for potential trade union action. Firstly, the political inclusion of
urbann industrial labour was a highly controlled process, as the detailed regulation of trade
unionss and labour relations in the Labour Code demonstrates. Secondly, as argued in
Chapterr II, the corporatist system implied that it was difficult to broaden trade union
activityy beyond a particular sector and region, which hampered co-ordination of collective
bargainingg between particular unions. Thirdly, the corporatist system represented a
consciouss attempt to depoliticise unions, restricting the issues that could be discussed
duringg negotiations and implying that unions were obliged to spend part of their budget
onn social services. Fourthly, trade unions were politically linked to the state and political
partiess through populist politics (which is often characterised as 'old unionism'). Fifthly,
ass the state attempted to find a balance between popular dissatisfaction and the necessity
off economic stabilisation, labour demands put increasing pressure on the government's
economicc policies, while wage demands threatened to cause inflation. The military
government'ss solution for this problem was a new wage policy: wage levels were now set
byy the government and annually adjusted to inflation, thereby undermining collective
bargainingg as a union strategy.
Afterr the late 1970s, new unionism clearly attempted to break with old unionism
andd the corporatist labour relations system. As Chapter IV argued, the new unionist
movementt stressed representation of workers in the workplace, as well as a shift to direct
wagee bargaining with employers. In addition, as the new labour movement was part of a
broaderr opposition movement, its strategy of 'bottom-up' organisation and internal
democracyy were influenced by social movements. Furthermore, the foundation of a new
left-wingg party (the PT) in 1979, indicated that the unions had no desire to restore pre19644 relationships with political parties.
Furthermore,,

in order to understand

current

developments

in political

participationn and civil society in Brazil, it is important to emphasise the heterogeneity of
workingg people and potential union membership (cf. Oxhorn and Ducatenzeiler 1999: 3031).. Within the formal sector, important differences include those between workers who
havee sufficient skills to be part of the essential core of a given company or sector, and
thosee workers who can be easily replaced. These differences have resulted in
contradictoryy workers' interests, particularly because as the existence of a large pool of
unprotectedd labour can threaten the job stability of workers in the formal sector. Another
majorr difference exists between the public and the private sectors: public sector
employeess enjoy more benefits than those working in the private sector, such as pension
andd social-security provision, high wage levels and job security. As argued in Chapter V
andd VI, particularistic interests have formed obstacles to a more effective labour
movementt strategy, a situation which was particularly evident in the cases of socialsecurityy reform and privatisation.
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Heterogeneityy in labour terms refers to the differences between rural workers and
thosee who work in the urban economies. In Brazil, workers in the formal sector have
alwayss been well represented since the introduction of the Labour Code, which is not the
casee for those in the informal sector, as was the case for rural workers until the 1970s,
afterr which their organisational strength increased due to legalisation of rural unions. The
rapidd process of industrialisation and urbanisation has further reinforced differences
betweenn various groups of workers. The political incorporation of certain sectors of the
Braziliann working class shows that some groups, such as rural and informal workers,
weree deliberately excluded from social security, labour legislation and political
participation.. Nevertheless, these groups were important economically as providers of
much-neededd agricultural products for expanding Brazilian industrial centres. During the
1990s,, the Landless Workers' Movement also became a significant force in the struggle
forr land reforms, and its political mobilisations were often more effective than those of
thee labour movement.
StrategicStrategic Changes
Withinn the new Brazilian labour movement one can speak of various strategic dilemmas
andd ambiguities. The important role of trade unions in opposing the military regime has
meantt that the historical legacy of confrontation was highly valued within the labour
movement,, but meanwhile such confrontational strategies are now largely ineffective.
Theree have been several examples of successful negotiations by trade unions at company
level,, however this success has been usually restricted to stronger unions. Occasionally,
mobilisationn was even seen as undermining unions' ability to negotiate both with the
governmentt and employers, as those in the union movement opposed to negotiation
arguedd that this undermines the fundamental principles of the left. Paradoxically, both the
CUTT and the PT use ample appeals to revolutionary objectives and socialism, although
thiss is often far removed from the realities of union activity.
Twoo specific case-studies were used to examine changes in trade union responses
too economic and political reforms: the labour movement's shift in ideas, demands and
strategies;; and the privatisation of state-owned enterprises. These

case-studies

demonstratedd the paradox of trade union action in a newly democratised country, with the
leftt suffering a dilemma between pursuing either negotiation or mobilisation as
instrumentss with which to influence policy-making. In addition, the case-studies allowed
forr an analysis of trade union discourse in the light of fundamental shifts in economic
thinkingg and political change. However, as the analysis offered by Chapters V and VI
demonstrated,, the novelty of new unionism continued to play a role during the 1990s,
whilee it has proven difficult to influence the decision-making processes and policy
implementationn of the Brazilian government. Protests against particular developments
whichh the largest Brazilian central union organisation, the CUT, considers a matter of
principle,, have not led to a desired outcome, which in turn has led to tensions within the
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labourr movement itself, dilemmas which often manifest themselves as a choice between
thee opposing strategies of mobilisation/protest and negotiation, as referred to above.
Withinn this changing political and economic context, it is possible to detect a
numberr of new developments in union activity during the 1990s. Firstly, one can speak of
aa more defensive trade unionionism, given the declining number of strikes and the
increasingg focus on the maintenance of wage and employment levels, rather than
workplacee democratisation and progressive wage demands. Additionally, the Real Plan's
relativee success in stabilising the Brazilian economy has undermined many of the
criticismss of the economic reform programme, thereby undermining the unions'
oppositionn strategies. Secondly, many unions, particularly in multinational industries,
havee increasingly focused on negotiation of aspects of enterprise restructuring, including
thee participation of employees in profits and results, and labour flexibilisation. The
formalisationn of these issues in national legislation has ensured that these new forms of
collectivee bargaining have had a significant national impact, although the nature of union
activitiess are fundamentally different from the 1980s. Thirdly, as evident in the case of
anti-privatisationn protests, it was often difficult to reconcile ideological positions at a
nationall level with the need to formulate a practical union strategy dealing with changes
inn ownership structures and labour relations, particularly when the opposition was unable
too reverse the privatisation programme.
Althoughh 'new unionism7 distanced itself from the interventionist state and
authoritariann decision-making structures, it can be concluded from an analysis of
changingg union strategies that Brazilian trade unions maintain an ambiguous attitude
towardss the state, particularly concerning the issue of which actor (the state or the private
sector)) is best capable of promoting economic and social development. The labour
movementt which emerged from opposition to the military regime criticised the
interventionn of the state in labour relations, while the critique of state intervention in
labourr relations illustrates the innovative dimensions of new unionism, and distinguishes
itt from other examples of labour movements in Latin America, particularly Argentina and
Chile.. It has also brought the Brazilian labour movement closer to social movements that
aree less dependent on, and focused on, the state.
Nevertheless,, Brazilian trade unions have tended to view the state as an
instrumentt of the dominant classes, both as a source of social and economic
improvement,, or as the guardian of the common good, often encompassing these
positionss simultaneously. According to critics of the reform programme, the Brazilian
statee is unable to perform basic tasks necessary for social improvement, particularly in
comparisonn with the European welfare state. For instance, entitlements to social security,
thee right to unionisation, and protection of labour legislation, were usually limited to
politicallyy significant workers in the urban industrial sectors. Academics and the left alike
havee also accused the Brazilian state of combining democratic and authoritarian political
andd decision-making processes, which has led to a concern about both the willingness and
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capacityy to further democratise Brazil. These surviving authoritarian structures ensure
littlee space for workers' influence on the political process. In addition, critics have
diagnosedd a lack of commitment by the Brazilian government to social improvement,
whichh means that despite the re-introduction of the procedural dimensions of democracy
(suchh as free elections), the democratic process has not always furthered other desirable
objectives.. Despite these criticisms and despite the CUT's focus on its autonomy from the
state,, it can be concluded from Chapter V and VI that the labour movement has continued
too be strongly connected to the corporatist system which emerged in the era of state-led
industrialisation,, although in practice many unions moved beyond the central pillars of
corporatism.. Development demands and expectations have tended to be focused on the
"old",, interventionist, role of the state, particularly when analysing the CUT's
expectationss of the role of the public sector, public investment, and state-owned
enterprises,, in the development process.
Thee CUT's ambivalent view of the state can be partially explained by examining
thee union's documents detailing the historical relationship between the Brazilian state,
developmentt strategies, and the crisis in this relationship during the 1980s. This
contradictoryy perspective becomes particularly obvious when one details the responses of
thee Brazilian labour movement to privatisation. Latin American states were criticised as
beingg instruments of capital accumulation in the hands of the dominant classes post-1930,
andd as a result of this, '[t]he state ended up assuming very diversified functions, including
thee centralisation of decision-making, the articulation and financing of private capital, and
alsoo direct investment and enterprise management' (CUT 1994a: 4). This type of
developmentt strategy, and the particular role of the state, has led to a concentration of
wealth,, in the CUT's view, and one of the most unequal distributions of income in the
world.. Although the democratisation process contained the promise of a more equitable
developmentt strategy, the restrictions posed by economic crises and stabilisation meant
thatt this objective has not materialised. In turn the debt crisis has led to the reduction of
thee public budget available for essential social policy provision, a situation further
exacerbatedd by the recessions of the 1980s and problems associated with the transition.
Thee criticisms of the CUT imply that the reform programme of the 1990s has unfolded
withoutt regard for areas where the state and state policies were working efficiently and
effectively,, and without consideration of the improvement of social rights.
FurtherFurther Implications
Severall implications for the analysis of the political economy of developing countries, on
thee one hand, and trade unions, on the other, derive from this study. Firstly, the analysis
off the new Brazilian development strategy demonstrates the ambiguities and national
specificitiess of economic reform. Academic and policy debates on structural adjustment
sincee the early 1980s have focused on a recipe for success, although the diagnosis and
ingredientss have changed in response to both reforms, and economic and financial crises.
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Althoughh the Brazilian government has included many elements of these debates in its
reformm programme - often under the influence of international financial institutions - one
cann also speak of a specific national reaction to these developments. A clear example of
thiss is the debate on exchange rate policies during times of financial crisis. While the
Argentineann currency board was long seen as a success story, after the collapse of the
pesoo in early 2002 the Brazilian strategy of relatively flexible exchange rates is now seen
inn a more positive light. Furthermore, as argued in Chapter III, economic reforms in
Brazill cannot simply be characterised as neo-liberal in nature, as the implementation of
thee reform programme has been a gradual process and there have been many ambiguities,
particularlyy in the areas of industrial policy, state support for certain economic sectors and
financiall stabilisation plans.
Onee of the purposes of this study was to contribute to a rethinking of the role of
thee state in developing countries. The Brazilian case not only demonstrates that there is
moree than one strategy for political and economic success, the country's experiences also
underminess the claim that the state has been 'hollowed out', as the Brazilian reform
programmee is not intended to result in a minimisation of the state, but rather contributes
too a rethinking its role in addition to streamlining the state apparatus. Moreover, as the
statee in developing countries is not a straightforward

conduit between global

developmentss and the domestic economy, it is also necessary to take domestic power
struggless into account when defining national responses to global economic integration.
Secondly,, the labour movement's difficulties in influencing the economic reform
processs are closely related to a political environment that does not enable the participation
off social actors, a political arena closed to alternatives to reform. Based on the arguments
off Chapter I, part of the explanation of Brazilian trade unions' difficulties in defining an
alternativee strategy to deal with economic reforms during the 1990s can be found in the
fraughtt relationship between political liberalisation and economic reform, of which the
latterr tends to restrict possibilities for political participation. Whereas the goal of
democratisationn is usually to broaden political participation, large-scale political
participationn can also lead to criticism and anti-reform protest. Many governments in
countriess which have experienced authoritarian regimes have chosen to limit influence on
decision-makingg by restricting participation by centralising and technocratising policymaking. .
Thirdly,, despite the apparent decline of a trade union presence in politics all over
thee world, there are some instances where trade unions have re-emerged in the context of
rapidd industrialisation in multinational industries, at a time when most analysts would not
expectt this to occur. This demonstrates that the dynamic, heterogeneous context of
workingg people, which has seen new forms of action and political involvement emerging
fromm adverse circumstances. Examples of this dynamism include attempts to incorporate
workerss from outside the formal sector, micro-entrepreneurs, and other non-traditional
workingg constituencies. Even though new strategies focused on negotiation are viewed
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withh scepticism, they can also be interpreted as a strategic shift in times when it is
difficultt to influence the government through mass mobilisation. These circumstances are
derivedd from the repression seen under the military regime, along with the undermining
off a critical alternative due to the Brazilian government's successful implementation of
economicc reforms.
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APPENDIXX - NOTES ON METHODOLOGY
Thiss study has used a combination of different sources to compile evidence for the
argumentss presented in the Chapters. The first section describes the trajectory of my field
researchh in Brazil. The second section of this appendix consists of a discussion of types of
secondaryy sources used and where they were found. The third section discusses the
limitationss of statistics on labour and union matters in Brazil.
Forr the empirical part of the study, I used a combination of written documents and
policyy documents (also on Internet), in-depth interviews with key figures and statistics.
Cross-referencingg was used to verify these sources, not only with the primary sources, but
alsoo with secondary literature. The purpose of the written documents and specific policy
documentss was to analyse the strategies and opinion formation of the principal trade
unionn central in Brazil, CUT (Central Unica dos Trabalhadores - Unified Central of
Workers)) and also to analyse the Brazilian development model and privatisation policies.
In-depthh interviews were used on the one hand as an instrument to guide the process of
searchingg written primary sources and on the other hand to fill the gaps in written
information. .
RESEARCHH PROCEDURE

Thee preparation of my field research periods in Brazil (September - December 1999, JulySeptemberr 2001) consisted of the compilation (via Internet, academic and other contacts
inn the Netherlands) of a list of possible interviewees and academics in Brazil. I contacted
thesee interviewees when still in the Netherlands to ask for their co-operation and
orientationn on the topic and on research in Brazil. In Brazil, each person I interviewed
wass asked for assistance in establishing other contacts. In addition to this, a survey was
compiledd of written primary documents and policy documents available on the Internet.
Thiss survey was focused on Brazilian trade union websites in Brazil - not CUT websites,
butbut also those of other central union organisations and individual trade unions which were
expectedd to have a significant influence on internal policy-making in the CUT - and
websitess of governmental agencies, related institutions and employers' organisations.231
Althoughh not all sources found in this survey were used for the final text, it provided an
essentiall overview of labour topics and trade unions in Brazil.
Myy research periods in Brazil consisted of several stages, starting with a survey of
academicc literature not available in the Netherlands in libraries of the University of Sao
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These were, the Ministry of Labour and Employment, the Presidency, the Ministry of Development,
Industryy and Foreign Trade, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Planning and Management, the
Ministryy of Social Security. For the question of privatisation the Economic and Social Development
Bankk (BNDES) and the Institute for Applied Economic Research (IPEA) were important. The websites
off the following employers' organisations were consulted. Federation of Industries of the State of Sao
Pauloo (FIESP) and the National Confederation of Industry (CNI).

Paulo,, the Catholic University of Sao Paulo and the State University of Campinas. In the
initiall period, I also contacted persons on the list I compiled in the Netherlands and
identifiedd relevant archives and libraries where primary sources could be found. For trade
unionn sources I used the archive and the publications department of CUT,232 libraries and
archivess of the Metalworkers' Union of the ABC (industrial suburbs of Sao Paulo), the
Bankworkers'' Union of Sao Paulo and of the National Confederation of Metalworkers.
Forr statistical and further bibliographical information I have relied on the library and
databasess of the Interunion Department for Statistics and Socio-Economic Studies
(DIEESE).. Besides this, I have used the libraries of the Ministry of Labour and of the
Braziliann Congress in Brasilia, working papers and progress reports on privatisation of
thee Economic and Social Development Bank (BNDES), policy papers on privatisation
andd economic restructuring of the Institute for Applied Economic Research (IPEA), a
policyy think-tank.
PRIMARYY SOURCES

Ass this dissertation concerns a study of an ongoing process and because it is not always
possiblee to find sources in formal archives, I used a variety of strategies to retrieve
sources,, based on the triangulation approach.233 Following the types of sources for casestudyy research outlined by Robert Yin, the following sources played a role in this project.
Thee following sections also outline some of my experiences with using these sources and
wheree they were found.
DocumentsDocuments and Archives
Documentss for this research project can be distinguished between union documents and
governmentt documents. Union documents included publications of central union
organisations,, individual unions and documents published by organisations related to
tradee unions, such as DIEESE and the Observatório Social. Government documents
includedd publications of sections of the executive proper (the presidency, ministries), but
alsoo of thinktanks and organisations involved in the implementation of policies.2-4 This
sectionn focuses on union documents as sources of data, as the retrieval of government

"""" The types of documents were official resolutions of CUT congresses during the 1990s, periodicals,
internall documents on the topics of my research, publications of currents within the CUT, studies of the
economicc and political situation of Brazil and the global context (mainly through the department of
economic,, social and political studies of the CUT).
2 33
Triangulation is a method intended to increase the quality of the data collection stage of case-study
research.. It involves the use of different types of data (documents, archives, interviews, direct
observationn and participant-observation) in order to produce evidence. Used as such, this method
avoidss relying on one data source. See Yin f 1994).
2344
The principal organisations and thinktanks referred to in relation to the study of privatisation are
IPEAA (Instituto de Pesquisa Econömica Aplicada), a government thinktank and research institute on
economicc issues, and the BNDES (Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento Econömico e Social), the
institutionn that is mainly responsible for the implementation and organisation of the privatisation
process. .
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documentss was relatively uncomplicated in the Brazilian context, particularly as most
documentss are published on the Internet.
Forr union publications it is important to note that not all unions have sufficient
meanss to produce publications or to send copies of their publications to archives, which
makess it difficult to achieve an overview of all union documents available.. A major
exceptionn to this point is the Sindicato dos Metalürgicos do ABC, which maintains a
researchh department (affiliated to DIEESE) and a documentation centre on its own
history.. The CUT does publish a national newsletter called InformaCUT, but there are no
otherr regular national magazines or publications.
Thee CUT has started to organise an archive of the union central in 1999 and the
processs of cataloguing was almost completed in 2001. The archive covers internal
materiall and publications since its foundation, but only sporadically material published by
affiliatedd unions. A somewhat complementary collection of recent publications is the
Departmentt of Publications of the CUT. Important sources for union documents in Brazil,
besidess unions themselves, are the Centro de Pesquisa Vergueiro in Sao Paulo, the
Arquivoo Edgard Leuenroth in Campinas (particularly strong for historical documents) and
variouss centres that preserve the "memory" of workers. The Centro de Pesquisa
Vergueiroo is an invaluable source of union documents, pamphlets, left publications and
newspaperr clippings, although its activities have mainly focused on newspaper clippings
sincee 1996, due to financial restrictions. An important strategy to retrieve documents that
cann not be found in archives is through personal contacts and interviews.
Itt is common that union opinions and debates on labour issues are voiced in
nationall newspapers. For this reason, newspapers are not merely a complementary source,
butt a source for opinions and evaluations of union activities.:;b Newspaper sources were
usedd in case they provided a report of activities of the labour movement or when an
articlee concerned a reflection of debates, often written by politicians, social scientists and
prominentt trade unionists, on development strategies, privatisation and the position of the
labourr movement.236
Ann increasingly important source for union publications, opinions and union
activitiess is the Internet. I have reviewed the impact, possibilities and limitations of the
usee of Internet by trade unions elsewhere (Riethof 2001), but the major points can be
summarisedd as follows. Internet provides an opportunity for the dissemination of
informationn on trade union activities and labour-related issues. It has the potential to
reachh more people than merely union members, but it also circumvents the limits of
conventionall media, which are not always sympathetic towards trade unions. The Internet

~'~'' This does not mean that newspapers, magazines and TV stations are generally sympathetic towards
labourr and union issues. It is not uncommon to find strong opinions against labour in newspapers.
Newspaperss also provide a form of censorship or selection, which means that not all actions or issues
aree reported.
Thee key publications in this respect are the newspapers Folha de Sao Paulo, O Estado de Sao
Paulo.Paulo. Gazeta Mercantil and the periodicals Veja and Exame.
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cann also be a vehicle for collective action and mobilisation. For an analysis of the
importancee of trade unions' Internet in a country like Brazil, it is crucial to understand the
importancee of poverty and (functional) illiteracy in Brazil, as the illiteracy rate is 17 per
cent.. Brazil also has a low rate of telephone density (96 per 1000 inhabitants).237 For this
reason,, the impact of Internet on the general union membership is probably very small,
whichh increases the importance of other media, including radio, television, the printed
press,, and 'traditional' word-of-mouth strategies and the use of sound-wagons in
organisingg strikes and demonstrations (see also Friedrich Ebert Stiftung 2001).
Anotherr important issue in relation to the analysis in Chapters V and VI is to
assesss the circumstances and power relations in which they are produced and the purpose
off documents.23* As argued in section 5.2, it is crucial to understand the interaction
betweenn resolutions of national congresses and individual unions, although some unions
playy a major role in shaping national policy-making. National statements and resolutions
off the CUT are a reflection of the opinion of the majority current Articulacao, but they are
modifiedd by the struggles going on between different currents within the CUT. As a
result,, national resolutions tend to be more radical than the practice of many individual
unionss and more focused on national policy issues like labour reform and social security
reform.. In this sense, the CUT takes a role in the political articulation of union activities
andd demands, in addition to the purpose of centrally co-ordinating union activities such as
collectivee bargaining on wages and working conditions.
Interviews Interviews
Inn this research project, I used interviews as a complement to the range of documents
sketchedd in the previous paragraph. Interviews can provide more specific information
aboutt facts, but they can also give a very useful overview of opinions on the current
situationn and about the past. Furthermore, interviews should be contrasted with other
sourcess and should be evaluated in relation to other opinions as well. As Gay Seidman
hass noted, '[ljabor and community activists, like any other social actors, often reinterpret
pastt opinion and strategies in the light of current debates' (Seidman 1994: 13). Interviews
cann also be used to assess the position of documents and their relation to other documents.
Thiss was important in the process of embedding the study of union documents in the

2377

See Trends in Latin American Networking (TILAN) (2000-2001) Internet in Brazil: Basic Statistics,
onn http://lanic.utexas.edu/proiect/tilan/countries/br.html.
2388
The staff of the Centro de Documentafao of the CUT and José Ricardo Ramalho have helped me in
assessingg this point.
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realityy of power relations and the context in which unions operate.219 The reconstruction
off power relations was done partly through interviews and reviews of union documents in
whichh differences between groups within the labour movement become clear. Chapter VI
presentss a comparison of statistics on unionisation and representation in the CUT.
Inn the framework of this research project, I conducted interviews with members of
thee national board of CUT, members of the other important unions mentioned above and
personss representing organisations related to the labour movement, such as the Workers'
Partyy (PT).240 My interview strategy was to establish an initial network of academics and
severall people close to or belonging to the labour movement. This network provided me
withh further access to interviewees. During my second research trip I directly approached
severall

unions

in

key

privatised

sectors

(banking,

mining,

electricity,

telecommunications),24'' and for further research on new strategies (metallurgy).
Thee difference in results of my two major field research trips to Brazil in 1999
andd 2001 clearly demonstrated that the interview results were strongly influenced by the
generall political and economic conjuncture and the particular political focus of union
activitiess at the time of research.242 This becomes especially clear in the case of
privatisation.. There was much less interest in privatisation issues in 1999 than in 2001.
Thee situation of 1999 can probably be explained by the successful privatisation of the
Companhiaa Vale do Rio Doce in 1997 and of TELEBRAS in 1998. Unions were
disillusionedd with the possibilities of protesting against privatisation and the results of the
protests,, which were very marginal. Nevertheless, in 2001 general dissatisfaction with the
resultss of privatisation of public utilities (especially electricity, railways, but to a much
lesserr extent telecommunications) and the energy crisis, called privatisation into question
again.. This change in situation was reflected in a large number of meetings on
privatisationn and more possibilities to discuss these issues with interviewees.
Inn sum, successful access to key interviewees can depend on political conjuncture.
Writtenn documents represent the mood of a period better than interviews, but it can be
Inn addition to the statistics on unionisation and sectoral representation presented in Chapter VI,
readingss of preparatory texts for National Congresses and publications of CUT currents, discussions
withh academics (Iram Rodrigues, Salvador Sandoval and Armando Boito) and unionists (Kjeld
Jakobsen,, executive director for International Relations, CUT, Sao Paulo, 27/8/2001; Uriel Villas Boas,
presidentt of Sindicato dos Siderürgicos e Metalürgicos da Baixada Santista (Metal- and Steelworkers'
Union),, Santos, 26/9/2001; and and interviews with trade union participants of the third regional
conferencee of (Latin America) ICEM Rio de Janeiro, 10-13/9/2001; and trade union participants at the
'Seminarioo Pesquisa e Acao Sindical', organised by the Observatório Social, Florianópolis, 1820/9/2001. .
Thee PT is very significant for an understanding of the Brazilian labour movement, because it was
foundedd by trade unionists. Besides this, there is an important overlap of activists, opinions, activities
andd strategies between the CUT and the PT.
II could not establish further contacts with the telecommunications unions, following on an interview
inn 1999. The mining sector unions (the unions of the Companhia Vale do Rio Doce) were approached
throughh a contact in CVRD and the human resources department of CVRD.
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easierr to retrieve these documents through interviews when people are willing to talk
aboutt a certain topic. Generally speaking, I experienced few problems in getting access to
intervieweess and written material.
Observation Observation
Observationn and attendance of meetings related to the topics of my research again played
aa complementary role in the research process. It gave me the opportunity to hear a variety
off opinions on certain topics, but also to interview participants at these meetings or to
establishh further contacts.
USINGG STATISTICS IN THE BRAZILIAN C O N T E X T

Generallyy speaking, a common problem of statistics in Brazil is that they do not have a
nationall scope and are only based on the major metropolitan regions.243 Using statistics
forr the analysis of the Brazilian case poses several problems. Not all areas relevant for
thiss research are covered by regular statistical research (the main example of this is the
lackk of statistics on unionisation and countrywide statistics of the labour market) and
variouss measures are used, by different research institutes, to measure the same
phenomenaa (for example, inflation, urban employment and unemployment). The scope
andd validity of unionisation statistics in Brazil is very limited. The last union survey of
thee IBGE (the Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatistica) was held in 1991 (see
Cardosoo 1999a), while the annual household surveys of the IBGE cover some aspects of
unionisation,, primarily referring to the question whether someone is a union member or
activee in other types of organisations..
Furthermore,, the discussion of the campaign for fair wages in 1977 in section
4.2.11 demonstrates the political dimensions of inflation indices in Brazil. During the
militaryy regime, wage increases were not the result of collective bargaining, as wage
levelss were centrally established in relation to inflation rates. The principal issue of the
campaignn was that the government had manipulated inflation rates, which obscured real
wagee losses of workers. The episode points to the differences between the DIEESE's
inflationn indices and those compiled by the government.244 DIEESE's index is a cost-oflivingg index, based on the price of a minimum basket of goods in the large metropolitan
centres,, comparing these price levels to the minimum wage level (e.g. how many hours
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This was also my experience in field research in Chile (1997 and 1998), where the crisis of the
labourr movement at that time made people less willing to co-operate with interviews. The general
desperationn about the situation of the central union organisation CUT also coloured retrospective
opinions. .
Householdd surveys usually have a national coverage, as in the case of the Pesquisa Nacional de
Amostraa de Domicilios (PNAD), organised by the IBGE.
2444
Another inflation index is published by the Fundacao Getulio Vargas.
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doess someone have to work to be able to buy the minimum basket?). The official inflation
indexx is based on goods in general, not necessarily on basic needs.:45

Seee the following websites for an overview of statistics and methodologies for unemployment and
pricee levels: http://www.dieese.org.br and http://www.ibge.fiov.br.
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Althoughh the Brazilian labour movement played a crucial role during the
democratisationn process of the late 1970s and 1980s through
mobilisationss and strikes, this pro-active role became more constrained
duringg the 1990s. The success of the economic reform and financial
stabilisationn programme of 1994 - the Piano Real, introduced by
Fernandoo Henrique Cardoso - in bringing down hyperinflation
underminedd opposition to the economic policies of the democratic
government.Combinedd with an economic recession and increasing
unemployment,, this situation marked the end of large-scale
demonstrationss and strikes which the labour movement had successfully
organisedd until the early 1990s. In this context, the dissertation
concludess that the economic reforms of the 1990s have not contributed
too the deepening and broadening of democracy in Brazil.
Throughh an analysis of the Brazilian labour movementas strategies
developedd to deal with the privatisation process and the economic reform
programme,, the dissertation demonstrates that trade unions increasingly
relyy on negotiation strategies, with the government as well as with
employers,, in addition to a more moderate approach to political and
economicc transformation. Nevertheless, the labour movement does not
unconditionallyy support economic reforms, particularly regarding state
reformm and deregulation. Because it has proved to be difficult to
formulatee an effective alternative political project in Brazil, the labour
movementt has attempted to emerge from the crisis through strategies
whichh move beyond those of traditional trade unions.
Mariekee Riethof studied Political Science and International Relations at
thee University of Amsterdam. This book is the result of a doctoral
researchh project at the Amsterdam School for Social Science Research
(ASSR)) of the same university.
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